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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.

In 2012, the Industry Training Advisory Committee (ITAC) of Manufacturing

Technology Industry was formed with the assistance of the Education Bureau (EBD) to
facilitate the implementation of the Qualifications Framework (QF). The Manufacturing
Technology Industry scopes widely, and the cultures, characteristics and skills required
in the different industries included are very different. Hence, the QF of the entire
Manufacturing Technology Industry will be implemented in several phases. The ITAC
reached a consensus based on the features and scale of each sector of the Manufacturing
Technology Industry that the QFs of the three major, important and inter-related sectors
will be firstly developed and implemented:
Tooling industry
Metals industry
Plastics industry
Under this consensus, the ITAC undertook the work to draw up the Specification of
Competency Standards (SCS) of the Manufacturing Technology (Tooling, Metals &
Plastics) Industry and appointed the Hong Kong Productivity Council as the writer.
Taken into account of the current industrial situation, future development, new skills and
knowledge required in the industries, this SCS lists clearly all the present and future
standards of competency required for all the different QF levels. It also serves as the
standard for human resources management and development, and provides the
comprehensive training framework for the manufacturers to improve their technological
level and competitiveness. The overall capabilities of the whole Manufacturing
Technology (Tooling, Metals & Plastic) Industry will then be strengthened and raised
significantly.
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Principles of Writing

2.

This Specification of Competency Standards (SCS) of the Manufacturing

Technology (Tooling, Metals & Plastics) Industry is drawn up by consolidating the
professional opinions of representatives of the tooling, metals and plastics sectors. After
many rounds of discussions between the convener and committee members, the
principles of the writing of this SCS are defined and presented herein:

I. As the development of this SCS is funded by the HKSAR Government, the
terminology used will be the ones widely adopted in HK s Manufacturing
Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics), and supplemented with the
corresponding English, so as to enable our practitioners to fully understand this SCS
easily. Meanwhile, as the interactions between the Mainland and HK are more
frequent and the relations are much closer, a terminology cross reference table is
provided, which serves both to increase the applicability of this SCS, and prepare for
the mutual recognition of this SCS with the Mainland in the future.

II. To cope with the development of the Manufacturing Technology (Tooling, Metals &
Plastics) Industry in the coming three to five years, this SCS already comprised the
most advanced manufacturing technologies, management systems and quality
systems currently available in the industry. Training institutions and enterprises can
thus provide prospective training courses to match with the needs of the industry and
to raise the quality and level of the practitioners. This SCS also aims at encouraging
the practitioners on continuing learning and self enhancement, so as to boost the
competitiveness of the industry. Moreover, this SCS has already reserved room for
enhancement of competency requirements according to the future development of
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the industry.

III. The Units of Competencies (UoCs) included in the Functional Areas of the SCS of
Manufacturing Technology (Tooling, Metals & Plastics) Industry are drawn up
predominantly for its main sectors (such as sheet metal stamping, mould
manufacturing, die casting and plastic injection, etc.). Some of the other industries
(such as casting and forging, etc.) and related industries (such as electroplating,
surface finishing and printing, etc.) cannot be fully covered at this phase. As those
other industries are very professionally specialised, this SCS only covers a few of
the UoCs needed by them. Nonetheless, they will be served better when the SCSs
specific to their own industries is developed and also during the update of this SCS.

IV. This SCS is focused on developing the Functional Areas and UoCs for the
technological and management aspects of the Manufacturing Technology (Tooling,
Metals & Plastics) Industry. The non-technical ones (such as finance and human
resources, etc.) are prepared by making reference to the existing SCSs of other
industries.

V. The Functional Areas of the Manufacturing Technology (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Industry are usually rather unique, but there are also some common ones.
Accordingly, this SCS has established some

Common Functional Areas , and the

UoCs under those functional areas are applicable across different sectors of the
Manufacturing Technology Industry. This will favour the people who want to enter
the industry by offering them, after completed courses corresponding to these
common areas, cross sectors recognition and get immediate qualification recognition
when they change jobs between different sectors. Moreover, it is hopeful that when
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the other industries (such as Toys, Home Appliances, etc) draw up their own SCSs in
the future, they may also make reference to the Common Functional Areas UoCs of
this SCS, to enable their learners to have wider scope of career prospects.

VI. The meaning of some terms used in the Common Functional Areas UoCs may be
different among sectors. For example, the term
in the Tooling Sector, but means

metal parts

product

means

mould and die

in the Metals Sector.

VII. The production plants of Hong Kong s manufacturing technology enterprises are
mainly located in the Pearl River Delta region. The mechanical and repetitive works
are mostly handled by operators of the Mainland, and the practitioners from HK are
generally working on the management and technical jobs. To cope with the actual
situation and target to serve the practitioners from Hong Kong in the Manufacturing
Technology Industry, the UoCs of this SCS are mainly of Level 3 to 5 of the
Qualification Framework (refer to Appendix 1 Generic Level Descriptors for the
assessment criteria of the Levels). Consequently, not every Functional Area has
continuous UoCs from Level 1 to 7. However, more continuous UoCs will be drawn
with the updates of this SCS in the future. In addition, the credits stated in each
UoCs of this SCS are in multiples of three, aiming at providing the Committee
Members with a clearer reference to assign credits for the UoCs.

VIII. In Progression Pathways, there are two kinds of competency requirement for each
post:

Essential Competencies

implies that the person who hold the post must

meet the performance and knowledge requirement listed in the related UoCs, while
Recommend to Understand

implies that the person who hold the post is suggested,

but not compulsory, to have some knowledge or preliminary understanding of the
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performance requirement listed in the related UoCs. There are two purposes of this
arrangement. Firstly, it is to help the enterprises and/or relevant stakeholders to
make effective and objective competency assessment on staff recruit and/or
promotion through using this SCS. Secondly, as some of the practitioners may not
have the working experience at the grassroots level, in order to ensure the continuity
of the competency of the practitioners, the
next lower level are included in the

Essential Competencies

UoCs of the

Recommend to Understand

UoCs of the

present level, the competency requirements for each post will hence be more
comprehensive.

IX. As the tasks of the Manufacturing Technology Industry are highly technical,
experience is a very important factor for recruitment and promotion. Accordingly, in
the Progression Pathways of this SCS, the suggestions on relevant experience for
different posts are given in two categories: namely
experience related to the Functional Areas

and

Suggestion of minimum

Suggestion of minimum working

experience of one level lower or equivalent . It is also suggested to follow the
principle of shorter is better

on setting the amount/year of experiences needed

for different tasks, so as to encourage the practitioner to pursue progression actively.

X. The competencies required in the UoCs are grouped into three levels, namely
Knowledge ,

Capable

and

Professional

respectively. For better understanding

of the classification, some explanations are given here:

I.

Knowledge

(consists of two levels):

Know : have basic understanding of the relevant knowledge/skill, have
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preliminary understanding of the relevant knowledge/skill, able to apply the
relevant knowledge/skill or to arrange for suitable practitioners who have the
required knowledge/skill to perform the task.

Understand : have good understanding of the relevant knowledge/skill,
including the background principles and techniques involved.

Know and

Understand

are basically the same.

Know implies having a foundation knowledge of the related subjects, and
Understand

II.

implies having a deeper knowledge of the main subject.

Capable : able to apply the relevant knowledge/skill on their jobs; able to
complete certain types of task

III.

Professional : able to correctly and safely complete the task and meet the
performances required, including good quality, high efficiency, cost control,
legal regulations, safety standards, professional ethics, etc.

Industry Background and Current Situation

3.

In the 1950s, the large scale influx of talents and labours from the Mainland into

Hong Kong has stimulated the rapid development of the Manufacturing Technology
Industry, and Hong Kong was so successful in manufacturing that it was nicknamed as
one of the Four Asian Dragons. In the 1980s, the Open Door Policy of our country
attracted many Hong Kong manufacturers to shift their production lines to the Mainland,
especially in South China and the Pearl River Delta (PRD), to make use of the abundant
cheap labour supply, and leaving only small amount of highly technical or highly
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automated operations in Hong Kong. Nowadays, Hong Kong s manufacturers are
mostly running with the model of having their headquarters in Hong Kong to handle the
incoming orders and then have their factories in the PRD to take care of the production.
However, the advantage of having the cheap labour supply has meanwhile decreased
their motivations on R&D of new technologies and development of high value-added
products, and consequently, a lot of manufacturers are relying heavily on their Original
Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) businesses.

4.

There is still no independent product R&D center in Hong Kong, and only a few

enterprises are willing to invest on developing new technologies. Consequently, the
product development in Hong Kong focused mainly on exterior design and integration
of existing technologies, and is lacking of breakthroughs in product function and
technology. As the products are mostly low value-added, many Hong Kong
manufacturers are still operating on large turnover with low profit margin. Meanwhile,
due to the situation of few land and high wages in Hong Kong, the manufacturers
mostly handle their orders with their local headquarters and have their factories in the
Pearl River Delta to carry out the production. However, in recent years, the rapid wages
increase and serious labour shortage in the Mainland have pushed the enterprises to
invest and use more automation in their production, and also to develop their own
product brands, enter high value-added market, expand their sales in the Mainland
domestic markets and other emerging markets. Some enterprises are expecting the cost
of manufacturing in the Mainland will rise sharply in the upcoming years, and they are
considering to move part of their production lines to other regions including South East
Asia, and will also move the highly technical and automated operation sections back to
Hong Kong. Hence, it is necessary for Hong Kong to train up enough knowledge-based
talents to take on the coming challenges.
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5.

There are several tertiary institutions in Hong Kong providing higher education in

Engineering, and some specialised institutions of vocational education offering
vocational training for the manufacturing industry. However, as the prior industries of
Hong Kong was mostly low value-added basic manufacturing, they could not attract
many young people to enter the Manufacturing Technology Industry, leading to high
turnover rate and wide gap of talents supply. Representatives of the industry said that
many Hong Kong manufacturers want to relocate their highly automated, high
value-added and technology-intensive operation sectors (such as R&D, samples
manufacturing, semi-auto assembly) and high value-added product processing back to
Hong Kong. However, most manufacturers are not able to get enough talents to support
the operation, which is really a major barrier for developing local industries.

6.

Although the Manufacturing Technology Industry of Hong Kong does not

constitute a major portion of the GDP of Hong Kong, it is directly driving the
development of many other local industries such as logistics, finance and technology
innovation. Also, the technologies involved are also closely related with other key
industries. For example, the rapid forming technology used on making artificial bones in
the medical field is closely related to the rapid prototyping technology in the
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Moreover, in developed countries and regions like
the Switzerland, Germany and Japan, their local high value-added manufacturing
technology industry is a crucial part of their economy, and is contributing to the
development and wealth distribution of their societies. Hong Kong should take reference
of the success of other places, develop our talents to support the development of local
high value-added manufacturing technology industries, and to establish a harmonious
and balanced development environment.
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7.

With Hong Kong s trustworthy branding advantage, dedicated and high quality

manpower, and the concise and impartial judicial system, Hong Kong should take the
chance of the new business environment to strengthen the supporting facilities and train
up enough talents to build up a high-tech and high-value added Manufacturing
Technology Industry, to support the development of new and innovative products, in the
directions of coordination, research and development, inspection and testing, and sales
management.

Political, Economic, Social and Technological (PEST) Scans

8.

Before drawing up the Specification of Competency Standards (SCS), we will look

at the macroscopic environment, identify the current status of the industry and
investigate the directions of developments in the future. The systematic analysis system
PEST is adopted here. By reviewing the effects of the Political, Economic, Social and
Technological factors of the macro-environment on the industry, the challenges for the
industry are recognised, and forecasts are made for the trends of future developments for
the Manufacturing Technology Industry.

Political Factors

CEPA

9.

Since 2003, the Government of HKSAR and the Central People's Government

(CPG) have signed the Mainland and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership
Arrangement (CEPA) and Supplement I to Supplement X. CEPA is the first free trade
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agreement ever concluded by the Mainland of China and Hong Kong.

10. CEPA covers three broad areas including trade in goods, trade in services and trade
and investment facilitation. Around 1,800 types of goods of Hong Kong origin
importing into the Mainland enjoy tariff free treatment. Exports including auto-parts,
electronic watches, medical devices and parts, textiles and clothing, and some kinds of
plastic and metals products, etc. are closely related to the Manufacturing Technology
Industry and benefiting many Hong Kong manufacturers.

11. According to China Economic Net, the information from the Shenzhen Customs
showed full-scale growth in imports by CEPA preferences. Since the implementation of
CEPA on 1 Jan 2004, as at end March 2011, US$4.96 billion worth of zero tariff Hong
Kong goods have imported to the Mainland with relevant tariff concessions amounting
to RMB2.84 billion. The signing of the latest Supplement further lowered the thresholds
for Hong Kong enterprises to enjoy zero tariff. The "value-added content" origin rule
under CEPA refers to the total value of raw materials, component parts, labour costs and
product development costs exclusively incurred in Hong Kong being greater than or
equal to 30% of the free-on-board (FOB) value of the exporting goods. But now,
according to newly signed Supplement, the value of raw materials and component parts
originating in the Mainland can be taken into account as part of the value-added content
if its total amount is less than15% of the FOB value.

12. On Trade in Services, the liberalisation measures under CEPA provide Hong Kong
service suppliers with preferential access to the Mainland market in various service
areas. The preferential treatment takes various forms, including allowing wholly-owned
operations, relaxing restrictions on equity shareholding, reducing registered capital
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requirements, relaxing restrictions over geographical location and business scope, etc.
Hong Kong manufacturers therefore enjoy preferential treatment when setting up
business in the Mainland. Professional bodies of Hong Kong and the regulatory
authorities in the Mainland have also signed a number of agreements or arrangements
on mutual recognition of professional qualification. The Mainland allows eligible Hong
Kong residents to take qualification examination concerning 38 categories of
professionals and technicians, including: prosthetist and orthotist, quality and computing
technology

and

software

professional

qualifications,

facilitating

cross-border

practitioners of relevant professions of the manufacturing technology industry in Hong
Kong.

13. Both Mainland and Hong Kong agreed to enhance co-operation in various trade
and investment facilitation areas, including: electronic business, customs clearance
facilitation, commodity inspection and quarantine, food safety, quality and
standardisation, transparency in laws and regulations, cooperation on law enforcement
and simplification of relevant administrative procedures. Both sides also agree on
promoting cooperation on branding, joint development of international markets for
commodities and engineering works through setting up a working group for
strengthened cooperation, information exchange in respect of protection of brands and
enhanced promotion of brands, aiming at fostering economic development and trades
between the Mainland and Hong Kong.

The National 12th Five-Year Plan

14. "The Outline of the 12th Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social
Development of the People's Republic of China" was officially promulgated on 16
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March 2011. For the first time, an individual chapter entitled "Maintaining the
Long-term Prosperity and Stability of Hong Kong and Macao" is dedicated to Hong
Kong and Macao. The significant functions and positioning of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region in the national development strategy was elabourated. Chapter
57, the dedicated chapter on Hong Kong and Macao, is divided into three sections,
namely Supporting Hong Kong and Macao to reinforce and enhance their competitive
advantages ,

Supporting Hong Kong and Macao to nurture emerging industries

and

Deepening economic co-operation of the Mainland with Hong Kong and Macao .

15. The dedicated chapter clearly sets out the Central Authorities' support for Hong
Kong to consolidate and enhance its competitive advantages, including consolidating
and enhancing Hong Kong's status as an international centre for financial services, trade
and shipping; to nurture its emerging industries and develop the six industries where
Hong Kong enjoys clear advantages; and to deepen economic co-operation with the
Mainland and continue to implement CEPA. It also confirms the significant functions
and positioning of Hong Kong's co-operation with Guangdong under the Framework
Agreement on Hong Kong/Guangdong Co-operation.

16. The National 12th Five-Year Plan not only sets out the support for product design
and creative industries, which are closely related to the Manufacturing Technology
Industry, but also confirmed the direct support of CEPA to Hong Kong Manufacturing
Technology Industry, the positioning of Hong Kong/Guangdong co-operation which
promotes the Made in Hong Kong industry as well as the core functions of Hong
Kong on the co-operation in the Pearl River Delta region. In respect of the support for
the stable development as well as transformation and upgrading of Hong Kong
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enterprises engaging in contract manufacturing (OEM) trade on the Mainland, the
measures set out in the dedicated chapter include continuing to maintain a consistent
policy on contract manufacturing trade, promoting the establishment of exemplary
zones for transformation and upgrading of contract manufacturing trade in the Pearl
River Delta Region, promoting innovative management model, establishing a sound
mechanism to facilitate the domestic sales of contract manufacturing trade,
strengthening employment services and guidance, providing financial and insurance
support, and encouraging Hong Kong enterprises engaging in contract manufacturing
trade to upgrade and transform.

17. The preferential treatments for Hong Kong manufacturers include facilitating the
development of asset management business; seeking to engage into more agreements for
the avoidance of double taxation; looking into the provision of more tax incentives for
products made in Hong Kong; and promoting collaboration between Hong Kong and
provinces in the Mainland through the organisation of various exhibitions, business
events and overseas promotion, especially for advanced Manufacturing Technology
Industry.

18. Major co-operation projects among Guangdong and Hong Kong include the
infrastructure construction and development of Qianhai New District, Shenzhen into a
Hong Kong/Guangdong modern service industry innovation and co-operation
exemplary zone; supporting Guangdong to open up its services industry to the service
providers of Hong Kong through early and pilot implementation measures; and setting
up of the Liantang / Heung Yuen Wai Boundary Control Point to shorten the travel time
between Hong Kong and Shenzhen, enhance the handling capacity of vehicles and
passengers and improve the efficiency of the eastern boundary crossing between
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Guangdong and Hong Kong. These policies not only help Hong Kong manufacturers to
lower their production cost and to develop branding and high-tech, high quality
manufacturing technology, but also create a win-win situation for both sides via
co-operation Hong Kong and Mainland authorities and corporations to develop the
domestic market.

International Regulations and Directives for Exports and Imports

19. In view of the growing demand for product safety and environmental sustainability,
governments worldwide introduced different standards and regulations for imports.
Developed European countries and the U.S. have imposed series of stringent regulations
on importation of goods. Meanwhile, as leading enterprises require suppliers to commit
product safety, social responsibility and environmental standards, Hong Kong
manufacturers are improving their production and management system continuously to
comply with the requirements of these standards.

20. A series of product recalls were imposed several years ago against products
exported to European countries and the U.S. because of excessive levels of chemicals
including heavy metals and additives in the materials or fail in safety test. This directly
or indirectly led to the amendment or introduction of more stringent regulations of
chemicals and chemical ingredients in products and product safety testing, including:
ISO 8124 for the toy industry, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA),
the Regulation on Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals
(REACH), the Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS), IEC 62115, EN 71, ASTM
F963, IEC 60335 for electrical household appliances, the Consumer Product Safety Act
(CPSA), the Global Automotive Declarable Substance List (GADSL), etc., causing
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far-reaching impact on the Manufacturing Technology Industry of the Mainland and
Hong Kong. At present, all products exported to Europe and the U.S. have to comply
with relevant tests, even along with the safety testing certification issued by laboratories
accredited to ISO/IEC 17025, brought about dramatic increase in operation cost of Hong
Kong manufacturers. However, enterprise can upgrade the laboratory in their production
plant to fulfill the requirements and obtain accreditation of ISO/IEC 17025, so as to
enable quick response to product quality control, save the cost for third party testing,
strengthen the product safety awareness of practitioners and thus to lower operation
cost.

21. As social responsibility has came under the spotlight in the recent years, suppliers
complying with Social Accountability SA 8000 and Occupational Health and Safety
Assessment Series OHSAS 18001 are more preferential in the completion for customers
in the international market. Besides, different industries also set up specific code of
practice according to the environment and situation in the industry, for example, the
Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC), the International Council of Toy
Industries (ICTI), and the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) for the paper industry, etc.

22. Environmental requirements and regulations include a series of standards such as
ISO 14000 environmental management systems certification, ISO 14064 for
quantification and reporting of greenhouse gas, ISO 14006 ecodesign guidelines and
systems, PAS 2050 and ISO 14067 for assessing carbon footprint of goods and services.
They provide guidelines for environmental protection projects of enterprises. In addition,
there are also environmental management standards providing indications for the overall
environmental operation of enterprises, for instances, energy management standard ISO
50001 supports enterprises to use energy more efficiently, save money and reduce
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greenhouse gas emissions; IEC/QC080000 management system requests enterprises as
well as suppliers of the supply chain comply with relevant requirement to impose strict
control on the selection of materials, quality evaluation of incoming materials and
manufacturing process variation in various stages including product development,
procurement, production and delivery of products, etc. All kinds of regulations are also
established for environmental requirements of recycling, recovery and reuse, such as
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive (WEEE), Energy Using Products
Directive (EuP), End-of-Life Vehicle Directive (ELV) and End-of-Life Aircraft
Directive (ELA), etc., requiring imported goods to comply with the relevant
specifications.

23. Despite the increase in operation cost due to these requirements, enterprises have to
provide products according to the updates of standards and take up social responsibility
to attract first tier production plants and buyers for business opportunities, market and
goodwill.

Economic Factor

Decline of Traditional Export Market

24. Economic globalisation has deepened the impact of individual economies on the
global market. In 2008, the U.S. subprime mortgage crisis triggered, on the level of
global economy, bank failures, severe global recession and dramatic impact on the
Manufacturing Technology Industries. As economic globalisation rises steadily,
governments find it more difficult to control the international flow of capital, causing
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synchronisation and globalisation of economic activity and fluctuation. This is one of
the reasons of frequent financial crises in the 1980s.

25. With the favourable geographical position and the support from CEPA via the zero
tariff treatment of entering into the Mainland market, Hong Kong steadily overcame
financial crises over the years. The large population, vast area and rich resources of our
country fostered the rapid development of domestic market in recent years. The culture
and tradition of our country also contributes to a strong economy. According to the
World Trade Organization (WTO), in 2008, while the world imports and exports growth
were both 2%, the growth of imports and exports of our country reached 9% and 4%
respectively; in 2009, when the world import and export trade recorded a substantial
negative growth, the imports of our country still rose 3%. If Hong Kong manufacturers
can take advantage of business opportunities brought about by the Mainland market,
risk to the Manufacturing Technology Industries during worldwide economic
fluctuations can be reduced.

26. In addition, in order to further lower risk, many enterprises of the Mainland and
Hong Kong expand to other emerging overseas markets recently, especially those with
high potential, including new markets of the Middle East, India, Russia, ASEAN, Latin
America and South Africa. Hong Kong enterprises can expand their developed business
in North America and Western Europe to developing emerging markets according to the
uniqueness of different markets, so as to strengthen the network established by the
enterprises in different regions as well as to spread and reduce risk of different markets.
The recent development of trade of our country in different emerging markets is as
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following:

i.

Trade volume between our country and the Middle East in 2010 surged to US$190
billion. In the first half of the year 2011, the trade volume increased by 36%
year-on-year to hit US$120 billion. In 2009, our country overtook the U.S. as the
largest exporter to the Middle East, having already overtaken Germany in 2006 and
the U.K. in 2002, according to Royal Bank of Scotland Group. RBS's Asia and
Middle East strategist Ben Simpfendorfer in Hong Kong pointed out that trade
between the Middle East and China has grown from a few billion dollars to over
US$130 billion in the past 10 years. China is now the region's largest
single-country trade partner. This trend will continue and trade values will grow.

ii.

According to Directorate General of Commercial Intelligence & Statistics, Ministry
of Commerce and Industry, India, in 2010 the imports and exports of products of
India reached US$551.91 billion, increased 30.5% over the previous year. In the
same period, our country was India's third largest export market and the largest
source of imports, the trade volume was US$17.42 billion and US$38.16 billion,
indicating an increase of 71.5% and 32.3% respectively compared with the figures
in 2009. This shows the considerable potential of India trade. Imports from our
country are mainly electrical products, chemical products and low-priced metals
and products, which trade volume was US$15.9 billion, US$6.4 billion and
US$3.93 billion respectively, implying an increase of 3.7%, 51% and 97.3%
respectively.

iii.

Trade between our country and Russia hit a record US$33.4 billion in 2006,
increased 15% from the previous year. Trade between our country Russia has
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exceeded US$83 billion per year, with mutual goals to increase trade by
US$17-100 billion in the next three years. Mikael Davtyan, the director of the
economics department at the Peoples' Friendship University of Russia pointed out
that China is Russia's second-largest trade partner and is expected to surpass the
European Union by 2015.

iv.

The ten members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),
including Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet Nam, have a total population of 618
million, which is expected to increase by 10 million annually and an export value
totalled about US$40 billion a year. ASEAN is the fourth-largest exporting region
in the world and has the world's third-largest foreign exchange reserves. The China
ASEAN Free Trade Area (CAFTA) established in January 2010 is the largest free
trade area in terms of population, which is about 1.9 billion, and third largest in
terms of nominal GDP, after the European Union and the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). At present, over 7,000 types of products were made
tariff-free for trade among our country and ASEAN countries. If Hong Kong can
join CAFTA, the trade preference will facilitate the development of the Hong Kong
Manufacturing Technology Industry.

v.

From 2002 to 2007, trade between our country and Africa grew by 30%, the trade
volume in 2007 reached over US$55 billion. Meanwhile, our country attached
great importance to the trade and economic relations with African countries and
encouraged enterprises to "go out" and increase imports of African products.
According to statistics from the General Administration of Customs of the PRC, in
recent years, bilateral trade has seen astounding growth. In 2011, despite China's
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overall export growth of 22.5%, bilateral trade between China and South Africa
totalled US$45.43 billion, increased by 77.1% year-on-year.

vi.

The trade in goods between China and Latin America was yearly added by 40.2%,
the bilateral trade increased from $US40 billion to $US102.6 billion in four years.
At the same time, the importance of Latin America trade to the trade of our country
is gradually increasing since its trade volume is taking an increasing proportion of
our trade. Latin America has therefore become the target of Hong Kong
manufacturers for market development. Our country has signed over 20 agreements
in 2011, from the mining of raw materials to the development of medical and
educational cooperation, valued $US30 billion in total.

Large fluctuation of market demand

27. Nowadays investment is very popular and causes the occurrence of economic
bubble in the financial system. Due to economic globalisation, bubble burst will spread
to different economic systems of the world, problem of one of the countries will threaten
the economic stability of other countries. In recent years, frequent global financial crises
triggered global economic recession, which greatly affected the operation of industrial
plants in Hong Kong. In addition, overcapacity in the society today caused the
competition among many suppliers in a single market; enterprises of different countries
all changed their business approach from production-oriented to customer-oriented ones,
so as to achieve product diversification and to meet the demand of customers. This
approach also led to frequent changes of orders.

28. Facing large-scale economic fluctuations, many manufacturers have to develop
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new markets in order to reduce the risk of focusing on a single market. Many emerging
countries, especially BRICS, when compared with relatively advanced countries,
recorded a relatively steady growth during economic adversity; and in view of the
difference in culture, language, location and time, the domestic markets of the Mainland
are the best targets of development for Hong Kong manufacturers. Since the
establishment of the Open Door Policy for three decades, the growth rate has been
maintained at 8 to 10%, the annual growth rate of the domestic market is 10 to 20% in
average. Coastal economic zones including the Pearl River Delta in South China, East
China Yangtze River Delta and Bohai Economic Zone in Northeast are having strongest
development, cooperating with other key development inland areas such as the
Chengdu-Chongqing Economic Zone and the central economic zone, as well as
government supportive policies including "Western Development", "Northeast
Development", "South-to-North Water Transfer, West-to-East Gas Transmission", while
rapid development of the central and western inland area in is driven by that of the
Eastern coastal areas. This growth is expected to be sustained for many years, Hong
Kong manufacturers should seize the opportunity to develop the domestic market.

29. Manufacturing enterprises have to respond more rapidly to the market changes
such as unavoidable frequent changes of orders and product requirements, so as to
reduce the Bullwhip Effect caused by the amplified variations in demand as moving
upstream in the supply chain. More accurate market information will help reduce
problems such as slow sales and overproduction. This can be realised by the application
of automated information systems including enterprise resource planning (ERP),
advanced planning and scheduling (APS) and electronic communication platforms, so as
to facilitate the communication between the enterprises and suppliers/customers,
improve the efficiency of the design, manufacturing and sales information transfer, and
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thus effectively reduce the negative impact brought by variations.

30. At the same time, Generic Product and Product Differentiation Process can be used
to reduce the impact of market volatility, such as the risk of slow sales and
overproduction in particular markets. Take electronic appliance manufacturers as an
example, before selling their products to other countries, they will not put the manual of
a specific language in the box immediately after production. Instead, they will confirm
the request before printing out the manual of the corresponding language and arrange
the delivery. The well-developed Hong Kong shipping industry is playing an important
role to cope with market volatility problem. Hong Kong can make good use of the
advantage in the shipping industry, combining the strengths of other cities in the PRD
region, to develop services including final processing, product assembly and product
diversification, so that the impact of market volatility to manufacturing firms can be
reduced, which is a win-win situation.

Increase of Comprehensive Cost of Mainland

31. At the beginning of the economic reforms, many enterprises setups their factories
in the Mainland and run their business with the strategies of low cost, large turnover
with small profit margin. However, most of them have been eliminated from the market
because of the increase of operational costs and low technology content. The operation
conditions are very stringent now, besides the issues of taxes, such as import tax, value
added tax, they have to face also the issues of credit crunch, the RMB appreciation and
rising labour costs. The enterprises of Hong Kong must transform their business,
develop new products, and then setup their own brands, enter into the high-value adding
markets for sustaining development.
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32. According to the 2012 survey conducted by the Federation of Hong Kong
Industries, the operation costs of the manufacturers of Hong Kong, as compared to 2011,
had increased by 10%, in which materials increased by 15%, fuel and electric increased
by 10%, credit expenses had also increased by 6%. At the same time, the RMB
appreciation has also brought vast pressure on them, during the period from 2005 to
2011, the RMB had appreciated for 31.9%. Taking into account of the 49.8% value
added content of the Mainland operations of the manufacturers of Hong Kong, the
production cost of their products was then increased by 15%.

33. Under the pressure from the Economic Crisis and high unemployment rate,
developed countries, such as the U.S., Japan, Germany, etc., all want to bring back their
manufacturing technology industries to their own countries. As they are of much higher
position in the value chain than those of our country, the changes in the labour cost of
our country means that, when our industries are trying to climb up along the value chain,
we will have to face more direct competitions from these countries. If we have to keep
the competition power of our manufacturing industries, the key to success is whether we
will be able to be competitive at the higher position of the product value chain.

34. The manufacturing technology industries of Hong Kong have a very solid
foundation of industrial strengths, and are having the prerequisites to develop their own
brands enter the high value added markets, and strive for a higher position in the value
chain.
Transforming from Original Design Manufacturing to Original Brand Manufacturing
can bring rich amount of income for the enterprises. It can also balance the cost and
income of the complete logistic chain, enable even developments on design, production,
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packaging, logistics and marketing. Consequently, the enterprises can having sustaining
developments at different internal aspects, and can overcome the weakness of normal
OEMs that they cannot transform themselves due to the very low profit margin.

35. Hong Kong is developing the high value added manufacturing technology
industries of automotive components, aviation components, and medical equipments.
These three industries match very well with the well established foundations of the basic
manufacturing technology industries of Hong Kong (plastics, metals, tooling, etc) and
have very high development potentials. We are facing a very strong rising automotive
market, from 2001 to 2010, the demand of automotive in the Mainland market increased
annually by 25.3%. And in the coming 20 years, the aviation market of the Mainland
will be able to keep a minimum annual increase rate of 7.2%, the Human Capital Index
of each flight is as high as HK$12,000 per kg, the added value of the aviation products
are very high. Meanwhile, the speed of aging of the population of the Mainland is
increasing, it is estimated that in 2020, 13.6% of the population will be older than 65
years old. The health care system reform carrying out by State Council is aiming to
setup before 2015 a comprehensive medical health care system coving the whole
country. Developing the medical and health care equipments industry will bring
invaluable business opportunities for Hong Kong.

Social Factors

Labour shortage and wages inflation

36. Labour shortage and the subsequent inflation of labour wages is a big problem for
the global manufacturing technology industries. In 2007, average global wage was
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18.7% more than that in 1999. The figure is highest in Eastern Europe and Middle Asia,
increased by 3 times more. In Asia, it was 2 times more and the real wage annual
increase rate reached 7.2%. Between 2001 and 2007, the real wage annual increase rate
in Russia and China are highest around the world, reaching respectively 15.2% and
12.7%. The inflation of labour wages has caused the global manufacturing technology
industry to, either look around the world for cheaper location to setup labour intensive
factories, or implement automatic production facilities in order to reduce the demand for
labour by running 24hrs unmanned workshop to mediate the impacts on them.

37. According to a survey of US FBI in 2011, the birth rate of China is 12.31 babies
per 1000 people, ranked 158th in 221 countries, even lower than those developed
countries such as France and US. Although this is much higher than the birth rate of
Hong Kong, which is 7.54 babies per 1000 people and ranked 220, this low birth rate
reduce the direct supply of labour, and also lower the supports of the parents for their
children to enter the manufacturing technology industries, because of the relatively
harder working conditions and need to work away across provinces. In the Pearl Delta
areas, during the recent years, for different reasons, many operators and technicians
have moved to work in the service industries or go back to their home places to work,
and there is a big shortage of operators, turnover rate get up to 35.6%. Due to this
serious shortage of labour, the cost of labour has increased by very large margin.

38. In 2009, for the manufacturing technology industry in the Mainland area, the
average salary of operators about HKD2,200, and the average salaries of the middle
level technical, administrative and management staffs from Hong Kong was about
HKD11,500. In 1012, the basic salary of an operator is RMB1600, together with social
insurance, labour insurance and hostelling, the total cost be RMB3000-3500, which is
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not far away from the salary of staffs of similar grade from Hong Kong. Meanwhile, all
the local governments are establishing regulations to protect the rights of the basic
workers, resulting in the increase of the minimum wages year by year. In 2011, the
average minimum wages was increased 22% as compared with 2010, and it is expected
the average annual increase rate will be higher than 13%. This problem is pushing many
Hong Kong enterprises to move their factories overseas to areas, such as Burma,
Vietnam, Bangladesh, and even South Africa. There are also many enterprises plan to
move back to Hong Kong the portion of their high value adding operations, such as
R&D and final assembly department.

39. Under the effects of difficult recruits, low productivity and quality, and economic
globalisation, foreseeable solutions for our enterprises are to enhance the development
and application of automatic manufacturing technologies, increase the value adding
amount and create own brand products. According to some surveys, the occupation
structure of China and Hong Kong will be developed mainly in the high and new
technology industries, the proportion of total working labour directly engaged in
production and fabrication will drop sharply, while the portion of knowledge based
labour will increase rapidly, mainly in non-industrial, knowledge extensive and
high-tech occupations.

40. Since Mainland started the economic reforms in 1980s, many Hong Kong
enterprises, due to the local high labour cost, move their factories north to the Mainland.
Consequently, from 1996 to 2006, the local manufacturing population had decreased
from 16% to just 6%, Although there are still many industrial training courses offered
by many local education institutes, due to the lack of job opportunities or their doubt on
the prospect, many graduates do not work in the industry section or change their jobs
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after several years of work.

41. The average overall salary increase in Hong Kong of 2010 was only 3.3%. This
increased the initiatives of local enterprises to keep part of their operations in Hong
Kong, and increase the automation level of their operations both in Hong Kong and the
Mainland, to reach the goals of reduce labour demand and increase their competition
power. On recognising these trends, some of the tooling, metal and plastic enterprises
have also gradually moved back their product development and high value adding
operations. However, since there have been fewer students interested in engineering,
especially those subjects related to manufacturing technology, nowadays, there is a
shortage of quality and competent people on product design, automation and technology
development. At the same time, some the product designers do not have enough
knowledge on engineering and fabrication, they cannot effectively help the enterprises
to develop new products, and is becoming an obstacle for entering into OEM and ODM
manufacturing.

Market demand for more options small batch

42. Current economic and social environment has changed, requirements of customer
on products and services change rapidly, the conditions that required for mass
production therefore do not exist anymore. The major reasons are the continuous rising
labour cost, increased consumption demand fluctuations, change from requesting for
single standard to multi options, and the disappearing of stable market demand.
Consequently, consumers are no more satisfied on products with few options. Instead,
they are requesting manufacturers to customise the products for them according to their
own requirements on function and appearance. Hence, the demand for each particular
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product and service become unstable, that the pattern of product demand has changed
from

single option large batch

43. The demand pattern of

to

more options smaller batch

more options small batch

.

have appeared in many

industries and markets. For examples, accessories with multi options on outlook and
function in automotive industry, service plans with different choices in in
communications industry, multi taste and variation commodities in drink industry,
customised monetary plans in financial and insurance industry, etc. Besides, internet
purchasing has also appeared, starting with customer choosing the product with the
particular specifications, the information is then transferred to the computer system of
the enterprise, and then the factory will carry out the corresponding fabrications and
assemblies to finish the customised product, and then delivered to the customer by
logistics service providers.

44. The new demand pattern of

more options smaller batch

and Customisation are

gradually replacing the standardised products, and are shortening the product life cycles.
In order to increase the flexibility of the enterprise and improve the response time to
market changes, many large manufacturers standardise their components, and even
expand their standardisation efforts to use standardised mould die and mould core. They
have also introduced the use of Rapid Tooling, to enable the enterprises to increase their
flexibility at the beginning stage of manufacturing.

45. By applying different technologies and using different management strategies, such
as Lean manufacturing and Agile Manufacturing, manufacturers are trying to develop
their quick manufacturing ability to match with the high variation product demand. They
also increase the applications of numerical control, robot arms and real time production
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monitoring for their manufacturing processes, together with different types of automatic
equipments to form Flexible Manufacturing System. At the same time, to cope with the
rapidly changing market requirements, they are changing to use production lines and
processes with fewer operations and high flexibility, and modular product design to
shorten the product development time and to produce high quality products of different
specifications.

46. Besides working on the components and internal manufacturing processes, many
manufacturers have also change their traditional enterprise structure to match with the
demand of markets. Part of them setup assembly centers at places near the target market,
and establish special department to carry long distance offshore management. By these
measures, the distance between the production base and market are shortened,
transportation cost of big saved, and improve the response time to the market, all of
these are very important strategies for the manufacturers.

Continuous Rising Demand for Environmental Reservation

47. According to a survey conducted by the main local green organisation

Friends of

Hong Kong , although citizens in Hong Kong are consuming focused, they have certain
level of recognition for green products. Findings show that 72.8% of the surveyed agree
that green products are more healthy, 70.2% state that they have been thinking about to
use more green products for the sake of the next generation, 43.6% think that green
products will be becoming more and more popular in the next 3 years, 38.5% agree that
generally green products are of better quality. From this survey, the citizens of Hong
Kong are prone to supporting the use of green products, and this mean green products
market is a market that many manufacturers want to seize.
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48. On the other hand, following the trend of economic globalisation, the worsening
environmental problems and the urgency of environmental protection are becoming a
common topic of the whole world. Consequently, international-wide, most countries are
putting in a lot of resources on the related law, capital and technologies. The
consciousness of the Mainland governments, enterprises and the public on
environmental protection have also been raised respectively, and hence the local
manufacturers who have their factories setup in the Mainland are facing the pressure
continuously increasing requirements of environmental protection regulations.

49. National industry and communication department estimates, the environmental
protection related equipments manufacturing industries of 2012 will be able to keep
growing for 20% which started since 2006. The implementation of international
environmental agreements have also stimulated the related trading businesses. For
example, the Montreal Agreements for controlling the ozone layer depleting materials
has led to the forming of the markets for ozone layer friendly products and related
technologies, and the Paris Agreements for controlling toxic materials and cross borders
waste materials has also led to the forming of waste materials management and
recycling related markets. From these information, it is really necessary for
manufacturers to know about the use of environmental protection equipments and the
related technologies.

50. Following the emphasis of our country on environmental protection and the
increasing public awareness, the concept of consumption requirements in the market has
also changed a lot. Local manufacturers need to satisfy the requests of the markets on
environmental protection in their product design, manufacturing processes and
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production environment. Hence, manufacturers need to train up their green
manufacturing workforces, and to increase their knowledge on carbon emission and the
calculation method of Carbon Foot Print. Hoping that, at the same time when they are
trying to guarantee the functions, qualities and cost of their products, they can also
integrate into their design and manufacturing levels consolidated considerations of
effects on the environment and efficiency of resources utilisation. And then, together
with technology innovation and system upgrade, to minimise the effects on environment,
human health and societies due to their products, throughout the whole product life
cycle

of

design,

manufacturing,

utilisation,

re-collection,

disintegration

and

re-utilisation.

Technology Factors

Increasing need for technology management

51. Since

1900s,

knowledge-based

new

economy is

developing,

economic

globalisation is progressing rapidly, the pattern of the world nations and international
competition have changed radically, all these have produced far-reaching effects on
technology development strategies and technology management system. On facing the
increasingly stringent demand on product safety, many international industrial
representatives, such as International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE), International Automotive Task Force (IATF) and
International Aerospace Quality Group (IAQG), etc., have all established for their
specific industries different management system standards and requirements, so as to
encourage their enterprises to effectively manage their manufacturing processes and
technologies, and continuously improve their management systems.
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52. In the developed countries, the leading enterprises are requesting their suppliers to
comply with the local safety and quality requirements, and are keep on trying to raise
the image of the enterprises and quality image of their products. Many well-known large
suppliers are also requesting their up-stream suppliers to comply with these
requirements, especially in the high value adding industries. In order to fulfill these
requirements, manufacturers have to raise the competence level of their design and
production technological workforce, on all the manufacturing, material, functional and
application areas, including the abilities to carry out Advanced Product Quality Planning
(APQP), Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA), Process Capability Index (CPK),
Statistical Process Control (SPC), Measurement System Analysis (MSA) and Production
Part Approval Process (PPAP).

53. Manufactures of Hong Kong have already started to introduce ISO 9001 quality
management system standard since the 90s. However, customers are requesting more
now. Besides ISO 9001, they are requesting manufacturers to raise their asset
management system to meet PAS 55 standard, and/or implement ISO 31000 compliant
enterprise risk management structure by making use of different risk management tools
such as FMEA, PHA, FTA and HAZOP. Different industries are also continuously
issuing their specific standards. For example, the automotive industries are requesting
QS-9000, VDA6.4 and ISO/TS16949; the aviation industries are requesting AS9100,
NADCAP, ELA; the medical equipment industries are requesting ISO13485 and
ISO14971, etc. aiming at high safety, quality and traceability of every single
manufacturing product.

Global trends on material and manufacturing technology
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54. Nowadays, technologies are developing in very high speed globally and
extensively, including material science, material processing, machinery tools, robotics
and automation, micro and nano technologies, precision machining, biotechnology,
microelectronics and communication technology, computer aided engineering analysis
and internet applications. All these will directly affecting the development of
manufacturing

technology

industries.

These

advance

technologies

can

help

manufacturers to upgrade their production efficiency and product quality to meet the
challenges in the future.

55. In recent years, the advances on material science have stimulated the upcoming of
many innovative products and manufacturing technologies. By selecting the right
materials for the products will not only improve the product qualities and reduce the
defectives, but will also enable the products to perform satisfactorily throughout their
working life, raise the status of the company, and indirectly enhanced the works of
environment protection. New types of ceramics, composites, alloys, carbon fibers, bioand blended materials have been used of extensively in many different industries, such
as medical, aviation, premium consumer electronics and communication products. The
new materials can provide new functions and improve the performance level; they can
be used to manufacture lighter, faster, thinner, more attractive and more customisable
components and products, to match the trends of the developing markets.

56. On the other hand, advanced and innovative manufacturing technologies and
machineries will change the scale and extent of production of the manufacturing
technology industries, and even change their operation format. The advance of
manufacturing technology can effectively lower the production cost, raise the product
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quality and precision, save some of the machining processes, enable to produce with
materials that are difficult to use in the past. Automation technologies are becoming
more mature, different types of automatic manufacturing equipments and computer
aided engineering software are becoming cheaper, and much more effective and
efficient. All these are enabling the manufacturers of Hong Kong to successfully
implement more automation for their production.

57. Currently, the factories of the manufacturers of Hong Kong are mainly located
around the Pearl River Delta area, and we are having the advantage of being capable to
produce high level products with middle level prices to different industries around the
world. However, the rapid developments of the Mainland and other newly developed
countries, the labour wages increases and labour supply shortages in the Pearl River
Delta area are both challenging Hong Kong manufacturers with reduced operation
advantages. All these are pushing local enterprises to look from overseas for solutions to
reduce

the

demand

on

labour,

including

introducing

advanced

manufacturing/automation technologies and entering into markets of high value adding
products.

58. With the years of efforts, the manufacturing technology industries of Hong Kong
have already attained a lot of achievements in different industries, including toys,
electronic products, home appliances and automotive components. In recent years, some
of the merchant associations and enterprises, with the help of Hong Kong government
and the Pearl River Delta local governments, have introduced different manufacturing
technologies, and successfully raised the competence level of the manufacturing
technology industries of Hong Kong. New materials are used, industry specific and
international recognised quality management systems are implemented
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all these

together set a good foundation for our manufacturers to enter into the high value adding
markets, such as the industries of auto parts, medical devices and aviation components.
Followings are the effects on the different aspects by the different aforementioned
technologies:

Product R&D Technology

59. Computer aided design, manufacturing, engineering (CAD/CAM/CAE) software
are gradually adopted extensively by local enterprises of tooling, metal and plastic
industries, and are even becoming the standards of their product design and verification
functions. The future CAD/CAM/CAE systems will have smooth operation, full
functions, high compatibility and user-friendly; the analysing functions level and
operation effectiveness will be enhanced. Newly developed CAD/CAM/CAE software
can not only simulate the moulding, stamping and casting processes, but can also carry
out simulation and testing for the mechanical properties, strength, impact resistance,
noise, thermal distribution, so as to help to improve the design of the product and
tooling, and minimise the defects of future production.

60. TRIZ systematic innovation for technology is a product development tool
increasing recognised by many large enterprises around the world. TRIZ is a scientific
logical thinking method, aiming to help the enterprises to understand the trends of the
technology system development, to judge accurately the development of the product,
and then integrate with systematic application of innovation tools to overcome technical
or physical constraints, helping the enterprises to develop in the shortest time for
innovative new products. Consequently, the enterprises can develop innovatively in a
continuous and rapid manner. They will be able to provide better and smarter products
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to the market and increase the competitiveness and market share of the enterprises.

61. Accompanying the nowadays rapid technology developments, knowledge and
technology are created continuously. One important aspect of enterprise R&D function
is Knowledge Management, which is to carry out effective management of the
collection, consolidation, utilisation, sharing, and creation of knowledge. Knowledge
Management is of key importance to the success of the R&D activities, and it is also an
important means to raise the knowledge creation ability and to master more core
technologies.

62. Comparing with traditional product development process, Concurrent Engineering
integrate, at the early stage of development, the functions of marketing, design,
manufacturing, quality, maintenance and servicing together. It aims to plan completely
for all the important factors in the product life cycle, including quality, cost, production
process and application requirements. With the different engineering stages progress
concurrently, the number of subsequent design changes is reduced, the development
lead time is shorten, cost is lowered while quality is improved.

63. Meanwhile, in recent years, both the governments and environment protection
organisations around the world are promoting the message of environmental friendly
product to the industry sections. Based on social responsibility and market demand,
more and more enterprises are adopting the life cycle design methodology to develop
environmental-friendly products. That means, starting from the product and packaging
designs, material collections and processing, production and assembly, distribution,
application, maintenance and disposal, the enterprise should minimise their effects to
and reduce the risks for the environment. They should also recognise the importance of
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environment reservation in the product design stage. Hence more and more enterprises
integrate the principles of Design for Environment and Design for Recycle into their
product design stage. They also implement together the guidelines for environmental
complaint product design and product development systems that are complaint with
ISO14006 international environmental complaint product standard.

Tooling Technology

64. Innovations on products and injection moulding technology are continuously
driving the development of injection moulding tooling. For example, multi-colour and
multi-material moulding, fibrous material moulding, thin surface moulding, micro
moulding, hot runner moulding and gas assisted moulding come up, and all of them
require more and more complex moulding tooling. Especially for multi-material
moulding involving thermoplastic and thermoset plastics, since cold mould is suitable
for thermoplastic, but thermoset plastics need hot mould, the tooling structure required
is thus very complicated. However, as co-moulding and multi-colour/material moulding
can complete the functions of several fabrications and assembly processes by just one
moulding process, and improve the product quality and production efficiency a lot.

65. To cope with the need for increasing complicated tooling structure, tooling industry
has already started, in their tooling design and development stage, to use computer aided
software, such as 3D-CAD, CAD/CAM, CAE and mould flow analysis, to help them to
shorten the time need for the tooling design, and to help the tooling designer and
engineer to solve some of the problems that may happen in production before the
tooling are released. Advanced tooling design software nowadays are developed
together with the principle of Parametric Design, which enable to the tooling designer to
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retrieve frequently used tooling subassemblies from the database and insert them
directly into their own drawings, and thus largely reduce the time needed for the tooling
design. Before the fabrication of the tooling, engineer can use the computer aided
simulation software to carry out detail mould flow analysis, to discover as early as
possible the problem that will happy in actual production, and reduce the time and cost
for modifying the tooling.

66. Meanwhile, new steel materials produced by powder metallurgy or high
temperature isotropic compression are becoming widely used in tooling fabrication.
These new materials enable the tooling to keep on producing high precision products in
long production run. Newly developed tooling fabrication technologies, such as Metal
Laser Sintering and Conformal Cooling Channel, can shorten 30% to 50% injection
moulding time. They also inspired the development of other technology, such as
Diffusion Bonding, which further help to make feasible the fabrication of irregularly
shaped tooling and moulds from aluminum alloys and titanium alloys, and largely
increased the working life and function of the tooling. Furthermore, multi-spindle high
speed cutting has replaced some the milling, grinding, burnishing and EDM machining
processes, it can machine heat treated high hardness tooling parts effectively and quickly,
and improve the surface finish of high-end tooling.

67. On the equipment aspect, single machine automatic equipments have already been
adopted widely in the tooling industry, such as machining centers equipped with double
working platforms, automatic tool changer, and on-line measuring system. The latest
concept of assembly automatic system propose to integrate different equipments
together to become a fully automatic intelligent tooling design and fabrication system,
in order to further reduce the need of labour and raise the cost efficiency. At this
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moment, automatic tooling fabrication is broadly divided into 2 types, including soft
production line (made up of several machines with interchangeable machining platforms)
and automatic machining center:

i.

Soft production line is consisting of machines for different operations, such as
bottom and top surfaces machining, rough milling, fine milling, EDM machine,
etc. When the workpiece need to change machine for the next operation, since
the platforms are interchangeable, there is no need for repositioning, hence, the
efficiency of machining can be much increased.

ii.

Automatic machining center is a manufacturing operation center that integrates
different operations and production equipments together. Besides bottom and
top surface machining, once the workpiece has been put on the standard fixture,
all the machining operations needed will be completed under the control of the
computer controller. The production efficiency is very high. It is an important
direction of development of automatic tooling fabrication. Basic automatic
machining center is consisting of a 3D coordinates measuring machine,
computer controller, EDM machine, transfer robot, CAD/CAM computer
system and standard fixture. After the engineers has completed the tooling
design in the office, the production operations program will be created by the
computer system, and then all operations will

be completed by the computer

controlled system.

Metal Industry Technology
68. There are many manufacturing methods for metal products, whilst casting,
punching and forging are the more widely applied ones. Since the development of metal
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parts are to be lighter and more precise, and the cost has also to be lower at the same
time, Powder Injection Moulding, which can produce high precision metal parts in large
scale and high speed, is becoming more popular. Accompanying the increasing demand
for miniature components for medical equipments and high-end electronic industry, the
PIM technology and products will become even more precise.

69. On the aspect of material, amorphous metal is one of the most concerned metal
material around the world. It has high toughness, high hardness and good chemical
stability. Amorphous metal is formed when the metal in the liquid phase is rapidly
cooled to become solid metal without no crystalline structure. As its structure is similar
to that of glass, it is called

metal glass

and

glass metal . Amorphous metals can be

produced by : physical vapor disposition, solid stage sintering, plasma radiation, etc.
However, because of the high investment cost of the machinery, this technology is still
not widely used by local enterprises.
Rare earth elements have special electric, magnetic, photo, thermo and mechanical
properties, which make them suitable for uses on developing and production of high
value adding products, and help to add special functions into traditional products to
enter into new markets. There are always certain demand for rare earth materials in all
the markets of automotive components, high-end communication and consumer
electronic product, medical equipments, tooling, jewelery and watches. Current
fabrication and application of rare earth materials are mainly Rere Earth Nanomaterial,
Sputtering Target, Rare Earth Metal Alloy and Rare Earth Catalyst, etc. China has rich
resources of rare earth, and should make more use of them. China. The major ones being
developed for applications are Cerium, Lanthanum, Neodymium, etc., and they are
distributed mainly around Mongolia, ShangDong and SheChuen.
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70. Newly developed metallic composite materials, such as Ceramic Metal and Fiber
Reinforced Metal Composite, can significantly improve the properties of single metal
material, and are being applied extensively in different industries. On the other hand,
intelligent materials such as memory metal enable functional structure and multi
function to be realised. Although there are still many limitations on the application of
intelligent materials, it is one of the important direction of future developments of
advanced technology and new material of the metal industry. Furthermore, as the
demand of the functions of products are keep on rising, the property modification
technologies which can modify the surface conditions, chemical compositions,
organisation structure and stress conditions of solid metals and non-metals, are getting
more attention. For example, by carrying out composite property modification between
Metal Fiber, Nickel-Coated Carbon Fiber and Carbon Fiber with thermoplastics, can
produce materials which are both conducting and with controllable surface resistance.

71. Non tradition metal materials, such as titanium, magnesium and high strength
aluminium, have the properties of being light, strong and durable. Although there
properties are well known in the industry, due to cost reason, they are not widely
applied in tradition industries. However, these metal materials have already been widely
used in the high value adding industries, such as medical equipments, automotive
component, aviation, high-end electronics. These industries are also the ones that Hong
Kong s enterprises want to enter. In recent years, due to the rapid development of
different types of machining technologies ( such as high strength metal machining and
cutting tools technologies, magnesium semi-solid forming and sheet metal cold forging
forming

technologies,

and

non-traditional

machining

technologies

including,

electrochemical processing and laser ablation) and with the advance of material
manufacturing technologies, methods to machine these new high strength and light
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weight non-traditional materials are becoming more available, and the production costs
also go down, and hence they are becoming more widely used on different consumer
products. Many metal industry manufacturers want to have more knowledge of the
application and fabrication methods on these non-traditional materials, to match the
need of development. Besides, they also want to develop their own products and own
brands by enhancing the knowledge of their people on product innovations and other
related materials, such as electronics and plastics.

72. For the metal industry manufacturers, no matter for the purposes of entering into
the high value adding product and component markets, or to keep their competition
power, they all need to enhance their level on precision, flexibility, reduce their defect
rate and leadtimes of product development and manufacturing. The followings are the
technologies which have to be better understood by the metal industry and should be
include as the ability requirement of the practitioners:
i.

CAE technologies related to punching, casting and forging.

ii.

Systematic inspection, analysis and problem solving methods related.

iii.

Flexible machining technologies, such as CNC multi-stamping and laser
cutting.

iv.

High speed, high precision and micro product related technologies.

v.

Different wire and tube forming, cutting and bending technologies

vi.

Metal die coating and other surface decorating technologies.

73. After going through machining and forming, some metal products need to have
some finishing processes on their surfaces. Besides for decoration and protection, it can
also modify the mechanical, physical and chemical properties of the metal surface.
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Examples of the finishing processes are Ceramic Sparying for textile components,
Tungsten Carbide Spraying for food components, Highly Ionized Pulsed Magnetron
Sputtering, Anti-Friction Coating, Deep Reactive Ion Beam Etching and Atmospheric
Pressure Plasma Technology, etc.

Plastic Industry Technology

74. Plastic industry is the third biggest manufacturing technology in Hong Kong, and is
also one of the most important supporting industry. It is providing many different types
of plastic parts and casings for other industries, mainly electronics, electrical, stationery,
toy and packaging. In the past, the industry have introduced and developed many new
manufacturing technologies and equipments, and have raised the level of the plastic
industry of Hong Kong. Examples of those technologies are, including, Fully Electrical
Injection Moulding, Super Cool Gas-Assisted Injection Moulding, Water-Assisted
Injection Moulding, Microcellular Foam Injection Moulding, Micro Injection Moulding,
Co-Injection, Multi-Component Injection Moulding and In-Mould Assembly, etc.
Nowadays, these injection moulding technologies are being used widely in the industry,
and are further developing in different combination and with other new materials. These
technological breakthroughs are help the plastic industry to get into some new high
value adding markets. Accompanying the developments of new plastic materials and
manufacturing technologies, there will be more and more applications of plastic parts in
different industries.

75. Multi-components injection moulding is for using materials of two or more colours
or types in one product. This technology can manufacture more complex product, such
as components having simultaneously different colours, textures, water resistant and
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dust proof, etc. Recently, Reaction Injection Moulding, which combines thermoplastic
and thermoset together, is becoming a popular technology: it is to cover the surface of a
hard structure with a layer of soft material and hence improve the function of the part.
One popular coating is Liquid Silicone, which can maintain very good flexibility at both
high (300C) and low (-60C) temperatures, and can also improve the resistance of the
part to UV, atmosphere, aging and bio-compatibilities; which make it especially suitable
for use in medical goods. Another coating is PUR which are able to increase the wearing
resistance of the component, and is thus especially good for use in automotive interiors
decoration parts. Furthermore, this muliti-component moulding technology can be
applied to the co-injection forming of plastic and metal.

76. Current customers are requesting plastic product manufacturer for quick response,
small batch delivery and consistent product surface quality. Advanced plastic surface
treatment technologies are developed specifically for different materials and products.

For example, Plasma Surface Treatment can improve the functions of the plastic
part surface, such as increase the surface humidity, improve the adhesion of the surface
with paints/ ink/adhesives, and clean the surface of difficult to remove dust and oil,
which is beneficial for manufacturing, assembly, cleaning and craving.

Colour Laser Marking, by scanning laser across the mask, can transfer the marking
material onto the surface of the base permanently and realise high definition colour
marking. Using this laser technology can provide advantage of better surface decoration
quality, increase the speed of production and provide higher value for the appearances
and functions of the product.
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Liquid Colour Mixing Technology make feasible the advantages of liquid colour
over solid colour, for example, more consistent efficient and cleaner processing, easier
faster colour change, and hence less machine idle time, inventory and losses, and finally
the manufacturer can lower the cost.

In-mould Labeling is to put pre-printed thin foil inside the mould and directly
formed with the injection moulding. By this technology, highly complicated patterns
can be put onto the plastic surface, giving the product decorating appearance. Adhesives
are not needed as with tradition decorating processes, and thus reduce the production of
harmful and polluting materials.

77. Stretch Blow Moulding can produce parts with the advantages of uniform wall
thickness, consistent dimensions, light weight, high strength, etc. and hence, it is widely
applied in many areas. The products are mainly of materials PET, PP, PE, PVC, etc,
which are light, handy, non-toxic, transparent, unbreakable and with good insulation.
Hence, they are gradually replacing glass bottles and widely used for the packaging of
drinks, oil, wine, makeup and drugs. In recent years, accompanying the development of
different types of packages, many multi-layers blow moulding technologies are
becoming popular. Together with the increasing demands on the packaging of food,
drugs, makeup and high-end commodities, production methods of blowing and injection
can no longer match the requirements. The newly developed automatic Stretch Blow
Moulding can finish the processes needed in one single step, and thus, can improve the
production capacity and product quality, and has the advantages of high speed, power
saving and green. Besides, full electric driven is also a new trend in blow moulding
areas.
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78. Since plastics are light and highly adaptable, besides for traditional plastic products,
they are also getting wide applications in other new markets, such as automotive
components and high-end consumer electronic products. Plastic is a multi-purpose
material, and totally new R&D works are being carried out on their properties, resulting
in many high strength engineering plastic, fiber-reinforced plastics and nano polymer
composite. At the sametime, fabrication technologies and machineries have also been
developed to work on the corresponding materials.

79. In recent years, the growing concerns on environmental protections have been
leading the development of plastic materials and there corresponding manufacturing
methods. On the material area, fully degradable and degradable plastics (such as
Bio-degradable Plastics, Photo-degradable Plastics, and Oxo-degradable Plastics) need
to have some breakthroughs on their limitations of cost and strength, before they can be
widely utilised. Besides, all round the world, active developing works are being made
on plastic recycling and their applicable areas. On the equipment area, high efficient and
power saving equipments (such as Electromagnetic Induction Heating, Heat Recovery
and Servo motor) are gradually adopted to raise the energy effectiveness of the different
production machineries.

Operational Environment Inspirations
80. From scanning the political, economic, social and technology environment, both
chances and challenges are presented to the manufacturers of Hong Kong. It also gives
inspirations to them on business development and workforce required, as below:
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Environment

Chance and Challenge

Inspiration

CEPA offer favourable means Increase the ratio of value-adding
and simplified transportation operations in HK, and use HK s
arrangement

for

HK

s brands to sell in Mainland.

enterprises to start business in
Mainland.
National

12th

5yrs

Plan Increase marketing efforts in in

confirms the continuation of Mainland,

expand

the

selling

Political

CEPA and the strengthening of networks in Guangdong, enhance

Factors

infrastructures in Shenzhen training on Hong Kong staffs to
and customs. These will help support

the

expanding

HK enterprises to increase the operation in Mainland.
trading

and

selling

in

Mainland and build up the
Guangdong-Hong
modern

service

Kong
industry

center.
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selling

International

import

and Improve the various management

export regulations and guiding systems
are

getting

Requirements

and

provide

enough

tighter. personnel training to cope with the
on

product various international and national

safety,

enterprise regulations

management,

corporate improvements.

responsibility

and

continuous

and

environmental protection are
getting more and more strict.
Economic crises in Europe Increase the pace to develop the
and US lead to decline of more stable Mainland market, and
traditional

markets. explore the new markets of Middle

Meanwhile,

economic East, India, Russia, South East

globalisation also leads to Asia, South Africa and South
global economic crisis.
Economic
Factors

America.

Frequent economic crises lead Enhance enterprise s internal and
to large fluctuations on market external information automation,
demand. Meanwhile, product setup electronic platforms and
diversifications and frequent resource
order revisions lead to the improve
change

of

operation

the
from

mode

RMB

the

system

efficiency

to
of

of production planning, and response

production time to market changes, and setup

oriented to customer oriented.

Economic

planning

appreciation,

the related technical teams.

bank Setup
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knowledge-based

Factors

credit crunch, wages increase, management team to help the

(Continue)

etc., altogether are causing the enterprises to develop own brands
total operation cost of the and to enter high value adding
Mainland factories setup by markets. Meanwhile, move the
HK

s

manufacturers

to high-value

increase a lot.

adding

and

highly

automatic operations back to Hong
Kong.

Labour

shortages

Mainland

lead

in
to

increase

on

labour

Salaries

of

middle

technicians,
and

the Use more automatic machines and
large semi-auto
costs. trainings

production.
on

Provide

automations

to

level practitioners.

administrative

managerial

staffs

are

getting very close to those of
Social

HK staffs.

Factors
Markets demand for more Improve

resource

planning,

options small quantity instead implement lean production, and
of standardised products as in setup more flexible manufacturing
the past. Product life cycle and system.
delivery

lead-time

are

shortened, thus increasing the
pressure

on

inventory for

manufacturers.
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As the public s environment Implement ISO complaint green
protection consciousness get management systems to improve
higher, governments of the corporate image. Include the green
Mainland and various places element into product and tooling
are gradually tightening the designs,
environment

and

protection applications

regulations, and pushing for materials

reinforce
of

and

new

the
green

manufacturing

green products, equipments, technologies.
and

recycling.

The

green

product markets are becoming
the

targets

of

all

manufacturers in the future.
Demand

on

management

technology Upgrade the management system
is

higher,

becoming of the enterprise according to

many

big requirements

of

international

manufacturers, especially the standard, and train up personnel to
ones in the high value adding maintain the system to make sure
Technology

industries,

are

requesting the system can function properly.

Factors

up-stream suppliers in the
supply chain to raise their
level of management system,
to

comply

with

the

requirements of international
standards.
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Benefited

from

development

the

of

rapid By using the CAE software to

different improve the design and R&D of

technologies, the prices of product and tooling, and raise the
different

automatic abilities of related professional

manufacturing
and

CAE

become

equipments talents, to push the enterprises to

software

lower,

but

have carry out design and production by
the advanced

and

systematic

functions and efficiency have technologies.
largely improved.

New types of high strength, Introduce

new

materials

high toughness, light weight corresponding
plastic and metal composite technologies
materials have

and

application
can

help

the

developed a enterprises to enter into high value

lot. They enable new materials adding industries, and improve the
to

be

manufactured

economical

by function of traditional product, to

manufacturing satisfy the demand for high end

methods, and further enhanced and middle level products.
the strength and toughness of
products.
Manufacturing

technologies By

introducing

are evolving fast and they can manufacturing

advanced

technologies

to

effectively lower the cost, raise the quality level of the
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improve the product qualities products, strengthen the technical
and precision. They can also abilities of engineers, and enter
save parts of the machining into high value adding industries.
operations, and make feasible
mass

production

with

materials that were difficult to
be used in the past.
Integrate

the

concept

of Improve

the

knowledge

of

environment reservation into workforce

on

green

product

and

implement

design

manufacturing.

and manufacturing,

Degradable green design system, setup R&D

materials are being developed, team to enhance the application
not confined to recycling after and
the disposal of products.

development

of

green

materials.

81. Wholly considering all the factors of different operational environment, the
direction of development for the tooling, metal and plastic manufacturing/technology
industries are as follow :
i.

Take chance of the favours offered by the different agreements with the
Mainland, aggressively increase the sales to Mainland market. Investigate more
about the cultures and religions of different emerging markets, and then
develop business there to meet their specific needs. Through these measures,
we can keep our businesses growing continuously, lower our dependence on
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the traditional markets and reduce the risks from global economic instability.

ii.

Increase the level of automation of the enterprises, lower the demand on labour
and improve the productivity and flexibility of the manufacturing system, to
counter the issues of labour shortage and high level market changes.

iii.

Improve the knowledge of designers on different manufacturing processes, so
as to enable them to design products better appearance and functions.

iv.

Introduce new material and advanced manufacturing technology to improve
product functionality, production efficiency and effectiveness.

v.

Improve process capability and product consistency, and then develop into high
value adding markets, such as medial equipments, automotive components,
premium consumer electronic and communication products, aviation
components,

vi.

etc.

Implement management systems complaint to international, industrial and
environmental standards, improve the operation flows of existing system and
improve the image of the enterprises.

vii.

Bring back to Hong Kong the portion of operations with high automation level
and high value adding contents. Establish own brands of Hong Kong by
integrating Hong Kong s well establish international networks, high quality
talent supplies, and knowledge based management, design and engineering
teams.
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82. In order to successfully develop all those aforementioned industries and operations
(automation, new material, new market, own branding and high value adding market),
we need to have highly competent teams of workforces with

excellent industry

specific knowledge. Hence, the Qualification Framework is of paramount importance
for the future business development of the manufacturers of Hong Kong.
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Chapter 2
Qualifications Framework
Qualifications Framework
83.

Voluntary in nature, the Qualifications Framework (QF) is a

seven-level hierarchy of qualifications, which provides standards for formulation of
complicacy and difficulty of specific skills, to collate and arrange the qualifications
with different natures and titles. The QF has an autonomous Quality Assurance
Mechanism to enhance the recognition of the qualifications in the Industry, regardless
of the learning methods and ways of obtaining the qualifications.

84.

The first and foremost objective of the establishment of the QF is to

provide clear and unified guidelines for individuals to draw up their own learning
roadmaps, so as to obtain quality assurance qualifications. Learners may either pursue a
specific learning pathway to upgrade their skills in a particular area of specialization in a
gradual and orderly manner (vertical development), or progress along a number of
learning pathways to become multi-skilled (horizontal development). Through the
full-scale implementation of the QF, which is underpinned by the active participation of
employers and employees as well as wide acceptance of the industry, we will not only
foster an environment and culture conducive to lifelong learning and continuing
education, but also encourage the development of quality training programs by
providers to meet the needs of the community and the industries.

85.

Qualifications recognized under the Qualifications Framework (QF) are

outcome-based and are not confined to academic attainment. In the case of the academic
sector, the outcome standard of qualifications is mainly the knowledge and skills a
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person possesses. Generally, these standards are set by scholars. In the vocational sector,
the outcome standards of qualifications are set by individual industries. To identify the
specific outcome standards required for different levels of qualifications, these
industries need to develop SCSs. A Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) mechanism
developed by individual industries is in place to recognize existing workers' skills,
knowledge and work experience. With qualifications so obtained, the employees may
pursue further studies at different levels to obtain higher and wider qualifications.

86.

To facilitate lifelong learning, employees require flexibility in the mode

and pattern of learning to cater for their work and family responsibilities. A Credit
Accumulation and Transfer (CAT) system will provide the flexibility to suit individual
circumstances and minimize duplication in training. With a CAT system, learners can
systematically accumulate the credits of learning and training gained from various
courses with a view to converting the accumulated credits into a recognized
qualification. The development of the QF will facilitate CAT arrangement between
sectors and training providers by providing a unified platform and common benchmarks.

87.

Generally speaking, the QF has relevance not only to the workplace but

also to secondary education. The SCSs developed by industries would support the
Applied Learning Courses under the new academic structure for senior secondary
education, so as to provide diversified learning experience and choices to students and
enable them to master the basic skills required by various industries.

Qualifications Framework levels
88.

The QF has seven levels, from level 1 to level 7, where level 1 is the
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lowest and level 7 the highest. The outcome characteristic of each level is depicted by a
set of generic level descriptors (GLD) (Appendix 1). The GLD specifies for each QF
level its generic complexity, demand and challenges in the four dimensions below:
a. Knowledge and intellectual skills;
b. Process;
c. Application, autonomy and accountability; and
d. Communications, IT skills and numeracy.

89.

The UoCs are benchmarked to the QF levels in accordance with the

GLD. It is worth to note that competency elements in a UoC may fall in some or all of
the GLD dimensions as what it naturally should be. The QF level assignment is
essentially a holistic judgement on the unit s integrated outcome requirement.
90.
QF levels are discrete. That is, there cannot be assignment of UoC
in-between QF levels. Also, UoCs that may not fully match the characteristic
requirement of one or more dimensions of a level would be rounded to the level
below.
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Chapter 3
Competency Standards
Major Functional Areas of the Manufacturing Technology Industry Tooling,
Metals & Plastics

91.

During the process of environmental reviews, the delegates of tooling
industry, metals industry and plastics industry were consulted; through process
orientation method, the general corporate operation modes of the industry are
separated as the following 4 core functional areas:
i.

Management responsibilities and business development

ii.

Product design and development

iii.

Procurement and manufacturing

iv.

Quality control and delivery

92.

Under the 4 major components, the corporate operation can be further

divided into the following 10 functional areas:
i.

Business Strategies

ii.

Operations Management

iii.

Sales, Marketing and Customers Management

iv.

Product Design and Development

v.

Process Design and Development

vi.

Procurement, Logistics Planning and Control

vii.

Product Manufacturing

viii.

Product Quality Control and Testing

93.

ix.

Delivery and Monitoring

x.

Financial Management

The functional areas support to divide the corporate operation modes of

the industry, analyse all kinds of major components in relevance to the corporate
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operation; and initially formulate the direction of SCSs, due to an important
consideration which is ensuring SCSs can be applied in actual situations. Different
comments about functional areas are collected from delegates and presented as the
functional area diagram as below
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Functional Map of Manufacturing Technology Industry Tooling, Metals & Plastics
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Competency Standards

94.
Competency standards refer to the skills and knowledge required
for a particular job function. They represent the industry benchmarks for the skills,
knowledge and attributes required to perform competently in a particular job. Thus
they are the most important part of the SCS.
Units of Competencies

95.
Industry Training Advisory Committee (ITAC) of Manufacturing
Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics) has set out the competency
standards for various job functions in the form of units of competencies, which
describe the performance and standard required for each competency. Please refer to
Chapter 4 for details.
Every unit of competency comprises eight basic items:
i. Title
ii. Code
iii. Range
iv. Level
v. Credits
vi. Competency
vii. Assessment Criteria
viii. Remarks
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Recognition of Prior Learning

96.
A major concept of QF is that individuals may acquire
knowledge and skills from their work experience, apart from attending formal training
courses. People may, through the Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) mechanism,
obtain relevant qualifications if their experience, skills and knowledge gained in the
workplace meet the competency standards set by the ITAC.
97.
Since traditional apprenticeship or in-house training has long
been the major training opportunity for employees of the Manufacturing Technology
Industry, it is extremely difficult to determine whether such training has met the
competency standards. Therefore, the ITAC will consult members of the industry to
develop an appropriate RPL mechanism.
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Chapter 4
Manufacturing Technology
Industry Tooling, Metals &
Plastics
Units of Competencies
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List of Units Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

Unit of
Competency

2
4
4
2
12

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

4
8
17
1
1
31

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

1
1
1
5
6

1
8
20
13

1
3
15
5
2

14

42

26

64

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

1
1
4
7
1

2
5
40
18
3

1
1
6
11
3
1

14

68

23

Financial
Management

LO
FM

1
3
2

6

Total

Unit of
Competency

1
3
2

6

5
11
70
91
54
8
3
242

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

1

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Delivery and
Monitoring
LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

PM

Receive customers
(3 credits)
106366L1
Page 122
Manual
handling
(3 credits)
106367L1
Page 124
Know the
usage of all
kinds of
common basic
hand tools
(3 credits)
106368L1
Page 126
Production support
(3 credits)
106369L1
Page 128
Know the
usage of all
kinds of common
basic measuring
instruments and
equipment
(3 credits)
106370L1
Page 130
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

2

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Delivery and
Monitoring
LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

PM

Implement
targeted market
research plan
(3 credits)
106371L2
Page 133
Surface finishing
of plastic product
prototypes
(3 credits)
106372L2
Page 135
Collate production
order and inventory
confirmation
(3 credits)
106373L2
Page 137
Arrange goods
relocation
(3 credits)
106374L2
Page 139
Operate metal
stamping
equipment for
production
(3 credits)
106375L2
Page 141
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Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

PM

Delivery and
Monitoring

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Operate die casting
and foundry
equipment for
production
(3 credits)
106376L2
Page 143
Operate metal
extrusion equipment
for production
(3 credits)
106377L2
Page 145
Operate
electroplating
equipment for
production
(3 credits)
106378L2
Page 147
Operate spraying
equipment for
production
(3 credits)
106379L2
Page 149

2

Metal parts surface
inspection
(3 credits)
106380L2
Page 151
Handle
shipping
documents
(3 credits)
106381L2
Page 153
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List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas

QF
Levels

3

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and Development

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control

Product
Manufacturing

OM

Sales,
Marketing
and
Customers
Management
MM

BS

PD

PR

PU

PM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Delivery and
Monitoring

Financial
Management

QI

Handle general
personnel
management
matters
(3 credits)
106382L3
Page 156
Apply basic
environmental
standards and
regulations on
relevant products
(3 credits)
106383L3
Page 158
Supervise
Production
(3 credits)
106384L3
Page 160
Apply legislations
and measures of
occupational safety,
health and
environmental
protection
(3 credits)
106385L3
Page 162

Product Quality
Control and
Testing

Apply basic
environmental
standards and
regulations on
relevant
products
(3 credits)
106383L3
Page 158

Apply
legislations and
measures of
occupational
safety, health and
environmental
protection
(3 credits)
106385L3
Page 162

Apply legislations
and measures of
occupational safety,
health and
environmental
protection
(3 credits)
106385L3
Page 162
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Supervise
Production
(3 credits)
106384L3
Page 160
Apply
legislations and
measures of
occupational
safety, health and
environmental
protection
(3 credits)
106385L3
Page 162

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

3

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Customer
exploration and
relationships
holding
(3 credits)
106386L3
Page 164
2D and 3D
modeling and
reverse
engineering of
metal products
(3 credits)
106387L3
Page 166
Surface treatment
and heat
treatment of
metal product
prototypes
(3 credits)
106388L3
Page 168
3D modeling and
reverse
engineering of
plastic products
(6 credits)
106389L3
Page 170
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Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Delivery and
Monitoring
LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

PM

Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

3

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales,
Marketing
and
Customers
Management
MM

Product Design and
Development

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

PD

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

Financial
Management

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

PR

Unit of
Competency

Product drawings and
geometric dimensioning
& tolerancing
(3 credits)
106390L3
Page 172
2D computer aided
drawing, 3D surface &
solid modeling and
parametric design
(6 credits)
106391L3
Page 174
Manufacture prototypes
with rapid prototyping
technologies
(6 credits)
106392L3
Page 176
Arrange prototype
testing according to
product requirements
(3 credits)
106393L3
Page 178
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List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

3

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and Development

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

PD

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competenc
y

Unit of
Competency

Collate projects
progress and
relevant information
(3 credits)
106394L3
Page 180
Installation,
commissioning and
preventive
maintenance of all
kinds of
manufacturing
machinery and
auxiliary equipment
(6 credits)
106395L3
Page 182
Installation and
application of jigs
and fixtures
(3 credits)
106396L3
Page 184
Production planning
(3 credits)
106397L3
Page 186

71

Production
planning
(3 credits)
106397L3
Page 186

Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Carry out
materials
control
(3 credits)
106399L3
Page 190
Examine and
manage
inventory
(3 credits)
106400L3
Page 192
Operate manual
and automatic
carrying and
lifting
vehicles and
equipment in
the workplace
(3 credits)
106401L3
Page 195

Examine and
manage inventory
(3 credits)
106400L3
Page 192
Operate manual
and automatic
carrying and
lifting
vehicles and
equipment in
the workplace
(3 credits)
106401L3
Page 195
Fundamental
computer
numerical
control (CNC)
milling and
cutting
(3 credits)
106402L3
Page 197

72

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Carry out and
monitor
procurement
(3 credits)
106398L3
Page 188
Carry out
materials control
(3 credits)
106399L3
Page 190

3

Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Foundation
computer
numerical control
(CNC) turning
(3 credits)
106403L3
Page 201
Drilling and
tapping
(3 credits)
106404L3
Page 204
Electrical
discharge
machining (EDM)
(3 credits)
106405L3
Page 207
Surface grinding
(6 credits)
106406L3
Page 210

3
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

3

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product
Design and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Internal and
external cylindrical
grinding, centerless
grinding and centre
hole grinding
(6 credits)
106407L3
Page 213

Benchwork
(6 credits)
106410L3
Page 223
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Internal and
external cylindrical
grinding, centerless
grinding and centre
hole grinding
(6 credits)
106407L3
Page 213
Manual mechanical
milling
(6 credits)
106408L3
Page 217
Manual mechanical
turning
(6 credits)
106409L3
Page 220
Benchwork
(6 credits)
106410L3
Page 223

Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

3

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Mould polishing
(6 credits)
106411L3
Page 226

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Mould polishing
(6 credits)
106411L3
Page 226
Preventive
maintenance of
tooling
(3 credits)
106412L3
Page 228
Arrange heat
treatment of
tooling
(3 credits)
106413L3
Page 230
Arrange surface
treatment,
coating and
texturing of
tooling
(3 credits)
106414L3
Page 233
Adjust stamping
equipment,
carry out all
kinds of metal
stamping
processing and
resolve
production
problems
(3 credits)
106415L3
Page 236
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

3

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Metal tube and
wire forming
(3 credits)
106416L3
Page 239
Sheet metal
progressive and
transfer stamping
(3 credits)
106417L3
Page 242
Secondary
processing on
metal stamping
and sheet metal
parts
(3 credits)
106418L3
Page 245
Secondary
processing on die
casting and
foundry metal
parts
(3 credits)
106419L3
Page 247
Mechanical
surface finishing
(3 credits)
106420L3
Page 249
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Metal tube and
wire forming
(3 credits)
106416L3
Page 239
Sheet metal
progressive and
transfer stamping
(3 credits)
106417L3
Page 242
Secondary
processing on
metal stamping and
sheet metal parts
(3 credits)
106418L3
Page 245
Secondary
processing on die
casting and
foundry metal parts
(3 credits)
106419L3
Page 247
Mechanical surface
finishing
(3 credits)
106420L3
Page 249

Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Adjust equipment,
carry out
electroplating and
resolve production
problems
(3 credits)
106421L3
Page 252
Adjust equipment,
carry out ion
electroplating
surface treatment
(6 credits)
106422L3
Page 255
Adjust equipment,
carry out coating
and resolve
production
problems
(3 credits)
106423L3
Page 258
Marking
processing
(3 credits)
106424L3
Page 261
Surface printing
(3 credits)
106425L3
Page 263

3

Marking
processing
(3 credits)
106424L3
Page 261
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Set parameters,
implement
traditional plastic
injection
moulding and
resolve
production
problems
(6 credits)
106426L3
Page 265
Set parameters,
implement
traditional plastic
moulding and
resolve
production
problems
(6 credits)
106427L3
Page 268
Carry out other
plastic moulding
and
forming process
(6 credits)
106428L3
Page 271
Plastic colouring
(6 credits)
106429L3
Page 274

3
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Pre/ post
processing of
plastic materials
and products
(6 credits)
106430L3
Page 276
Carry out
mechanical surface
treatment
(6 credits)
106431L3
Page 278
Carry out plasma
surface treatment
(6 credits)
106432L3
Page 281
Carry out chemical
surface treatment
(6 credits)
106433L3
Page 284
Carry out vacuum
ion plating surface
treatment
(6 credits)
106434L3
Page 287

3
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Apply foundation
knowledge of
metallic materials
(3 credits)
106439L3
Page 300

Carry out
coating of
plastic parts
(6 credits)
106435L3
Page 291
Carry out in-mould
decoration
(6 credits)
106436L3
Page 294
Carry out surface
printing
(6 credits)
106437L3
Page 296
Packaging of
products and
semi-finished
products
(3 credits)
106438L3
Page 298
Apply foundation
knowledge of
metallic materials
(3 credits)
106439L3
Page 300

3

80

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency
Apply foundation
knowledge of
plastic materials
(3 credits)
106440L3
Page 302
Apply foundation
knowledge of
mould and tooling
steels
(3 credits)
106441L3
Page 304

Apply foundation
knowledge of
plastic materials
(3 credits)
106440L3
Page 302
Apply foundation
knowledge of
mould and tooling
steels
(3 credits)
106441L3
Page 304

3

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Analyse plastics
material quality
(3 credits)
106442L3
Page 306
Carry out
appearance
inspection of
plastic parts
(3 credits)
106443L3
Page 308
Carry out
quality
inspection and
evaluation of
plastic parts
(3 credits)
106444L3
Page 310
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Product Quality
Control and
Testing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Manual and
automatic
geometric
dimension
measurement
(6 credits)
106445L3
Page 312
Carry out product
testing
(6 credits)
106446L3
Page 314
Calibration and
preventative
maintenance of
measurement
instruments and
equipment
(6 credits)
106447L3
Page 316

3

Handle delivery
arrangement
(3 credits)
106448L3
Page 318
Carry out
electronic
information
exchanges of
goods (applicable
to plastic and metal
industries only)
(3 credits)
106449L3
Page 321
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control

Product
Manufacturing

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing

Delivery and
Monitoring

Financial
Management

PU

Unit of
Competency

PM

QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Arrange
customs
declaration and
clearance
(3 credits)
106450L3
Page 324

3

Carry
out
receiving
payment
arrangement
and
apply
double-entry
bookkeeping
for record
(6 credits)
106451L3
Page 327

4

Provide general
legal support and
related
consultation
channels of Hong
Kong and
Mainland China
towards corporate
(3 credits)
106452L4
Page 330
Provide advice on
taxes and duties
handling
(3 credits)
106453L4
Page 333

Provide advice
on taxes and
duties handling
(3 credits)
106453L4
Page 333
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List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Establishment
and preventive
maintenance of
equipment /
tools
management
system
(6 credits)
106454L4
Page 335
Preventative
maintenance
of computer
system
(6 credits)
106455L4
Page 337
Recruit and
select staff
(6 credits)
106456L4
Page 339
Handle general
labour disputes
(6 credits)
106457L4
Page 342
Implement
shopfloor
management
(6 credits)
106458L4
Page 345

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Establishment and
preventive
maintenance of
equipment / tools
management
system
(6 credits)
106454L4
Page 335

Implement
shopfloor
management
(6 credits)
106458L4
Page 345
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List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Establishment
and
preventative
maintenance
of cleanroom
(3 credits)
106459L4
Page 347
Supervise and
monitor the
operation and
maintenance of
production
equipment
(6 credits)
106460L4
Page 349
Implement
occupational
safety and
health
evaluation
(3 credits)
106461L4
Page 352

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Establishment
and
preventative
maintenance
of cleanroom
(3 credits)
106459L4
Page 347
Supervise and
monitor the
operation and
maintenance of
production
equipment
(6 credits)
106460L4
Page 349
Implement
occupational
safety and
health
evaluation
(3 credits)
106461L4
Page 352
Carry out market
research
(3 credits)
106462L4
Page 355
Formulate target
market survey plan
(3 credits)
106463L4
Page 357
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Formulate market
exploration plan
(3 credits)
106464L4
Page 359
Implement market
exploration plan
(3 credits)
106465L4
Page 362
Carry out
customer
relationship
management
(3 credits)
106466L4
Page 364
Integrated
structural design
of plastic moulds
apart from
injection mould
(6 credits)
106467L4
Page 367
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sheet metal
stamping single
die and
compound die
functional design
(6 credits)
106468L4
Page 370
Progressive and
transfer sheet
metal stamping
die functional
design
(6 credits)
106469L4
Page 373
Other metal
stamping die
integrated and
functional design
(6 credits)
106470L4
Page 377
Metal die casting
and foundry die
functional design
(6 credits)
106471L4
Page 380
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Compile tooling
manual
(3 credits)
106472L4
Page 383
Rapid tooling
design and
manufacture
of metal
products
(3 credits)
106473L4
Page 385
Metal stamping
part design for
production,
assembly,
dismantling and
surface
decoration
(6 credits)
106474L4
Page 387
Metal die casting
and foundry part
design for
production,
assembly,
dismantling and
surface
decoration
(6 credits)
106475L4
Page 389
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Select and apply
conventional
metallic materials,
metal composites
and other new
materials
(3 credits)
106476L4
Page 391
Rapid tooling design
and manufacture of
plastic products
(6 credits)
106477L4
Page 394
Plastic parts design
for production,
assembling,
dismantling, and
surface treatment
(6 credits)
106478L4
Page 397
Select and apply
conventional
plastic
materials,
plastic
composites and
other new
materials
(3 credits)
106479L4
Page 400
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Compile product
manual
(3 credits)
106480L4
Page 403
Evaluate and select
computer-aided
design/
manufacturing
(CAD/CAM)
software
(3 credits)
106481L4
Page 405
Carry out product
computer aided
industrial design and
outlook simulation
(6 credits)
106482L4
Page 407
Supervise and
co-ordinate
prototype
manufacturing
(3 credits)
106483L4
Page 409
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

Product Design
and Development

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

BS

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

PD

Formulate product
development project
schedule and
monitor project
progress
(3 credits)
106484L4
Page 411
Management of
product concept
creation and
design
configuration
(6 credits)
106485L4
Page 413
Estimate and control
of product
development and
manufacturing cost
(6 credits)
106486L4
Page 416

4

Know tool
manufacturing
process, and
communicate
with customers
and internal
departments
(3 credits)
106487L4
Page 418

Know tool
manufacturing
process, and
communicate
with customers
and internal
departments
(3 credits)
106487L4
Page 418
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Develop and define
automatic
processing and
testing procedures,
methodologies and
equipment for
stamping products
(6 credits)
106488L4
Page 420
Setting of flexible
small to medium
batch
manufacturing
methodologies and
process for metal
sheet, pipe and wire
parts, and select
appropriate
processing
equipment
(6 credits)
106489L4
Page 423
Develop and define
automatic
processing and
testing procedures,
methodologies and
equipment for metal
die casting,
extrusion and
foundry product
(6 credits)
106490L4
Page 426

92

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Know metal
products
manufacturing
process, and
communicate with
customers and
internal
departments
(3 credits)
106491L4
Page 429

Know plastic
products process,
and communicate
with customers and
internal
departments
(3 credits)
106493L4
Page 434

Process Design and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Know metal products
manufacturing
process, and
communicate with
customers and
internal departments
(3 credits)
106491L4
Page 429
Develop and define
automatic processing
and testing
procedures,
methodologies and
equipment for plastic
products
(6 credits)
106492L4
Page 431
Know of plastic
products process, and
communicate with
customers and
internal departments
(3 credits)
106493L4
Page 434
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Select machinery
equipment and
auxiliary equipment
in need, and
understand their
structure, types,
control, functions
and applications
(3 credits)
106494L4
Page 436
Select quality
monitoring and
assurance
equipment in need
for different
products
(3 credits)
106495L4
Page 438
Compile preventive
maintenance plan
and operation
regulations for all
kinds of machines
and auxiliary
equipment, and
monitor the
operation
(6 credits)
106496L4
Page 440
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Financial
Management

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development
PD

Unit of
Competency

Process Design
and Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Apply pneumatic,
hydraulic and
electric devices to
develop automation
system
(6 credits)
106497L4
Page 443
Apply Program
Logic Controller
(PLC) to compile
electronic control
program
(6 credits)
106498L4
Page 445
Apply multi-axis
robots to develop
automation system
(6 credits)
106499L4
Page 447
Develop lean and
flexible
manufacturing
process, layout and
facilities
(6 credits)
106500L4
Page 449
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Develop lean and
flexible
manufacturing
process, layout and
facilities
(6 credits)
106500L4
Page 449

Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas

QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control

Product
Manufacturing

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing

Delivery and
Monitoring

Financial
Management

PU

Unit of
Competency

Line balancing
(6 credits)
106501L4
Page 451

PM

QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Line balancing
(6 credits)
106501L4
Page 451
Screen and
select supplier
(3 credits)
106502L4
Page 453
Build relationship
with supplier
(3 credits)
106503L4
Page 455
Compile
procurement
guidelines
(6 credits)
106504L4
Page 457
Compile materials
requirement plan
(MRP)
(3 credits)
106505L4
Page 459
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Compile materials
requirement plan
(MRP)
(3 credits)
106505L4
Page 459

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas

QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control

Product
Manufacturing

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing

Delivery and
Monitoring

Financial
Management

PU

Unit of
Competency

PM

QI

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Set up and maintain
warehouse
(3 credits)
106506L4
Page 461

4

Set up and
maintain
warehouse
(3 credits)
106506L4
Page 461

Set up and maintain
electronic inventory
identification and
management system
(6 credits)
106507L4
Page 464
Formulate warehouse
automation solutions
(3 credits)
106508L4
Page 467
Intermediate
computer
numerical control
(CNC) precision
milling
(6 credits)
106509L4
Page 470
Intermediate
computer
numerical control
(CNC) precision
turning
(6 credits)
106510L4
Page 474
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Intermediate
computer
numerical control
(CNC) precision
milling
(6 credits)
106509L4
Page 470
Intermediate
computer
numerical control
(CNC) precision
turning
(6 credits)
106510L4
Page 474

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency
Intermediate
electrical
discharge
machining
(6 credits)
106511L4
Page 477
Wire electrical
discharge
machining
(6 credits)
106512L4
Page 480
Profile grinding
(6 credits)
106513L4
Page 482
Jig grind and
jig bore
(6 credits)
106514L4
Page 486
Mould fitting and
adjustment
(6 credits)
106515L4
Page 489
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Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Intermediate
electrical
discharge
machining
(6 credits)
106511L4
Page 477
Wire electrical
discharge
machining
(6 credits)
106512L4
Page 480
Profile grinding
(6 credits)
106513L4
Page 482
Jig grind and
jig bore
(6 credits)
106514L4
Page 486
Mould fitting and
adjustment
(6 credits)
106515L4
Page 489

Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Non-conventional
and
special
processing
of
sheet metal
(3 credits)
106516L4
Page 491

Non-conventional
and
special
processing of sheet
metal
(3 credits)
106516L4
Page 491

Stamping of new
sheet metal and
alloy materials
(3 credits)
106517L4
Page 494
Equipment
setting, carry out
die casting and
foundry
production, and
problems solving
(6 credits)
106518L4
Page 496
Equipment
setting, carry out
metal extrusion
production, and
problems solving
(3 credits)
106519L4
Page 499

Stamping of new
sheet metal and
alloy materials
(3 credits)
106517L4
Page 494
Equipment setting,
carry out die
casting and
foundry
production, and
problems solving
(6 credits)
106518L4
Page 496
Equipment setting,
carry out metal
extrusion
production, and
problems solving
(3 credits)
106519L4
Page 499
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency
Heat treatment
and surface
texturing of
metals
(3 credits)
106520L4
Page 502
Intermediate
electroplating
(3 credits)
106521L4
Page 505
Intermediate
coating
(3 credits)
106522L4
Page 508
Carry out
advanced plastic
forming
(6 credits)
106523L4
Page 511
Carry out plastic
recycling
(9 credits)
106524L4
Page 515
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Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Heat treatment and
surface texturing
of metals
(3 credits)
106520L4
Page 502
Intermediate
electroplating
(3 credits)
106521L4
Page 505
Intermediate
coating
(3 credits)
106522L4
Page 508
Carry out
advanced plastic
forming
(6 credits)
106523L4
Page 511
Carry out plastic
recycling
(9 credits)
106524L4
Page 515

Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency
Carry out plastic
functional
modification
(9 credits)
106525L4
Page 517
Carry out
new
plastic
materials and
composite
forming
(6 credits)
106526L4
Page 519

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Carry out plastic
functional
modification
(9 credits)
106525L4
Page 517
Carry out
new
plastic
materials and
composite forming
(6 credits)
106526L4
Page 519
Mould
assembly,
internal and
external surface
quality
inspection
(6 credits)
106527L4
Page 523
Mould testing
(6 credits)
106528L4
Page 525
Identification
and
analyze of
metal
materials
(3 credits)
106529L4
Page 527
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Financial
Management

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

BS

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Product Quality
Control and Testing

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency
Metal parts
surface defects
analysis
(3 credits)
106530L4
Page 529
Monitor and
standardize the
measurement
methods of various
geometric
dimensions and
tolerance
(6 credits)
106531L4
Page 531
Apply all kinds
of testing
standards, select
and arrange all
kinds of tests
which meet the
requirements of
products, and
analyze quality
assurance reports
(9 credits)
106532L4
Page 534
Select and define
measuring
instruments and
equipment needed
(3 credits)
106533L4
Page 537

4

102

Financial
Management

QI
PM

Unit of
Competency

Delivery and
Monitoring
LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

4

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

BS

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Product Quality
Control and Testing

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency
Define guidelines in
usage of
measuring
instruments and
equipment, and
operators
management
(3 credits)
106534L4
Page 539
Compile and
maintain quality
assurance procedures
(6 credits)
106535L4
Page 541
Formulate product
sampling plan and
statistical process
control methods
(SPC)
(6 credits)
106536L4
Page 543
Plan and carry out
quality management
audit (6 credits)
106537L4
Page 545
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Financial
Management

QI
PM

Unit of
Competency

Delivery and
Monitoring
LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Delivery and
Monitoring
LO

FM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

PM

Financial
Management

Formulate
product delivery
strategy and plan
(3 credits)
106538L4
Page 547
Manage and
continuously
improve internal
logistic team
(applicable to
plastic and metal
industries)
(3 credits)
106539L4
Page 550

4

Carry out
financial
accounting
(6 credits)
106540L4
Page 552
Carry out cost
accounting and
manage cost
deviation
(6 credits)
106541L4
Page 554
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List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

Product
Design and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

BS

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency
Formulate and
maintain of handling
procedures of all
kinds of payment
collection and
disbursement
procedures
(6 credits)
106542L4
Page 556

4

5

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Formulate and
maintain
competence
file of all
positions
(6 credits)
106543L5
Page 559
Establish and
continuously
improve corporate
image
(3 credits)
106544L5
Page 561
Formulate
corporate social
responsibility
strategies
(3 credits)
106545L5
Page 563
Formulate
corporate
environmental
policies
(3 credits)
106546L5
Page 565
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List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

OM

Sales,
Marketing and
Customers
Management
MM

BS

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Set up and
preventively
maintain corporate
Enterprise
Resources Planning
(ERP) system
(9 credits)
106547L5
Page 568
Formulate project
management
strategies
(6 credits)
106548L5
Page 571
Build and foster
culture of
innovation
(3 credits)
106549L5
Page 573
Manage corporate
daily operation
(6 credits)
106550L5
Page 575
Manage network
security
(6 credits)
106551L5
Page 578

Formulate project
management
strategies
(6 credits)
106548L5
Page 571
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Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Formulate human
resource
management
strategies
(6 credits)
106552L5
Page 580
Formulate and
maintain of staff
discipline and
management
regulations
(6 credits)
106553L5
Page 583
Set up and
maintain of staff
performance
evaluation system
(6 credits)
106554L5
Page 585
Set up and
maintain of staff
salary benchmark
and welfare
system
(6 credits)
106555L5
Page 588
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Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Plan, organise
and arrange
training
(6 credits)
106556L5
Page 591
Set up and
maintain human
resources
information
system and
knowledge
management
system
(6 credits)
106557L5
Page 593
Set up and
maintain
environmental
management
system
(6 credits)
106558L5
Page 595
Foster corporate
environmental
awareness and
culture
(3 credits)
106559L5
Page 597

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Set up and
maintain
environmental
management
system
(6 credits)
106558L5
Page 595
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Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency
Carry out
ecodesign and
products lifecycle
management
(9 credits)
106560L5
Page 600

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Carry out
ecodesign and
products
lif4ecycle
management
(9 credits)
106560L5
Page 600

Continuously
improve
shopfloor
environment and
foster quality
management in
shopfloor
(6 credits)
106561L5
Page 603
Implement risk
management at
work place
(3 credits)
106562L5
Page 606
Formulate and
implement
corporate
social
responsibility
plans
(3 credits)
106563L5
Page 608

Continuously
improve
shopfloor
environment and
foster quality
management in
shopfloor
(6 credits)
106561L5
Page 603
Implement risk
management at
work place (3
credits)
106562L5
Page 606
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Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Formulate market
exploration
strategies
(3 credits)
106564L5
Page 611
Set up and maintain
market information
management
system
(3 credits)
106565L5
Page 613
Formulate
corporate branding
strategies
(3 credits)
106566L5
Page 615
Formulate product
sales strategies
(3 credits)
106567L5
Page 617
Formulate customer
relationship
management
strategies
(3 credits)
106568L5
Page 620
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Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Set up and maintain
customer
relationship
management
system
(3 credits)
106569L5
Page 623
Plastic
injection
mould assembly
and structural
design
(9 credits)
106570L5
Page 625
Plastic
injection
mould functional
design
(9 credits)
106571L5
Page 629
Sheet metal
stamping die
assembly and
structural design
(6 credits)
106572L5
Page 632
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Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

Product
Manufacturing

PR

Procurement,
Logistics
Planning and
Control
PU

PD

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Die casting and
foundry die assembly
and structural design
(6 credits)
106573L5
Page 635
Integration of product
conceptual design
and engineering
(3 credits)
106574L5
Page 638
Apply and monitor
product data
management and
engineering change
network system,
concurrent design
and development of
different products
(6 credits)
106575L5
Page 640
Computer aided
simulation on product
functional testing
(6 credits)
106576L5
Page 642
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Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Computer aided
engineering
(CAE) analysis
on processing and
tooling design
(6 credits)
106577L5
Page 644
Overall
management on
product
development
projects
(3 credits)
106578L5
Page 646
Formation of
product
development
project team
(3 credits)
106579L5
Page 649
Product
development
project risk
management
(3 credits)
106580L5
Page 651
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Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Protect corporate
intellectual
property
(3 credits)
106581L5
Page 653
Manage
product
development
knowledge
and
continuously
improve
competence on
product design
(3 credits)
106582L5
Page 656
Tooling
manufacturing
process planning
(6 credits)
106583L5
Page 658
Metal extrusion
products
manufacturing
process
design
and planning
(6 credits)
106584L5
Page 660

Tooling
manufacturing
process planning
(6 credits)
106583L5
Page 658
Metal extrusion
products
manufacturing
process design
and planning (6
credits)
106584L5
Page 660
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Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Plastic products
manufacturing
process design
and planning
(6 credits)
106585L5
Page 663

Plastic products
manufacturing
process design
and planning
(6 credits)
106585L5
Page 663

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Plan and define
automation
system
(6 credits)
106586L5
Page 666
Manage and
continuously
improve process
design knowledge
(6 credits)
106587L5
Page 668
Formulate
procurement
strategies
(3 credits)
106588L5
Page 670
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Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

5

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency
Advanced
computer
numerical control
(CNC) multi axis
precision milling
and cutting
(9 credits)
106589L5
Page 672
Advanced
computer
numerical control
(CNC) precision
turning and ultra
precision
machining
(6 credits)
106590L5
Page 676
Advanced
electrical
discharge
machining
(3 credits)
106591L5
Page 680

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Unit of
Competency

Product
Manufacturing

Delivery and
Monitoring

PM

Product
Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Advanced
computer
numerical control
(CNC) multi axis
precision milling
and cutting
(9 credits)
106589L5
Page 672
Advanced
computer
numerical control
(CNC) precision
turning and ultra
precision
machining
(6 credits)
106590L5
Page 676
Advanced
electrical
discharge
machining
(3 credits)
106591L5
Page 680
Set up and
maintain tooling
management
system
(6 credits)
106592L5
Page 683
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Financial
Management

LO
FM

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Delivery and
Monitoring

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

LO

PM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management
FM

Unit of
Competency

Foster corporate
quality
management
culture
(6 credits)
106593L5
Page 686
Formulate and
maintain quality
management
policies and
quality manual
(6 credits)
106594L5
Page 688

5

Carry out
financial
management
(6 credits)
106595L5
Page 690
Write financial
and audit
reports of
manufacturing
industries
(6 credits)
106596L5
Page 692
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List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

6

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Reveal market
culture,
conditions
and
competition
environment
of Mainland
China and
foreign
countries
(6 credits)
106597L6
Page 695
Formulate
intellectual
capital
development
strategies
(6 credits)
106598L6
Page 697
Formulate
financial
management
targets,
solutions and
strategies
(6 credits)
106599L6
Page 699
Formulate
corporate
financing plans
and
shareholding
strategies
(6 credits)
106600L6
Page 702

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Delivery and
Monitoring

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

LO

PM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management
FM

Unit of
Competency

Formulate
intellectual
capital
development
strategies
(6 credits)
106598L6
Page 697
Formulate
financial
management
targets,
solutions and
strategies
(6 credits)
106599L6
Page 699
Formulate
corporate
financing plans
and
shareholding
strategies
(6 credits)
106600L6
Page 702
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List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

6

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Design and plan
the
manufacturing
process of metal
stamping
products
(6 credits)
106602L6
Page 707
Design and plan
the
manufacturing
process of die
casting and
foundry products
(6 credits)
106603L6
Page 709

Design and plan
the manufacturing
process of metal
stamping
products
(6 credits)
106602L6
Page 707

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Delivery and
Monitoring

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

FM

Formulate risk
management
strategies
(3 credits)
106601L6
Page 704

Design and plan
the manufacturing
process of die
casting and
foundry products
(6 credits)
106603L6
Page 709
Set up and
maintain quality
management
system
(6 credits)
106604L6
Page 712
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LO

PM

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management

Unit of
Competency

List of Competencies of the Manufacturing Technology Industry (Tooling, Metals & Plastics)
Functional
Areas
QF
Levels

7

Business
Strategies

Operations
Management

BS

OM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Sales, Marketing
and Customers
Management
MM

Unit of
Competency

Product Design
and
Development

Process Design
and
Development

PD

PR

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Formulate
corporate
development
strategies
(6 credits)
106605L7
Page 715
Formulate
financial and
resources
development
policies and
strategies
6 credits)
106606L7
Page 717

Procurement,
Logistics Planning
and Control
PU

Product
Manufacturing

Product Quality
Control and
Testing
QI

Delivery and
Monitoring

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

LO

PM

Unit of
Competency

Unit of
Competency

Financial
Management
FM

Unit of
Competency

Formulate
financial and
resources
development
policies and
strategies
6 credits)
106606L7
Page 717
Establish and
maintain of
corporate
management
system and
practices
(6 credits)
106607L7
Page 719
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Competency Level 1

121

1. Title

Receive customers

2. Code

106366L1

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all kinds of markets and sales departments
of Manufacturing Technology Industry corporations. Practitioners should be
capable to apply simple communication skills to receive customers in accordance
with the corporate procedure and standard.

4. Level

1

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



Understand basic knowledge of receiving

relevant

customers, such as one s own individual

knowledge of

appearance

receiving

standard,

customers

receiving customers, communi cation and

to

meet

the

corporate

corporate

procedure

of

interpersonal skills


Understand job duties



Understand corporate background, such
as products, services, history, simple
structure, and provide all kinds of needed
products and contact methods of service
staff to customers

6.2 Receive customers



In accordance with the fixed procedure of
corporate,

receive

customers

and

self-introduction


Ensure one s own individual appearance
can meet the fixed procedure of the
corporation



Collect customers

contact information

in accordance with the f ixed procedure of
the corporate


Repl y the customers

general enquiries,

and seek for colleagues

advice when

necessary
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In accordance with customers

needed

products

or

services,

contact

and

introduce suitable colleague to follow up
6.3 Professional



knowledge of

Ensure the collected information and
replies to customers are correct

receiving
customers
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to handle customers general enquiries.

(ii)

Capable

to

collect

customer ’s

contact

information

accordance with the fixed procedure of the corporate.
8. Remarks

-
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in

1. Title

Manual handling

2. Code

106367L1

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the relevant worksite of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to follow procedure and introduction and carry out manual handling.

4. Level

1

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



Understand the methods and skills of

relevant

manual handling, such as avoiding above

knowledge of

shoulder reach and avoid ing sideways

manual handling

bending of the back


Identify

auxiliary

manual

handling

machinery, such as trolley and Manual
forklift


Understand job requirements and layout
of working environment

6.2 Manual handling



Follow the planned route and procedure
to carry out manual handling



Use safe manual handling method which
will not damage goods



Use

suitable

personal

protective

equipment, such as protective gloves


Report unusual circumstances to related
persons

6.3 Professional

7. Assessment



Follow

the

relevant

regulations

of

handling of

Occupational Safet y & Health Ordinance

manual handling

and carry out manual handling

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out relevant work of manual handling
correctl y and safel y
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(ii)

Capable to follow the planned route and procedure, and also use
safe manual handling method which will not damage goods.

8. Remarks

-

125

1. Title

Know the usage of all kinds of common basic hand tools

2. Code

106368L1

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to production department s of
Manufacturing

Technology

Industry.

Practit ioners

should

be

capable to know the usage of all kinds of common basic hand
tools, and also be capable to appl y them in dail y working areas.
4. Level

1

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand the 

Understand the processing precision,

general concept

uses and fu nctions of all kinds of

of

common basic hand tools

common
hand 

basic
tools

Understand th e usages of all kinds of
common basic hand tools, such as
wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers and
hammers



Understand the using environment
requirements

and

safet y

using

regulations of all kinds of common
basic hand tools


Know the protective maintenance of
all kinds of common basic hand tools

6.2

Appl y

general 

hand tools

Use all kinds of common basic hand
tools under supervision



Carry out dail y general protective
maintenance

and

maintenance

methods of common basic hand tools
under supervision


Identify the applicati on areas of all
kinds of common basic hand tools



6.3 Professional
handling

of

general hand tools
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Follow

the

safet y

guidelines

and

relevant requirements, use all kinds
of common hand tools correctl y

application
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency
are:
(i)

Capable to use all kinds of common basic hand tools
correctl y under supervision and appl y in dail y working
areas appropriately.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Production support

2. Code

106369L1

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to production department s of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practit ioners should be capable
to know the basic shopfloor operation procedure and support
production

4. Level

1

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Know the basic uses and functions of all

general concept

kinds

of

equipment and hand tool s in shopfloor

production

support



of

commonly

used

machinery

Understand the risk of shopfloor and
safet y

protection

guidelines

of

the

methods

of

corporation


Understand

the

semi-finished

stack
products,

scratches

prevention methods, and other protection
methods


Understand
dumping

the

and

methods

disposal

of

of

clearing,

metal

and

plastic materials, semi -finished products
and finished products


Understand

the

basic

prod uction

workflow of the products in corporation
6.2 Production support



Follow instructions and carry out all
kinds of production support to raise
productivit y under supervision, such as
clear the wastes

of one s belonged

working area, stack or put away of
semi-finished products and protection o f
semi-finished products
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Report unusual circumstances to related

persons.


6.3 Professional
handling

of

guidelines, carry out production support

production support
7. Assessment

Follow safet y guidelines and relevant
activities safel y

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to follow guidelines and carry out all kinds of
production support and work under supervision to raise
productivity.

8. Remarks

-

129

1. Title

Know the usage of all kinds of commonly used basic measuring
instruments and equipment

2. Code

106370L1

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the qualit y control
department of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practit ioners
should be capable to know the usage of all kinds of commonly used
basic measuring instruments and equipment, and also appl y in dail y
working areas.

4. Level

1

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
general
of

the 

Understand the precis ion, applications

concept

and functions of all kinds of commonl y

commonly

used basic measuring instruments and

used

basic

equipment


measuring
instruments

and

equipment

Know

the

usages

of

all

commonl y

used

basic

instruments

and

kinds

of

measuring

equipment,

such

as

calipers, height gauge, angle gauge


Understand

the

using

environment

requirements and safet y using regulations
of all kinds of commonl y used measuring
instruments and equipment


Know the preventative maintenance and
maintenance methods of all kinds of
common

measuring

instruments

and

equipment
6.2 Appl y

general 

concept
commonly

of

instruments

measuring instruments and

used

equipment

under supervision


measuring

Use all kinds of commonl y used basic

and

Carry

out

dail y

general

pr eventative

maintenance and maintenance of all kinds

equipment

of common basic measuring instruments
and equipment under supervision
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Identify the application areas of all kinds
of commonl y used measuring instruments
and equipment under supervision



6.3 Professional

Follow the safet y guidelines and relevant

handling of appl y

requirements, use all kinds of commonl y

commonly

used

used

measuring
instruments

measuring

equipment
and

to

instruments
carry

out

and

accurate

measurement

equipment.
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Use all kinds of commonl y used basic measuring instruments
and equipment correctl y under supervision, and appl y in daily
working areas appropriatel y.

8. Remarks

-
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Competency Level 2

132

1. Title

Implement targeted market research plan

2. Code

106371L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all kinds of markets and
sales

departments

of

Manufacturing

Technology

Industry

corporations. Practitioners should be capable to appl y all kinds of
market research skills, and collect all aspects of data and information
of the target market.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand corporate market research

relevant

plan

knowledge of the 

Understand market research objectives

targeted

market 

research



Understand market research methods
Understand corporate market information
system



6.2 Implement
targeted

market

According to aims of the market research
plan,

research plan

effectivel y

communicate

with

different departments of the corporation


Collect

valuable

market

information

internall y


Collect

in-depth

target

market

information by appl ying internet and
corporate marketing database systems


Effectivel y appl y all kinds of market
research

methods

to

collect

market

information, such as questionnaire and
interview


Consolidate,
collected

manage

and

market

keep

the

information

appropriatel y


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Unless

authorised,

never

disclose,

transfer or resale while handling the data
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implement
targeted

of target market research
market 

research plan

When
research

implementing
plan,

the

target

market

corporate

benefits

must be leveraged
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to based on the target market research plan, collect
useful and accurate market information internall y and market
sector, and compile target ed market research reports.

8. Remarks

-

134

1. Title

Surface finishing of plastic product prototypes

2. Code

106372L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments

of

plastic

products

manufacturing

corporations.

Practitioners should be capable to master the skills of the plastic
product protot ypes surface finishing, and carry out polishing.
4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
applications
tools

the 
of

Understand principles and applications of
polishing.

for 

polishing

Understand

the

polishing

skills

of

different plastic materials


Understand the applications and methods
of different polishing tools



Understand the required equipment, tools
and

materials

for

different

polishing

methods, and based on the requirements
of materials and protot ypes to make
suitable selection
6.2 Carry out



Follow the requirements of drawings or

polishing of

product design , select suitable polishing

plastic products

methods, tools and materials

protot ypes



According to the requirements of qualit y,
time and cost, operate suita ble equipment
to complete polishing tasks



Check the appearance, size and geometric
shape, and ensure the sample functions
and operations will not be affected due to
polishing
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6.3



Professtional
handling

of

environmental protection , etc in detail,

surface finishing of

carry out polishing for plastic product

plastic

samples

product

prototypes
7. Assessment

Consider safet y, risk, capacit y, qu ality,

and

meet

all

aspects

of

requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to explain and select different tools and materials for
polishing.

(ii)

Capable to ensure the variance of dimensions will not affect the
functions and operations of the protot ypes after polishing .

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Collate production order and inventory confirmation

2. Code

106373L2

3. Range

This

unit

of

competency

is

applicable

to

all

Manufacturing

Technology Industries . Practitioners should be familiar with the
corporate production orders and inventory conditions, so as to assist
arranging production plans.
4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
relevant

Understand

the

operation

procedure of production orders handling

knowledge

of 

Understand

collation

of

delivery leadtime


production
orders

standard

and

the

Understand

corporate

the

production

re quirements

orders ,
delivery

of

delivery

date,

locations,

and

inventory

quantit y,

confirmation

packaging requirements , etc


general

Understand the inventory condition of
the corporate, including raw materials,
semi-finished
products,

products,

packaging

finished

materials

and

auxiliary materials for production


Know

the

methods

and

skills

of

scheduling the production plans
6.2 Collation

of 

production orders
and

Confirm the information of production
orders are completed and reasonable

inventory 

confirmation

Communicate with relevant departments,
collate

the

production

orders

and

inventory confirmation, and also assist
scheduling production plans.


According to the requirements of the
production order, check the inventor y
condition, and estimate the production
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quantit y required and materials needed.


6.3 Professional

Ensure

the

relevant

information

of

handling

of

collated production orders and inventory

collation

of

is accurate

production orders
and

inventory

confirmation
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to confirm if the information of production ord ers are
completed and reasonable

(ii)

Capable to carry out collation of production orders and
inventory confirmation , and assist scheduling production plan

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Arrange goods relocation

2. Code

106374L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the relevant work places of
Manufacturing

Technology

Industries.

Practitioners

should

be

capable to appl y goods handling methods in order to move the goods
safel y.
4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

relevant

Know

the

relevant

regulations,

ordinance, safet y standards and code of

knowledge

of

practice

arranging

goods 

Understand

the

goods

relocation

methods and procedures

relocation


Understand the job requirements and
layouts of workplaces



Know the using methods of different
load and lifting machines

6.2

Arrange

goods 

relocation

Identify materials, products or goods to
be relocated



Identify storage locations and potential
routes, and arrange goods relocation



Ensure the availability of container



Identify potential risks of relocation
route



Identify potential risks during goods
relocation operations



Identify

handling

methods

and

procedures of goods relocation


6.3 Professional
handling
arranging

of
goods

relocation
7. Assessment

Follow

the

relevant

regulations

Occupational

Safet y

Ordinance

and

&

arrange

of

Health
goods

relocation

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
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Criteria
(i)

Capable to identify the risk of goods relocation.

(ii)

Capable to find out suitable goods relocation routes and
handling procedures, and arrange goods relocation.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Operate metal stamping equipment for production

2. Code

106375L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
metal stamping products manufacturing corporations. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the relevant knowledge of stamping
equipment operations, so as to carry out all kinds of stamping
processing procedures.

4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand

the 

Understand the commonl y used t ypes of

relevant knowledge

sheet metal, such as SPHC, SPCC, SECC,

of

SGCC,

stamping

copper,

aluminium ,

stainless

steel, silicon steel

equipment
and 

operations

Understand
principles,

stamping processing

and

the

types,

structures,

specifications,

applic ations

operation

methods

of

stamping

equipment and other relevant equipment


Understand

processing

methods

and

skills of all kinds of stamping procedures


Know all kinds of common
sheet

metal

including:
bending

stamping

burrs,
and

defects of
processing,

scratches,

rebound,

burns,

deformation,

wrinkles, burst, material shortage and
orange peel structure etc
6.2 Carry

out

all 

kinds of stamping
processing

Identify the specifications of sheet metal
materials correctl y



Use each device of stamping equipment
correctl y, such as safet y and control
devices



Follow guidelines to carry out stamping
processing
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Identify if tooling are correctl y installed



Report the problems occurred during
stamping processing to supervisor



Carry out simple repair for products after
stamping processing, such as deburring.



Carry out simple preventive maintenance
for

stamping

equipment

under

supervision.
6.3 Professional



Follow safet y guidelines and relevant

handling of

regulations, and follow guidelines to

carrying out all

operate stamping equipment and carry

kinds of stamping

out sheet metal stampi ng processing

processing
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to follow guidelines to operate stamping equipment
and all kinds of stamping processing

(ii)

Capable to report the problems occurred during stamping
processing to supervisor

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Operate die casting and foundry equipment for production

2. Code

106376L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
metal die casting and foundry products manufacturing corporations.
Practitioners should be capable to unde rstand the relevant equipment,
so as to carry out die-casting and foundry processing.

4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
die-casting

Understand

the

t ypes

and

grades

of

commonl y used material of die-casting
of

and foundry industry

and 

Understand

t ypes,

structures,

working

foundry

mechanism , specifications, applications

equipment

and operation methods of the relevant

operation

and

equipment and devices for die-casting and

processing

foundry processing


Understand processing methods and skills
of die-casting and foundry



Know the common defects of die-casting
and foundry, such as gas hole, shrinkage,
porosit y, cold mark and deformation

6.2

Carry out metal 

Correctl y identify the specifications of

die-casting and

materials

foundry

processing

processing



Use

for

each

foundry

die-casting and

device

equipment

of

foundry

die-casting

correctl y,

suc h

and
as

safet y and control devices


Follow instruction to carry out die-casting
and foundry processing



Identify if tooling are correctl y installed



Report

the

problems

occurred

during

die-casting and foundry processing to
supervisor
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Carry out simple re pair after die-casting
and foundry processing, such as deburring



Carry out simple preventive maintenance
for die-casting and foundry equipment
under supervision



6.3 Professional
handling
die-casting

of

Follow safet y guidelines and relevant
regulations, and follow instruction s to

and

carry

foundry

out

die-casting

and

foundry

processing

equipment
operation

and

processing
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to follow instructions to operate die-casting and
foundry processing equipment, and also carry out all kinds of
die-casting and foundry processing.

(ii)

Capable to report the problems occurred during in die-casting
and foundry to supervisor.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Operate metal extrusion equipment for production

2. Code

106377L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
metal extrusion products manufacturing corporations. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the relevant knowledge of metal
extrusion equipment, so as to carry out metal extrusion.

4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
operating

material used in metal extrusion industry
of 
metal

processing

Understand the t ypes, structures, working
mechanism , specifications, applications and

extrusion
equipment

Understand t ypes and grades of common

operation methods of the relevant equipment
and

and devices for metal extrusion


Understand processing methods and skills of
metal extrusion.



Know

the

extrusion

common

defects

processing,

of

including

metal
surface

lines, shrinkage, porosit y and cracks etc.
6.2

Carry out metal 

Identify

extrusion

extrusion materials correctl y


Use

the

each

specifications

device

of

of

metal

metal

extrusion

equipment correctl y, suc h as safet y and
control devices


Follow instructions to carry out extrusion
processing



Identify if tooling are correctl y installed



Report

the

problems

occurred

during

metal extrusion processing to supervisor


Carry out simple re pair after metal extrusion
processing, such as deburring



Carry out simple preventive maintenance for
metal
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extrusion

equipment

under

supervision


6.3 Professional
handling

Follow

of

operating

safet y

regulations,

metal

and

guidelines
follow

and

relevant

instruction

to

carry out metal extrusion

extrusion
equipment

and

processing
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

follow

instruction

to

operate

metal

extrusion

equipment, and also carry out all kinds of metal extrusion
(ii)

Capable to report the problems occurred during metal extrusion to
supervisor.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Operate electroplating equipment for production

2. Code

106378L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
metal electroplating corporations. Practitioners should be capable to
understand the relevant knowledge of metal electroplating equipment,
so as to carry out electroplating

4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the t ypes and applications of
commonl y

of

used

metal

electroplating

chemicals

operating metal 

Understand the t ypes, structures, working

electroplating

mechanism , specifications, applications and

equipment

and

operation methods of the relevant equipment

processing

and hanging fixture for metal electroplating.


Understand processing methods and skills of
metal electroplating.



Know

the

common

electroplating,

defects

such

as

of

metal

pin

hole,

of

metal

underplating and blister.
6.2

Carry

out 

metal
electroplating

Identify

the

specifications

electroplating chemicals correctl y.


Use each device of metal electroplating
equipment correctl y, such as safet y and
control devices.



Follow

instruction

to

carry

out

electroplating processing


Identify if metal electroplating process is
normal



Identify if the re is any visual defect on the
material before electroplating



Report the problems occurred during metal
electroplating processing to supervisor
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Carry out simple preventive maintenance for
metal

electroplating

equipment

under

supervision


6.3 Professional
handling

Follow

of

operating

safet y

regulations,

metal

and

guidelines
follow

and

relevant

instruction

to

carry out metal electroplating

electroplating
equipment

and

processing
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to follow instruction to operate metal electroplating
equipment, and also carry out all kinds of metal electroplating

(ii)

Capable

to

report

the

electroplating to supervisor
8. Remarks

-
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problems

occurred

during

metal

1. Title

Operate spraying equipment for production

2. Code

106379L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
metal

spraying

corporations.

Practitioners

should

be

capable

to

understand the relevant knowledge of metal spraying equipment, so as
to carry out metal spraying.
4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the t ypes and applications of
common paint

of 

Understand the t ypes, structures, working

operating

mechanism , specifications, applications and

spraying

operation methods of the relevant equipment

equipment
processing

and

and hanging fixtures for metal spraying


Understand processing methods and skills of
spraying.



Understand the common defects of spraying,
such as dust/ lint, orange wrinkles peel
structure and uneven colour

6.2 Carry

out 

spraying

Identify the specifications of coating paint
correctl y.



Use each device of spraying paint equipment
correctl y, such as safet y and control devices.



Follow

instruction

to

carry

out

electroplating


Identify if there is any visual defect on the
material before spraying



Identify if spraying process normal



Report

the

problems

occurred

during

spraying to supervisor


Carry

out

simple

repair

for

spraying

workpiece, such as deburring


Carry out simple preventive maintenance of
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spraying equipment under supervision.
6.1 Professional



Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

relevant

operating

regulations, and follow instructions to carry

spraying

out spraying

equipment and
processing
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to follow instructions and operate coating equipment, and
carry out all kinds of spraying.

(ii)

Capable to report the problems occurred during spraying to
supervisor.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Metal parts surface inspection

2. Code

106380L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the qualit y control department
of the metal products industry corporation. Practitioners should be
capable to identify all kinds of metal parts surface defects and carry out
metal parts surface inspection

4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand metal 
parts

surface

defects

of metal, including scr atches, dents, rust

and

and deformation


inspection

Know all kinds of possible surface defects

standards

Understand

all

metal

surface

defect

inspection methods and techniques


Understand

corporate

specification

for

surface

and

customers

inspection

of

metal parts, inspection methods, auxiliary
inspection tools, environmental condition
and the class accept standard of the metal
parts
6.2 Carry out metal 
parts

surface

inspections

Carry out appearance inspection of metal
parts and record relevant defects in details



According to the appea rance inspection
standards and golden samples, determine
whether the appearance of the metal part is
qualified



Effectivel y distinguish the surface defects
of metal parts



Operate

ancillary

tools

for

appearance

inspection correctl y, such as a microscope
and magnifier
6.1 Professional



Follow the safet y guidelines and related

handling of metal

operational practise of metal parts surfa ce

parts

inspections, ensure the safet y of inspection

surface
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inspections

procedures,
equipment

stabilit y
and

accuracy

of
of

inspection
inspection

results
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out all kinds of testing of metal materials in
accordance with the drawing and inspection requirements, and
determine if the metal parts surface is qualified

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Handle shipping documents

2. Code

106381L2

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the person in charge of
logistic of the manufacturing technology corporations . Practitioners
should be capable to appl y all kinds of logistic and shipping
knowledge in dail y work, effectivel y communicate with internal
colleagues and logistics service providers, as well as handle logistic
and shipping documents.

4. Level

2

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

relevant

Understand

the

relevant

terms

code,

industry terminology of logistics and

knowledge

of

trade, including land, maritime and air

handling

transport
and 

logistic
shipping

Know the terminology of basic loading
and unloading operations

documents



Know the names of countries, regions
and ports



Understand

the

abbreviations

and

industry terminology applied on shipping
documents


Understand

different

names

a nd

abbreviations of measurements


Understand

different

names

and

abbreviations of currency.

6.2 Handle
and



Understand international time expression

logistic 

Handle logistic and shipping documents

shipping

such as Shipping waybill, shipping order

documents

(S / O), bill of lading,

sea transit

waybill, air main / copy waybill, deliver y
instructions.
(S/O)
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/



Appl y logistic and shipping
terminology
communicate

appropriatel y,
with

industry

effectivel y

logistics

service

providers, such as consult the detailed
logistic arrangement, receive and send
information.


Communicate with internal colleagues
effectivel y.



Preserve

all

kinds

of

logistic

and

shipping documents appropriatel y.


6.3 Professional
handling
logistic

Follow the relevant legal compliance of

of

logistics and transportation, warehousing,

and

customs and bonded etc, handle logistic

shipping

and shipping documents.

documents
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to u se the transportation industry terminology, codes
and abbreviations of logistics correctl y.

(ii)

Capable to communicate with internal colleagues and logistics
service providers effectivel y, as well as handle logistic and
shipping documents appropriatel y.

8. Remarks

-
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Competency Level 3
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1. Title

Handle general personnel management matters

2. Code

106382L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each human resources
department of manufacturing technology industry. Practitioners should
be capable to follow the corporate procedure requirements , carry out
general personnel work correctl y.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
the 

6.1 Understand
knowledge
general

of

policies

personnel

the

and

relevant

corporate

procedure s

of

staff

attendance arrangement


work

Understand

Understand the staff information which
needed to be preserved , such as personal
information, training record, working
hour/

days,

shift/

overtime

working

record and performance appraisal report


Understand the importance of proper
preserving staff information



Understand the knowledge of commonl y
used

labour

legislation,

"Employment

Ordinance",

such

as

"Minimum

Wage Ordinance", "Occupational Safet y
and Health Ordinance"


Understand the handling methods and
procedures of common labo ur disputes of
the corporations



Know the methods and procedures of
corporate recruitment and selection of
staff

6.2 Carry

out

general 

personnel work

Collect

staff

attendance

records

and

verify the relevant contents, such as if
manager had signed the documents, if the
attendance record / salary calculation is
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correct


Appropriatel y

p reserve

and

correctl y

handle all staff information for further
review


Follow the relevant labour legislation or
corporate

set

procedures ,

carry

out

general personnel work and prote ct the
interests of the corporation and staff.


Assist handling common labour disputes
and recruit and identify staff.



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure all staff information and records
in corporation are correct.

carrying out general
personnel work
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to follow the relevant labour legislation or corporate
set procedures, carry out general personnel work and prote ct the
interests of the corporation and staff.

(ii)

Capable to Preserve appropriatel y and handle correctl y of all
staff information for further review.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Appl y basic environmental protection standards and regulations on
the rel evant products

2. Code

106383L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each marketing or purchasing department
of manufacturing technology industry. Practitioners should be capable to apply
basic environmental protection standards and regulations of relevant products in
daily work.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

basic

protection policies of products.


environmental
protection
standards

Understand the relevant environmental
Understand the product environmental
protection standards and regulations of

and

regulations

the customers or service providers.

of 

relevant products

Know

the

development

trends

of

environmental protect ion standards and
regulations of the related products, such
as WEEE REACH and RoHS


Know

the

product

environmental

protection standards and requirements of
different countries or regions.
6.2 Appl y the basic 

Anal yse initiall y if the corporation is

environmental

capable

protection standards

environmental protection standards of the

and regulations of

customers.

relevant products



to

satisfy

the

product

Anal yse initiall y if the service providers
are

capable

to

satisfy

the

product

environmental protection standards of the
customers.


Accuratel y

transmit

environmental
and

standards

relevant
providers.
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protection
of

the

departments

the

product

requirements
customers
and

to

service



6.3 Professional

Ensure the customers

orders or the

handling

of

materials from service providers meet the

application

of

product environmental legislation and

basic environmental

corporate

protection standards

regulations

environmental

policies

and

and regulations of
relevant products
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to anal yse initiall y if the corporation is capable to
satisfy the product environmental protection standards of the
customers.

(ii)

Capable to anal yse initiall y if the service providers are capable
to

satisfy

the

product

corporation.
8. Remarks

-
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environmental

policies

of

the

1. Title

Supervise Production

2. Code

106384L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to production departments of
manufacturing

technology

corporation.

Practitioners

should

be

capable to coordinate production flow and human resources, under all
kinds of expected and regular circumstances, carry out supervising
production.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

production

plan

and

production control definition.
of 

supervising
production

Understand
Understand

basic

manufacturing

technology.


Understand all production process.



Understand
different

the

production

components

flow

and

of

finished

products.


Understand shipping order requirements
of

production/

assembled

finished

products.


Understand

supervision

management

skills, including communication skills
and leadership skills etc.
6.2 Supervise



production

Train and strengthen the communication
capabilit y o f staff



Supervise and train subordinates,
as

to

raise

production

skills

so
and

efficiency


Build team spirit among staff



Build reward and punishment s ystem,
encourage

staff

enthusiasm
responsibilit y
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and

and

devel op

develop

sense

their
of



under all kinds of expected and regular
circumstances, manage and control the
material

manufacturing

flow

of

components and finished products.


According
shipping

to

the

bills,

components

requirements

carry

or

out

of

production

assembled

finished

products


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

the

"Occupational

supervising

safety
Safet y

guidelines
and

of

Health

Ordinance", supervise production.

production.
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to master products or components production flow and
human resources coordination, under all kinds of expected and
regular circumstances, carry out supervising production.

(ii)
8. Remarks

Capable to manage staff and raise productivit y.

-
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1. Title

Appl y legislations and measures of occupational safet y, health and
environmental protection

2. Code

106385L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to relevant worksites of
manufacturing technology industry. Practitioners should be capable to
follow

legislations

of

occupational

safet y

and

health

and

environmental protection, and relevant corporate measures.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
legislations
measures
occupational
and

health

Understand relevant legal compliance of

and

working locations, such as occupational

of

safet y and health, storage of dangerous

safety

chemicals

and

fi re

protection

requirements


environmental

and

protection

Know

the

general

protection

environmental

legislations

including

requirements,

Water

Pollution

Control

Ordinance,

Air

Pollution

Control

Ordinance,

the

Waste

Disposal

Ordinance, the Noise Control Ordinance,
Ozone Layer Protection Ordinance, the
Hazardous Chemicals Control Ordinance,
DASO,

and

Environmental

Impact

Assessment Ordinance etc


Know

the

environmental

legal

compliance of operating regions


Understand

relevant

measures

and

procedures of occupational safet y and
health and environmental protection
6.2

Application
legislations
measures

of 
and

Appl y

legislations

occupational

of

safet y

and

measures

and

health

of
and

environmental protection

occupational safety 
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Ensure

productions

or

relevant

work

and

health

and

meet the relevant legal requirements of

environmental

occupational

protection

environmental protection


Effectivel y

safet y

and

prevent

healt h

accidents

and
and

implement contingency measures
6.3



Professional
handling

of

Follow
safet y

legislations
and

appl ying

protection

legislations and

measures

measures

health
and

occupational

of
and

environmental

relevant

corporate

of

occupational safety
and

health

and

environmental
protection
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y legislations of occupational safet y and health
and environmental protection and relevant corporate measures;
follow the requirements of legislations and measures, carry out
production or relevant work safel y

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Customer exploration and relationships holding

2. Code

106386L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all kinds of markets and sales departments
of Manufacturing Technology Industry corporations. Practitioners should be
capable to find relevant customers, target potential customers and receive
customers, so as to explore corporate business.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

the

management

strategies

of

corporation customer relationship.
of 


customers
exploration

Know

and

Know the corporate brand strategies
Understand the management measures of
corporation customer relationship s.

relationships holding 

Understand basic knowledge of receiving
customers,

including

personal

appearance, cultures and etiquette of
greeting

customers,

as

well

as

interpersonal skills.


Understand

customer

relationships

building and manage ment skills.


Understand

basic

manufacturing

engineering knowledge.


Understand

basic

manufacturing

materials knowledge.


6.2 Customers
exploration

and

Search and target potential customers
through different ways, such as internet,

relationships holding

social network and exhibitions


Carry

out

dail y

work

of

customers

management, such as visits, phone calls,
e-mails

and

all

kinds

of

electronic

communication methods


Manage customers contact records, such
as conversations, p hone calls, e-mails
and letters
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Discuss

with

other

colleagues

and

customers, provide comprehensive and
corresponding
customers


plans

which

match

requirements

Discuss the sample requirements with
customers, and formulate suitable sample
orders for shopfloor to make suitable
samples



Record the main points of

customers

special

report

requirements

and

to

management


Follow customers

relationships report,

such as repl ying enquiries, confirming
quotations, commitments and assisting
following customers


Appl y

relevant

computer

resource

system

relationships
recording
searching

complaints
of

management,

customers
customers

library

and

customer
such

as

information,
information

as

well as new data


6.3 Professional
knowledge

of

maintain

customers
exploration

Appl y interpersonal skills, build and
high

qualit y

customers

relationships
and

relationships
holdinge
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to meet the corporate policies, expand and maintain
relationships

with

customers

and

meet

customers

requirements
(ii)

Capable to collect and anal yse customers
according to customers
orders to make samples

8. Remarks

-
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requirements, and

requirements, formulate sample

1. Title

2D and 3D modeling and reverse engineering of metal products

2. Code

106387L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments

of

metal

Practitioners

should

be

products

manufacturing

familiar

with

the

corporations.

manufacturing

and

production procedures of metal products, and capable to carry out 2D
and 3D modeling and reverse engineering of metal products.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand 2D



Understand

all

kinds

of

possible

and 3D modeling

manufacturing methods and production

and reverse

procedures of metal products.

engineering



knowledge

Understand

the

design

concept

and

needed design software of 2D and 3D
modeling and reverse engineering, such
as PRO/E UG Solidworks.


Understand

reverse

measurement
measurement

engineering

system,
method

and

contact
non-contact

measurement method.


Understand

the

advantages

and

disadvantages of measurement system.
6.2 Carry out 2D and



Operate

manual

and

automatic

3D modeling and

instruments or other relevant tools to

reverse engineering

accuratel y measure 2D and 3D metal

of metal products

products size, such as manual calipers
and

optical

projectors,

automatic

instruments

coordinate

measuring

scanning

systems

and

as

well

as

such

as

3D

machines,
rapid

laser
optical

instruments, such as automatic camera
system.
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Use suitable software to carry out 2D and
3D reconstruction of models .



Select

suit able

laboratory

and

instruments to analyse metal products
materials.


Suggest

metal

products

production

methods and technologies.
6.3

Professional



Ensure the data collected from 2D and 3D

handling of 2D

modeling

and

reverse

and 3D modeling

completed and accurate

engine ering

is

and reverse
engineering of
metal products
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to describe products size measuring methods and
instruments.

(ii)

Capable to build and design completed and accurate 3D models
and drawings, as well as mark production methods and
procedures.

8. Remarks

-

167

1. Title

Surface treatment and heat t reatment of metal product prototypes

2. Code

106388L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments

of

metal

products

manufacturing

corporations.

Practitioners should be familiar with metal surface treatment and heat
treatment, and application on metal product samples, so as to ensure
the samples meet the functional requireme nts and size.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
knowledge
metal

of

Understand

different

principles

and

applications of heat treatment methods.

surface 

Understand

different

treatment and heat

applications

treatment

methods,

of

such

principles

surface
as

and

treatment

electroplating

and

coating


Understand different facilities, t ools and
materials needed for surface treatment,
and also meet the sample requirement s
and make a suitable selection

6.2 Carry out surface 

According to the device configuration in

treatment and heat

the

treatment

surface treatments for samples, and also

of

metal products

corporation,

carry

out

different

adjust relevant parameters


According to the device configuration in
the corporation, carry out different heat
treatments for samples, and also adjust
relevant parameters, such as temperature
and time.



Select suitable service providers to carry
out surface treatment and heat treatment
of metal products, and also explain the
relevant

requirements

of

surface

treatment and heat treatment of samples
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to service providers


After completing surface treatment and
heat treatment, check the appearance,
size and geometry of th e samples, and
ensure the surface treatment and heat
treatment will not affect the sample
functions and operations



6.3 Professional
handling
surface

of

treatment and heat treatment of metal

treatment

products samples, including safet y, risk,

and heat treatment of

productivity,

metal

protection and cost, so as to meet all

products

samples
7. Assessment

Carefull y consider elements of surface

quality,

environmental

requirements.

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

According to the requirements of surface treatment and heat
treatment of the metal product samples, measure the device
configuration in the corporation and evaluate if service
providers are needed.

(ii)

Ensure the surface treatment and heat treatment will not affect
the sample functions and operations of the metal product
samples

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

3D modeling and reverse engineering of plastic products

2. Code

106389L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments

of

plastic

products

manufacturing

corporations.

Practitioners should be familiar with manufacturing and production
procedures of plastic products, as well as carry out 3D models and
reverse engineering of plastic products.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand 3D



Understand

all

possibilities

of

models and reverse

manufacturing methods and production

engineering of

procedures of plastic products.

plastic products



Understand design concept and needed
design software of 3D simulation and
reverse engineering, such as PRO/E UG
Solidworks

Catia.

PRO/E UG Solidworks Catia


Understand

reverse

measurement
measurement

engineering

system,
method

and

con tact
non -contact

measurement method.


Understand

the

advantages

and

disadvantages of measurement system.
6.2 Carry out 3D



Operate

manual

and

automatic

models and reverse

instruments or other relevant tools to

engineering

accuratel y measure 3D plastic products
size, such as calipers, optical projectors,
3D coordinate measuring machines, laser
scanning

systems

and

rapid

optical

camera system.


Use suitable software to collect and
handle data, so as to avoid inaccuracy.
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Use suitable software to carry out 3D

reconstruction of models.


Select

suitable

laboratory

and

instruments to analyse plastic products
materials.


Suggest

plastic

products

production

methods and technologies.
6.3

Professional



Ensure

the

data

collected

from

3D

handling of 3D

simulation and reverse engine ering is

models and

completed and accurate

reverse
engineering of
plastic products
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to describe products size measuring methods and
instruments.

(ii)

Capable to set up and design completed and accurate 3D models
and drawings, as well as mark production methods and
procedures.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Product drawings and geometric dimensioning & tolerancing

2. Code

106390L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of manufacturing technology industry. Practitioners
should be familiar with geometric tolerance and graphics, and also
capable to draw product plans.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



Understand relationship between marking

geometric tolerance

workpiece

size,

suitable

tolerance,

and graphics skills.

fineness and components, such as sliding,
fixing coordination


Understand the operations of all kinds of
graphics tools

6.2 Carry out product 
graphics

Coordinate with product functions and
needs, formulate product plans



According

to

product

materials

and

production methods, formulate the size
and tolerance which meet function and
cost

requirements,

and

also

provide

suitable descriptions of the drawings


Meet

the

production

requirements
department

or

advice

and

of

qualit y

department, amend drawings, so as to
achieve the targets and standards of
production qualit y


According to all design guidelines of
tooling and products, use manual or
computer to draw a detailed 2D draw ing
and 3D drawing of workpiece



Draw 2D and 3D assembl y diagram and
product diagram by hand drawing or
computer
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6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure

the

geometric

dimension

and

tolerance of the drawings are accurate

product graphics
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

m eet

the

product

functions

and

customers

requirements, build detailed and correct product drawings, and
formulate geometric dimension and tolerance
8. Remarks

-

173

1. Title

2D computer aided drawing, 3D surface & solid modeling and parametric
design

2. Code

106391L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of manufacturing technology industry. Practitioners
should be familiar with relevant knowledge of computer -aided design
and capable to appl y in the product design.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand

usage

of

commonl y used

knowledge of 2D

CAD systems, such as AutoCAD, PRO/E,

graphics, 3D surface

UG, Solidwork

and

entities 

Understand

simulation as well as

graphics,

parametric design

simulation

6.2 Carry

out

2D 

operation
3D

skills

surface

of

and

2D

entities

Effectivel y appl y and operate commonl y

graphics, 3D surface

used CAD system to draw, construct and

and

alternate 2D lines and graphics

entities

simulation as well as 

Effectivel y appl y and operate common

parametric design

CAD

system

alternate

3D

to

draw,

construct

framework,

3D

and

surface

models and entities simulation.


Use CAD system to set up engineering
drawing

and

components

of

tooling,

plastic or metal products and mark size
and tolerance


Effectivel y use CAD system to carry out
tooling,

plastic

and

metal

workpiece

assembl y in computer, so as to check if
the workpiece size has mista kes, and
amend it


Effectivel y

appl y

and

operate

CAD

system to carry out parametric design for
all kinds of tooling, plastic an d metal
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products and components


According to the design guidelines of all
kinds

of

tooling

and

products,

use

computer to draw detailed 3D workpiece
drawings


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure all contents and information of

2D

2D graphics, 3D surface and entities

graphics, 3D surface

simulation and parametric design are

and

accurate

entities

simulation as well as
parametric design
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate CAD system, build product models and all
kinds of parametric designs.

(ii)

Capable to build all kinds of 2D and 3D drawings, and also
accuratel y mark size and tolerance.

8. Remarks

-

175

1. Title

Manufacture protot ypes with rapid prototyping technologies

2. Code

106392L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each design and development
departments of manufacturing technology industry. Practitioners should
be capable to appl y rapid protot yping and rapid protot yping machine,
carry out rapid prototyping.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand

the 

Understand principles and application

knowledge of rapid

methods of all kinds of commonl y used

prototyping

rapid protot yping.


Understand

the

requirements

of

file

accuracy and format, including STL,
SLC, DXF and JSD etc.


Understand all kinds of image converting
methods and relevant operation methods
of conversion progr ams.



Understand the methods of preventive
maintenance

and

troubleshooting

of

rapid protot yping machine.


6.2 Manufacture

Operate

basic

samples by appl ying

protot yping

rapid prototyping

switching

operations

of

machine,
systems,

rapid

such

read,

save,

as
and

format conversion


Adjust

various

computer

model,

parameters
such

as

of

3D

accuracy,

densit y and stratification spacing


Review,

adjust

working

and

environment

control

needed

for

rapid

protot yping


Regularl y preventivel y maintain rapid
protot yping machine, and solve all kinds
of common operation problems of rapid
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protot yping machine


6.3 Professional
handling

7. Assessment

of

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,
risk, productivit y, qualit y, environmental

manufacturing

protection

and

cost,

samples by appl ying

protot yping

rapid prototyping

samples, so as to meet all requirements

machine

appl y
to

rapid

manufacture

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to handle all kinds of data of computer rapid
protot yping, including file format conversion and 3D model
parameters adjustment.

(ii)

Capable to operate rapid protot yping machine to manufacture
suitable samples.

8. Remarks

-

177

1. Title

Arrange protot ype testing according to product requirements

2. Code

106393L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each design and development
departments of manufacturing technology industry. Practitioners should
be capable to master relevant international and regional testing and
product certification knowledge of the industry , so as to arrange all kinds
of sample testing.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
all 

6.1 Understand
kinds

Understand

relevant

international

and

of

testing

regional testing requirements, such as Toy

requirement

and

Industry: EN71, 16 CFR 1500, ASTM F963;
Electrical Appliances Industry: IEC60335,

product certification

CISPR 14, RoHS, WEEE; Medical Device
Industry: IEC60601 MDD 47 CFR 18.


Understand

international

and

regional

product certification, such as CCC product
certification of China, UL Mark of America,
CE Mark and ENEC Mark of Europe, CSA
Mark of Canada, KC Mark of Korea, S Mark
of Japan and GS Mark of Germany.
to 

6.2 According

According

to

the

corporate

testing

equipment

requirements,

testing equipment and carry out general

arrange

testing for samples.

testing

sample


configuration,

select

testing
suitable

Select suitable third -part y testing agency,
carry out suitable arrangement for complex
mechanical, physical and chemical testing
requirement



According

to

product

characteristics,

product design or production procedure,
evaluate if the product meets the relevant
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standard, and provide recommendations on
product design and production procedure


6.3 Professional
handling

of

arranging sample

Ensure specifications of sample testing meet
the

customers

requirements

and

international standard

testing
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on different customers

requirements and

relevant international standard, arrange suitable testing (including
third-part y testing) for samples.
8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Collate projects progress and relevant information

2. Code

106394L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of manufacturing technology industry. Practitioners should
be capable to familiar with the project process and collate and summarise
relevant information, as well as report to supervisor.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



Understand the outputs of each project stage

knowledge

of 

Understand the usage and importance of

collating

projects

product development project schedule

progress and relevant 

Understand the deadline of each work of

information

product development project and relevant
responsible departments


Understand the priorit y of project works.



Understand

the

corporate

manufacturing

procedure
6.2 Collate

projects 

According

to

the

product

development

progress and relevant

project schedule, follow up the project

information

progress, collate and summarise relevant
information.


Coordinate

the

project

progress

with

relevant departments, ensure all relevant
staff of the project understand the latest
requirements.


Estimate the needed time of each work



Report project progress and give feedbacks
to supervisor, assist updating and amending
the product development project schedule



6.3 Professional
handling
collating

of

Ensure

the

collated

information is accurate

projects

progress and relevant
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relevant

project

information
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

According to the product development project schedule, follow up
the project progress, collate and summarise relevant information,
as well as ensure the information is accurate.

8. Remarks

-

181

1. Title

Installation, commissioning and preventive maintenance of all kinds
of manufacturing machinery and auxiliary equipment

2. Code

106395L3

3. Range

This

unit

of

competency

is

applicable

to

corporations

of

Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to install, adjust and test, as well as preventativel y maintain all kinds
of manufacturing machinery and auxiliary equipment in accordance
with the production requirements of corporations.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand the conditions of all kinds of

relevant

manufacturing machinery and auxiliar y

knowledge of all

equipment.

of 

kinds
manufacturing
machinery

Understand relevant procedure, skills
and

and

methods

commissioning

auxiliary equipment

maintenance

of

of

installation,

and

preventive

all

kinds

of

manufacturing machinery and auxiliar y
equipment.
6.2 Install,

commission 

According

to

the

design/

working

and test, as well as

drawing, Install, adjust and test all kinds

preventatively

of

maintain all kinds of

surrounding equipment.


manufacturing

manufacturing

According to

machines

and

/

preventive maintenance

machinery

and

plan, carry out all kinds of preventive

commissioning

and

maintenance

for

the

production

preventive

equipment in the corporation

maintenance of all 

Confirm the condition of equipment is

kinds

normal

of

manufacturing
machinery

before

production,

so

as

to

minimize the probabilit y of faults
and 

auxiliary equipment

According to production requirements of
the

corporation,

carry

out

simple

improvement for existing manufacturing
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machinery

and

/


6.3 Professional
handling

of

/

Ensure the operations of manufacturing
normal

and

and

match

production

requirements.


preventive

equipment

machinery and auxiliary equipment is

installation,
commissioning

auxiliary

Follow safet y guidelines and relevant

maintenance of all

regulations, install, adjust and test, as

kinds

well as preventatively maintain all kinds

of

manufacturing
machinery

of
and

manufacturing

machinery

and

auxiliary equipment.

auxiliary equipment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

manufacturing

install,

commission

machinery

and

and

test

auxiliary

accordance with the design/ working drawing .
(ii)

all

kinds

of

equipment

in

/

Capable carry out all kinds of preventive maintenance for the
production equipment in the corporation in accordance with
preventive maintenance plan.

(iii)

Capable to ensure the operations of manufacturing machinery
and auxiliary equipment are normal and match production
requirements.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Installation and application of jigs and fixtures

2. Code

106396L3

3. Range

This

unit

of

competency

is

applicable

to

corporations

of

Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to install and appl y suitable fixtures in accordance with the corporate
production line.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand t ypes and applications of jig
and fixture, such as manual fixture,

knowledge

of

installation

and

pneumatic

fixture,

hydraulic

fixture,

electronic fixture and magnetic fixture.

application of fixtures 

Understand the methods and skills of
fixtures

maintenance

and

verify

its

effectiveness.


Understand

installation

methods,

installation positions and positioning
standard of fixtures .


Understand design and manufacturing
methods of fixtures.

6.2 Installation

and 

application of fixtures

According

to

the

design/

working

drawing, select suitable fixtures and
carry out installation, adjustment and
testing.


According to

preventive maintenance

plan, carry out all kinds of preventive
maintenance

for

the

fixtures

the

fixture

in

the

corporation


Confirm

if

precision

is

normal


According to production requirements of
the

corporation,

carry

out

improvement for existing fixtures
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simple



6.3 Professional
handling
installation

of

Ensure fixture precision matc hes the
production requirements

and 

application of fixtures

Follow safet y guidelines and relevant
regulations, install and appl y all kinds of
fixtures

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out installation, adjustment and testing of
fixtures in accordance with the design/ working drawing.

(ii)

Capable to carry out all kinds of preventive maintenance for
the fixtures in the corporation

(iii)

Capable to ensure fixture precision matches the production
requirements.

8. Remarks

-

185

1. Title

Production planning

2. Code

106397L3

3. Range

This

unit

of

competency

is

applicable

to

corporations

of

Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to anal yse actual conditions of production line, so as to arrange
production plans appropriatel y.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

of the corporation.
of 

production
planning

Know relevant manufacturing technology
Understand

product

production

procedures and production plans.


Understand
arranging
human

the

resources

production
resources,

needed

plans,

in

including

machinery,

raw

materials and semi -finished products, as
well as production auxiliary materials.


Understand

tools

and

methods

of

procedure anal ysis, such as lead time of
equipment
working

and
hour

procedures,
and

process

standard
planning

skills.


Understand the application of computer
systems in arranging production projects,
such as APS.

6.2 Production



planning

Communicate effectively with all frontline staff,
get the information of time needed for the
procedures which need time to study the resulting
processes, as well as relevant precautions in the
actual production and scheduling, such as
mechanical damage, mould maintenance, and
relevance between machinery and individual
products.
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Anal yse the reliability of each standard
working hour and give advice.



According to the required completion
date,

material

productivit y

as

conditions,
well

as

actual

equipment

conditions, arrange long term, middle
term and short term production plans.


Review scheduling applications of all
kinds of com puter systems , and give
advice to management.



Supervise the whole process and ensu re
the production progress can meet target
deadline.



Anal yse

relevant

defects

in

process

arrangement and provide suggestions fo r
improvements to management.


6.3 Professional
handling

7. Assessment

of

Detailedl y

consider

productivity,

the

quality

and

elements
cost

of
etc,

production

arrange production plans and at the same

planning

time meet all requirements.

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to consider all kinds of relevant production factors and
arrange each production plan, as well as meet all requirements
of qualit y, time and product design.

(ii)

Capable to supervise the whole process and ensure the
production progress can meet target deadline.

8. Remarks

-

187

1. Title

Carry out and monitor procurement

2. Code

106398L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the procurement departments
of corporations of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to carry out material purchasing and purchasing
supervision in accordance with material requirement plans.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Know

the

characteristics

of

common

materials.
of 

carrying out and

corporate

procurement

guidelines


monitor

Understand

procurement

Understand

the

procurement

corporate

flow

internal

and

relevant

procedures.


Understand
including

procurement
basic

concept,

procurement

concept,

objective factors of procurement and
requirements

of

purchasing

suitable

goods.


6.2 Material
procurement

and

Follow

the

procedure

monitor

internal

to

procurement

purchase

materials,

components and semi -finished products,
including formulating agreement of good
suppl y,

confirming

specifications

and

purchasing volume, purchasing price and
period, as well as handling requirements
of service providers.


Collect, compare and anal yse quotation
information,

follow

the

procurement

guidelines and carryi ng out procurement .


According to requirements of shipping
bills
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or

specifications

on

agreement,

execute material checking and receiving.


Record the actual delivery time and
material qualit y, as well as reflect to
management.



6.3 Professional
handling

7. Assessment

of

Ensure

all

purchasing

meet

the

requirements of business law.

carrying out and 

Prevent any abuse or corruption,

monitor

abuse/

procurement

assets and theft.

misappropriation

of

such as
corporate

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to follow requirements of procurement guidelines,
complete all procurement procedures independentl y.

(ii)

Capable to ensure the purchased materials meet the qualit y
requirements.

8. Remarks
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1. Title

Carry out materials control

2. Code

106399L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the materials control
departments of corporations of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable to

carry out materials control in

accordance

track

with

MRP,

and

production

progress.

(MRP)
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
carrying

Understand the usages of BOM, MRP
and production plan.

of

(BOM)

(MRP)

out 

materials control

Understand
material

the

control

corporate

internal

flow

relevant

and

procedures, such as request purchasing,
receiving

goods,

materials

delivery,

storage and delivery.


Understand the conditions of all kinds of
materials, such as finished products,
semi-finished products, raw materials,
production auxiliary materials.



Understand

the

corporate

production

flow and productivity.
6.2 Carry

out 

materials control

Follow

MRP,

distribute

suitable

materials to production departments.


Coordinate
department,

with
replenish

procurement
materials

for

corporation, so as to meet MRP.


Communicate

with

production

departments, track production progress,
so as to meet production plan.


Evaluate if the use and wear and tear of
material is reasonable.
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Take

inventory

of

materials

in

corporation regularly.


6.3 Professional
handling

of

carrying

out

Detailedl y consider elements such as
safet y,

risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

environmental protection and cost, carry

materials control

out

materials

control

and

meet

all

aspects of requirements.
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to follow MRP, distribute suitable materials to
production departments and track production progress.

(ii)

Capable to coordinate with p rocurement department, replenish
materials for corporation, so as to meet MRP.

8. Remarks
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1. Title

Examine and manage inventory

2. Code

106400L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the procurement department/
materials control departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable to effectivel y manage inventory.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
knowledge
examining

relevant 
of

Understand existing securit y system of
inventory

and 

managing inventory

Understand all kinds of securi t y s ystem
operated in inventory



Understand functions and characteristics
of commonl y used securit y system, such
as CCTV, access control devices, as well
as various t ypes of sensors



Understand inventory securit y ne eds of
individual

goods,

such

as

high -tech

products and expensive products


Understand the specified requirements of
regulators, customers and the relevant
laws and regulations, such as the US
government s requirement of preventing
goods

which

mixed

with

dangerous

goods
6.2 Examine and manage 
inventory

Master the corporate inventory operation
and goods characteristics, suggest using
suitable

securit y

facilities

such

CCTV, access control devices

as
and

location tracking to management


Together

with

the

goods

identify

equipment of inventory and warehouse
management system, suggest anti -theft
devices
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and

relevant

electronic

monitoring system, such as sensors in
different ways to management


Suggest suitable staff identif ication and
registration system



In accordance with specified goods such
as

high-tact

products

products,

and

provide

suggestions

on

expensive

corresponding

specified

securit y

equipment and product handling methods
to management


Assist

formulating

procurement

specifications of securit y facilities


Examine the installation location and
effectiveness of securit y facilities



Manage

dail y

operation

of

securit y

system, collect daily data of securit y
system record and carry out anal yse


Understand the specified requirements of
regulators, customers and the relevant
laws

and

regulations,

examine

the

overall corporate inventory arrangement
and

provide

suggestions

for

improvement


Supervise the storage location, methods
and quantit y of hig h dangerous goods
and chemicals



6.3 Professional

Dangerous Goods Ordinance

handling

of

and relevant regulation, supervise and

examining

and

control the storage of dangerous goods

managing inventory
7. Assessment

Follow

and chemicals

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y suitable securit y technology to ensure safe
inventory operation

(ii)

Capable to ensure the inventory operation meets the specified
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requirements of regulators, customers and the relevant laws
and regulations
(iii)

Capable to supervise and control the storage of dangerous
goods and chemicals

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Operate manual and automatic carrying and lifting vehicles and
equipment in the workplace

2. Code

106401L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the relevant workplace of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to operate manual and automatic carrying and lifting vehicles and
equipment in the workplace, according to the relevant regulations of
ordinance.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
the 

6.1 Understand
knowledge
manual

of

carrying
lifting

relevant

requirements,

and

permit

/

license

regulations,

safet y

standards and codes of practice


automatic

Understand

Understand the operation methods and

and

principles of all kinds of manual and

vehicles

automatic carrying and lifting vehicles

and equipment

and equipment


Understand the locations and functions of
safet y

catch,

position

main

switch

of

switch
the

and

two

carrying

and

lifting vehicles and equipment


Understand the job requirements and
workplace environment

manual 

6.2 Operate
and

automatic

carrying
lifting

Follow the manufacturer's specifications,
relevant workplace, occupational safet y

and

and health regulations and the work

vehicles

nature, check the conditions of manual

and equipment

and

automatic

vehicles

and

carrying

and

lifting

equipment

and

fitting,

ensure proper operation


Implement
manual

and

simple

adjustments

automatic

carrying

for
and

lifting vehicles and equipment, so as to
ensure safe operation
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Start,

control

and

preventativel y

maintain manual and automatic carrying
and lifting vehicles and equipment in
Accordance

with

the

manufacturer's

guidelines


Appl y

hand

tools,

machine

tools,

measuring and testing devices for simple
function tests and make record


Implement dail y and periodic inspection
for manual and automatic carrying and
lifting

vehicles

accordance

and

with

equipment,
the

corporate

maintenance system


6.3 Professional
handling

of

manual

Occupational

Safet y

and

Health Ordinance", operate manual and

automatic

automatic carrying and lifting ve hicles

carrying
lifting

,

Follow the relevant codes of the "Safet y
Guidelines

and

in

and

and equipment

vehicles

and equipment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y m anual and automatic carrying and lifting
vehicles and equipment, and effectivel y handle cargoes

(ii)

Capable to operate and maintain the status and performance of
manual

and automatic carrying and lifting vehicles and

equipment
8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Foundation computer numerical control (CNC) milling and cutting

2. Code

106402L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of foundation
computer numerical control/ (CNC) milling and cutting, and operate
computer numerical control milling machine and implement milling
and cutting

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
process

the 
of

Understand

the

foundation

operation

principle of computer numerical control

foundation computer

milling

machine ,

including

storage,

numerical

control/

output, finding and editing program,

(CNC) milling and

start and stop the CNC milling machine,

cutting

CNC manual key input program (eg GM
Code), NC program single and automatic
operation, set the empt y test ing of CNC
programs, the workpiece reference point,
as well as edge finder and the principles
and applications of Z-axis setting


Understand the program of computer
numerical control milling machine, fixed
program,

recycling

program

and

subroutines milling program including
face

milling,

face

milling,

reaming,

tapping and 2D form milling


Understand the calculation methods of
intersection

of

slash

and

slash,

intersection and cut -off point of oval and
oval, and intersection of round and
round and the cut-off point
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Understand the applications and safet y

precautions of commonl y used fixtures
and all kinds of gaskets, such as vice and
angle plate


Understand the characteristics
kinds

of

tool

specifications,
conditions,

of all

materials,
types,

steel

selection

applicable

steel

for

processing, handling methods, and safet y
precautions


Understand the t ypes and applications of
foundation standard fixtures, such as
EROWA and 3R



Understand

the

functions

and

applications of all kinds of cutting fluid
and

the

handling

methods

of

metal

scraps


Understand the co-ordinated approach of
processing order and tool configurations



Understand

the

troubleshooting

and

maintenance methods of CNC milling
machines
6.2 Computer numerical 
control/

(CNC) 

milling and cutting

Measure the workpiece reference point
According

to

engineering

drawings ,

select the milling plane and process the
milling program


According to the tool specific ations and
position, carry out amendment



Carry out computer simulation of milling
paths and fix the program



Properl y fix, load/unload and calibrate
workpiece



Select suitable tool in accordance with
engineering drawings and materials



With

the

processing

order

and

configuration and load/unload the tool
appropriatel y
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According to the engineering drawings,
carry out face milling, face milling,
angular milling, step milling, groove
milling and 2D form milling



Carry out hole processing, including
boring, reaming and tapping



Measure the finished products and carr y
out

milling

including

and
size,

cutting

amendment,

accuracy,

grooves,

gradient, surface roughness, arc and gap


Determine and manage the performance
and life of cutters , and preventativel y
maintain the cutter, such as using the
milling cutter grinder to correct the
shape and edge angle



Preventativel y

maintenance

computer

numerical control milling machine, and
carry out troubleshooting


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines of CNC milling
and cutting(handle metal scrap produced

computer

in the milling process) and related Code,

numerical control/

and in accordance with design drawings,

(CNC)

specifications and production efficiency

milling

and cutting

requirements, carry out

CNC milling

and cutting
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out computer numerical control CNC milling
and cutting program and numerical control milling and cutting .
2D

(ii)

Capable to select, configure and load/unload the appropriate
tool with workpiece materials and finished goods design
selection.

(iii)

Capable

to

solve

the

operation

problems

of

computer

numerical control milling machine and carry out maintenance
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8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the knowledge and abilit y of
and

grinding

Manual operational machine milling

(106408L3)

(106408L3)
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at

the

same

time.

1. Title

Foundation computer numerical control (CNC) turning

2. Code

106403L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of foundation
computer numerical control (CNC) turning processing, and able to
operate the computer numerical control (CNC) turning machine.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand the 

Understand

process

principles of computer numerical control

of

the

operation

foundation

(CNC)

computer

storage,

numerical control

programs, starting and stopping CNC

(CNC)

lathes,

turning

processing

turning

foundation

output,
CNC

machines,
finding

set

including

and

manual

editing

key

input

program (eg GM Code), the NC program
single and automatic operation, CNC
program empt y test, and the workpiece
reference point


Understand the programming methods of
computer

numerical

machine,

including

control
facing,

turning
drilling,

inner & outer turning, taper turning,
convex arc, standard threading, metric
threading,

multi-lead

threading,

grooving, chamfering, tool nose radius
compensation program, fixed program,
recycling

program

and

turning

subroutine programming.


Understand

the

calcauation

of

intersectio n of oval and round


Understand

the

usage

and

safet y

precautions of CNC machine used gas,
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hydraulic fixtures, soft jaws and spring
sleeve fixtures


Understand the coordinate system of tool



Understand the t ypes and applications of
foundation standard fixtures



Understand the material characteristics,
specifications,
conditions,

types,

selection

applicable

for

steel

processing, handling methods, and safet y
precautions of all kind s of tool


Understand

the

functions

and

applications of all kinds of cutting fluid
and the handling methods of metal scraps


Understand the co -ordinated approach of
processing order and tool configurations



Understand

the

troubleshooting

and

maintenance methods of CNC turning
machines


Know the automatic loading/unloading
workpiece system of turni ng

6.2 Foundation computer 

According to the tool specifications and

numerical

control

position, carry out amendment

(CNC)

turning 

Properl y

processing

fix,

loading/unloading

and

calibrate workpiece


Select, configure and set suitable tool in
accordance with engineering drawings
and materials



With the processing order, and configure
and load the tool appropriatel y



According to the engineering drawings,
carry out CNC turning processing



In accordance with the tool position and
radius,

create

Tool

Nose

Radius

Compensation program


Measure the finished product and carry
out turning correction, including the
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inner and outer diameter, length, arc,
thread and groove


Determine and manage the performance
and life of cutters, and preventativel y
maintain the cutter, such as using the
turning cutter grinder to correct the
shape and edge angle



Preventativel y

maintenance

computer

numerical control milling machine, and
carry out troubleshooting


6.3 Professional
handling

Follow safet y guidelines (handle metal

of

scrap produced in the turn ing process)

foundation computer

and related code of practices, and in

numerical

accordance

control

(CNC) turning

with

design

drawings,

specifications and production efficiency
requirements to carry out CNC turning

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

compile

program

and

carry

out

foundation

computer numerical control (CNC) turning
(ii)

Capable to select, configure and load/unload the appropriate
turning tools in accordance with workpiece materials and
finished products design specification.

(iii)

Capable to solve the general operation problems of computer
numerical control milling machine and carry out preventive
maintenance

8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also acquire
the knowledge and competence of
(106409L3) at the same time.
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Manual operated lathe turning

1. Title

Drilling and tapping

2. Code

106404L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of drilling and
tapping, and operate all kinds of drilling machines, appl y portable
drilling and tapping tools for various drilling and tapping operation

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
drilling

and

tapping


Understand

the

principles

applications

of

(Drilling)

(Tapping)

Understand

drilling

and

different

and
tapping

international

standard of


Understand the structure, applications,
and

safet y

guidelines

on

usage

of

different fixtures


Understand the bench, vertical and deep
hole drilling machine structure



Understand various t ypes ,

materials,

specifications, edge angle and selection
conditions of drilling and tapping heads


Understand the operation methods and
safet y guidelines of portable drilling and
tapping tools



Understand

the

structure

and

transmission method of radial drilling
machine


Understand

the

applications

and

structure,
operation

accuracy,
of

CNC

drilling machine


Understand the programming structure
and
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methods

for

CNC

drilling

and

tapping

(Drilling)

(Tapping)


Understand

the

functions

and

applications of all kinds of cutting fluid
and

the

handling

methods

of

metal

scraps


Understand

the

troubleshooting

and

preventive maintenance methods of CNC
and

manual

drilling

and

tapping

machines and tools
6.2 Carry out d rilling 
and tapping

Appl y different fixtures to hold the
workpiece with different shapes



Select the appropriate drilling machine,
drilling heads, feed rate, drilling method
according to engineering design drawing
requirement

to

perform

drilling

and

tapping, so as to reduce the drilling and
tapping head

wear and improve the

machining

accuracy

(Feed Rate)


Select

the

approp riate

drilling

and

tapping heads according to engineering
design

drawings

and

processing

materials


Carry out manual machinery drilling and
tapping



Operate

bench

and

vertical

drilling

machines and carry out drilling


Operate radial drilling machine, carry
out drilling and tapping operations



Compile

CNC

drilling

and

tapping

program and operate CNC machine s for
drilling and tapping


Determine and manage th e performance
and life of the drilling bit, and maintain
the drilling and tapping heads, such as
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using the drilling grinder to correct the
shape and edge angle


Maintain

the

drilling

machines,

portable drilling and tapping tools and
carry out troubleshooting


6.3 Professional
handling
drilling

of

Follow safet y guidelines of drilling and
tapping(e.g.handle

and

metal

scraps

produced in the drilling and tapping

tapping

process) and related c ode of practices ,
and in accordance with design drawings,
specifications and production efficiency
requirements to carry out drilling and
tapping

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y suitable drilling machines and portable
drilling and tapping tools to carry out drilling and tapping

(ii)

Capable to compile CNC drilling and tapping program s for
performing corresponding machining operations

(iii)

Capable to handle the unusual circumstances of all kinds of
drilling machines, portable drilling and tapping tools and carry
out preventive maintenance.

8. Remarks
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1. Title

Electrical discharge machining (EDM)

2. Code

106405L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to
Discharge

Machining

Electrical

understand the knowledge of
( EDM)

and

carry

out

EDM

operations.

(Electrical Discharge Machining, EDM)
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
electrical



discharge

Understand

EDM

principles,

characteristics, application s and related

machining (EDM)

EDM surface standard


Understand

the

workpiece

gripping

methods on EDM machines


Understand

t ypes,

specifications

and

applications of standard fixtures


Understand the impact
fluid

on

workpiece

of processing
and

processing

qualit y


Understand the material compositions,
types,

characteristics

and

selection

conditions of copper, graphite and other
electrical materials


Understand
workpiece

the

impacts

materials

of

and

different

engineering

design on EDM processing parameter
setting.


Understand the t ypes, structure, size,
processing
fluid

principles,

circulation

and

processing

system s

of

EDM

types,

structures,

processing

principles,

machines


Understand
applications,
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the

processing parameters setting principles
of CNC EDM machines


Understand

various

processing

instruction s,

program

structures

programming

methods

of

CNC

and
EDM

machines
6.2 Carry out electrical 

Set

the

appropriate

processing

and

processing

discharge machining

parameters,

online

(EDM)

programs

in

workpiece

material

accordance

with

and

the

engineering

design


Set appropriate processing parameters
and compensation in accordance with the
marked engineering drawing tolerances
specifications



Set and calibrate the workpiece and
electrode



Operate EDM machines and carry out all
kinds of EDM operations



Evaluate the processing performance of
the electrode used in EDM machine for
EDM



Operate CNC EDM machi nes to carry out
EDM operations, such as circumference,
fan-shaped,

vectors

and

fixed

displacement pore-enlarging operations


Maintain EDM machines and carry out
troubleshooting



6.3 Professional
handling
electrical

of

Follow the EDM safet y guideline s and
related

discharge

codes

accordance

machining (EDM)

of

with

practice
design

and

in

drawings,

specifications and production efficiency
requirements

to

carry

out

electrical

discharge machining
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
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Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate EDM machines to carry out electrical
discharge machining

(ii)

Capable to handle the unusual circumstances of EDM machines
and carry out preventive maintenance

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Surface grinding

2. Code

106406L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of surface grinding,
and operate surface grinding machine and carry out surface grinding.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



surface grinding

Understand
structures,

size

commonl y
fixtures,

the

relevant
and

used

applications

surface

including

t ypes,
of

grinding

magnetic

chuck,

precision/grinding vice, stopper and sine
bar etc


Understand the structure, transmission
mode, basic principles of operation and
safet y rules of surface grinding machines



Understand the principles of grinding



Understand

the

functions

of

various

parts of surface grinding machine


Understand

the

principles

and

applications of handwheel graduating


Understand

the

relationship

between

indeed depth and processing efficiency


Understand

the

characteristics

of

grinding wheel, and the presentation
methods of specifications and meaning ,
including abrasive, graininess, degree of
combination, hardness, structure, shape,
and grinding wheel balance etc.


Understand the t ypes and applications of
grinding cooling fluid
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Understand the t ypes and applications of

and other grinding wheel corrector s


Understand the functions and principles
of gasket



Understand

the

circumstance

cause

and

of

the

unusual
preventive

maintenance methods


Understand the magnetic induction and
demagnetization principle



Understand

formation

principles

and

prevention methods of grinding internal
force


Understand

the

expansion

and

principle

of

contraction,

thermal
and

its

impacts on the precision of grinding and
solutions
6.2

Carry

out 

surface grinding

Correctl y use the fixtures and grip iron
and non-iron metal workpieces



According to processing requirement s,
select

the

grinding

wheel

with

appropriate shape, material and size


According to processing requirements,
set suitable feed rate and grinding depth
etc.



Assemble

and

disassemble

grinding

wheel, gasket and flange


Use balancer to balance grinding wheel



Start

and

machine,

stop

the

including

surface

grinding

horizontal

and

vertical operation of surface grinding
machine, adjust horizontal and vertical
feed rate,

and horizontal and vertical

, and operate handwheel control grinding
depth etc


Carry out surface grinding, including
grinding plane, parallel, side, slope and
groove etc
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According to surface grinding machines
performance, grinding wheel wear and
scratch conditions, handle properl y



Correct, adjust and maintain the surface
grinding machines, so as to maintain the
precision of surface grinding



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow the safet y guidelines of surface
grinding (e.g. grinding wheel operation,

surface grinding

inspection and preventive maintenance)
and relevant Code, in a ccordance with
design

drawings,

production

specifications

efficiency

and

requirements,

carry out surface grinding
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out surface grinding

(ii)

Capable to set appropriate parameters in accordance with the
processing requirements of selecting suitable grinding wheels,
machine and parts, in order to reduce losses and improve
precision

(iii)

Capable to solve general unusual circumstances of surface
grinding machines, and carry out correction, adjustment and
maintenance

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Internal and external cylindrical grinding, centerless grinding and
centre hole grinding

2. Code

106407L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of internal and
external cylindrical grinding, centerless grinding and centre hole
grinding, and carry out all kinds of production of internal and
external cylindrical grinding, centerless grinding and centre hole
grinding.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand internal 
and

external

Understand the relevant fixtures t ypes,
structures,

size

and

applications

of

cylindrical grinding,

cylindrical grinder, including three jaw

centerless

chuck, center, collets, four jaw chuck

and

grinding

centre

grinding

hole

and magnetic chuck


Understand the t ypes, configurations,
and sizes of the tools gripping the long
and

small

workpieces, including the

lathe center of tail stock and the rest .


Understand the structure, transmission
methods, foundation ope ration principles
and safet y codes of the internal and
external cylindrical grinding machine



Understand the structure, usages and
operation
grinder,

precautions
including

the

of

center less
relationship

between the guide wheel angle and feed
rate


Understand the precision control and
machine maintenance methods of the
centerless grinder
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Understand the structure, usages and
operation precautions of center hole
grinder



Understand the processing parameters,
including speed and feed rate, of internal
and

external

centerless

cylindrical

grinding

and

grinding,

centre

hole

grinding


Understand

the

characteristics

of

grinding wheel, and the pre sentation
methods of specifications and meaning ,
including abrasive, graininess, degree of
combination, hardness, structure, shape,
and grinding wheel balance etc.


Understand

the

functions

and

applications of all kinds of cutting fluid
and

the

handling

methods

of

metal

powder


Understand the formation principles and
prevention methods of grinding internal
stress



Understand the magnetic induction and
demagnetization principle

6.2 Carry out internal 
and

external

Correctl y use the fixtures and grip all
kinds of workpieces

cylindrical grinding, 

According

centerless

requirements, set up suitable grinding

and

grinding

centre

hole

speed

grinding

and

to

the

depth,

feed

processing
speed

and

workpiece rotation speed


Start and stop the cylindrical grinding
machine, including starting and stopping
the

grinder,

speed,

conversing

adjust ing

the

the

spindle

horizontal

and

vertical feed rate, handling and adjusting
horizontal

and

distance stopper,
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vertical

movement

adjusting working

head correction center, adjust ing the
grinder angle of grinding cone, and
control the grinding depth


With the engineering drawing, carry out
the needed grinding wheel stone wash
shaping



Carry

out

internal

and

external

cylindrical grinding, including equant
external

cylindrical

grinding,

class

external

cylindrical

grinding,

equant

internal

cylindrical

grinding,

equant

internal face cylindrical grinding and
internal taper grinding etc


Carry

out

internal

and

external

cylindrical grinding for small and long
workpiece


Operate all kinds of commonl y used
cylindrical grinding machines, such as
centerless

grinding

and

centre

hole

grinding


According to the product shape and
precision requirements, select suitable
cylindrical

grinding

machines

for

production


Set

and

parameters

optimise
of

the

internal

processing
and

external

cylindrical grinding, centerless grinding
and centre hole grinding, and improve
product manufacturing efficiency


According

to

the

cylindrical

grinding

performance
machines ,

of
wear

conditions and wear scar of grinding
wheel, make judgments on abnormal
situation and handle properl y


Correct,

adjust

and

maintain

the

cylindrical grinding machine, so as to
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maintain

the

precision

and

life

of

cylindrical grinding machine


6.3 Professional

Follow the safet y guidelines of internal

handling of internal

and

and

centerless

external

external

cylindrical

grinding

and

grinding,

centre

hole

cylindrical grinding,

grinding (e.g. grinding wheel operation,

centerless

inspection and preventive maintenance)

and

grinding

centre

hole

and relevant Code, in accordance with

grinding

design

drawings,

production
carry

out

specifications

efficiency
internal

and

requirements,
and

external

cylindrical grinding, centerless grinding
and centre hole grinding
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out internal and external cylindrical grinding
for general workpieces, and small and long workpieces

(ii)

Capable to operate all kinds of commonl y used cylindrical
grinding machines, including internal and external cylindrical
grinding machines, centerless grinding machines and centre
hole grinding machines etc.

(iii)

Capable to handle unusual circumstances of all kinds of
cylindrical grinding machines

8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the knowledge and abilit y of
same time.
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Surface grinding

(106406L3) at the

1. Title

Manual mechanical milling

2. Code

106408L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of manual operational
machine milling and grinding, and operate general milling machine
and carry out manual operational machine milling and grinding.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand

the

foundation

operation

manual

principles

of

milling

machines,

operational

including start and stop milling machine,

machine

milling

modify spindle revolutions , select feed

and grinding

direction and speed of the work bench,
adjust the height, length and width of
work bed, adjust the verticalit y of the
milling machine spindle , and load/
unload and operate the dividing head,
tailstock and chuck


Understand the safety precautions and
usages of commonly used fixtures of
milling machines and all kinds of plates,
such as EDW and attachment clips



Understand the t ypes and applications
issues of commonl y used tools



Understand

the

functions

and

applications of all kinds of cutting fluid
of milling and the handling methods o f
metal scraps


Understand the operation methods and
usages of relevant supporting tools, such
as Rotating Plate, Indexing Head and
(Rotating Plate)
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(Indexing Head)



Understand the relationships between the
workpiece and the milling conditions,
including

the

mutual

relationships

between product design, material t ypes,
spindle revolution, cutting depth and
bench feed rate


Understand

the

maintenance

troubleshooting

methods

of

and

milling

machines
6.2 Carry out manual 
operational
machine

Properl y

fix,

loading/unloading

and

calibrate workpiece
milling 

and grinding

With

the

materials,

engineering
select

drawing

suitable

tools

and
and

milling conditions


Anal yse the wear conditions of the tools
and carry out adjustment and calibration



Carry out face milling, side milling,
angular Milling) step milling, groove
milling,

angular

multi-side

milling

groove
and

milling,

milling

off

workpieces etc.


Appl y all kinds of measurement tools to
measure

the

workpiece

initiall y

and

carry out correction, including the size
of the workpiece, precision, grooves,
slope of the surface ro ughness, arc, and
gaps etc.


Maintain general milling machines and
carry out troubleshooting



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

safet y

operational

guidelines

machine

of

manual

milling

and

manual

grinding (such as handle metal scrap

operational

produced in the milling process) and

machine

milling

related Code, and in accordance with

and grinding

design

drawings,

production
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specifications

efficiency

and

requirements ,

carry out
7. Assessment

milling and grinding

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate the general milling machine correctl y, and
achieve an excellent production efficiency and product quality
and precision requirements.

(ii)

Capable to select, configure and load/unload the appropriate
tools with workpiece materials and engineering design.

(iii)

Capable to solve general operation problems of the milling
machines and carry out preventive maintenance.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Manual mechanical turning

2. Code

106409L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of manual operational
lathe turning, and operate general lathe turning mach ines to carry out
manual operational lathe turning

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand manual 
operational
turning

lathe

Understand

the

processing

characteristics of the workpiece material


Understand the foundation principles of
lathes

turning

machines,

including

starting and stopping the lathe turning
machines,

modify

the

head

spindle

revolution, select feed direction and
speed of the work bench, select, match
and change the gears turning threads,
load/ unload and adjust the

chuck, the

angle of double knife, flatness, calibrate
the straightness , operate the manual and
automatic

vertical

and

horizontal

tool feed and retract, select tool mark
and change the gear


Understand the usages of commonl y us ed
fixtures used in lathe turning machines,
centre calibration methods and safet y
precautions, such as four jaw chuck,
three jaw chuck, collets and faceplate



Understand

the

functions

and

applications of all kinds of cutting fluid
of turning and the handling methods of
metal scraps
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Understand the operation methods and
usages of relevant supporting tools, such
as rotating plate, indexing head



Understand the t ypes, grinding methods,
configuration Code and applications of
commonl y used turning tools



Understand the significance of rough and
fine turning, and the applications of
rough and fine turning tools



Understand the significance, t ypes and
functions of taper, and the usages of
standard taper tools



Understand the significance of surface
fineness and roughness



Understand the applications o f different
tools, such as threading tools, chamfer
turning, turning round edges, shoulder
angle turning, turning surface, forming
turning tools, reamers, knurling tool,
turning off the car ditch applications
groove cutter, file and emery cloth , etc.



Understand the techniques of turning,
such as the principles of the bit, the
eccentric turning methods and drilling
speed setting



Understand the relationships between the
workpiece and the turning conditions,
including engineering design, material
type, feed rate, cutting depth and speed



Understand

the

maintenance

troubleshooting

methods

of

and

turning

machines
6.2 Carry out manual 
operational
turning

lathe

Properl y

fix,

loading/unloading

and

calibrate the workpiece


With

the

materials,
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engineering
select

drawing

suitable

tools

and
and

turning conditions


Anal yse the wear conditions of the tools
and carry out grinding,

adjustment and

calibration


Carry out facing, drilling, reaming, inner
& outer turning, taper turning, threading,
grooving, chamfering, knurling a nd file
finishing etc



Carry out hole processing, including
drilling, reaming and tapping



Measure the finished product and carr y
out turning correction, including the
inner and outer diameter, length, arc,
thread and groove



Maintain the general turning machines
and carry out troubleshooting



6.3 Professional

Follow

safet y

guidelines

of

m anual

handling of manual

operational lathe turning (such as handle

operational

metal scrap produced in the turning

lathe

turning

process)

and

accordance

related
with

Code,

design

and

in

drawings,

specifications and production efficiency
requirements, carry out turning
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate the general turning machine correctl y, and
achieve an excellent production efficiency and product quality
and precision requirements.

(ii)

Capable to select, configure and load/unload the appropriate
tools with workpiece materials and engineering design.

(iii)

Capable to solve general operation problems of the turning
machines and carry out preventive maintenance.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Benchwork

2. Code

106410L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge and processing of all
kind of benchworks, and appl y suitable tools and meth ods to carry out
manual processing and dressing.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
techniques
technologies

the 

Understand the processing characteristics

and

of the workpiece material

of 

benchwork

Understand

the

t ypes

and

usages

of

scribing tools


Understand
usages

and

commonl y

the

t ypes,

specifications,

application
used

methods

fixtures

used

of
for

benchwork


Understand the methods and techniques
of all kinds of benchwork, such as
sawing, hammer, chisel, file, polishing,
fitting, drilling, scribing, tapping and
reaming



Understand

various

t ypes,

usages,

maintenance, and appli cation methods of
benchwork, including file, scraper, emery
cloth, sand paper, grinding stone and
reamers


Understand the different specifications of
saw blade



Understand

the

t ypes

and

usages

of

different grinding machines


Understand the structure, usages and
operation methods of band saw machines
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Understand

different

international

standards of threads


Understand the t ypes, specifications and
application methods o f screw tap and
screw die



Understand the t ypes and application
methods

of

manual

tapping,

reaming

dedicated thread cutting agent


Understand the processing and categories
of different drilling and reaming

6.2 Carry

out 

benchwork

Select suitable scribing tools to carry out
scribing



Choose the appropriate hand bow saw
and band saw, cut the workpiece in
accordance

with

the

dash -shaped

workpieces


Select suitable files to carry out different
cutting and filing work in accordance
with marked the shape, such as cutting
and filing of chamfers, dres s the mould
shape and match the location



Select the suitable scraper to pare off the
plane,

insi de

and

outside

surfaces,

mating surfaces and patterns


Grind the scraper to suitable shape and
cutting edges



Select suitable emery cloth, sand paper
or a grinding stone to carry out manual
polishing and grinding



Select suitable screw tap and screw Die
(Screw Tap)



(Screw Die)

Select the appropriate tap bit from the
table, manuall y tap and

the desired

thread and carry out tapping


Select the appropri ate straight holes of
reamer and tapered pin to the desired size
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and the appropriate amount set aside


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines and relevant
codes of practice of benchwork, and in

benchwork

accordance

with

design

drawings,

specifications and production efficiency
requirements,

carry

out

tooling

benchwork
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to select suitable benchwork tools and safel y carry out
all kinds of benchwork, achieve an excellent production
efficiency and product qualit y and precision requirements.

(ii)

Capable to maintain various benchwork tools, and reach the
application precision and functions

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Mould polishing

2. Code

106411L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of tooling polishing
and carry out tooling polishing.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand tooling 
polishing

Understand

the

common

methods

and

principles of polishing, such as mechanical
polishing and ultrasonic polishing


Understand the commonl y used tools and
specifications categories of tooling polishing



Understand the level and standards of tooling
polishing, and different grades and standards
required for roughness, processing methods,
procedures and operating skills



Understand
problems

the

aims

caused

by

of

polishing,

insufficient

or

excessive polishing, such as unevenness,
orange peel structure, pull -outs, burr,
scratches


Understand the factors that affect the
qualit y of tooling polishing, such as the
surface
before

condition
the

heat

of

the

workpiece

treatment

and

the

hardness of the steel surface.
6.2 Carry out tooling 

Operate

the

commonl y

used

tooling

polishing tools and machinery, such as

polishing

sandpaper,
paste

and

stone,
round

diamond

polishing

rotating

grinding

machines.
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Avoid generating poor surface during the

tooling

polishing

process,

such

as

abrasions and burns of the workpiece
surface


Master the timing of tooling polishing,
maintain polishing effect, efficiency and
qualit y



Meet the processing requirements
select

the

appropriate

to

polishing

materials and set parameters, such as
polishing time and speed


Simpl y

adjust,

maintain

and

repair

various polishing machine
6.3 Professional



Follow safet y guidelines of polishing

handling of tooling

(such as handle metal scrap produced in

polishing

the polishing process) and related Code,
and in accordance with processing and
productivit y requirements to carry out
tooling polishing


Ensure the environment of tooling and
workshop

is

clean;

during

polishing

processing, avoid hard dust particles
affect the tooling polishing effect
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate general the tools and machinery of tooling
polishing, achieve an excellent production efficiency and
product qualit y and precision requirements.

(ii)

Capable to select, configure and load/unload the appropriate
polishing materials with workpiece materials and engineering
design.

(iii)

Capable to solve general operation problems of the polishing
tools and machinery and carry out preventive maintenance.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Preventive maintenance of tooling

2. Code

106412L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of preventive
maintenance of tooling and maintain tooling.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand
knowledge

the 
of

tooling

preventive

maintenance items and periods, such as

preventive
maintenance

Understand

maintenance of tooling components (i.e.
of

cavit y / core) and punching parts (i.e.

tooling

punch,
tooling

die),

inventory,

/


tooling

(

Understand

and

die

s ystem,
bottom

)
the

consumptive
checking

ejector

key parts

and

and

which

needed

replacing

are

frequentl y
of

different

injection moulding, metal stamping and
casting and other tooling


Understand

the

maintenance

items,

methods and eli gibilit y criteria in the
table of tooling maintenance


Recognise tooling drawings, understand
each structure of the tooling parts, list
out wearing parts and make preparations
in advance

6.2 Carry

out 

preventive
maintenance
tooling

Focusl y track and inspect the important
parts of pre/ post tooling production,

of

such as thimble, guide posts, and sliders


According to the application frequency
and time of tooling, carry out preventive
maintenance for tooling, maintain tooling
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in the production of state, such as the dry
the waterways, remove the chips and
impurities,

smear

Lubricate

on

the

moving parts and sm ear anti-Run rust oil
on the slides


Select the right equipment, materials,
tools, and carry out simple and general
maintenance



Replace the tooling parts and verify that
replaced parts meet the requirements and
consistent with the drawings



Identify

the

tooling

state

and

the

suitabilit y for production


6.3 Professional
handling

of

safet y guidelines and codes of practice,

preventive
maintenance

Follow tooling preventive maintenance
in accordance with the design drawings,

of

specifications

tooling

requirements,

and
carry

maintenance
out

preventive

maintenance of tooling
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out preventive maintenance of tooling in
accordance with the maintenance items in the table of tooling
maintenance

(ii)

Capable to identify the tooling state and the suitabilit y for
production

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Arrange heat treatment of tooling

2. Code

106413L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of arranging heat
treatment

of

tooling,

arrange

qualified

professional

tool ing

processing corporations to process tooling or parts, and simple heat
treatment of tooling in the workshop
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand the general characteristics of

arranging

the steel, such as carbon steel, cast iron,

commonly used heat

alloy steel, and tool steel

treatment

of 

tooling

Understand
principles

the
of

technology

commonl y

used

and
heat

treatment of tooling, such as vacuum
heat treatment


Understand the usages, methods and
techniques

of

commonl y

used

heat

treatment, such as quenching, tempering
and annealing normali zation


Understand the impact of different fuel
gas to heat treatment, such as ox ygen,
and ethyne



Recognise the structure, safet y operation
and maintenance methods of commonl y
used heating and cooling device



Recognise

the

characteristics

and

application of coolant


Recognise vacuum heat treatment and
other advanced heat treatment process

6.2Arrange

heat 

treatment of tooling
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Anal yse

the

tooling

and

design

requirements

characteristics

of

of
the

tooling materials, select the appropriate
heat treatment method


Preliminary evaluate the parameters of
heat

treatment

heating

of

tooling,

temperature,

such

heating

as
rate,

holding time, cooling and cooling rate,
so as to meet the standards qualit y of
tooling


Determines whether the plate is suitable
for the heat treatment and also safel y
carry out simple heat tre atment



Carry out simple heat treatment in the
workshop,

including

quenching,

tempering, annealing and also operate
relevant equipment


Identify the heat treatment requirements
of tooling workpieces, arrange sending
the

workpiece

to

professional

heat

treatment manufacturers and carry out
heat treatment


Identify

whether

the

heat

treatment

manufacturers have sufficient equipment
and abilit y to carry out the necessary
hardness

of

workpiece

and

other

specifications of the heat treatment


Identify

and

systematic

common

qualit y

treatment

of

anal yse

problems

tooling

and

the

of

heat

carry

out

improvment


Arrange for appropriate testing and carry
out general qualit y inspection



6.3 Professional
handling

Follow safet y guidelines and codes of

of

practice of heat treatment of tooling, in

arrangign

heat

accordance with the design drawings,

treatment

of

specifications

tooling

requirements,
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and
carry

maintenance
out

simple

heat

treatment of tooling
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to determine whether the plate is suitable for heat
treatment

(ii)

Capable to correctl y select and operate the commonl y used
equipment and supporting tools of heat treatment of tooling,
carry out simple heat treatment in the workshop

(iii)

Capable to arrange suitable manufacturers for carry outing
professional heat treatment of tooling

(iv)

Capable to determine after heat treatment, if the qualit y of tool
is in compliance with the specifications

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Arrange surface treatment, coating and texturing of tooling

2. Code

106414L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of surface treatment,
coating and texturing of tooling, arrange qualified professional
corporation to handle surface treatment, coating and texturing of
tooling for processing tooling and parts.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand
processing

the 
of

Understand the processing principles,
characteristics,

applications,

methods

surface

and techniques of surface treatment,

treatment,

coating and texturing of tooling

coating
texturing

and 
of

Recognise the processing equipment and
the structure, specifications and range of

tooling

surface treatment, coating and texturing
of tooling


Understand
methods,

the

commonl y

techniques

and

usages

used
of

surface hardening, such as carburization,
nitriding,

flame

hardening

and

high

frequency induction hardening


Recognise

the

methods,

usages

and

related equipment of various coating of
tooling,


Recognise

the

methods,

usages

and

related equipment of various texturing of
tooling, such as Laser texturing and
chemical texturing


Recognise the functions and applications
of all kinds of insert coating of tooling,
such as Physical Vaporize Deposit ion
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and CVD Coating
6.2 Carry
processing

out 
of

According

to

different

requirements

qualit y

and

surface treatment,

specifications,

coating

surface treatment, coating and texturing

texturing

and
of

the

appropriate

of tooling


tooling

select

material

Evaluate the equipment and abilit y of the
corporation

of

profession al

surface

treatment, coating and texturing, arrange
suitable

manufacturers

to

carry

out

surface treatment, coating and texturing
of tooling


According to different requirements of
surface treatment, coating and texturing,
preliminary

assess

the

appropriate

parameter settings


Determine whether the qualit y meets the
specifications after the processing of
surface treatment, coating and texturing



Determine the t ypes of defects of the
surface treatment, coating and texturing



According to the tooling life and other
specifications requirements, select the
coating

service

providers

that

have

enough equipment and processing skills


6.3 Professional
handling

of

With

the

design

requirements,

drawings,

material

production

quality

specifications

arranging surface

and

efficiency,

arrange

treatment, coating

suppliers to carry out surface treatment,

and texturing of

coating and texturing

tooling
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to determine whether the plate is suitable for surface
treatment, coating and texturing .
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(ii)

Capable to arrange suitable manufacturers for carry outing
surface treatment, coating and texturing.

(iii)

Capable

to

determine

whether

the

specifications after the processing of
coating and texturing
8. Remarks

-
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qualit y

meets

the

surface treatment,

1. Title

Adjust stamping equipment, carry out all kinds of metal stamping
processing and resolve production problems

2. Code

106415L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

metal

stamping

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to understand the knowledge of
adjusting stamping equipment, carrying out all kinds of metal
stamping processing, so as to carry out all kinds of processing and
resolving production problems
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

relevant

Understand the t ypes of commonl y used
sheet metal materials, such as SPHC,

knowledge

of

SPCC, SECC, SGCC, low / high hardness

adjusting

of

stamping

aluminium , stainless steel and silicon

equipment,

steel

carry

out

all 

copper,

low

/

high

hardness

principles

of

Understand

the

kinds of metal

applications

of

stamping

processes, including punching, bending,

processing

forming, stretching, forging, extrusion

various

and

machining

and coining


Understand

relevant

equipment

of

adjusting stamping and the processing
method and techniques


Understand the properties of all kinds of
sheet metal materials, such as physical
performance, chemical performance and
mechanical performance



Understand the common product defects
of various forms of sheet metal stamping,
including
bending

burrs,
and

scratches,

rebound,

burns,

deformation,

wrinkles, burst, material shortage and
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orange peel structure


Understand the t ypes, structures, working
principle,
and

specifications,

operating

applications

methods

of

stamping

machines and other related processing
equipment
6.2 Carry
kinds

out
of

all 
metal

sheet metal materials


stamping

Correctl y identify the specification s of

processing

Select and operate the right equipment
and carry out a variet y of processing for
different materials



According to the factors of production
volume,

product

materials,

shape,

tooling

precision,

size,

select

the

appropriate stamping machine and carry
out sheet metal stamping processing


Effectivel y adjust the stamping machine,
assemble and disassemble and correct all
kinds of tooling



Carry

out

maintenance

simple
and

adjustments,

repair for stamping

machines


Identify and systematicall y anal yse the
common qualit y problems and causes of
stamping

processing

and

carry

out

improvement


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

safet y

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with

carrying out all

product

kinds

efficiency

of

guidelines

metal

specifications and
requirements ,

production
carry

out

stamping

various forms of sheet metal stamping

processing

and

effectivel y

solve

all

kinds

of

production problems
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
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(i)

Capable to adjust stamping equipment and carry out all kinds of
stamping processing in accordance with the drawing and
requirements

of

technologies

and

techniques,

and

solve

production problems
(ii)

Capable to supervise the conditions of stamping machines and
carry out simple daily maintenance

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Metal tube and wire forming

2. Code

106416L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

metal

stamping

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to understand the knowledge of metal
tube and wire forming, so as to car ry out the processing of metal tube
and wire forming and solve the production problem.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

the 

Understand

Understand

the

t ypes

and

standard

technologies

specifications of commonl y used metal

and

tube and wire

of

techniques
metal

and

tube 

Understand

wire

applications

forming

forming,

the

principles

of metal

including

tube

and

and wire

bending,

fo rming,

forging and coining


Understand the methods and techniques
of metal tube and wire forming



Understand

the

characteristics

of

all

kinds of metal tube and wire forming,
such as physical performance, chemical
performance and mechanical performance


Understand all kinds of common product
defects of metal tube and wire forming,
including

poor

moulding,

bending

rebound, lack of material, deformation,
wrinkles, scratches and burns


Understand the t ypes, structures, working
principles,

specifications,

applications

and operating methods of all kinds of
stamping

machines

and

special

machinery (such as bending machine,
multi-slide forming machine)
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6.2 Carry out metal 
tube

and

wire

identification

of

the

specifications of metal tube and wire


forming

Proper

Select and operate the correct equipment,
and carry out forming of diffe rent metal
tube and wire



According to the factors of production
volume,

product

materials,

shape,

tooling

appropriate

size,

stamping

precision,
select

machine

the
and

Special machinery to carry out metal tube
and wire forming


Effectivel y assemble, disassemble and
correct all kinds of tooling on stamping
machines and special machinery of metal
tube and wire forming



Carry

out

simple

adjustments,

maintenance and repair for commonl y
used

stamping

machinery

of

machines,

metal

tube

special
and

wire

forming and tooling


Identify and systematicall y anal yse the
common qualit y problems and cau ses of
metal tube and wire forming and carry
out improvement



6.3 Professional

Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

handling of metal

codes of practice, in accordance with

tube

product

and

wire

forming

specifications and

production

efficiency requirements, carry out metal
tube and wire forming

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out metal tube and wire forming in accordance
with the drawing and

requirements

of technologies

and

techniques, and solve production problems
(ii)

Capable to independentl y operate all kinds of stamping
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machines and special machinery, and carry out simple

daily

maintenance
8. Remarks

- The wire here generall y refers to the material with 10mm diameter
below
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1. Title

Sheet metal progressive and transfer stamping

2. Code

106417L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

metal

stamping

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to understand the knowledge of sheet
metal progressive and transfer stamping, so as to carry out the
processing of sheet metal progressive and transfer stamping and solve
production problems.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

the 

Understand

Understand the Principles, applications,

technologies

methods and techniques of sheet metal

and

progressive and transfer stamping

of

techniques
sheet

progressive

metal 
and

Understand the performance of tooling of
sheet

transfer stamping

metal

progressive

and

tr ansfer

stamping


Understand

the

applications

of

sheet

metal progressive and transfer stamping
machines and the setting of parameters of
stamping machine, including the nominal
pressure, slide stroke and shut height


Understand the characteristics of sheet
metal

material,

such

as

physical

performance, chemical performance and
mechanical performance


Understand relevant equipment of sheet
metal progressive and transfer stamping,
such as the structure, working principle,
specifications,

applications

and

operating methods of G-t ype precision
stamping machines, high-speed stamping
machines and transfer stamping machines
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Understand

the

commonl y

used

lubrication methods of the sheet metal
materials

during

the

process

of

progressive and transfer stamping


Understand all kinds of commonl y used
auxiliary

equipment

progressive
including

and
feeder,

of

sheet

metal

transfer

stamping,

rewinding

machine,

testing equipment, conveyor belts, flat, a
lateral

transfer

robot,

and multi -axis

robot
sheet 

6.2 Carry out

Able to operate and base on the output,

metal progressive

product

and

tooling

transfer

stamping

shape,
size

precision,

etc

to

stamping

machines

equipment

for

materials,

select

the

and

metal

right

auxiliary

progressive and

transfer stamping


Effectivel y assemble, disassemble and
correct the tooling of metal progressive
and transfer stamping in all stations of
the stamping machines



Carry

out

simple

maintenance

and

adjustments,

repair

of

metal

progressive and transfer stamping


Identify and systematicall y anal yse the
common qualit y problems and causes of
sheet

metal

progressive

and

transfer

stamping products and improve them
6.3 Professional



safet y

guidelines

and

related

handling of sheet

codes of practice, in accordance with

metal

product

and

progressive
transfer

specifications and

production

efficiency requirements of sheet metal

stamping
7. Assessment

Follow

progressive and transfer stamping

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out sheet metal progressive and transfer
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stamping in accordance with the drawing and requirements of
technologies and techniques, and solve production problems
(ii)

Capable to independentl y operate the commonl y used auxiliary
equipment of sheet metal progressive and transfer stamping and
carry out simple daily maintenance.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Secondary processing on metal stamping and sheet metal parts

2. Code

106418L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

metal

stamping

and

sheet

metal

product

manufacturing industry. Practitioners should be capable understand
the knowledge of secondary operations on sheet metal parts , so as to
carry out secondary operations on sheet metal parts and solve
production problems.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand

the

principles

and

technologies

applications of secondary operations on

and

metal stamping and sheet metal parts ,

of

techniques
secondary

including

operations on metal

surface

stamping and sheet

cleaning


metal parts

welding,
cleanness

tapping ,
and

rivets,

degreasing

Understand the methods, techniques and
processing

parameters

of

secondar y

operations on metal stamping and sheet
metal parts


Understand the common product defects
of metal stamping and sheet metal parts,
including poor threading after tapping,
loose rivets and sand hole after welding



Recognise the t ypes, structures, working
principles,

specificati ons,

applications

and operating methods of the relevant
equipment of secondary operations on
metal stamping and sheet metal parts,
6.2 Carry

out 

Select

right

equipment

and

auxiliary

secondary operations

fixtures to carry out secondary operations

on metal stamping

on metal stamping and sheet metal parts

and sheet metal parts 

Adjust,
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control

and

optimise

the

secondary operations parameters, such as
tapping speed, welding electric current,
polishing speed and volume, so as to
reach the standards of product qualit y
and production efficiency


Determine

whether

the

products

are

suitable for secondary operation


Identify and systematicall y anal yse the
common qualit y problems of secondar y
operations on metal stamping and sheet
metal parts and



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

safet y

improve them
guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with

secondary operations

product

specifications and

on metal stamping

efficiency

and sheet metal parts

operations on metal stamping and sheet

requirements

of

production
secondar y

metal parts
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out secondary operations on metal stamping
and sheet metal parts in accordance with the drawing and
requirements

of

technologies

and

techniques,

and

solve

production problems
(ii)

Capable to independentl y operate the commonl y used auxiliary
equipment of secondary operations on metal stamping and sheet
metal parts and carry out simple dail y maintenance.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Secondary processing on die casting and foundry metal parts

2. Code

106419L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of metal stamping and foundry product manufacturing
industry. Practitioners should be capable understand the knowledge of
secondary operations on die casting and foundry metal parts, so as to
carry out secondary operations on die casting and foundry metal parts
and solve production problems.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand the principle and application

technologies

of secondary operations on die casting

and

and foundry metal parts, including batch

of

techniques
secondary

of

flowers,

deburring,

parting

line

operations on die

grinding, drilling, sprue shearing, sprue

casting and foundry

leveling,

metal parts

trimming


grinding,

polishing

and

Understand the methods and techniques
of secondary operations on die casting
and foundry metal parts



Understand the common product defects
of secondary operations on die casting
and

foundry

metal

parts,

including

oxidation, corrosion and discoloration


Recognise the t ypes, structures, working
principles,

specifications,

applications

and operating methods of the relevant
equipment of secondary operations on die
casting and foundry metal parts
6.2 Carry

out 

Select and operate the correct equipment,

secondary operations

and carry out secondary operations on die

on die casting and

casting and foundry metal parts

foundry metal parts
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Adjust,

control

and

optimise

the

secondary operations parameters, such as
grinding volume, polishing speed and
abrasive, so as to reach the standards of
product qualit y and production efficiency


Determine

whether

the

products

are

suitable for secondary operation


Identify and systematicall y anal yse the
common qualit y problems of secondar y
operations on die casting and foundr y
metal parts and



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

safet y

improve them
guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with

secondary operations

product

specifications and

on die casting and

efficiency

foundry metal parts

operations on die casting and foundr y

requirements

of

production
secondar y

metal parts
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out secondary operations on die casting and
foundry metal parts in accordance with the drawing and
requirements

of

technologies

and

techniques,

and

solve

production problems
(ii

Capable to independentl y operate the commonl y used relevant
equipment of secondary operations on die casting and foundry
metal parts and carry out simple dail y maintenance.

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Mechanical surface finishing

2. Code

106420L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

Practitioners

of

should

metal
be

product

capable

manufacturing

understand

the

industry.

knowledge

of

mechanical surface finishing, so as to carry out mechanical surface
finishing and solve production problems.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand

the

principle s

technologies

applications

and

finishing, including grinding, polishing

techniques

of

mechanical

surface finishing

of

mechanical

and
surface

and laser engraving


Understand

the

common

causes

and

defects of mechanical surface finishing,
including deviation of thickness after
polishing, distortion, black spots and
chipping corners


Understand the factors affect m echanical
surface

finishing,

selection,

such

processing

as

materials

time ,

parameter

setting and using supporting tools


Recognise the t ypes, structures, working
principles,

specifications,

applications

and operating methods of th e relevant
equipment

of

mechanical

surface

finishing


Understand the methods and techniques
of

all

kinds

of

mechanical

surface

finishing
6.2 Carry
mechanical
finishing

out 
surface

Determine

whether

the

products

are

suitable for mechanical surface finishing
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Capable to correctly select and operate

the equipment and supporting tools of
mechanical surface finishing


Carry out mechanical surface finishing
and after that, check the appearance, size
and geometry of the product, ensure the
functions and operation of the product
will

not

be

affected

by

mechanical

surface finishing


Review

the

production

efficiency

of

mechanical surface finishing


Identify and systematicall y anal yse the
common qualit y problems of mechanical
surface finishing and



Carry

out

improve them

simple

adjustments,

maintenance and repair of commonl y
used equipment and grinding tools of
mechanical surface finishing


Recycle the dust generated by mechanical
surface

treatment

and

keep

the

workshop clean


6.3 Professional
handling
mechanical

of

Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice of mechanical surface

surface

finishing,

finishing

in

accordance

with

the

technologies

and

requirements

of

techniques,

product

production

efficiency,

specifications,
carry

out

mechanical surface finishing

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

carry

out

mechanical

surface

finishing

in

accordance with the drawing and requirements of technologies
and techniques, and solve production problems
(ii)

Capable to independentl y operate the commonl y used relevant
equipment and supporting tools of mechanical surface finishing
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and carry out simple dail y maintenance.
8. Remarks

-

251

1. Title

Adjust equipment, carry out electroplating and resolve production
problems

2. Code

106421L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

metal

product

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable understand the general knowledge of
electroplating,

so

as

to

carry

out

electroplating

and

resolve

production problems
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand relevant physical units and
basic electrical plating of electroplating,

of

including

electrical and mechanical

adjusting equipment,

operations, and foundation knowledge of

carrying

out

electrical and circuit controls

electroplating

and 

Understand the principles of the relevant

resolving production

steps

of

electroplating,

including

problems

degreasing, pickling, neutralisation and
washing, and know the parameters and
principles

of

the

technologies

and

techniques of electro plating


Understand

the

general

method

of

electroplating, including hanging plating
technology and barrel plating technology


Understand

the

composition,

characteristics,

effects

and

control

methods of electroplating chemicals


Understand the effectiveness of relevant
equipment

and

hanging

fixture ,

including a variet y of equipment with
electroplating chemicals , such as if a
warmer is needed, if the electroplating
tank design needs an additional filters
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and understand the designs of all kinds
of hanging fixture of products


Understand the causes , phenomena and
characteristics of all kinds of defective
products



Recognise
control

the

use

methods

of
of

addition

and

electroplating

chemicals


Understand

the

knowledge

of

safet y

operations of electroplating production
and relevant chemicals
6.2 Carry

out 

electroplating

Determine
suitable

whether

for

the

product

electroplating,

is

clear l y

understand the different metal materials,
thus carry out different electroplating
methods and processes


Adjust the equipment and carry out
electroplating,

properl y

electroplating

chemicals

operate
of

the

filtering,

mixing, related equipment and hanging
fixture,

understand

electroplating

the

technologies

entire
and

techniques, from to complete the process
from start to


Correctl y
cooling

control

the

parameters

of

chemicals

and

heating

electroplating

understand

electroplating technology,

and
the

adjust the

technologies and techniques parameters
on their own, so as to make achieve the
best effect of the products


Determine the product qualit y problems
of

electroplating

and

carry

out

immediate correcti ons


6.1 Professional
handling

of

Follow the relevant safet y guidelines
and codes of practice, in accordance
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adjusting equipment,

with

the

technical

carrying

out

electroplating

electroplating

and

problems

and

requirements
solve

of

production

resolving production
problems
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to adjust the equipment and operate the relevant
technologies and techniques of electroplating independentl y

(ii)

Capable to meet the requirements of workpiece material and
products, fine-tuning the related technologies and techniques

(iii)

Capable

to

solve

the

general

operation

problems

of

electroplating equipment and carry out dail y maintenance of
equipment
8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Adjust equipment, carry out ion electroplating surface treatment

2. Code

106422L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of metal electroplating industry. Practitioners should
be

capable

treatment

understand

the

vacuum

technology and carry out

ion

electroplating

surface

ion electroplating

surface

treatment.
4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

all 

Recognise

kinds

ion

application and final effectiveness of

of

electroplating

various

surface treatment

treatment,

the

technology

ion

principles ,

electroplating

such

as

surface

physical

vapour

deposition (PVD) and chemical vapour
deposition (CVD)


Recognise

the

operation

of

vacuum

system


Understand

the

using

properties,

application methods and control methods
of ion electroplating surface treatment


Recognise all kinds of metal substrate
materials and processing methods



Understand

the

structures,

operation

techniques and functions of equipment
of ion electroplating surface treatment


Understand the operation and structure
of the vacuum pump



Understand

the

principles

and

applications of plasma generation


Understand the various methods and
techniques of ion electroplating surface
treatment,
evaporation
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such

as

low

electroplating

temperature
techniques,

sputtering

technology,

electron

gun

evaporation plating technology and arc
evaporation technology


Understand

the

safet y

application

methods of high voltage


Understand

the

operation s

of

the

precision gas flow instrument


Understand the operation of mechanical
and electrical circuits



Understand the application functions and
safet y application methods of chemicals,
chemical

specialt y

gases

and

target

materials
6.2 Carry

out

ion 

electroplating surface

suitable

electroplating

surface treatment for products


treatment

Determine

With different target materials, appl y
different technologies and techniques
such as sputtering current and reactive
gas



Determine whether the metal materials
are

suitable

for

ion

electroplating

surface treatment


Operate

the

machinery

of

ion

parameters

of

electroplating surface treatment


Self-adjust

the

technologies and techniques , so as to
make the metal workpieces up to the
desired effect


Determine the quality problems of the
ion electroplating product s and

carry

out immediate correction s


6.3 Professional

Follow safet y guidelines and related

handling

of

codes of practice, in accordance with the

vacuum

ion

requirements

of

technologies

and

electroplating surface

techniques, product specifications and

treatment

production efficiency, carry out vacuum
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ion electroplating surface treatment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to adjust equipment and independentl y operate the
relevant technologies and techniques of ion electroplating
surface treatment

(ii)

Capable

to

fine-tuning

the

relevant

technologies

and

techniques with the requirements of workpiece materials and
product requirements
(iii)

Capable to solve the general operation problems of equipment
of

ion

electroplating

surface

treatment

maintenance and continuous improvements
8. Remarks

-
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and

carry

out

1. Title

Adjust equipment, carry out coating and resolve production problems

2. Code

106423L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of metal coating industry. Practitioners should be
capable understand the relevant knowledge of adjusting equipment
and coating, so as to carry out coating and solve all kinds of
production problems

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

relevant
knowledge

Recognise the surface characteristics,
handling procedures and precautions of

of

all kinds of substrate, including how to

adjusting equipment

adjust the dilution of coating, thus

and

select suitable spray coating technology

carrying

out

coating

and

meet

a

variety

of

temperature

requirements of coating solidification


Recognise the colour palette principles
and

the

basic

colour

terminology,

including

understanding

characteristics

of

different

of
pigments

and coating t ypes, such as rubber -based
paint, pol yu rethane paint, resin glue
paint and all kinds of epox y light
varnish


Recognise all kinds of coating method s,
coating

engineering

points

and

procedures, including understanding the
using

methods

and

techniques

of

coating, recognise operation techniques
and maintenance of all kinds of coating
equipment, and the handling procedures
of before the workpiece being processed
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Understand the basic causes of defects

and repair methods, including dust spots,
tortoise, orange wrinkles peel structure,
discoloration and uneven colour


Understand

the

basic

structure

of

relevant coating equipment and basic
characteristics of all kinds of coating
6.2



Carry out coating

Select

all

materials

the
for

appropriate
substrate,

coating
including

knowing different coating materials for
different

metal

substrate,

which

are

applicable in high temperature resistance
and low temperature resistance of the
coating


Carry out general substrate handling,
including decontamination, degreasing,
pickling,

grinding,

pre -treatment

cleaning, plating of defective products
and re-processing and handling methods
for defective products


Adjust equipment, carry out coating and
simple

repair

work,

including

the

techniques of repeated spraying to make
thicker coating


Improve the production efficiency of
the

coating,

including

how

to

effectivel y average the surface spra y
coating and reduce paint waste


Determine
products

the
of

qualit y

coating

problems

and

carry

of
out

immediate correcti ons


6.3 Professional
handling

Follow

the

safety

guidelines

and

of

relevant codes, in accordance with the

adjusting equipment

requirements of the technologies and

and

techniques and carry out coating

carrying

out

coating
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7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to adjust equipment and independentl y operate the
relevant technologies and techniques of coating

(ii)

Capable

to

techniques

fine-tuning
with

the

the

relevant

workpiece

technologies

materials

and

and

products

requirements
(iii)

Capable to solve the general operation problems of equipment
of coating and carry out maintenance

8. Remarks

-

260

1. Title

Marking processing

2. Code

106424L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

metal

product

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable understand the relevant knowledge of
marking surface, so as to carry out marking surface and solve
production problems
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand

all

kinds

of

marking

technologies, methods, techniques and
of

final effects, such as laser marking,

marking surface

corrosion marking, engraving marking
and mechanical marking (steam -driven
and

hydraulic

etc)

(


Understand the t ypes, structures, working
principles,
and

specifications,

operating

methods

applications
of

different

marking surface equipment


Understand technical parameters settings
of marking machines, including marking
depth, marking speed, width of minimum
line, the smallest character and marking
range



Understand
such

as,

common
cracks,

marking

missing

defects,

word

and

inaccuracy of line words
6.2 Carry

out 

marking surface

Determine

whether

the

product

is

suitable for different t ypes of marking


Adjust

the

parameters

of

marking

machines in accordance with different
substrate and qualit y requirements
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Select the right marking equipment for
marking

and

carry

out

general

maintenance


Review

the

production

efficiency

of

marking


Identify the t ypes of marking defect s and
prevent and repair defects



Systematicall y

analyse

the

qualit y

problems of the product after marking
and make improvements


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

marking surface

technologies

and

techniques ,

product

specifications and production efficiency
requirements,

carry

out

marking

for

metal products
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out marking and solve production problems in
accordance with the drawings and requirements of technologies
and techniques

(ii)

Capable to operate the equipment and supporting tools of
marking independently and make simple dail y maintenance

8. Remarks

-

262

1. Title

Surface printing

2. Code

106425L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of metal surface printing industry. Practitioners
should be capable understand the knowledge of surface printing, so as
to carry out surface printing and solve production problems.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand all kinds of technologies,
methods, techniques and final effects of

of

surface printing, such as flat silk screen

surface printing

printing and transfer printing


Recognise the different t ypes , structures,
working

principle s,

specifications,

applications, and operating methods of
surface printing equipment


Understand the common t ypes of ink,
such

as

UV

inks,

dry

ink,

high

temperature ink and low temperature
thermal ink


Understand

the

common

defects

of

surface printing, such as breakage of silk
screen, oil and not enough adhesion


Understand the method of mixing ink
colour

6.2 Carry out surface 
printing

Determine

whether

the

product

is

suitable for different t ypes of surface
printing


According
qualit y

to

different

requirements,

substrate

and

carry

out

appropriate adjustments, such as screen
specifications and frame size, t ypes of
ink, the baking temperature and time
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Select the right equipment and tools for
surface printing, and carry out general
maintenance



Review

the

production

efficiency

of

surface printing


Determine

the

t ype

of

defects

after

surface printing and prevent and repair
the defects


Systematicall y anal yse qualit y problems
of products after surface printing and
make improvements



6.3 Professional
handling

Follow

of

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

surface printing

technologies

and

techniques,

product

specifications and production efficiency
requirements, carry out metal surface
printing for products
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out surface printing and solve production
problems in accordance with the drawings and requirements of
technologies and techniques

(ii)

Capable to operate the equipment and supporting tools of
surface

printing

independentl y

maintenance
8. Remarks

-

264

and

make

simple

dail y

1. Title

Set parameters, implement traditional plastic injection moulding and
resolve production problems

2. Code

106426L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of plastics industry. Practitioners should be capable
to set parameters for traditional injection moulding, implement
plastic moulding,

anal yse the defects of products and resolve

production problems .
4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand

the

technologies

and

relevant

techniques and working principles of

knowledge of all

traditional injection moulding

kinds

of 

Understand the common causes of defects

traditional

of traditional injection moulding, such as

injection

colour

moulding

injection

difference,
lines,

stranded

weld

lines,

gas

,

surface

peeling, stress cracking, isosbestic point
near sprue, and the effects of the record
grooves


Understand

the

factors

affect

the

traditional injection moulding, such as
materials
handling

selecti on,
of

plastics,

machinery

pre-processing
maintenance

and

of

inspection,

post-processing handling of plastics and
packaging,

construction

and

maintenance of tooling, using auxiliary
equipment


and environmental control

Understand the application s of commonl y
used materials, equipment and auxiliary
equipment

of

traditional

injection

moulding
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Understand

parameter setting methods

of traditional injection moulding and
master the rapid adjustment and control
skills with the actual materials, tooling
and mechanical conditions


Understand

the

meaning

of

the

parameters setting of traditional injection
moulding, such as mould locking force,
ejection force, injection pressure, dwell
time, and filling time
6.2 Carry

out 

Identify the causes of defects arising

traditional

from

different

traditions

injection

injection

moulding, clarify the problems of plastic,

moulding

tooling design and

wrong setting of

injection moulding parameters etc


Systematicall y calculate
parameters
moulding

by

the injection

different

machines

and

injection
tooling

for

product production, so as to shorten the
setup times and optimize product qualit y
and stabilit y


Use different formulas to calculate the
technologies

and

techniques ,

injection moulding parameters,

set

such as

cycle time, cooling time, the
locking

the

mould

force setting and injection

schedule, so as to achieve production
efficiency and quality requirements


Records the relevant injection moulding
technologies and techniques parameters
and production records



Select

and

operate

common l y

used

traditional injection moulding equipment
and auxiliary equipment for pr oduction


Carry

out

general

preventive

maintenance for tooling, equipment and
auxiliary equipment
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6.3 Professional
handling

7. Assessment

of

Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice of traditional injection

traditional

moulding, in accordance with the design

injection

requirements,

moulding

injection moulding

carry

out

traditional

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out technological anal ysis of traditional
injection moulding, review the applicable technologies and
techniques, the required materials and restrictions, showing the
problems of traditional injection moulding technology and
make improvements.

8. Remarks

-

267

1. Title

Set parameters, implement traditional plastic moulding and resolve
production problems

2. Code

106427L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of plastics industry. Practitioners should be capable
to set parameters for traditional plastic production, implement plastic
moulding, anal yse defects of products and resolve relevant production
problems.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
relevant
knowledge

of

Understand

the

principles
production,

types

and

working

of

traditional

plastic

such

as

blow

moulding,

traditional plastic

vacuum molding ,plastic extruding, hot

production

forming and rotational moulding


Understand the common causes of defects
of traditional injection moulding, such as
colour

difference,

stranded

injection

lines,

weld

peeling,

anti-stress

lines,
white

gas

,

surface
/

stress

cracking, isosbestic point near sprue, and
the effects of the rec ord grooves


Understand the factors that affect the
traditional plastic production, such as
materials
handling

selection,
of

plastics,

machinery

pre -processing
maintenance

and

of

inspection ,

post-processing handling of plastics and
packaging,

construction

and

maintenance of tooling, using auxiliary
equipment


and environmental control

Understand the commonl y used materials
of

traditional

plastic

production,

applications of equipment and auxiliary
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equipment


Understand parameter setting methods of
traditional plastic production and master
the rapid adjustment and control skills
with the actual materials, tooling and
mechanical conditions



Understand

the

meaning

of

the

parameters setting of traditional plastic
production, such as

mould

locking

force, ejection force, injection p ressure
retaining time and filling time
6.2 Carry

out 

Identify

the

causes

traditional plastic

different

tradition

production

distinguish

the

materials,

tooling

leading

plastic

problem
design

to

defects,

of

plastic

and

wrong

adjustment of processing parameters


Systematicall y
production

calculate

parameters

by

the
different

mechanical equipment and tooling for
different product production, so as to
shorten the machine adjustment times
and

optimize

product

qualit y

and

stabilit y


Appl y different formulas to calculate the
technologies

and

techniques,

set

the

plastic production parameters, such as
cycle time, cooling time, mould locking
force setting and injection schedule, so
as to achieve production efficiency and
qualit y requirements


Records the relevant plastic production
technologies and techniques parameters
and production records



Select

and

operate

commonl y

used

traditional plastic production equipment
and auxiliary equipment for production
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Carry

out

general

preventive

maintenance for tooling, equipment and
auxiliary equipment


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice of traditional plastic

traditional plastic

production,

production

design

in

accordance

requirements ,

with
carry

the
out

traditional plastic production
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carr y out technological anal ysis of traditional
plastic production , review the applicable technologies and
techniques, the required materials and

restrictions, showing

the problems of traditional plastic production technology and
make improvements.
8. Remarks

-

270

1. Title

Carry out other plastic moulding and forming process

2. Code

106428L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of plastics industry. Practitioners should be capable
to carry out plastic moulding and forming process other than injection
moulding, blow moulding, vacuum molding, plastic extruding and
rotational moulding

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

relevant

forming

knowledge
other
moulding

Recognise other plastic moulding and

of

process,

such

as

machining,

laser cutting and waterjet cutting

plastic 
and

Understand principles, final effect and
applications

forming process

of

other

plastic

parts

processing technology


Understand

the

structure,

application

methods and safet y guidelines of other
plastic moulding and forming process


Understand the t ypes, specifications and
selection conditions of plastic moulding
and forming process machinery



Understand

the

t ypes,

materials,

specifications and selection conditions of
the tools of plastic moulding and forming
process


Understand

the

factors

affect

technologies and techniques of

the
other

plastic moulding and forming process,
such

as

materials

pre-processing

handling

maintenance

of

selecti on,
of

plastics,

machinery

and

inspection, post -processing handling of
plastics injection parts and packaging,
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structures
using

and

maintenance

auxiliary

of

tools,

equipment

and

technologies

and

environmental control


Understand

the

techniques of other plastic moulding and
forming process, such as product design,
tool-specific

design,

process

technologies and techniques , mechanical
requirements,

materials

application,

compatibilit y between materials, freezing
time,

the

application

areas

and

restrictions


Understand

the

maintenance

processing
and

machinery

troubleshooting

methods of other plastic moulding and
forming process
6.2 Carry out

other 

Review the

production efficiency of

plastic moulding

relevant plastic plastic moulding and

and

forming process technology

process

forming


In accordance with the shape and the
final effects of plastic products, select
the appropriate plastic

moulding and

forming process and ap pl y it to the
existing production lines


In accordance with engineering design,
select the appropriate machinery, tools
and mechanical parameters, so as to carry
out the relevant plastic processing and
obtain the expected final results



Carry out relevant plastic moulding and
forming process



Operate relevant machinery of plastic
moulding and forming process



Record the relevant technologies and
techniques parameters and production
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records


Anal yse

qualit y problems

during

the

process of plastic moulding and forming
process


Determine and manage the performance
and

life

of

machinery

and

t ools,

preventivel y maintain the machinery and
tools and carry out troubleshooting


6.3 Professional
handling
other
moulding

of

Follow safet y guidelines and codes of
practice

plastic

of

plastic

production,

in

accordance with the design drawings ,

and

carry out production

forming process
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carr y out technological anal ysis of plastic moulding
and forming process , review the applicable technologies and
techniques, the required materials and

restrictions, showing

the problems of plastic moulding and forming process and make
improvements.
8. Remarks

-

273

1. Title

Plastic colouring

2. Code

106429L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastics production corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
carry out plastic colouring

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

markets and the identification methods
of 

knowledge
different

Recognise all kinds of plastics in the

plastic

Recognise

all

identification

kinds

of

scientific

plastics

instruments,

colouring

such as the far-infrared anal ysis, spectral

technologies

anal ysis

and

carbon

compositio n

anal ysis, so as to identify plastics


Understand all kinds of natures of plastic
coloring and coloring methods



Understand

all

kinds

colouring

equipment

pigments,

including

and
toner

of

plastics
t ypes

and

of

liquid

colorants


Understand the physical and chemical
solubilit y of the materials



Understand all kinds of colour testing
methods, such as the use of pantone, light
boxes

and

color

sample

(Pantone)
6.2 Carry out plastic 
testing

and

plastic colouring

Anal yse plastics and carry out plastic
grading and classification



Carry out general inspection of plastic
colour



Communicate with raw material suppliers
and formulate colour difference
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Determine plastic coloring dyeability,
select the appropriate colouring methods
and carry out surface colouring



Select the appropriate third agencies to
carry out complex plastic test



6.3 Professional
handling

of

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice and carry out plastic

plastic colouring
7. Assessment

Follow

colouring

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to Identify all kinds of

plastic coloring dyeabilit y

and coloring methods, carry out plastic surface colouring
treatment
8. Remarks

-

275

1. Title

Pre/ post processing of plastic materials and products

2. Code

106430L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastics industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
carry out pre/ post processing of plastic materials and products

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand

the

usage,

methods

and

relevant

techniques of the commonl y used plastics

knowledge of pre/

before processing, such as drying and

post processing of

hydroscopic treatment

plastic materials and 

Understand

products

techniques

the

usage,

of

m ethods

commonl y

and
used

processed products, such as laser tag,
nozzle

handling,

fuel

injection,

silk

screen

printing,

pad

printing

and

characteristics

and

eliminate stress


Understand

the

applications of the equipment of pre/ post
processing of commonl y used plastic
products


Understand
safet y

the

equipment

operation

structure,

and

preventive

maintenance of pre/ post processing of
commonl y used plastic products
6.2 Carry out pre/ post 

Anal yse the product design requirements

processing of plastic

and

materials

materials

products

and


Select

the

characteristics
the

appropriate

of

product

pre/

post

processing for plastic products


In accordance with the requirements,
safel y perform preprocessing of plastic
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materials


In accordance with the requirements,
safel y carry out post processing and
packaging



Arrange

suitable

inspection,

tests

for

continuousl y

quality

improve

the

options and approaches of pre/ post
processing of plastic products


Control the environment of pre/ post
processing of plastic products



Determine and manage the performance
and life of machinery and equipment,
preventivel y

maintain

machinery

and

equipment and carry out troubleshooting


6.3 Professional
handling of

pre/

Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

post processing of

requirements

plastic materials and

techniques, product specifications and

products

production efficiency, carry out pre/ post
processing

of

of

technologies

plastic

materials

and

and

products
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to set an appropriable pre/ post processing of products
and appl y on production in accordance with requirements

(ii)

Capable to set the qualit y standard of pre/ post processing for
product evaluation

8. Remarks

-

277

1. Title

Carry out mechanical surface treatment

2. Code

106431L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastics industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
carry out mechanical surface treatment, such as fitting and polishing

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the methods and techniques
of

of

mechanical

all

kinds

of

mechanical

surface

treatment, such as fitting and polishing


surface treatment

Understand the plastic materials of all
kinds of mechanical surface treatment



Understand

the

principles

and

applications of all kinds of mechanical
surface treatment


Understand the
effect

of

demoulding

technologies and final

moulding
of

or

product

mechanical

surface

treatment


Understand the equipment, tools and
materials
mechanical
accordance

needed

of

surface
with

the

all

kinds

of

treatment,

in

materials

and

products requirements to make the right
choice


Understand

the

structure,

safet y

operation and preventive maintenance of
commonl y

used

equipment

of

mechanical surface treatment


Understand

the

characteristics,

safet y

installation and preventive maintenance
of all kinds of commonl y used tools of
mechanical surface treatment
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Understand the methods and techniques
of optical fitting and polishing



6.2 Appl y

Determine

whether

product

suitable

surface treatment

treatment

in production and 

Follow the requirements of drawings or

carry

out

product design, select suitable methods,

evaluation

and

tools

and

mechanical

is

mechanical

improvement

for

the

materials

of

surface

mechanical

surface treatment


Correctl y

select

equipment

of

and

operate

mechanical

the

surface

treatment


In accordance with the

requirements of

qualit y time and cost, operate appropriate
equipment to complete the mechanical
surface treatment


Examine the production efficiency of
mechanical surface treatment



After completed the mechanical surface
treatment, to check the appearance, size
and geometry of the product, ensure that
the product functions and operation of
the product are not affected by the
mechanical surface treatment



Anal yse product

qual it y problems of

mechanical surface treatment and carry
out improvement


6.1 Professional
handling

of

Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

mechanical

requirements

surface treatment

techniques, product specifications and
production

of

technologies

efficiency,

carry

and
out

mechanical surface treatment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
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Criteria
(i)

Capable to examine whether the product is suitable for
mechanical surface treatment

(ii)

Capable to carry out mechanical surface treatment

(ii)

Capable to examine the production efficiency of mechanical
surface treatment

(iv)

Capable to anal yse product qualit y problems of mechanical
surface treatment and carry out improvement

8. Remarks

-

280

1. Title

Carry out plasma surface treatment

2. Code

106432L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastics industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
recognise all kinds of plasma surface treatment technologies and carry
out plasma surface treatment

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Recognise

all

kinds

of

principles,

relevant

application and final effectiven ess of

knowledge of all

plasma surface treatment technologies,

kinds

such as vacuum and glow discharge

surface

of

plasma
treatment 

technologies

Recognise general methods of

plasma

surface treatment, including

plasma

treatment of plastic surface activation
and plasma treatment of plastic surface
cleaning


Recognise the limitations of all kinds of
plasma surface treatment



technologies

Recognise the characteristics of using
plasma surface treatment, applications
and

control

plastic

methods

surface,

of

hydrophilic

hydrophobic

plastic

surface, surface roughening of plastic
materials and dust proof of silicone
material etc


Recognise all kinds of material substrate
of

application

of

plasma

treatment

technologies


Recognise

the

operation

of

va cuum

system


Understand
operation
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the
skills

device
and

structure,

functions

of

plasma surface treatment


Understand the operation and device
structure of the vacuum pump



Understand the safety using method of
high-voltage



Understand

the

operation

of

the

instrument of precision gas flow


Understand

the

operation

of

mechanical and electrical circuits


Understand the application function and
safet y using methods of all kinds o f
related

chemicals,

chemical

specialt y

gases and gases
`

6.2 Appl y

plasma 

Determine whether the plastic or metal

surface treatment in

materials

production and carry

surface treatment

out evaluation and 

Determine an appropriate methods of

improvement

plasma surface treatment for products


are

suitable

for

plasma

Determine the specific plasma treatment
technology program in accordance with
the material



Appl y

the

plasma

technologies

and

techniques, such as current, gas and
technological

process

in

accordance

with different materials applications


Operate

plasma

surface

treatment

machines


Master

the

entire

plasma

treatment

technology, self -adjust the technologies
parameters, so as to reach the desired
effect of plastic products


Anal yse the quality problems of the
products of plasma surface treatment and
carry put improvement
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In accordance with the plasma surface

treatment

technological

processes,

organise the production guidelines and
detailed arrangements


6.3 Professional

Follow safet y guidelines and related

handling of plasma

codes of practice, in accordance with the

surface treatment

requirements

of

technologies

and

techniques, product specifications and
production efficiency, carry out plasma
surface treatment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

operate

relevant

plasma

surface

treatment

technologies and techniques independently
(ii)

Capable to fine-tune the relevant technologies and techniques
in accordance with the workpiece material and product
requirements

(iii)

Capable to solve the general operation problems of the
equipment of plasma surface treatment, carry out preventive
maintenance and continuous improvement

8. Remarks

-

283

1. Title

Carry out chemical formula surface treatment

2. Code

106433L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of the plastic
electroplating corporation. Practitioners should be capable to recognise all kinds of
plastic electroplating technologies and carry out electroplating for plastic parts

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6.

Performance Requirements
Competency
6.1Understand

relevant  Understand

the

technology

principle,

knowledge of all kinds

application and end -effects of all kinds of

of

electroplating

electroplating, such as the technologies

technologies of plastic

and techniques of plastic acidification,

parts

plastic

surface

activation,

the

plastic

chemical leaching of palladium process crude,
plastic surface of the copper and plastic
replacement

and

plastic

direct

electroplating process
 Understand the general method of electroplating,
including hanging plating technology and
barrel plating technology
 Understand the limitations of all kinds of
plastic electroplating technologies
 Recognise the characteristics and process
of technologies and techniques of plastic
electroplating technology
 Recognise the processing methods of
blowdown

of

chemical

electroplating
chemical

solution,

toxic

treatment,

electroplating

chemical

gases

plastic
such

as

solution
disposal

treatment and chemical waste treatment
 Understand
operation
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the
skills

device
and

structure,

functions

of

electroplating
 Understand

the

safet y

practices

of

electroplating and knowledge of using
methods of relevant chemicals
 Understand the methods and techniques
of de-plating
 Understand

the

design

methods

of

handing fixture
 Understand

the

characteristics

and

applications of electroplating chemicals
 Understand

the

addition

and

control

methods of electroplating chemicals
 Understand

the

equipment

coordination

of

electroplating chemicals, such as adding warmers
or filters
 Understand the causes, phenomena and
characteristics of all kinds of defective
products
 Understand the inspection methods of
film thickness
 Understand
inspection

all

kinds

methods

of
of

product
plastic

electroplating, including chemical testing
methods, such as manual sweat test and
salt spray test and mechanical testing
methods, such as abrasion resistance test,
adhesion test and aging test
 Understand the environmental production
methods of plastic electroplating
 Determine whether the material model is

6.2 Appl y

suitable for electroplating

electroplating
technologies

on  Determine

appropriate

electroplating

methods for products

plastic parts and carry

out evaluations and  Determine

specific

technologies

and

techniques procedures of electroplating

improvements
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in accordance with the material
 Add

supplements

and

supplemental

materials
 Control and manage the conditions of
electroplating chemicals
 Anal yse the qualit y problems of plastic
electroplating and carry out improvement
 Compile relevant production guidelines and
detailed arrangements of all kinds of technologies
and techniques processes of electroplating
 Bring

benefits

properties

through

by

using

changing

plastic

material

electroplating

technology
 Follow safety guidelines and related codes of

6.3 Professional
handling

of

carrying

out

electroplating

practice, in accordance with the requirements of
technologies

techniques,

product

specifications and production efficiency, carry out

for

electroplating for plastic parts

plastic parts
7. Assessment

and

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate relevant technologies and techniques of
electroplating independentl y of plastic parts

(ii)

Capable to fine-tune the relevant technologies and techniques in
accordance with the workpiece material and product requirements

(iii)

Capable to solve the problems of plastic electroplating and
carry out continuously improvement

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Carry out vacuum ion plating surface treatment

2. Code

106434L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastic industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
recognise

all

kinds

of

vacuum

ion

plating

surface

treatment

technology and carry out vacuum ion plating surface treat ment
4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6.

Performance Requirements
Competency


6.1 Understand

Recognise

the

technology

principle,

relevant

application and end -effects of all kinds

knowledge of all

of vacuum ion plating surface treatment

kinds

vacuum

technology, such as Physical Vapour

ion plating surface

Deposition (PVD) and Chemical Vapour

treatment technology

Deposition (CVD)

of



Recognise

the

general

methods

of

vacuum ion plating surface treatment,
plastic surface metallizing treatment and
plastic surface plasma cleaning process


Recognise the operation of vacuum ion
system



Recognise

the

characteristics

of

vacuum ion plating surface treatment,
such as plasma surface modification and
plastic

surface

film

technology,

application and control methods


Recognise all kinds of plastic matrix
materials and processing methods



Understand
operation

the
skills

device
and

structure,

functions

of

vacuum ion plating surface treatment


Understand all kinds of the operation
and device structure of the vacuum pump
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Understand

the

principles

and

applications of plasma generation


Understand the various methods and
techniques of ion electroplating surface
treatment,

such

evaporation
sputtering

as

low

electroplating
technology,

temperature
techniques,

electron

gun

evaporation plating technology and arc
evaporation technology


Understand the safety using method of
high-voltage



Understand

the

operation

of

the

instrument of precision gas flow


Understand

the

operation

of

mechanical and electrical circuits


Understand the applications and safet y
using methods of all kinds of releva nt
chemicals, chemical specialt y gases and
target material of
surface treatment
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vacuum ion plating

6.2 Appl y vacuum ion 
plating

surface

Determine

appropriate

vacuum

plating surface treatments

ion

for products

treatment and carry 

In

out evaluation and

materials, appl y the technologies and

improvement

techniques of plasma , such as sputtering

accordance

with

different

target

current and reaction gases


Determine whether the plastic or metal
materials

are

suitable

for

plasma

surface treatment


Operate the vacuum ion plating surface
treatment machines



Master the entire vacuum ion plating
surface treatment technology, self -adjust
the technologies parameters, so as to
reach

the

desired

effect

of

plastic

products


Compile relevant production guidelines
and detailed arrangements in accordance
with all kinds of vacuum ion plating
surface treatment technologies



Anal yse the qualit y problems of vacuum
ion plating surface treatment and carr y
out improvement



Bring benefits through changing material
properties by using vacuum ion plating
surface treatment



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines and related
codes of practice, in accordance with the

vacuum ion plating

requirements

of

technologies

and

surface treatment

techniques, product specifications and
production efficiency, carry out vacuum
ion plating surface treatment

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate relevant vacuum ion plating surface
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treatment technologies and techniques independentl y
(ii)

Capable to fine-tune the relevant technologies and techniques
in accordance with the workpiece material and product
requirements

(iii)

Capable to solve the general operation problems of the
equipment of vacuum ion plating surface treatment , carry out
preventive maintenance and continuous improvement

8. Remarks

-

290

1. Title

Carry out coating of plastic parts

2. Code

106435L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of the plastic
industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to recognise all kinds of
coating technologies of plastic parts and carry out coating of plastic
parts

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6.

Performance Requirements
Competency
6.1Understand

relevant  Recognise

the

technology

principle,

knowledge of all kinds

application and end -effects of all kinds of

of coating of plastic

spray coating

parts

 Recognise
methods,

the

technology

operation

principle,

techniques

and

characteristics of spraying
 Recognise

the

composition

and

characteristics of all kinds of paints
 Recognise the functions and effectiveness
of spray gun
 Recognise all international standard test
of coated products
 Recognise

relevant

environmental

protection regulations and legislation of
coating technology
 Recognise environmental energy saving
production processes
 Understand

all

kinds

of

effects

of

spraying techniques, such as mirrors, sand
face and the semi-light effects
 Understand all kinds of effects of coating
technology,

such

as

smooth

surface,

semi-smooth surface and matte effect
 Understand the procedure of spraying
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 Understand

the

colour

processing

of

coating technology
 Understand the temperature requirements
of all kinds of coating solidification
 Understand
categories,

all

kinds

function

and

of

coating

applications,

such as primer or top coating
 Understand the usages and techniques of
all kinds of paints
 Understand the m ethod of adjusting the
paint dilution rate
 Understand the safety using methods of
organic solvents and paint thinners
 Understand the operation techniques and
preventive maintenance of all kinds of
spraying facilities
 Understand the techniques of adjusting the air
pressure and paint output flow
6.2 Appl y coating of  Determine whether the product is suitable
plastic parts and

for coating

carry

out  Determine suitable plastic substrates for

evaluation

and

improvement

coating methods and materials
 Appl y the coordinate paint in accordance
with different plastic substrates , such as
hard and soft plastics
 Appl y suitable paint in accordance with
different temperatures that plastic parts
can withstand , such as high temperature
solidification ,

low

temperature

solidification and UV solidification paint
 Master the entire process of spray coating
 Apply all kinds of paint and carry out coating of
plastic parts
 Estimate the amount of different paint that all
products used
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 Analyse the problems and defects, such as dust/
lint, orange wrinkles peel structure, colour
changes and uneven colour
 Compile relevant production guidelines and
detailed arrangements in accordance with all kinds
of coating technologies and techniques of plastic
parts
 Analyse the quality problems of coating of plastic
parts and carry out improvement
 Master, self-adjust and coordinate the entire spray
coating technology, so as to reach the desired
effect of products
 Follow safety guidelines and related codes of

6.3 Professional
handling

of

practice, in accordance with the requirements of

coating of plastic

technologies

and

techniques,

product

parts

specifications and production efficiency, carry out
coating of plastic parts

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate the relevant coating technologies and
techniques

(ii)

Capable to fine-tune the relevant technologies and techniques in accordance
with the workpiece material and product requirements

(iii)

Capable to solve the general operation problems of the equipment of
coating, carry out preventive maintenance and continuous improvement

8. Remarks

-

293

1. Title

Carry out in -mould decoration

2. Code

106436L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastic industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
carry out in -mould decoration

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



Recognise the difference between IM L

relevant

and IMR

knowledge of all 

Recognise

kinds of in-mould

technology and the final effectiveness,

decoration

and whether there is an existing suitable
in-mould

in -mould

decoration

decoration materials in

the

market


Recognise the methods and techniques of
manufacturing films



Recognise

the

impacts

of

the

requirements of product design, colour
pattern

and

distribution

on

the

film

geometry


Recognise methods and techniques of the
preformed

films,

thermoforming,

such

vacuum

as

forming,

mechanical shearing and laser cutting, so
as

to

produce

a

three -dimensional

in-mould decoration


Understand the principle s, characteristics
and applications of in -mould decoration



Understand the manufacturing methods,
techniques and required equipment of
in-mould decoration



Understand the methods and techniques
of equipping films, such as us ing fixed or
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adsorption device


Understand the coordination between the
films and the tooling

6.2 Appl y

in-mould 

decoration

in

Determine if the products are suitable for
in-mould decoration

production and carry 

Carry out suitable in -mould decoration of

out evaluation and

products in accordance with different

improvement

qualit y requirements


Operate manipulator to take a film, put
the film into the in -mould with the
plastics and form together



Examine

the

production

effectiveness

efficiency

of

of

the

in -mould

decoration


Anal yse the qualit y problems of in-mould
decoration and carry out improvement



Determine the t ype of defects, prevent
and fix defects



Follow safet y guidelines, related codes
of practice and design requirement, carry
out in-mould decoration



6.3 Professional
handling

of

carrying

out

Detailedl y consider elements such as
safet y,

risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

environmental protection and cost, carry

in-mould decoration

out in-mould decoration and meet all
aspects of requirements.

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to describe the methods and techniques of equipping
films

(ii)

Capable to make use of tooling, put the film into the in -mould
with the plastics and form togethe 7

8. Remarks

-

295

1. Title

Carry out surface printing

2. Code

106437L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastic industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
carry out surface printing

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6.

Performance Requirements
Competency


6.1 Understand

Understand the principles, characteristics

relevant

and applications of surface printing

knowledge of all 

Recognise all kinds of surface printing

kinds

technologies, such as screen printing (flat

of

surface

printing

or

curved),

printing,

transfer

gravure

printing,

printing

ink

and

jet

offset

printing, digital printing, and colour laser
marking and the final effect


Recognise

the

techniques

and

manufacturing
required

methods,

equipment

of

surface printing


Recognise the t ypes of printing materials



Recognise the requirements of

product

material and its impact on the printed
material
6.2 Carry out surface 
printing

Examine the printing surface,

determine

whether it is suitable for printing, and
identify the appropriate surface printing
material, make possible printing pattern
and determine the number of colo urs of
the

printed

pattern s,

material

and

precision


In

accordance

requirements,
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with
select

different
the

quality

appropriate

machinery, tools, materials (such as ink
and

detergent),

carry

out

suitable

surface printing for products


Examine

the

production

efficiency

of

surface printing


Anal yse the qualit y problems of surface
printing and carry out improvement



Safel y handle volatile organic compounds
(VOC)



Determine the t ype of defects, prevent and
fix defects



Follow safet y guidelines, related codes of
practice and design requirement, carry out
surface printing



Carry out general preventive maintenance
for

tooling,

equipment

and

auxiliary

equipment


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Detailedl y
safet y,

surface printing

consider
risk,

elements

productivity,

such

as

quality,

environmental protection and cost, carry
out surface printing and meet all aspects
of requirements

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to identify suitable surface printing materials and make
possible printing pattern

(ii)

Capable to carry out surface printing

(iii)

Capable to set quality standards to evaluate the surface printing
of product

8. Remarks

-

297

1. Title

Packaging of products and semi -finished products

2. Code

106438L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastic industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
pack all kinds of products and semi -finished products in accordance
with the packaging requirements and protect products

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
relevant

work

safet y

laws

and

regulations and requirements in Hong

knowledge

of

Kong and the operating regions


packaging
products

Recognise

and

and management systems


semi-finished

Understand the business inventory labels

products

Understand the principles and procedures
of products pack aging



Understand

the

characteristics,

techniques and methods of all kinds of
packaging materials
6.2 Packaging
products

of 
and

packaging

documents

and

packaging specifications


semi-finished

Interpret

products

Identify

and

select

right

packaging

materials


Sparingl y

and

appropriatel y

do

packaging in accordance with packaging
requirements


Correctl y label the packaged products



Safel y stack up products in suitable
locations,
departments

and
to

notify
arrange

the

relevant

warehousing

storage


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow the safet y guidelines and related
code of practices of "Occupational Safet y
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packaging
products

of

and Health Regulations", pack products

and

and semi-finished products

semi-finished
products
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to pack products correctl y in accordance with the
packaging requirements

(ii)

Capable to label the packaged products correctl y and arrange
warehousing storage

8. Remarks

-

299

1. Title

Appl y foundation knowledge of metal lic materials

2. Code

106439L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to understand the foundation knowledge of metal materials and also
appl y relevant knowledge in dail y work

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand

the

categories,

physical

performance, chemical and mechanical

knowledge

of

performance,

metal materials

usages

and

relevant

processing procedures of the commonl y
used metal materials


Recognise the characteristics and usages
of different metal materials



Understand all kinds of word meaning of
metal

materials

hardness,

strength,

testing,

including

tensile

strength,

impact force, plastic deformation and
metal fatigue


Understand

international

metal

specifications and represent ing standards


Recognise
materials

the
and

development

of

characteristics

metal

of

new

metal
6.2 Appl y

knowledge 

of metal materials

specifications and descriptions

6.3 Professional
handling

Interpret the metal material documents,



Identify and select right metal materials



Follow

of

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

knowledge of metal

requirements

materials

techniques, product specifications and
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of

technologies

and

production

efficiency,

appl y

different

metal materials
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y foundation knowledge of metal materials in
dail y working areas

(ii)
8. Remarks

Capable to identify and select right metal materials

-

301

1. Title

Appl y foundation knowledge of plastic materials

2. Code

106440L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to understand the foundation knowledge of plastic materials and also
appl y relevant knowledge in dail y work

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the categories,
performance, physical

of

performance,

plastic materials

usages

chemical

and mechanical
and

relevant

processing procedures of the commonl y
used plastic materials


Recognise the characteristi cs and usages
of different plastic materials



Understand all kinds of word meaning of
plastic

materials

testing,

including

strength, tensile strength, shear stress,
impact force and plastic deformation


Understand

international

plastic

specifications and representing standards


Recognise the development of plastic
materials

and

characteristics

of

new

plastic
6.2

Appl y knowledge 

Interpret the plastic material documents,

of plastic materials

specifications and descriptions


Use colour board to judge the plastic
colour

6.3 Professional
handling



Identify and select right plastic materials



Follow

of

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

knowledge of plastic

requirements
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of

technologies

and

materials

techniques, product specifications and
production

efficiency,

appl y

different

plastic materials
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y foundation knowledge of plastic materials in
dail y working areas

(ii)
8. Remarks

Capable to identify and select right plastic materials

-

303

1. Title

Appl y foundation knowledge of mould and tooling steels

2. Code

106441L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to understand the foundation knowledge of moulds and tooling
materials and also appl y relevant knowledge in dail y work

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand the categories,
performance, physical

knowledge

of

performance,

usages

chemical

and mechanical
and

relevant

moulds and tooling

processing procedures of the commonl y

steels

used moulds and tooling materials


Recognise the characteristics and usages
of different moulds and tooling steels



Understand all kinds of word meaning of
moulds

and

including

tooling

steels

spectrometer/

testing,
EDS

composition anal ysis, hardness, optical
microscopy anal ysis, tensile and impact
strength


Understand

the

international

specifications and grades of moulds and
tooling steels mould


Recognise the development of moulds
and tooling steels and characteristics of
new moulds and tooling steels

6.2 Appl y
of

knowledge 

moulds

and

Interpret the moulds and tooling steels
documents,

tooling steels

specifications

and

descriptions


identify and select right moulds and
tooling steels
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6.3 Professional
handling

of

7. Assessment

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

appl ying
knowledge

Follow

requirements
of

of

technologies

and

techniques, product specifications and

moulds and tooling

production

efficiency,

appl y

steels

moulds and tooling steels

different

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y foundation knowledge of mould and tooling
steels in dail y working areas

(ii)
8. Remarks

Capable to identify and select right moulds and tooling steels

-

305

1. Title

Anal yse plastics material qualit y

2. Code

106442L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all qualit y control
department of the corporation of Plastics Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to check and accept the qualit y of plastics

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand
information

the 
of

the

t ypes

and

scopes

of

plastic materials


plastic

Understand
Understand

the

physical

properties,

properties,

thermal

materials,

mechanical

including t ypes,

properties,

natures

electrical properties, thermal properties,

and

chemical

detection

transmittance,

methods

degradation etc of the plastic materials.


weather

properties,
resistance

and

Understand different inspection methods,
applications and limitations



Understand different anal ytical methods
and equipment of plastic materials, such
as

far-infrared

anal ysis,

and

anal ysis,
carbon

spectral

composition

anal ysis


Understanding the material database of
all material suppliers in the market



Understand plastic materials anal ysis and
performance
standards,

testing
such

as

of
the

common

international

standards of ASTM, ISO and DIN


Recognise

relev ant

international

environmental protection and safet y laws
and regulations, such as WEEE, RoHS
and EuP
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6.2 Capable to carry 
out

Appl y all kinds of material database in
the market, collect, anal yse and appl y

checking and

relevant materials information

accepting plastics


Carry out general inspection of plastics



Formulate

plastics

checking

and

accepting scheme


In accordance with the internal resource,
select and operate suitable equipment and
carry out plastic inspection



Select

suitable

agency,

carry

third -part y
out

compl ex

testing
plastic

anal ysis


6.3 Professional
handling

Follow the safet y guidelines and related

of

operational codes of plastic materials

inspections of all

inspection,

ensure

the

kinds of plastic

inspection

materials

inspection equipment and accuracy of

procedures ,

safet y

of

stabilit y

of

inspection results
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulate plastics checking and accepting scheme

(ii)

Capable to formulate the important inspection indicators of
plastic

materials

applications,

mechanical performance
8. Remarks

-

307

such

as

composition

and

1. Title

Carry out appearance inspection of plastic parts

2. Code

106443L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all qualit y control department
of the corporation of Plastics Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to distinguish all kinds of surface defects of plastic parts, so as to carry
out appearance test of plastic parts

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Recognise

the 

Recognise all kinds of plastic surface

surface defects of

defects that may occur, such as scratches,

plastic

void,

parts

and

testing standard

sewing

impurities,

patterns,

flashing,

shrink ing,
spots

and

deformation


Understand the causes of all kinds of
surface defects of plastic parts



Understand

the

testing

methods

and

techniques of all kinds of surface defects
of plastic parts


Understand

the

plastic

parts

testing

standard, methods, supporting tools of
testing, testing environment and surface
level of plastic parts of the internal and
customers
6.2 Anal yse the surface 

Carry out appearance test of plastic parts

defects of plastic

and detailed record relevant defects

parts and propose 

According

improvements

standards and limited samples, determine

to

the

appearance

test

whether the appearance of the plastic part
is qualified


Carry out testing of internal stress



Effectivel y distinguish the surface defects
of plastic parts, make systematic anal ysis
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and propose feasible ways of improvement


Operate supporting tools of appearance
testing, such as a microscope, magnifier
and calipers



Implement the sampling program to ensure
the qualit y of the products can reach
Acceptance Qualit y Level(AQL)



6.3 Professional
handling

7. Assessment

of

Follow the safet y guidelines and related
operational

codes

of

plastic

materials

appearance inspection

inspection, carry out appearance test of

of plastic parts

plastic parts

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to describe all kinds of surface defects and their causes
of general plastic products

(ii)

Capable to carry out appearance test of plastic parts and detailed
record relevant results

8. Remarks

-

309

1. Title

Carry out qualit y inspection and evaluation of plastic parts

2. Code

106444L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all qualit y control department of
the corporation of Plastics Industry. Practitioners should be capable to
distinguish all kinds of surface defects of plastic parts, so as to carry out
qualit y inspection of plastic parts

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Recognise

the 

Recognise all kinds of plastic surface defects

surface defects of

that may occur, such as scratches, void, sewing

plastic parts and

patterns, shrinking, impurities, flashing, spots

testing standard

and deformation


Understand the causes of all kinds of surface
defects of plastic parts



Understand the testing methods and techniques
of all kinds of surface defects of plastic parts



Understand the plastic parts testing standard,
methods, supporting tools of testing, testing
environment and surface level of plastic parts of
the internal and customers

6.2 Anal yse

the 

Carry out appearance test of plastic parts and

surface defects of

detailed record relevant defects

plastic parts and 

According to the appearance test standards and

propose

limited

improvements

appearance of the plastic part is qualified

samples,

determine

whether

the



Carry out testing of internal stress



Effectivel y distinguish the surface defects of
plastic parts, make systematic anal ysis and
propose feasible ways of improvement



Operate supporting tools of appearance testing,
such as a microscope, magnifier and calipers



Implement the sampling program to ensure the
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qualit y of the products can reach Acceptance
Qualit y Level(AQL)


6.3 Professional
handling

of

qualit y
inspection

Follow

the

operational

safet y

guidelines

codes

inspection, carry out
of

of

plastic

and

related
materials

qualit y inspection

of

plastic parts

plastic parts
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to describe all kinds of surface defects and their causes of
general plastic products

(ii)

Capable to carry out appearance test of plastic parts and detailed
record relevant results

8. Remarks

-

311

1. Title

Manual and automatic geometric dimension measurement

2. Code

106445L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporation s of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to carry out manual and automatic geometric dimension measurement

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand

the

basic

principles

of

metrology and measurement

knowledge
manual

of 
and

techniques

automatic
geometric

of

manual

geometric

dimension measurement


dimension
measurement

Understand the principles, methods and

Understand all kinds of marked symbols
and their meaning on the drawing



Understand

the

measurement

methods

and range of geometric dimensions and
tolerances,
parallelism,

such

as

length,

verticalit y,

angle,

roundness,

concentricit y, shape and contour


Understand the balance and adap tabilit y



Understand the foundation principle of
operation of measuring instruments, such
as

CMM

and

optical

coordinate

measuring instrument


Understand

the

using

methods,

techniques, and limitations of measuring
instruments and tools
6.2 Carry out manual 
and

automatic

all kinds of geometries measure and

geometric
dimension

Read and understand the requirements of
identify datum surface



measurement

Select

the

appropriate

measuring

instruments, tools, fixtures of supporting
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measurement, and carry out manual and
automatic

geometric

dimension

measurement


Operate

all

kinds

of

contact

and

non-contact measurement equipment, and
carry out measurement


Make

the

measurements

accordance

with

the

recorded

geometry

in
and

complete the relevant qualit y inspection
report


Carry out simple preventive maintenance
of all kinds of measuring instruments and
tools, so as to maintain its accuracy



6.3 Professional

of 

handling
manual

and

Ensure the measurement data is accurate
Follow the safet y guidelines and relevant
requirements,

carry

out

automatic

automatic

geometric

geometric

measurement

manual

and

dimension

dimension
measurement
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

select

and

operate

appropriate

measuring

instruments, tools, fixtures of supporting measurement, and
carry

out

manual

and

automatic

geometric

dimension

measurement
(ii)

Capable to make the measurements recorded in accordance with
the geometry and compile the relevant qualit y inspection report

8. Remarks

313

1. Title

Carry out product testing

2. Code

106446L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all qualit y control
department of the corporation of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable to carry out product testing in
accordance with relevant testing standard.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand all kinds of product testing
requirements,

of

such

as

environmental

requirements, quality requirements and

product testing

requirements

of measuring equipment /

tools


Understand the procedures and methods
of testing of all kinds of products



Understand the qualified standard of
testing results



Understand the operation methods and
techniques

of

all

kinds

of

tes ting

equipment and tools


Understand

the

purpose

of

product

testing
6.2 Carry out product 
testing

According to the drawing requirements,
testing

standards,

testing

procedures,

carry out relevant product testing


Determine

whether

the

product

is

certificated in accordance with the test
results


Make a record according to the test
results and compile a qualit y inspection
report
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Correctl y operate all kinds of measuring

equipment and tools


6.3 Professional
handling

of

carrying

out

testing are accepted by the customer and
in

product testing

compliance

with

the

international

standards


7. Assessment

Ensure the procedures and methods of

Ensure the measurement data is accurate

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate suitable equipment and tools in accordance
with the drawing requirements and testing standards, carry out
relevant testing

(ii)

Capable to make a record according to the test results and
compile a qualit y inspection report

8. Remarks

-

315

1. Title

Calibration and preventive maintenance of measurement instruments
and equipment

2. Code

106447L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all qualit y control
department of the corporati on of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable to calibrate and preventativel y
maintain the measurement instruments and equipment i n laboratory

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
calibration

of

and equipment calibration .

and 

Understand

the

principles,

methods,

techniques and importance of all kinds of
of

measuring instruments and

measurement
instruments

importance

of traceabilit y in measuring instruments

preventive
maintenance

Understand the concept and

equipment

calibration .
and 

equipment

Understand

the

standard

operating

methods of relevant testing, calibration,
adjustment of the measuring instruments
and

equipment

and

other

relevant

regulatory requirements .


Understand

the

environmental

requirements of measuring instruments
and equipment calibration .


Understand the preventive maintenance
methods

and

ways

of

measuring

instruments and equipment .


Understand

the

relevant

professional

qualifications which internal calibration
can be carried out.
6.2 Carry
calibration

out 

Identify within the enterprise needs to be

and

corrected

preventive

measuring

instruments

and

devices (including internal and external
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maintenance

of

calibration correction), the correction of

measurement
instruments

the
and

cycle,

relevant

equipment

and

the

calibration

development
and

of

maintenance

plan


Select and appl y appropriate calibration
methods, and carry out calibration of
measuring instruments and equipment



Communicate with external laboratory or
institution, arrange external calibration
of measuring instruments and equipmen t



Determine the precision and accuracy of
measuring instruments and equipment are
in valid range after calibration



Compile calibration reports and mark and
label the measurement instruments and
equipment



Calibrate

the

unqualified

measuring

instruments and equipment and arrange
repair and maintenance


6.3 Professional
handling
calibration

of

requirements, carry out calibration and

and

preventive maintenance of measurement

preventive
maintenance

Follow the safet y guidelines and relevant

instruments and equipment
of 

Ensure the measurement data is accurate

measurement
instruments

and

equipment
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to compile calibration records and mark and label the
measurement instruments and equipment

(ii)

Capable to carry out calibration and preventive maintenance of
measurement instruments and equipment, in accordance with
relevant plans, guidelines and standards

8. Remarks

-

317

1. Title

Handle delivery arrangement

2. Code

106448L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all logistics department of
the corporation of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to appl y the knowledge of logistics and freight,
arrange the most suitable container and freight service to complete all
kinds of delivery tasks.

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Recognise the general characteristics and
processes

of

land,

maritime

and

air

of

transport, such as the characteristics and

handling delivery

limitations of the types of vehicle and

arrangement

truck, shipping routes, regions and ships,
and different air carrier and pallets


Recognise the concepts of unit load
(Unit Load)



Recognise the operation of freight



Recognise the technologies related to
product tracking



Understand different t ypes and uses of
containers



Understand the size, volume, maximum
load, external and internal dimensions of
different containers



Understand

the

coordination

between

shipping containers and cargo


Understand

the

characteristics

containers

and

cargo,

of

including

classification and characteristics, and the
arrangements of loading and unloading of
different containers and cargo
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Understand the concepts and advantages
and

disadvantages

of

multimodal

transport


Understand the responsibilities of the
logistics service providers when handling
containers and cargo



Understand

the

relevant

terms

of

shipping conditions, such as FOB and
CIF
6.2 Handle

delivery 

arrangement

Communicate with the logistics service
providers

on

all

kinds

of

shipping

arrangements, understand the details of
the

price

of

different

freight

arrangements, insurance, characteristics
and limitations


Communicate
collect

with

shipping

internal

staff

conditions

and
and

requirements


Arrange a suitable container and delivery
services for different delivery conditions
and requirements



In accordance with different deliver y
conditions, carry out different deliver y
arrangements and documents handling



Track the locations and conditions of
goods from logistics service providers



Answers all questions of delivery raised
by internal staff and explain the d etails
of shipping arrangements



Manage the logistics service providers,
and reflect the actual situation to all
levels

of

management

and

make

recommendations


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow the relevant legal compliance
which
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are

related

to

logistics

and

7. Assessment

delivery

transportation, warehousing, customs and

arrangement

bonded, and handle delivery arrangement

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to arrange appropriate delivery services in accordance
with all kinds of delivery conditions and requirements

(ii)

Capable to complete all kinds of reports and report the actual
delivery conditions to management

8. Remarks

-

320

1. Title

Carry out electronic information exchanges of goods (applicable to
plastic and metal industries onl y)

2. Code

106449L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the logistics department of
the corporation of Plastic and Metal Industries . Practitioners should
be capable to exchange electronic information of goods with logistics
service provider or other relevant units

4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
carrying

Recognise

the

products

deliver y

strategies of the corporate
of 
out

Recognise

electronic

information

exchange standards , formats and total

electronic

capacit y

information

corporate logistics service provider s or

exchanges of goods

other relevant units


of

technologies

used

by

Understand the goods classification and
marking system of the corporation



Understand the technologies of electronic
identification

of

goods,

including

Electronic Product Code, (EPC), Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) and Bar
Code Identification


Understand the standards, formats and
technologies

of

industries

commonl y

used electronic information exchanges,
such

as

(EDI),
(XML)

Electronic
Extensible
and

Data

Interchange

Markup

Digital

Language

Trade

and

Transportation Network (DTTN)
6.2 Carry

out 

electronic

Properl y handle the required electronic
documents or information of logistics
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information

service

exchanges of goods

operations


providers

or

online

logistics

Convert the documents or information to
appropriate standards and formats of
information exchange



According to issue electronic messages
within the enterprise itself and different
electronic mess age exchange standards,
converted to the internal format used



Handle issuing information which cannot
be processed, such as contact ing senders,
conversing interpretation software and
seeking for technical support



Examine the goods classification and
marking systems of the corporation, in
accordance
process

with

the

securit y,

efficiency

compatibilit y,
integration

and

consider
of

cost,

technical

carrying

goods

out

identification

system with the logistics service provider


Reflect

the

electronic

actual

conditions

information

management

and

exchanges
make

of
to

relevant

recommendations for improvement


6.3 Professional
handling
carrying

7. Assessment
Criteria

of

Ensure

the

accuracy

of

electronic

information exchanges of goods

out 

Follow relevant legal requirements of the

electronic

operating

information

electronic

exchanges of goods

goods

regions

when

information

carrying

out

exchanges

of

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to complete electronic information delivery, receive
and interpretation in according with the exchange standards,
formats and technologies of the corporation
units
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and different

8. Remarks

-

323

1. Title

Arrange customs declaration and clearance

2. Code

106450L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the logistics staff of the
Manufacturing Technologies Industries corporation. Practitioners
should be capable to follow the procedures and requirements of
government

departments,

and

customs

arrange

declaration

and

clearance
4. Level

3

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

Recognise the declaration procedure of
import and export of goods

of 

Recognise the declaration procedures of

arranging

import and export of goods under the

customs

bonded system

declaration

and 

clearance

Recognise

declaration

procedures

of

overflow discharge, mis -unloading and
cargo shortlanded


Recognise

the

relevant

declaration

procedures of transit, transshipment and
transportation


Recognise the relevant procedures of
customs transit



Recognise the dutiable commodities and
control of Customs Clearance procedures
of goods



Recognise

the

categories

and

arrangements of declaration documents


Recognise electronic data interchange
or

electronic

platforms

to

carry out

declaration


Understand
declaration

the
officers,

qualifi cations
declaration

of
time

and time limit, organization and location,
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reporting

procedures

and

required

documents


Understand the function of the customs,
the

reasons

to

declare,

customs

declaration procedures, fees, fines of
delay reporting


Understand

the

customs

declaration

content, such as cargo statistics code,
focus description and number


Understand

the

customs

inspection

formats of goods, such as random checks
and appearance inspection
6.2 Arrange customs 
declaration

and

In

accordance

with

local

customs

framework, ensure to make declaration to

clearance

the relevant authorities within time limit
when importing and exporting goods


According to local customs requirements,
handle the entrusted declaration



Prepare

adequate

and

appropriate

customs declaration documents and files


According

to

requirements,
documents

the

local

customs

in

the

required

enter

the

required

fill
or

information


Appl y Internet to reserve inspection of
the seized goods



Keep the customs clearance documents
appropriatel y



Monitor the work of inspection of goods
of the customs and record any accident of
damage



Work

closel y

with

logistics

service

providers or agents to deal with the
issues

of

clearance
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customs

declaration

and



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow the relevant legal compliance
which

are

related

to

logistics

and

arranging

transportation, warehousing, customs and

customs

bonded, and arrange customs declaration

declaration

and

and clearance

clearance
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to follow the customs declaration procedures and
requirements and complete the customs declaration correctl y
and in a timel y manner

(ii)

Capable to follow the government procedures and requirements,
complete the clearance procedures

8. Remarks

-

326

1. Title

Carry out receiving payment arrangement and appl y double -entr y
bookkeeping for record

2. Code

106451L3

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the logistics staff of the
Manufacturing Technologies Industries corporation. Practitioners
should be capable to Carry out receiving payment arrangement with
the suppliers and customers, and appl y double -entry bookkeeping to
complete relevant deposit work

4. Level

3

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the functions and procedures
of bookkeeping

of 

Understand

the

principles

of

receiving

double-entry bookkeeping and original

payment

accounting books

arrangement

and 

double-entry

Understand

all

kinds

of

handling

procedures of internal payment receive

bookkeeping
6.2 Carry

out 

Appl y

double-entry

bookkeeping

to

receiving

record the relevant assets, liabilities,

payment

expenses and revenue transactions of the

arrangement

and

corporation


appl y
double-entry
bookkeeping

Compile the original accounting books,
such as the books of sales, purchase,

for

sales return , withdraw from purchase

record

,

cash and pett y cash


Appl y all kinds of accounting books to
make record



Follow the internal payment processing
procedures and handle

all kinds of

payments arrangements with suppliers
and clients
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6.3 Professional
handling

of

arrangement and record


receiving
payment
arrangement

Ensure the accuracy of receiving payment
Prevent any abuse or corruption during
receiving

and

payment

arrangement

and

record

record
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to appl y double-entry bookkeeping to make record
correctl y

(ii)

Capable to follow the internal payment processing procedures
and carry out all kinds of receiving payments arrangements

8. Remarks

-

328

Competency Level 4

329

1. Title

Provide general legal support and related consultation channels of
Hong Kong and Mainland China towards corporate

2. Code

106452L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporation

of

Manufacturing

be

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners

should

capable to look for professional legal advisory body for the
corporation, provide legal advice and protect the corporate interests
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand

Recognise the general concepts of legal

relevant law and

system

consultation

Mainland China

channels of Hong 

Recognise the relevant laws on foreign

Kong

investment in Mainland China, such as

and

Mainland China

joint

and

the

judicial

ventures

enterprises

of

and

of

cooperative

China

corporation

system

and

and

foreign

foreign-funded

corporations


Recognise the different characteristics of
the domestic commercial organizations,
such

as

sole

proprietorships,

partnerships, limited liabilit y institutions
and Co. agencies


Recognise the general concept of Hong
Kong legal system, including the legall y
binding contract, the reasons of invalid
contract, compensation for breach of
contract, and all kinds of securit y laws
and

the

legal

meaning

of

guarantee

provisions


Recognise

the

Mainland

China

commercial
which

is

law
related

of
to

Manufacturing Technology Industry, such
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as contract law


Understand the consultation channels of
Hong Kong and Mainla nd China towards
corporate

6.2 Provide

general 

Appl y the commonly used Hong Kong

legal support and

commercial

related

corporation in dail y operations, such as

consultation

intellectual propert y law, contract law

channels of Hong

and the sale of goods law

and 

Kong
Mainland

China

regulations

to

the

Appl y the commonly used business law
of Mainland China to the trade between

towards

Hong

corporate

operations of the joint venture


Kong

and

China

and

dail y

Seek assistance from professional legal
consultancy organisations,

review

the

operation of the corporation, identify
potential risks so as to protect and
safeguard

the

legitimate

rights

a nd

interests of the corporation in Hong Kong
and Mainland China


6.3 Professional
handling

During dail y operation, timel y point out

of

the relevant laws of Hong Kong and

providing general

mainland China that should be followed

legal support and

and applied to employers and employees,

related

so

consultation

corporation

as

to

protect

the

interests

of

channels of Hong
Kong
Mainland

and
China

towards
corporate
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y commonl y used Business Law knowledge of
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Hong Kong and mainland China, examine and ensure the
corporation

compl y

with

the

relevant

laws

and

make

recommendations
(ii)

Capable

to

find

suitable

professional

legal

consultancy

organisations, assist the corporation to solve legal problems
and protect the corporate interests
8. Remarks

-

332

1. Title

Provide advice on taxes and duties handling

2. Code

106453L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporation

of

Manufacturing

be

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners

should

capable to appl y extensive knowledge of tax and customs duties,
anal yse business development and operational situation and make
recommendations to management
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand the corporate development
strategies

of 

knowledge
taxes and duties

Understand

the

targets,

plans

and

strategies of financial management


Understand the relevant knowledge of the
regional tax and customs duties of Hong
Kong and operating regions



Understand the calculation method of the
tax and customs duties of Hong Kong and
the operating regions



Understand the conditions of taxes and
duties of the corporate trade o bjects and
operating regions

6.2 Provide advice on 
taxes

and

duties

Calculate International trade tax and
tariff

handling

and

check

the

accuracy

of

calculation


Describe the relevant tax and customs
duties, such as goods and services tax
and tariffs on imported goods to the
management

and

the

relevant

departments


Identify the involving parts of the global
business transactions
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According
strategy,

to
make

corporate

development

recommendations

on

market development and operation of
taxation to management


6.3 Professional
handling

During

dail y

operation,

follow

the

of

regulations of taxes and duties of the

providing advice on

operating regions strictl y so as to protect

taxes

the corporate interests

and

duties

handling
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to assess and calculate the relevant information of tax
and customs duties

(ii)

Capable to make recommendations on taxes and duties in
accordance with the regulations of taxes and duties of the
operating regions, so as to protect the corporate interests

8. Remarks

-

334

1. Title

Establishment and preventive maintenance of equipment / tools
management system

2. Code

106454L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporation

of

Manufacturing

be

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners

should

capable to meet the corporate resource development policies and
strategies, and establish and preventativel y maintain equipment /
tools management system
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

establishment
of

maintenance

establishment and

and
of

preventive

equipment

/

tools

management computer system


preventive
maintenance

Recognise the relevant applications of

of

Understand

the

corporate

resource

development policies and strategies

equipment / tools 

Understand the rele vant information of

management

the corporate equipment / tools, such as

system

status, production date and the repair
time


Understand

the

standard

and

best

example of establishment and preventive
maintenance

of

equipment

/

tools

management system


Understand the principles and methods
of planning, development and portfolio
allocation

of

equipment

/

tools

management system
6.2 Establishment and 
preventive
maintenance

Meet

the

corporate

resource

development policies and strategies, and
of

establish and preventativel y maintain

equipment / tools

equipment / tools management system
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management
system

Identify the application scope of all
kinds

of

equipment

/

tools

in

the

corporation


Track if the corporate equipment / tools
are

added,

reduced

or

damaged,

regularl y update the system and ensure
the integrit y of data


Supervise the application condit ions of
equipment / tool management s ystem,
make recommendations for improvement
and follow-up corrective measures



Recommend

an

appropriate

computer

system for the electronic equipment /
tool management system


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure the established equipment / tools
management

system

establishment and

corporate

preventive

production efficiency

maintenance

of 

equipment / tools

development

meets
and

the

improve
/

Ensure the accuracy of the information
of equipment / tools management s ystem

management
system
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to meet the corporate resource development policies
and strategies, and establish and preventativel y maintain
equipment / tools management system

(iii)

Capable to recommend an appropriate computer system for the
electronic equipment / tool management system

8. Remarks

-

336

1. Title

Preventive maintenance of computer system

2. Code

106455L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporation of
Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners

should

be

capable to carry out preventive maintenance of all kinds of computer
system of the corporation
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

of all kinds of computer systems within
of

the corporation


preventive
maintenance

Understand the application and operation

of

Understand

the

general

methods

and

techniques of preventive maintenance of

computer system

computer system


Understand the

way of

upgrade

and

maintenance of computer systems


Understand the various computer systems
within the enterprise maintenance items
and maintenance frequency



Understanding

the

latest

computer

systems development of the industry
6.2 Carry

out 

preventive
maintenance

Monitor all kinds of computer systems of
the corporation is normal or not

of 

computer system

Arrange and upgrade the

maintenance

of all kinds of computer systems of the
corporation regularl y


Carry out troubleshooting of computer
system



Record the history of various computer
systems of the corporation



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure

the

normal

operation

of

the

computer system , and carry out all kinds
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preventive
maintenance

of upgrades and maintenance
of

will not affect the business operations of

computer system
7. Assessment

which

the corporation

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to arrange and carry out upgrades and maintenance of
all kinds of computer systems of the corporation regularl y

(ii)

Capable to monitor the conditions of computer systems and
carry out general troubleshooting

8. Remarks

-

338

1. Title

Recruit and select staff

2. Code

106456L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the human resources department of the
corporation of Manufacturing Technologies Industries. Practitioners should be
capable to arrange the most suitable candidate to perform the vacancy in
accordance with the relevant corporate procedures

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
recruiting

Recognise foundation psychology and
communication skills

of 
and

Recognise the relevant legislation of
operating

selecting staff

regions

and

personnel

management, such as local employment
regulations,

the

Equal

Ordinance,

the

Sex

Ordinance,

the

Opportunities
Discrimination

Famil y

Status

Discrimination Ordinance, the Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance


Understand

Human

Resource

Management Strategy


Understand

the

existing

recruitment

procedures, guidelines and terms of the
corporation


Understand

all

kinds

of

recruitment

channel and relative effectiveness


Understand the conditions of the current
human resources market, payroll trends
and

objective

conditions

of

the

corporation
6.2 Recruit

and 

select staff

According to the operation structure and
needs of the corporation, set up the
demands for posts, including specific job
requirements (such as education, work
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experience, professional qualifications),
the form of employment of the positions
(such as long-term/ short-term contract,
full-time/

part -time)

and

promotion

system


Formulate recruitment plans, determine
the recruitment budget and select the
appropriate

recruitment

including

internal

and

chan nels,
external

recruitment selection


Effectivel y implement the recruitment
process,

including

initial

screening,

arranging interviews, oral and written
test, practical operation and carry out
assessment


Keep documents or information of the
recruitment

and

selection

of

staff

appropriatel y


6.3 Professional
handling
recruiting

of

Follow the Code of Practice of equal
opportunities, understand the relevant

and

Ordinance

selecting staff

of

in

the

course

of

employment and meet the requirements
of gender, disabilit y and famil y status, so
as to avoid violating the Discrimination
Ordinances


Prevent

any

abuse

of

power

and

corruption during the staff recruitment
and selection process


Follow the Code of Practice of "Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance" of the human
resource m anagement

7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to established by corporate staff selection criteria and
recruitment procedures, suitable for different jobs in the
selection of staff
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(ii)

Capable to regularl y review the staff recruitment and selection
methods, and in response to the development of the labo ur
market, make recommendations for improvement

8. Remarks

-

341

1. Title

Handle general labour disputes

2. Code

106457L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the human resources
department

of

the

corporation

of

Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries. Practitioners should be capable to make clear guidelines
and supervision, practise good personnel management and handle
general labour disputes
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

the

employment -related

knowledge
handling

Understand

relevant

legislation

and

of

statutory bodies, such as the Labour

general

Department and the relevant legislation

labour disputes

(such as the Labour Relations Ordinance,
the Employment Ordinance , Occupational
Safet y

and

Mandatory

Health

Regulations),

Provident

Fund

the

Schemes

Authorit y and the relevant legislation
(such

as

schemes

Mandatory

Provident

Ordinance),

Office

Fund

of

the

Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data
and

related

legislation

(such

as

the

Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance), the
Equal Opportunities Commission and the
relevant ordinance

(such as the Sex

Discrimination Ordinance, the Disabilit y
Discrimination Ordinance, the Famil y
Status discrimination Ordinance), ICAC
and the relevant legislation (such as the
Prevention of Bribery Ordi nance)


Understand the relevant law and statutory
agencies

of

the

operating regions
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employment-related



Understand the arbitration procedures,
approaches and related agencies



Understand the penalties of violating
employment laws and regulations

6.2 Handle

general 

labour disputes

Master

Good

personnel

management

skills, set up different communication
channels and reduce unnecessary labour
disputes and legal proceedings


In the dail y human resource management ,
follow and refer to the relevant laws and
regulations,
disputes,

handle

such

employers

as

and

general

labor

relations

between

employees ,

wages,

commissions calculation and payment,
payroll

deductions,

transfer

instant

dismissal,

arrangements,

severance pay, long service payments and
MPF contributions


In accordance with relevant laws and
regulations, and the Labour Relations
Division or the relevant departments to
deal with general labor disputes



Make good use of appropriate mediation
and arbitration route



According to the law and regulations,
correctl y handle the work injuries, such
as

timel y

reporting

of

accidents,

periodical payments and related medical
costs, sick leave clearance and handling
procedures


6.3 Professional
handling
general

of
labour

disputes

Follow

the

relevant

employment

relationship

consideration

to

corporation

and

and

the

interest

staff

when

general labour disputes
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legislation

of
give

of

the

handling

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

master

relevant

legislation

of

employment

relationship and give consideration to the interest of the
corporation and staff when handling general labour disputes
8. Remarks

-

344

1. Title

Implement shopfloor management

2. Code

106458L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporation of
Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners

should

be

capable to follow the relevant legislation of o ccupational safet y and
environmental

protection,

implement

manufacturing

shopfloor

management
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand the corporate management

knowledge

and

system


occupational
safet y
manufacturing

of

Understand

foundation

manufacturing

technologies


Understand
the

management,

shopfloor

such

management

management, qualit y control, production
time

as

production
production

management

of

and

materials
production

efficiency


Understand the relevant legal compliance
of

the

occupational

safet y

an d

environment al protection


Understand

the

factory

equipment

maintenance methods


Understand the using methods of fixtures



Understand

the

semi-automatic

application

and

full y

of

automatic

manufacturing technology equipment in
shopfloor


Understand

the

implementation
maintenance

concept
of

methods,

systemati c
such

Productive Maintenance (TPM)
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and

as

Total



6.2 Manage
shopfloor

Carry out dail y operations management
of manufacturing shopfloor and factory



According to the legislation, design the
workflow and provide a safe working
environment etc



Carry

out

plans,

set

quantit y,

Manufacturing
up

department

cost,

qualit y

production
production
and

time

requirements of delivery, such as Master
Production

Schedule

and

Material

Requirements Planning


Solve the unconventional issues appear
in department's operations



Set

up

appropria te

guidelines

of

manufacturing equipment operations and
treatment of chemicals and heat,

so as

to avoid accidents


6.3 Professional
handling

7. Assessment
Criteria

of

the

Safety

"Occupational

shopfloor

Regulations",

management

workshop

Guidelines

Safet y

and

manage

of

Health
shopfloor/

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to appl y knowledge of production management, follow
the

relevant

legislation

environmental

protection,

production efficiency
8. Remarks

Follow

-

346

of

occupational

manage

shopfloor

safet y
and

and

improve

1. Title

Establishment and preventive maintenance of cleanroom

2. Code

106459L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporation of
Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners

should

be

capable to carry out planning and management of cleanroom
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand the points of selection

of

air filter and decoration arrangement of

knowledge

of

different

establishment and
maintenance

of

of

Understand

relevant

the

level

and

standards of cleanliness of cleanroom


cleanroom

levels

cleanroom


preventive

cleanliness

Understand the applications and features
related

to

cleaning

equipment

of

cleanroom, such as the unit of airshower,
HEPA and air filter


Understand commonly used materials of
the cleanroom, such as clean closed
doors,

clean closed windows, clean

airtight lights


Understand the methods and techniques
of cleanroom design and planning, such
as

piping

systems,

exhaust

pipes,

materials handling and work procedures


Understand
and

the

cleanroom

environmental

equipment
preventive

maintenance methods, techniques and
frequency
6.2



Establishment
and

preventive

maintenance

Formulate the production guidelines of
cleanroom and monitor their production

of

process, so as to ensure the production
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cleanroom

efficiency and product qualit y


Control
room

the

temperature,

pressure,

distribution,

air

cleanliness,

velocit y

noise

and

vibration

air
and

lighting, static of the cleanroom in a
range

of

needs,

and

improve

continuousl y


Select

appropriate

equipment

and

purification

plant

material

to

establish cleanrooms


Carry out dail y preventive maintenance
of

purification

equipment

of

cleanroom, and formulate relevant point
checklist


6.3 Professional
handling

Follow

the

safety

guidelines

of

"Occupational

Safet y

establishment and

Regulations",

establish,

preventive

continuous

maintenance

of

improve

and
the

of

Health

manage

and

cleanroom

production

cleanroom
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to set up technical and management requirements of
cleanroom, and establish the production

procedures of the

cleanroom
(ii)

Capable to formulate guidelines and effectivel y manage and
propose improvements

(iii)

Capable to regularl y monitor the production process efficiency
and product qualit y

8. Remarks

-

348

1. Title

Supervise and monitor the operation and maintenance of production
equipment

2. Code

106460L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners should be capable to formulate appropriate guidelines,
standardise the equipment operation and preventive maintena nce
methods, so as to ensure the proper operation of production
equipment
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Recognise all kinds of equipment of the
workshop

of 

Recognise

all

kinds

of

occupational

supervising

and

safet y standards and regulations, such as

monitoring

the

OHSAS

operation

of

18001,

Occupational

labor

Safet y

law
and

and
Health

production

Ordinance

equipment

Recognise existing qualit y management
system of the corporation


Understand

all

maintenance

kinds

of

strategies,

production

maintenance,

maintenance,

equipment
such

as

Preventive

Corrective maintenance

and improving maintenance
6.2 Supervise
monitor
operation

and 

Set guidelines of production equipment

the

operation,

of

production

equipment

maintenance and all relevant working

production

guidelines,

equipment

operation and maintenance procedures


standardise

the

equipment

According to internal company standards
and

specifications,

regularl y

make

review, recording, anal ysis and reporting
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Ensure

that

all

staff

in

shopfloor

understand the instructions of production
equipment

operating,

maintenance

of

preventive

production

equipment

and the locations, format and contents of
all kinds of working guidelines


Ensure the operation and maintenance of
the equipment compile with all kinds of
occupational

safety

standards

and

regulations, such as OHSAS 18001, labor
laws and Occupational Safet y and Health
Ordinance


Anal yse equipment reliability, such as
Capacit y Utilization , Overall equipment
Effectiveness (OEE),
recovery(MTTR),

Mean

Mean time to
time

between

failures (MTBF).


Develop

repair,

maintenance

and

preventive maintenance programs, such
as arrangement of manpower, allocation
and setting maintenance personnel and
time


Anal yze the causes of equipment failure,
continue

to

improve

the

design

of

preventive maintenance so as to reduce
the failure rate


Reflect

the

situation

of

production

equipment to mana gement, so as arrange
equipment overhaul or replacement


6.3 Professional
handling

Follow

the

safety

guidance

of

of

Occupational Safet y & Health Ordinance

supervising

and

, supervise and monitor the operation of

monitoring

the

production equipment

operation

of 

production

When supervising and monitoring the
operation
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of

production

equipment,

equipment

consider the relevant cost of preventive
maintenance of production equip ment

7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable

to

develop

guidelines

of

production

equipment

operation, production equipment preventive maintenance and
all kinds of relevant guidelines and ensure that staff understand
and follow the guidelines to work
(ii)

Capable to Develop and continuousl y improve the appropriate
equipment preventive maintenance plan

8. Remarks

-

351

1. Title

Implement occupational safet y and health evaluation

2. Code

106461L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the working location of the
Manufacturing Technologies Industries. Practitioners should be
capable to effectively evaluate the relevant potential risks and
hazards of occupational safet y and health during business operations
and production processes

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand

the

corporate

risk

management strategy
of 

Understand the potential danger of all

occupational

kinds of manufacturing processes and

safet y and health

operations

evaluation



Understand the basic steps and methods
of the risk assessment of

occupational

safet y and h ealth


Understand

the

potential

risks

of

occupational safet y and health in the
workplace, and the relevant risks of
different grades of staff from


Understand the standards and regulations
of occupational health and safet y, such as
OHSAS

18001

Factory

&

Industrial

Undertaking, FIU Occupational Safet y
and Health Ordinance, codes of practice
of safet y practices
6.2 Implement



Examine whether the work environment

occupational

meets

the

safet y and health

occupational safet y and health, such as a

evaluation

first

aid

relevant
kit

must

requirements
be

equipped

of
in

workplace when the number of employees
is more than 50, and at least one person
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knows first aid knowledge


The classify all kinds of processes and
environment,

and

collect

relevant

information, such as the characteristics
and handling methods of the production
of

chemicals,

precautions

the

of

characteristics

office

and

and

production

equipment


Evaluate the consequences in according
with

the

probabilit y

of

potential

incidence of harmful ways and the degree
of injury


Evaluate the current method of risk
control, the causes and the co nsequences
of its failure and propose solutions to
improve or remedy



Based on the evaluation, take effective
measures to eliminate or reduce the
relevant potential hazards



Examine

the

guidelines

of

all

work

process and operation, appropriatel y add
elements

of

occupational

safet y

and

health


Implement at and supervise the actual
implementation of safet y guidelines, and
carry out regular review



Carry out occupational safet y promotion,
education and training, so that other staff
know the results of the risk assessment
and preventive measures established by
the corporation



Set the safet y management and incident
records, review and improve the securit y
mechanism

6.3 Professional
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When implement the occupational safet y

handling

of

and

health

evaluation,

the

overall

implementing

interests of the corporation, customers

occupational

and business partners must be taken into

safet y and health

account

evaluation
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

effectivel y

anal yse

the

potential

risks

of

occupational safet y and health in a ccordance with all kinds of
operational

and

production

processes,

sites

and

other

equipment
(ii)

Capable

to

carry out

comprehensive

risk

assessment

of

occupational safet y and health and take effective measures to
eliminate or reduce the relevant potential hazards
8. Remarks

-

354

1. Title

Carry out market research

2. Code

106462L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments

of

the

Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners should be capable to appl y data and information
collection and anal ysis skills, carry out market research
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

models

knowledge
carrying

Recognise all forecasting methods and

of

and

their

advantages

and

disadvantages

out 

market research

Understand

the

environment

and

global

market,

competition

of

the

potential market of the corporation


Understand the market anal ysis methods,
such as PEST anal ysis



Understand the market research methods,
including

quantitative

and

qualitative

research methods


Understand the market research tools,
such as the Statistical Anal ysis S ystem
(SAS)

and

Social

Science

statistical

software (SPSS)


Understand

the

corporate

market

information system


Understand

the

basic

background

of

market, including economics, politics,
culture and competition environment


6.2 Carry

out 

market research

Define the scope and depth of global
market research



Select the appropriate market research
methods
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Supervise the formulation and execution
of market research plans, ensure that
market res earch can effectivel y collect
applicable market data and info rmation



Appl y the Internet and corporate market
information

system

and

extensivel y

search the macro market information


Anal yse the credibility and effectiveness
market

of

the

market

data

and

information,


Carry out market demand forecasts



Evaluate the development trends and life
period of products



Integrate

all

kinds

of

data

and

information to compile market research
reports,

and

make

suggestions

to

management on market conditions


6.3 Professional
handling

of

carrying

out

Ensure the accuracy of market research
data

and

prevent

any

misleading

information

market research
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to collect all kinds of market data and information,
carry out anal ysis, judgment and market forecast

(ii)

Capable to formulate concise and comprehensive market
research reports

8. Remarks

-

356

1. Title

Formulate target market survey plan

2. Code

106463L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments
of
the
Manufacturing
Technologies
Industries.
Practitioners should be capable to formulate market research plans in
accordance with the development strategies, and help the corporation to
complete the market survey

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand

the

emphasis

of

business

development and business promotion, such

knowledge

of

as introduction of new products, market

formulating

situation research, brand image research

target

and sales marketing promotion

market


survey plan

Understand the target market environment
and competition conditions



Understand the categories, characteristics
and requirements of target customers



Understand the market share and market
position of the corporation



Understand

the

corporate

market

information system, and its applications on
market research


Understand the scope and methodology of
market survey

6.2 Formulate
market

target 
survey

Anal yse the characteristics and demand of
different customers , and target the main

plan

customers


Formulate effective target market research
program,
modalities,

including
procedures

methods of evaluation of


the
and

objectives,
effective

market surveys

Manage and supervise the implementation
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of target market survey plan


Integrate all kinds of market information,
anal yse target market



6.3 Professional
handling

of

survey report

When considering the formulating target
market

survey

program,

formulating

interests of the corporation

target

protected

market

survey plan



the

overall
must be

Ensure the objectives set by market survey
plan meet the relevant legal compliance

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulate effective target market survey plan in
accordance with the corporate development strategies

(ii)

Capable to manage and supervise the market survey plan
implementation situation and anal yse market survey report

8. Remarks

-

358

1. Title

Formulate market exploration plan

2. Code

106464L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments of the Manufacturing Technologies Industries.
Practitioners should be capable to master market orientation and all
kinds of information, meet the corporate market expansion strategy
and formulate market exploration plan

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

corporate

development

corporate

development

strategies
of 

knowledge
formulating

Recognise

market

exploration plan

Understand
strategies



Understand the characteristics of the
corporation and their products



Understand target market environment
and

competition

condition,

the

development potential of target market,
market sales structure, existing market
orientation and market life cycle


Understand the market -oriented theory,
including

marketing

applications,

consumer

combination
and

of

business

market anal ysis techniques, consumer's
psychological

consumption

mode

and

leading organizations and institutions of
product markets


Understand

the

division

of

sales

environment and the market, including
different product distribution channels
and sales pricing methods and strategies
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Understand

the

applications

of

characteristics
different

and

marketing

promotion media


Understand the purpose and features of
different industrial fair

6.2 Formulate

market 

exploration plan

Through market survey report, anal yse
the characteristics and demand of target
customers



Anal yse market -orientation, identify the
marketing and publicit y purposes and
design market expansion program



Base on the corporate financial budget
allocation, formulate market exploration
plan, including formulating the product
marketing combination, participating in
different fairs, setting product prices and
sales strategies, and through all kinds of
different product marketing channels to
explore markets



Manage and supervise market expansion
plan's implementation



In

accordance

exploration

plan,

with

the

market

jointl y

arr ange

suitable training with human resources
department and relevant departments to
market exploration implement personnel
and front-line promotion staff


Formulate market performance indicators



Evaluate

the

market

promotion

effectiveness and carry out sustained
improvement


6.3 Professional
handling
formulating

of

exploration plan, the overall interests of

market

exploration plan

When considering the formulating market
the corporation must be protected



Ensure the objectives set by market
exploration plan meet the relevant legal
compliance

360

7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to anal yse the latest market information, meet the
corporate development and formulate market expansion plans

8. Remarks

-

361

1. Title

Implement market exploration plan

2. Code

106465L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments

of

the

Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners should be capable to understand the products market
environment and effectivel y implement market exploration plan
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Recognise the format and main point of
product promotion presentation

of 

implementing

Recognise

the

product

development

trends

market



Recognise the market theory

exploration plan



Understand the terminology and proper
nouns

of

Manufacturing

Technology

Industry


Understand

th e

including

market

corporate

products

market

concepts,

divided

purpose,

positions,

market

fundamentals variables and the basic
marketing strategy


Understand the consumers' purchasing
and decision-making patterns



Understand different evaluations on the
corporation and product in the markets ,
and the past effectiveness of market
exploration

6.2 Implement



Implement market exploration plan, such

market

as organising exhibition fairs, arranging

exploration plan

for

all

t ypes

of

advertisement

and

promote products at the exhibition
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Communicate with all market exploration

companies and advertising companies,
compile and amend the relevant market
development writings


Evaluate

the

market

promotion

effectiveness and report to management




6.3 Professional
handling

of

Unless

authorised,

never

disclose,

transfer or resale while handling the data

implementing

of market exploration plan

market exploration 

When implementing market exploration

plan

plan, the corporate benefits must be
leveraged.

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to implement the market exploration plan and assist
the completion of market exploration targets

(ii)

Capable to report the market promotion effectiveness to
management and provide recommendations

8. Remarks

-

363

1. Title

Carry out customer relationship management

2. Code

106466L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments of the Manufacturing Technologies Industries.
Practitioners should be capable to appl y customers relationship
management skills and maintain good relationship with customers, so
as to consolidate the corporate operations and credibilit y

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge
customer

relationship management
of 


relationship
management

Understand the strategies of customer
Understand the corporate brand strategy
Understand the measures of corporate
brand strategy



Understand the foundation theories of
customer

relationship

management,

including

consumers

knowledge,

customer satisfaction, establishment of
customer

relationship

and

the

moral

concept of customers relationship


Understand relevant resource library and
computer

systems

of

the

corporate

customers relationship management


Understand the skills of establishment
and

management

of

customers

relationship


Understand the relevant legislatio n and
regulations

of

customers

relationship

management in Hong Kong and operation
areas, such as Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance
6.2 Carry

out 

customer

Establish and maintain stable customers
relationship which meets all kinds of
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relationship

policies of the corporation


management

Anal yse

customer

needs

and

the

manufacturing technological level of the
corporation,

select

the

appropriate

products or manufacturing services to
customers


Select

effective

customers

channels

opinion

to

collect

towards

the

corporation and relevant data


Handle customer complaints, including
easing customers emotions, classify the
complaints, refe r the complaints to the
relevant departments, follow complaints
and handling customers



complaints

Review complaints and deal with the
problems

and

the

effectiveness

of

methods


Regularl y organise internal meeting to
review

service

level,

avoid

similar

complaints recur and improve the qualit y
of customer service


Appl y

relevant

computer

resource

systems

base

of

and

customer

relationship management to manage an d
anal yse customers
appl ying

information, such as

customer

data

to

anal yse

customer relationship, compile customer
relationship reports and the customer
information backup


Evaluate

the

customers

situations,

classify customers and regularl y report to
the management


6.3 Professional
handling

of

carrying

out

When carrying out customer relationship
management, put the customers
as
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the

top

priority

and

interest

follow

the

customer
relationship

Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance


management

Appl y

interpersonal

communication

skills, establish and maintain qualit y
customer service relationship

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y the customer relationship management skills
and establish and maintain good customers relationship, make
good use customer information to consolidate and improve
business

(ii)

Capable to regularl y review dealing methods and effectiveness
of complaints and issues, and suggest improvements

8. Remarks

-

366

1. Title

Integrated structural design of plastic moulds apart from injection
mould

2. Code

106467L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the principles of plastic moulds apart
from

injection

mould,

integrate

customers

requirements

and

relevant international standards and carry out relevant assembl y and
structural design
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand customers' requirements on
product appearance and functions

of 

knowledge

Understand

relevant

international

integrated structural

standards of design of plastic moulds

design

apart from injection mould, such as the

of

plastic

moulds apart from

SPI/SPE

Standard

injection mould

Association

of

American

of

Engineers

concept,

structure,

(SPI/SPE Standard)


Understand

the

function, processing methods, geometric
dimensioning & tolerancing, Rotational
Molding and soft vinyl molds


Recognise

all

steel

t ypes

and

applications of plastic extrusion, vacuum
molding, blow molding, rotocasting (soft
vinyl), Rotational Molding and other
plastic

molding

apart

from

injection

mould, select the appropriate materials,
manufacture all kinds of plastics and
various parts of rubber mould


Understand the commonl y used t ypes and
specifications of the surface treatment of
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plastic

moulds

apart

from

injection

mould


Recognise

the

types,

structures,

specifications and working principles of
the commonl y used equipment of plastic
moulds apart from injection mould
out 

6.2 Carry

Carry out concepts, structure, function,

integrated structural

geometric dimensions and tolerances of

design

plastic

of

plastic

moulds

apart

from

injection

moulds apart from

mould, such as vacuum molding and blow

injection mould

moulding


According

to

the

requirements

of

different products, select the appropriate
mould and steel


According

to

functionalit y

the

appearance

required

of

and

different

products, select the appropriate mould
for surface treatment


Integrate and formulate the structural
design of plastic moulds apart from
injection mould



Communicate with internal and external
customers and stakeholders and achieve
consistent standards



6.3 Professional
handling

7. Assessment

of

Detailedl y consider elements such as
safet y,

risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

integrated structural

environmental protection and cost, carry

design

plastic

out integrated structural design of plastic

moulds apart from

moulds apart from injection mould and

injection mould

meet all aspects of requirements

of

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to collect and integrate customers

requirements and

relevant international standards, formulate integrated structural
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design of plastic moulds apart from injection mould
(ii)

Capable to consider the appearance and functions requirements
of different products, complete the whole integrated structural
design of plastic moulds apart from injection mould

8. Remarks

-

369

1. Title

Sheet metal stamping single die and compound die functional design

2. Code

106468L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to carry out sheet metal stamping single die and
compound die functional design

in accordance with the combination

of sheet metal mould design and structural design
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

on appearance and functions, such as

knowledge

of

flashing burr, surface appearance and

sheet metal stamping
single

Understand the customer's requirements

die

compound

connection point

and 

Understand

die

standard of sheet metal stamping single

functional design

relevant

international

die and compound die functional design


Understand
designs

the

of

punching,

t ypes,

single

bending,

structures

and

die,

including

rolling,

forming,

forging, embossing


Understand

the

principles

and

relationships of punching and blanking


Understand the calculation of punching
pressure



Understand the definition and application
of punching gap



Understand the characteristics of
radius of bending and the

the

moulding

material


Understand

the

computation

of

the

expanded length of the bending materials


Understand
phenomenon
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the

Spring-back



Understand the relationship between the
gap of rolling dies, punches , lower mould
and shoulder radius



Understand

the

computation

of

the

finished products of the rolling blank


Understand various structures and design
of

different

combinations

of

the

compound die of stamping procedure


Recognise

the

product

application

limitations of the design and production
of compound die


Understand the commonl y used t ypes and
specifications of surface treatment of
sheet metal stamping die



Recognise the commonl y used t ypes,
structures, specifications and working
principles

of

the

commonl y

used

equipment of sheet metal stamping
6.2 Carry

out

metal
single

sheet 

stamping
die

compound

According to the integrated design of
metal

stamping,

design

integrated

and

punching die of punches, guide plate,

die

stripper, and dies of bending, blanking,

functional design

rolling, forming, forging and embossing


Formulate and adjust the appropriate die
gap, center position of die pressure,
bending angles, elongation,

extended

height and other parameters


Design compound die of sheet metal
stamping



In

accordance

with

all

kinds

of

requirements of the structure of metal
stamping dies and the production of sheet
metal

stamping

products,

set

the

appropriate tolerance and processing for
single die and compound die, so as to
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achieve

requirements

of

cumulative

tolerance limits of the dies, workpiece
sliding

/fixed

provide

and

coordination,

and

description

of

appropriate

workpiece drawing


Select and appl y all kinds of standard
parts of sheet metal stamping die

base

and die, such as round punch, and guide
plunger


According

to

the

requirements

of

different products, select the appropriate
die and steel


According to different functional design
requirements, select the appropriate die
surface treatment



Communicate with internal and ex ternal
customers and stakeholders and achieve
consistent standards



6.3 Professional
handling of sheet

safet y,

metal

stamping

environmental protection and cost, carry

single

die

and

out sheet metal stamping single die and

die

compound die functional design and meet

compound

functional design
7. Assessment

Detailedl y consider elements such as
risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

all aspects of requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on the integrated sheet metal stamping single
die and compound die and structural design, set the appropriate
tolerance and processing and complete sheet metal stamping
single die and compound die functional design

(ii)

Capable to draw all workpiece drawing, provide appropriate
instructions and ensure the content is accurate

8. Remarks

-

372

1. Title

Progressive and transfer sheet metal stamping die functional design

2. Code

106469L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to carry out progressive and transfer sheet metal
stamping die functional design in accordance with the combination
and structural design of sheet metal die

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand
knowledge

the 
of

Understand the customer's requirements
on appearance and functions, such as

progressive and

flashing,

transfer

connection point

metal
die

sheet
stamping 

functional

surface

Understand

appearance

relevant

and

international

standards of progressive and transfer

design

sheet

metal

stamping

die

functional

design


Understand

structure

and

application

methods of single sheet metals stamping
dies, such as punching dies, bending dies
and rolling


Understand

the

t ypes,

structures

and

designs of progressive and transfer sheet
metal stamping dies


Understand the calculation method s of
utilization of strip material



Understand the principle of automatic
feed



Understand the mechanical design and
application methods of automatic feeder



Master the skills of design strip layout
drawing
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Understand

the

design

skills

of

progressive

and

transfer

sheet

metal

stamping die functional design, such as
the

caulation

of

the

distribution

of

blanking and pressure centre


Recognise

the

working

automatic

assembly

principles

of

sheet

of

metal

stamping die


Recognise the commonl y used t ypes,
structures, specifications and working
principles

of

the

commonl y

used

equipment of progressive and transfer
sheet metal stamping


Understand the commonl y used t yp es and
specifications of surface treatment of
progressive

and

transfer

sheet

metal

stamping die
6.2 Carry
progressive

out 

According to the integrated design of

and

sheet

metal

stamping

die,

and

the

transfer sheet metal

requirements of product precision, shape,

stamping

production speed, degree of automation

die

functional design

etc,

design

workflow

appropriate

layout

of

and

detailed

progressive

and

transfer stamping process, including the
number of steps, each s tamping action in
workstation, feeding and pickup method


Design different sheet metal stamping
process

which

bending,
progressive

includes

feeding,
and

punching,

rolling

transfer

etc

sheet

for
metal

stamping die combination


Allocate progressive and transfer sheet
metal stamping die functional design
requirements for each team member who
is responsible for single and composite
mould functional design, and carry out
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management


Design

and

compare

different

layout

methods of strands to improve material
utilisation


In

accordance

with

all

kinds

of

requirements of the stru cture of metal
stamping dies and the production of sheet
metal

stamping

products,

set

the

appropriate tolerance and processing for
progressive
stamping

and
die,

requirements

of

transfer

sheet

so

to

as

metal
achieve

cumulative

tolerance

limits of the dies, workpiece sliding
/fixed

and coordination,

appropriate

description

and
of

provide

workpiece

drawing


According

to

the

requirements

of

different products, select the a ppropriate
die and steel


According to different functional design
requirements, select the appropriate die
surface treatment



Communicate with internal and external
customers and stakeholders and achieve
consistent standards



6.3 Professional
handling
progressive

of

safet y,

risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

and

environmental protection and cost, carry

transfer sheet metal

out progressive and transfer sheet metal

stamping

stamping die functional design and meet

die

functional design
7. Assessment

Detailedl y consider elements such as

all aspects of requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on the combination of sheet metal mould
design and structural design, set the appropriate tolerance and
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processing for progressive and transfer sheet metal stamping
die, complete the progressive and transfer sheet metal stamping
die functional design
(ii)

Capable to draw all workpiece drawing, provide appropriate
instructions and ensure the content is accurate

8. Remarks

-

376

1. Title

Other metal stamping die integrated and functional design

2. Code

106470L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to be familiar with the principles of other stamping
dies

(e.g.

wire

and

tube

materials ),

integrate

customers

requirements and relevant international standards, carry out other
metal stamping die integrated and functional design
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand the customer's requirements
on appearance and functions

of 

knowledge

Understand

relevant

international

other metal stamping

standards of other metal stamping die

die integrated and 

Understand the manufacturing process

functional design

and its features of other sta mping dies
(e.g. wire and tube materials), including
strip, milling, heat treatment, EDM, wire
cutting, grinding and polishing


Recognise all t ypes and applications of
metal

wires,

tubes

and

thick

plate

stamping forming and materials of other
metal stamping dies


Understand the commonl y used t ypes and
specifications of surface treatment of
other sheet metal stamping die



Recognise the commonl y used t ypes,
structures, specifications and working
principles

of

the

commonl y

used

equipment of other metal stamping
6.2 Other
stamping

metal 
die

Carry out all kinds of wire single and
progressive stamping die design
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and 

integrated
functional design

Carry out all kinds of die design of single
stamping

and

hydroforming

of

tube

materials


Carry out all kinds of integrat ed and
progressive die design of fine blanking



Carry out wire die design of Multi -Slide
Forming of wires and sheet metal



In

response

to

the

requirements

of

different products, select the appropriate
die materials, manufa cture all kinds of
wires, tubes and different parts of thick
plate dies


According

to

functionalit y

the

appearance

required

of

and

different

products, select the appropriate mould
for surface treatment


Communicate with internal and external
customers and stakeholders and achieve
consistent standards



6.3 Professional

Detailedl y consider elements such as

handling of other

safet y,

metal stamping die

environmental protection and cost, carry

integrated

out integrated and functional design of

and

functional design

risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

other metal stamping( e.g. wire and tube
materials)

and

meet

all

aspects

of

requirements
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to collect and integrate customers
relevant

international

standards,

requirements and

formulate

the

integrated

design of other metal stamping(e.g. wire and tube materials)
(ii)

Capable to consider the appearance and functions requirements
of products, complete the overall structural design of o ther
metal stamping(e.g. wire and tube materials)
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8. Remarks

-

379

1. Title

Metal die casting and foundry die functional design

2. Code

106471L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to carry out metal die casting and foundry die
functional design in accordance with the integrated and structural
design of metal die casting and foundry die

4. Level

4

5. Credits

9

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the customer's requirements
on appearance and functions

of 

Understand

international

metal

casting

metal die casting and

standards

foundry

foundry die functional design

functional design

die


of

relevant

Understand

all

die

kinds

of

and

functional

systems of metal die casting and foundry
die


Understand
methods

of

the

impact

water

gap

of
and

different
parting

methods on appearance and functions of
metal die casting products


Understand and carry out die casting
interval channel design and setup balance
interval channel



Understand the application of binder on
green sand casting and dry sand casting,
such as clay, water, vinyl ester pol ymer
and liquid glass



Understand the application of the release
agent of metal die casting and foundry
die



Understand the commonl y used t ypes and
specifications of surface treatment of
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metal die casting and foundry die


Recognise the com monl y used t ypes,
structures, specifications and working
principles

of

the

commonl y

used

equipment

of

metal

die

casting

and

to

metal

die

casting

and

foundry die
6.2 Carry out metal die 

According

casting and foundry

foundry design integration, carry out all

die functional design

kinds of functional design of die casting
die, including gating system, runner and
product removal method


According to the integration of foundry
die functional design, carry out all kinds
of die casting and foundry die functional
design,

including

heating

systems,

cooling systems, the runner system, Flow
mark,

cold

slug

well,

exhaust

road,

product launch devi ces, vacuum systems
and mould temperature control system


Set

the

appropriate

tolerance

processing,

so

as

to

reach

requirements

of

cumulative

and
the

tolerance

limits mould, sliding or fixed workpiece,
and provide appropriate description of all
workpiece drawing


Select all kinds of die -casting mould and
all kinds of mould standard parts



According

to

the

requirements

of

different products, select the appropriate
die and steel


According to different functional design
requirements, select the appropriate die
surface treatment



Communicate with internal and external
customers and stakeho lders and achieve
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consistent standards


6.3 Professional

Detailedl y consider elements such as

handling of metal

safet y,

die

and

environmental protection and cost, carry

die

out metal die casting and foundry die

casting

foundry
functional design

risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

functional design and meet all aspects of
requirements

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to set the appropriate tolerance and processing in
accordance with the integrated and structural design of metal
die casting and foundry die functional design, complete the
metal die casting and foundry die functional design

(ii)

Capable to draw all workpiece drawing, provide appropriate
instructions and ensure the content is accurate

8. Remarks

-

382

1. Title

Compile tooling manual

2. Code

106472L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporation of tooling
manufacturing industry. Practitioners should be capable to master the
corporate information and history about the tooling, and compile
relevant tooling manual of each set of tooling

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
compiling

Understand the status and history of the
relevant tooling in the corporation, such

of

as production date, code and title of the

tooling

tooling

manual

Code Title


Understand the information needed for
the compilation of the tooling manual,
such as the weight, size, photograph,
design drawings of the tooling

6.2 Compile

tooling 

manual

Integrate

all

engineering

changing

records and contents


Integrate the information of the final
version of the tooling design, such as the
basic information of the tooling, size,
material, CAE anal ysis data, CAM data
of mould machining toolpath, materials
checklist, drawings, 3D images, tooling
functions and tooling testing results



Integrate relevant information of the
tooling

testing,

such

as

detection

methods, test results and test equipment


Compile an instructions of tooling, such
as

recommended

machine

tonnage,

parameter setting and maintenance notes
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Capable to compile tooling manual, and
base on specific requirements of different
customers, compile the mould manual



6.3 Professional
handling

of

compiling

tooling

Ensure the integrit y and accuracy of the
compiled tooling manual

manual
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to collect and arrange all kinds of information of the
corporation, compile the tooling manual and ensure the content
is accurate

8. Remarks

-

384

1. Title

Rapid tooling design and manufacture of metal products

2. Code

106473L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments

of

metal

products

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to master rapid tooling of metal
products and carry out design and manufacturing
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

and structure of the rapid tooling of

knowledge
rapid

Understand the t ypes , design features

of

metal products

tooling 

Understand the market commonl y used

and

software of rapid tooling system of metal

design
manufacture

products


Understand the structures, operation and
production

par ameters

regulating

methods of rapid tooling manufacturing
equipment of all kinds of metal products


Understand the performance of rapid
tooling manufacturing equipment of all
kinds of metal products, such as the best
accuracy,

production

efficiency,

maximum working volume


Understand and select the appropriate
rapid tooling process techniques and
technologies and processing methods

6.2 Rapid

tooling 

design
manufacture
metal products

and

Select

appropriate

manufacture

of

rapid

materials
tooling

of

and
metal

products


Operate all kinds of commonl y used
software and equipment of rapid tooling
system of metal products
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According
select

to

different

different

requirements,

rapid

tooling

technologies, such as aluminium die,
Stereo Lithography Appearance (SLA ,
Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DLMS),
manufacture

different

rapid

tooling

which have specific requirements on
precision

and

rapid

tooling

life

Stereo Lithography Appearance, S LA


6.3 Professional

Detailedl y consider elements such as

handling of rapid

safet y,

tooling design and

environmental protection and cost, carr y

manufacture

out rapid tooling design and manufacture

of

metal products

risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

of metal products and meet all aspects of
requirements

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to set the tooling pattern, mark and identify the
techniques and technologies and processing methods of tooling
production

in

accordance

with

customer

s

different

requirements.
(ii)

Capable to evaluate different methods, select the appropriate
method and provide machining parameters

(iii)

Capable to explain the methods of selection of the appropriate
materials and production methods of rapid tooling

(iv)

Capable to explain the selection methods of processing
techniques in accordance with different precision and rapid
tooling life

8. Remarks

-

386

1. Title

Metal stamping part design for p roduction, assembl y, dismantling and
surface decoration

2. Code

106474L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments

of

metal

products

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to master the design and all kinds of
manufacturing process of metal stamping parts, so as to coordinate
with production, assembl y, die casting and surface decoration
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand

the 

Understand the properties of stamping

design and all kinds

sheet

of

corresponding

manufacturing

process

of

metal

material

and

appropriate

the
surface

treatment


stamping parts

metal

Understand the general process of design
of

metal

stamping

parts,

such

as

blanking, drawing, punching, forming
and deburring


Understand the assembl y methods of
metal

stamping

parts,

such

as

spot

welding and riveting


Understand the priorit y of production
speed and assembl y required for design,
and the involved production fixtures and
tools



Thoroughl y
surface

understand
treatment

all

kinds

methods

of
and

techniques, such as the techniques and
technologies

of

grinding,

polishing,

plating, spraying coating and laser
6.2 Metal stamping part 
design

for

According to the requirements of product
functions, customer and cost, design a
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production,

minimum,

assembly, die casting

process to complete the entire processing

and

and assembl y of the metal stamping parts

surface


decoration

the

According to

most

the

simple

structure

stamping

of

metal

stamping products and surface treatment,
design appropriate production methods,
tools and fixtures, so as to improve the
production efficiency


Recommend suitable surface treatment
methods, so as to meet the required
effects



Produce completed drawings and list out
product specifications and BOM
other

departments

to

to

process

(BOM)
6.3 Professional



handling of metal

safet y,

stamping part design

environmental protection and cost, carry

for

out

production,

risk,

metal

productivit y,

stamping

part

qualit y,

design

for

assembly, die casting

production, assembly, die casting and

and

surface decoration and meet all aspects

surface

decoration
7. Assessment

Detailedl y consider elements such as

of requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to produce completed drawings and list out product
specifications and BOM to other departments to process

(ii)

Capable to design appropriate production methods, tools and
fixtures, so as to improve the production efficiency

8. Remarks

-

388

1. Title

Metal die casting and foundry part design for production, assembly,
dismantling and surface decoration

2. Code

106475L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments

of

metal

products

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to be familiar with die casting and
foundry part design and all kinds of manufacturing process, so as to
coordinate with production, assembl y, dismantling and surface
decoration
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand metal 
die

casting

foundry
design

Understand all kinds of raw materials and

and

characteristics of metal die casting and

part

foundry part

and

kinds

all 

Understand

of

metal die casting and foundry part, such

the

design

techniques

of

manufacturing

as selection of the mould parting surface,

process

the setup of the gate, select ion of jack
position, the contraction of the foundry
part, the dimensional accuracy assurance
of foundary part


Understand the assembl y methods of die
casting and foundry part



Recognise all kinds of surface treatment
methods
plasma

and

technologies,

magnetron

such

sputtering,

as
deep

reactive-ion etching and spraying coating
6.2 Metal die casting 

According to the requirements of product

and foundry part

functions, customer and cost, design a

design

minimum and the most simple process to

for

production,

complete

assembly,

assembl y of the metal die casting and
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the

entire

processing

and

dismantling

and

foundry part


surface
decoration

According to the structure of metal die
casting and foundry part and surface
treatment, design appropriate production
methods, tools and fixtures, so as to
improve the production efficiency



According to the priorit y of design,
appropriate production methods, tools
and

fixtures,

so

as

to

improve

the

production efficiency


Recommend suitable surface treatment
methods, so as to meet the required
effects



Produce completed drawings and list out
product specifications and BOM

to

other departments to process


6.3 Professional

Detailedl y consider elements such as

handling of metal

safet y,

die

and

environmental protection and cost, carry

part

out metal die casting and foundry part

casting

foundry
design

for

design

risk,

for

productivit y,

production,

qualit y,

assembly,

production,

dismantling and surface decoration and

assembly,

meet all aspects of requirements

dismantling

and

surface
decoration
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to produce completed metal die casting and foundry
part drawings and list out product specifications and BOM to
other departments to proces s

(ii)

Capable to design appropriate production methods, tools and
fixtures, so as to improve the production efficienc y

8. Remarks

-

390

1. Title

Select and appl y conventional metal materials, metal composites and
other new materials

2. Code

106476L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments

of

metal

products

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to be familiar with the t ypes,
characteristics and applications of all kinds of materials, so as to
select suitable materials for the products
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand

the 

Understand the mechanical properties of

types, characteristics

the commonl y used metal materials and

and applications of

metal

all kinds of metal

toughness,

materials

coefficient of elasticit y, fatigue, high

composites,

such

as

ductility,

strength,
hardness,

temperature strength, creep resistance
and abrasion resistance


Understand the physical properties of the
commonl y

used

metal

materials

and

composites materials, such as densit y,
specific

heat,

melting

expansivel y,
electrical

thermal

conductivit y

p oint,

thermal

conductivity,
and

magnetic

propert y


Understand

the

commonl y

used

chemical properties of metal materials
and

composite

corrosion

materials,

resistance,

such

as

oxidation

resistance, toxicit y and flammabilit y


Understand the
commonl y

used

fabric abilit y of the
metal

materials

and

composite materials, such as castabilit y,
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forgeabilit y, bendability, machinabilit y
and weldabilit y


Recognise

the

characteristics

and

application of all kinds of new metal
materials, such as magnesium, titanium,
amorphous metal and earth alloy
6.2 Select and appl y 

Appl y all kinds of materials database

conventional

which is on the market, collect, anal yse

metal

and

materials,

metal composites
and

other

appl y

relevant

information

of

materials

new 

materials

Select

the

commonl y

used

metal

materials, metal composites and other
new materials which are suitable for lab
verification


Under the principle of cost control, appl y
all kinds of new met al and composite
materials to enhance the function and
value of metal products



In

response

requirements,

to

the

customer's

including

function,

assembly, safet y and s urface treatment,
select and appl y suitable metal ma terials,
composite

materials

or

other

new

materials


With the concept of environmental design
and

manufacture,

suitable

metal

select

and

materials,

appl y

composite

materials or other new materials


6.3 Professional

Detailedl y consider elements such as

handling

of

safet y,

selection

and

environmental protection and cost, select

application of all

and appl y conventional metal materials,

kinds

metal

of

materials

risk,

composites

materials

and

requirements
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productivit y,

meet

and
all

qualit y,

other
aspects

new
of

7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to descript and anal yse the mechanical properties,
physical properties, chemical properties and application of
different t ypes of commonl y used metal material, composite
materials and other new materials,

(ii)

Capable to collect, anal yse and appl y the relevant materials
information on the market and international information of
metal coding

8. Remarks

-

393

1. Title

Rapid tooling design and manufacture of plastic products

2. Code

106477L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments

of

plastics

products

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to master the rapid tooling design of
plastic products and carry out design and manufacturing
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

materials, such as ABS (acrylonitrile -

knowledge
rapid

Understand the rapid protot yping (hand)

of

butadiene

tooling

design
manufacture

st yrene

-

(pol ycarbonate),

and

copol ymer),

PMMA

PC

(pol ymethyl

methacrylate) and PU (pol yurethane )


Understand

the

rapid

production

technology, such as Vacuum Casting,
Stereo Lithography Appearance (SLA)
Selected Laser Sintering (SLS) and 3D
printing


Understand the t ypes, such as gypsum,
beryllium copper, aluminum, and the
design features and structure of the rapid
tooling of plastic products



Understand the structures, operation and
production

parameters

regulating

methods of rapid tooling manufacturing
equipment

of

all

kinds

of

plastic

products


Understand the performance of rapid
tooling manufacturing tools of all kinds
of plastic products, such as the best
accuracy,

production

efficiency,

maximum working volume
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Understand the appropriate rapid tooling

process techniques and technologies and
processing methods


Recognise the commonl y used software
of

rapid

tooling

system

of

plastic

products, such as Mouldflow, Mouldex
3D, Sigmasoft 3D, C -Mould and Fillcalc
Moldflow Moldex 3D

Sigmasoft 3D

C-Mold Fillcalc
6.2 Carry

rapid 

out

Select

the

tooling design and

manufacture

manufacture

products


appripriate
rapid

material

tooling of

to

plastic

Operate all kinds of commonl y used
software

and

simple

tools

of

rapid

tooling system of plastic products


According
select

to

different

different

requirements,

rapid

tooling

technologies, such as aluminum die,
Stereo Lithography Appearance (S LA),
Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DLMS),
manufacture

different

rapid

tooling

which have specific requirements on
precision and rapid tooling life


Appl y rapid tooling production model,
and carry out qualit y inspection



6.3 Professional
handling
rapid

of

Detailedl y consider elements such as
safet y,

risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

tooling

environmental protection and cost, carr y

and

out rapid tooling design and manufacture

design
manufacture

of plastics products and meet all aspects
of requirements

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to

set the plastic mould chart and identify the

techniques and technologies and handling methods of the
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production of tooling in accordance with customer s different
requirements
(ii)

Capable to evaluate different methods, select the appropriate
method and provide the parameters

(iii)

Capable

to

explain

the

selection

of

the

appropriate

manufacturing methods of rapid tooling
(iv)

Capable to explain the selection of processing technologies in
accordance with different requirements on precision and life

8. Remarks

-

396

1. Title

Plastic parts design for production, assembling, dismantling, and
surface treatment

2. Code

106478L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments

of

plastics

products

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to master all kinds of plastic product
design and manufacturing process, coordinate with plastic parts
design for production, assembling, dismantling, and surface treatment
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

plastic

product

design

and

Understand

the

materials

and

corresponding

properties

of

products,

appropriate

plastic
using

production

manufacturing

methods, such as injection moulding,

process

blow moulding, vacuum molding, plastic
extruding and rotational moulding


Understand all methods of welding of
plastic parts, such as Laser Welding,
Vibration

Welding

and

Ultrasonic

Vibration
Understand

all

kinds

of

methods

of

mechanical assembly of plastic parts,
such as press-fits, snapfits, staking or
using screws or rivets


Understand

all

kinds

of

in -mould

assembl y methods of plastic parts, such
as

Multi-component

Moulding,

Insert

Moulding and Co-injection Moulding


Understand

all

kinds

of

solvent

or

adhesive of plastic parts


Understand the assembl y tolerances of
plastic parts
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Recognise

the

foundation

tooling

structure and design methods


Recognise the

priorit y of

production

speed and assembl y required for design,
and the involved production fixtures and
tools


Recognise all kinds of surface treatment
methods

and

spraying

technologies,

coating,

such

as

Electroplating,

In-Mould Decoration, laser and Plasma
Treatment
6.2 Plastic
design

parts 
for

with the assembl y tolerances


production,

Design each component in accordance
According to the requirements of product

assembling,

functions, customer and cost, design a

dismantling, and

minimum and the most simple process to

surface treatment

complete

the

entire

processing

and

assembl y of the plastic parts


According to the structure and surface
treatment

of

plastic

parts,

select

a

suitable production methods and tooling,
improve the production efficiency and
product qualit y


Recommond suitable surface treatment
methods, so as to meet the required
effects



Produce completed drawings and list out
product specifications and BOM

to

other departments to process


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Detailedl y consider elements such as
safet y,

risk,

productivit y,

qualit y,

plastic

parts

environmental protection and cost, carry

design

for

out plastic parts design for production,

production,

assembling,

assembling,

treatment

dismantling, and

requirements
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dismantling,
and

meet

all

and

surface

aspects

of

surface treatment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to produce completed drawings and list out product
specifications and BOM to other departments to proces

(ii)

Capable to design appropriate production methods, tools and
fixtures, so as to improve the production efficiency

8. Remarks

-

399

1. Title

Select and appl y conventional plastic materials, plastic composites
and other new materials

2. Code

106479L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the design and development
departments

of

plastics

products

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to be familiar with the t ypes,
characteristics and applications of all kinds of materials, so as to
select appropriate materials for products
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand

the

types,

applications

of

characteristics and

materials,

applications of all

thermoset and elastomers

kinds of materials



Understand

t ypes,

features

conventional

such
the

as

and

plastic

thermoplastic,

t ypes,

features

and

applications of composite materials, such
as high strength engineering plastics and
Fiber-Reinforced Plastics


Understand

the

mechanical

physical

properties,

properties,

thermal

properties, electrical properties and other
properties such as light transmission and
weather resistance of the conv entional
plastic materials and composite materials


Understand all t ypes, characteristics and
applications of new plastics, such as all
biodegradable plastics (biodegradation,
photodegradation,

oxygen

degradation

and water solubilit y) and Liquid Silicon
Rubber


Recognise

all

material

database

of

suppliers in the market
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Recognise the commonl y used standards

of

plastic

materials

anal ysis

and

performance testing, such as ASTM, ISO,
DIN and other international standards


Recognise

the

relevant

international

environmental protection and safet y laws
and regulations, such as WEEE, RoHS
and EuP
6.2 Select and appl y 
all

kinds

of

Appl y all kinds of materials database
which is on the market, collect, anal yse

materials

and

appl y

relevant

information

of

materials


In

response

to

requirements,

the

customer's

including

function,

assembly, safet y and surface treatment,
select

and

appl y

s uitable

plastic

materials, composite materials or other
new materials


Select the plastic materials which are
suitable for lab verification



Under the principle of cost control, appl y
all kinds of new plastic and composite
materials to enhance the function and
value of metal products



With the concept of environmental design
and

manufacture,

suitable

plastic

select

and

materials,

appl y

composite

materials or other new materials


6.3 Professional

Detailedl y consider elements such as

handling

of

safet y,

selection

and

environmental protection and cost, select

application of all

and appl y the commonl y used plastic

kinds

materials,

composites

and

other

materials

and

all

aspects

of

materials

risk,

productivit y,

meet

qualit y,

new
of

requirements
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
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Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

properties,

explain
chemical

and

anal yse

properties

the

and

t ypes,

mechanical

applications

of

the

conventional plastic materials, composite materials and new
materials
(ii)

Capable to collect, anal yse and appl y the relevant materials
information on the market

8. Remarks

-

402

1. Title

Compile product manual

2. Code

106480L4

3. Range

This unit

of competency is applicable to the corporation of

Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners

should

be

capable to master the corporate information and records of all
products and compile product manuals for all products
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand the status and history of the

knowledge

of

relevant products in the corporation

compilation

of 

Understand the information needed for

product manual

the compilation of the product manual,
such as the weight, size, photograph,
design drawings of the products

6.2 Compile product 
manual

Integrate

the

contents

of

amended
all

kinds

records
of

and

product

engineering and regularl y update


Integrate the information of the final
version of the product design, such as the
basic

information

of

products,

size,

material check list (BOM), drawings, 3D
images, product functional design, tuning
parameters,

testing results and product

standards of the export region


Compile product instructions, such as
recommendions

of

using

work

environment, limitations of functions and
maintenance notice


Capable to compile product manuals, and
base on specific requirements of different
customers, compile the product manual

6.3

Professional
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Ensure the content and information in the

handling

of

compilation

of

product manual file is accurate

product manual
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to explain all kinds of foundation information of
product

design

and

production,

including

dimensions,

materials, functional design of products, tuning parameters,
test standards and the reference product standards
(ii)

Capable

to

explain

the

recommended

the

using

work

environment, limitations of functions and maintenance notice
of all kinds of products
8. Remarks

-

404

1. Title

Evaluate

and

select

computer -aided

design

/

manufacturing

(CAD/CAM) software
2. Code

106481L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should

be

capable

to

master

the

computer -aided

design/

manufacturing (CAD/CAM) software in the market and appl y them in
the corporation
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Relevant
knowledge

of

design

/

principle

trend

of

and

computer -aided

manufacturing

(CAD/CAM)

technologies

/


manufacturing

the

development

computer-aided
design

Understand

Understand

the

advantages

and

(CAD/CAM)

disadvantages of all existing and latest

software

CAD/CAM software


Understand

the

using

methods

and

operating skills of commonl y used CAD /
CAM software


6.2 Select

and needs, select appropriate CAD/CAM

computer-aided
design

According to the corporate development
software

/


manufacturing

Appl y

CAD

/

CAM

software

with

(CAD/CAM)

existing engineering design process, and

software

regularl y review the effectiveness of the
software


6.3 Professional

Ensure the applied CAD/CAM software

handling

of

meets the latest development of the

selection

of

industry

computer-aided
design
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/manufacturing
(CAD/CAM)
software
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to explain the principles and range of computer-aided
design manufacturing (CAD/CAM) software in the market

(ii)

Capable to select and appl y appropriate computer-aided design
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) technologies in accordance with
the needs of corporation

8. Remarks

-

406

1. Title

Carry out product computer aided industrial design and outlook
simulation

2. Code

106482L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to be familiar with computer aided industrial
design and outlook simulation, and appl y them on the produc t design
(CAID)

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

of

Understand

the

applications

and

t ypes,

purposes,

restrictions

of

the

commonl y used CAID in the industry

product

computer

system

aided

industrial 

Recognise

the

latest

development

in

design and outlook

product computer aided industrial design

simulation

(CAID) system


Understand the techniques and operation
methods of outlook simulation

6.2 Carry out product 
computer

aided

Select

and

operate

commonl y

used

CAID system to carry out compl ex 3D

industrial design and

curve

outlook simulation

construction and alterations


and

Effectivel y

entit y
appl y

model
and

drawing,

operate

CAID

systems to set webpage and carry out
control


Collect and preserve relevant information
and data of product

co mputer aided

industrial design and outlook simulation


Appl y

the

simulation

anal ysis

to

calculate the data of 3D model
6.3 Professional
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Ensure all contents and information of

handling

of

carrying

out

product

computer

aided

industrial

carrying

out

product

computer

aided

industrial design and outlook simulation
are accurate

design and outlook
simulation
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to select and operate appropriate CAID system, carry
out product computer aided industrial design and outlook
simulation

(ii)

Capable to collect and preserve relevant information and data
of product computer aided industrial design and outlook
simulation

8. Remarks

-

408

1. Title

Supervise and co-ordinate protot ype manufacturing

2. Code

106483L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to appl y conventional manual and mechanical
methods and rapid protot yping technology, supervise and co -ordinate
different departments to manufacture appropriate product sample in
accordance with the sample requirements

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

basic

manufacturing

technology
of 

knowledge
supervise

and

co-ordination
product

Recognise
Understand

product

sample

manufacturing process

of 

sample

Understand the principles, procedures,
characteristics and application methods

manufacturing

of rapid protot yping technology


Understand all kinds of manual surface
treatments methods such as, such as
polishing, coating and plating

and 

6.2 Supervise

Select the materials which are close to

co-ordinate

the original as required and manufacture

product

samples

sample

manufacturing



According to all kinds of requirements of
sample

manufacturing,

appearance

and

plan

functional

the
sample

manufacturing methods and processes


According to the product design and
production process design, arrange an
appropriate
rapid

manual,
protot yping

manufacturing
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mechanical

metho ds,

and

technology
including

assembly,

welding,

machining

and

bonding,

rapid

CNC

protot yping

technology


Supervise and co -ordinate all kinds of
sample processing, enhance the qualit y
of appearance and functionalit y of the
sample



Supervise and co -ordinate the products
manufactured by different departments
which are valued for reference



Ensure the sample meets the originality
requirements

of

materials,

function,

surface treatment and colour


6.3 Professional
handling

of

supervise
product

safet y,

and

co-ordination

risk,

environmental

productivit y,
protection

and

qualit y,
cost,

of

supervise and co -ordinate product sample

sample

manufacturing and meet all aspects of

manufacturing
7. Assessment

Detailedl y consider elements such as

requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to the best sample manufacturing methods and
processes, and improve the qualit y and effectiveness of the
system

(ii)

Capable to coordinate with all departments, supervise and
co-ordinate product sample manufacturing

8. Remarks

-

410

1. Title

Formulate product development project schedule and monitor project
progress

2. Code

106484L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should
be capable to master product development project schedule and project
progress, supervise, control and carry out timel y a djustment

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand
knowledge

the 
of

formulating

Understand the communication mechanism
of corporate product development projects



product

Understand relevant product development
process

development



project schedule

Understand management methods and tools
of

the

project

management

schedule

methods,

such

and
as

time
project

schedules and Gantt chart


Understand

the

corporate

product

development level


Understand the computer system used in the
project schedule and time management,
such

as

Excel

and

product

lifecycle

management systems (PLM)


6.2 Formulate

Assist the product development projects

product

team

development

development tool and estimate the time

project

required for the project

and

schedule
monitor 

project progress

to

anal yse

relevant

product

According to the project schedule and
different project stages, appl y all kinds of
charts and carefully anal yse the project
procedures



Formulate a detailed project schedule, and
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the deliverables of each work


Supervise and monitor the progress of the
project,
original

when

discrepancies

schedule

are

with

found,

the
take

initiative to understand the situation and
implement corre ctive measures


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Detailedl y consider elements such as safety,
risk, productivit y, qualit y, environmental

formulating

protection

product

development project schedule and monitor

development

project progress and meet all aspects of

project

requirements

and

schedule

and

cost,

formulate

product

monitor

project progress
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulate a detailed project schedule, and the
deliverables of each work when anal ysing the project process and
time needed

(ii)

Capable to collect and consolidate the information and data of the
projects, supervise and monitor their progress

8. Remarks

-

412

1. Title

Management of product concept creation and design configuration

2. Code

106485L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to anal yse

customer and market requirements of

appearance and function, create and select product concepts, and
manage all kinds of modifications during design process
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

the 

Understand

Recognise commonly used t ypes of new

knowledge

of

materials and their application on the

management

of

category of product design

product concept 

Recognise the product design methods

creation

and principles

and


design
modifications

Understand

market

research

reports

contents and product development trends


Understand

the

communication

mechanisms

of

development

projects

product

corporate

engineering

and

product
corporate

modifications

management mechanism


Understand the international construction
management
modifications

and

engineering

management standards

ISO10007
6.2 Management

of 

product

concept

creation

and

design

Collect

the

product

appearance

and

functional requirements of customers or
market


modifications

Anal yse the requirements of customers or
market in the feasibilit y of actual product
design, provide feedback and explain the
reasons
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According to all kinds of requirements,
appl y

all

product

concepts

creation

methods to lead the product design team
to

create

product

design

concepts,

including TRIZ, brain storming, analogy,
function matrix, and f unctional mapping


Effectivel y communicate with customers
and all relevant departments, explain all
considerations on product design



Effectivel y appl y of corporate product
engineering modifications management
and

records

of

all

engineering

modifications, and issue the request of
engineering modifications to all relevant
project staff


Examine the product design effort, and
ensure it meets the requirements of the
latest engineering design



Continuousl y

examine

innovative

methods,

all

the

latest

select

the

appropriate innovative methods and carry
out internal promotion


6.3 Professional

Detailedl y consider elements such as

handling

of

safet y,

management

of

environmental protection and cost, carry

product

concept

creation

and

out

risk,

management

productivit y,
of

product

qualit y,
concept

creation and design modifications and

design

meet all aspects of requirements

modifications
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y all innovative tools to create product design
concept

(ii)

Capable to manage the modifications of product appearance and
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functions, effectively communicate with customers and relevant
departments and ensure the engineering design meets the latest
requirements
8. Remarks

-

415

1. Title

Estimate and control of product development and manufacturing cost

2. Code

106486L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to master the required direct costs, indirect costs,
equipment and human resources of the products, estimate and control
of product development and manufacturing cost

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Recognise all kinds of products processes
in the corporation

of 

knowledge
estimating

and

tax

and

relevant

legal

requirements of the operating regions

control

of 

product



development and

Understand the basic accounting
Understand the calculation method of
product cost



manufacturing

Understand

cost

Understand

the

product

development

process and time needed


Understand

the

human

resources,

equipment and time needed for different
production processes


Understand the calculation standard of
direct costs and indirect costs

6.2 Estimate

the

control

of 

Base

of

estimate the time needed for human

on

the

product

requirements,

product

resource development, and estimate the

development and

relevant development costs

manufacturing



Cooperate with all team members and
different corporate departments, base on
the

product

design

and

production

capacit y, estimate the needed direct cost
of materials, human resource costs, using
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time and cost of equipment, all kinds of
indirect costs


Anal yse

the

cost

structure,

discuss

improvement ways with team members
and

different

departments

in

the

corporation


Integrate the entire project cost and
average

cost

of

product,

make

a

reasonable quotation


Supervise

and monitor project

costs,

ensure the project profits, and make
appropriate

response

when

there

are

differences in the cost


6.3 Professional
handling
estimating
control

Detailedl y consider elements such as
safet y,

and

risk,

environmental

of

estimate

and

productivit y,
protection
control

and
of

qualit y,
cost,
product

product

development and ma nufacturing cost and

development and

meet all aspects of requirements

manufacturing
cost
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y product development and manufacturing
expertise, cooperate with different departments, estimate entire
project cost and the average product cost and make quotations

(ii)

Capable to control the cost difference, ensuring the profit of
project

8. Remarks

-

417

1. Title

Know tool manufacturing process, and communicate with customers
and internal departments

2. Code

106487L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments

of

the

Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners should be capable to understand the general concept of
the tooling manufacturing process, and appl y in dail y work
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
general

the 

Understand the characteristics of the

concept

common tooling manufacturing process,

of metal product

such as preparation of materials, milling,

manufacturing

turning, heat treatment, heat treatment,

process

EDM,

wire

cutting,

grinding

polishing


and

*

Understand the t ypes of tooling and
recognise of the structure and functional
design of all kinds of to oling



Understand
drawings,

the
such

requirements
as

of

tolerance,

the
steel,

surface treatment and qualit y standards


Recognise the t ypes, working principle,
applications and specifications of the
commonl y

us ed

tooling

processing

equipment


Recognise different tooling automation
processing

and

testing

processes,

methods and equipment


Recognise the latest developments of
tooling

manufacturing

processes

and

methods in the industry
6.2 Appl y

the 
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Read and explain all requirements of the

concept

of

the

drawings

metal

product 

Communicate with customers about the

manufacturing

structure and function al design of all

process

kinds of tooling, and also meet the
customers

requirements

on

product

precision, appearance and quantit y etc


Preliminary determine the manufacturing
methods of the tooling, such as the
number of processes, surface treatment
and steel selection



Preliminary
difficult y

assess
of

equipment

the

tooling
needed

degree

of

manufacturing,
an d

resources

coordination


Preliminary

estimate

the

tooling

manufacturing costs and assist in making
quotations


6.3 Professional

Continusl y

appling

the

techniques and technologies, and

the

the development trend of the industry

metal

product

and

knowledge

of
of

design

the

handling
concept

tooling

absorb

of

manufacturing
meet

manufacturing
process
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to read and explain all requirements of the drawings,
preliminary assess the tooling design and manufacturing
techniques and technologies, production processes, steel and
required equipment

(ii)

Capable to preliminary estimate the tooling manufacturing
costs and assist making quotations

8. Remarks

-Preparation

: Including procurement of steel and manufacture the

steel into an appropriate size

419

1. Title

Develop and define automatic processing and testing procedures,
methodologies and equipment for stamping products

2. Code

106488L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to

the engineering or

manufacturing development department of the corporation of metal
stamping product. Practitioners should be capable to

master the

knowledge of automatic processing of the industry
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand all



Understand

all

kinds

processing

of

kinds of

automatic

automatic

specifications

stamping

auxiliary equipment of handling parts,

methods and

including

equipment

multi-axis robot, conveyor belts, flat

and

and

stamping
the

t ypes,

applications

transfer

of

manipulator,

machine and feeder


Understand

the

advantages,

disadvantages, equipment upgrades and
maintenance
stamping

ways

of

automatic

all

kinds

processing

of
and

auxiliary equipment of handling parts in
the market


Understand

the

t ypes,

specifications,

functions and applications of all kinds of
automatic testing equip ment of stamping,
including
detectors

misdelivery
of

stacked

detectors,

pieces,

optical

measuring instrument high -speed camera
and integrated measuring instrument


Understand

the

advantages,

disadvantages, equipment upgrades and
maintenance
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ways

of

all

kinds

of

stamping automatic testing equipment in
the market


Understand the t ypes, specifications and
applications

of

commonl y

pneumatic, hydraulic,

vibration

used
plate,

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
elements and systems
6.2 Develop

and 

Meet the design, production quantit y and

define automatic

qualit y requirements as a precondition,

processing

develop and select automatic processing

and

testing

procedures,

procedures
equipment

and

methodologies

and

equipment of stamping products

of 

stamping

Ensure there is no defect of processes
and equipment, control and minimise t he
chances of failure probabilit y



Evaluate

the

effectiveness

of

metal

stamping product automation and carry
out continuousl y improvement


Ensure after the development of metal
stamping product automatic processing
procedures and equipment, no product
defects will be created



6.3 Professional
handling

Insight the potential safet y issues and

of

accident, optimise the development and

and

defination of systems, and enhance the

define all kinds

efficiency, stabilit y and securit y of the

of

automation systems

develop

automatic

processing

and

equipment

of

stamping
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to meet the corporat e development and product
requirements, define metal stamping product automation plan
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(ii)

Capable to develop and define automatic processing and testing
procedures,

methodologies

and

equipment

of

stamping

products, enhance production efficiency and reduce costs
8. Remarks

-

422

1. Title

Setting

of

flexible

small

and

medium

batch

manufacturing

methodologies and process for metal sheet, pipe and wire parts,
screen and select appropriate processing equipment
2. Code

106489L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the engineering or
manufacturing development department of the corporation of metal
stamping product. Practitioners should be capable to master the
flexible small and medium batch manufacturing methodologies and
process for metal sheet, pipe and wire parts

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand
flexible
and

the 
small

Lean

medium

Manufacturing

and

Flexible

Manufacturing S ystem (FMS)


batch

Recognise the production methods of

Recognise

all

kinds

of

workshop

manufacturing

equipment enhancement methods, such as

methodologies

Poka Yoke and single-minute exchange of

and process for

die (SMED)

sheet, 

metal
pipe

and

wire

Understand
specifications

parts

the
of

application
different

and

t ypes

of

high flexibilit y production equipment ,
including CNC Turret Punching Press,
CNC Press Brake, Water Jet Cutting
Machine and Laser Cutting and Welding
Machine


Understand the t ypes, principles

and

specifications

and

of

different

CNC

manual tube bending machines and pie
end forming equipment


Understand

the

application

and

structur e,
specifications

t ype,
of

Multi-Slide Forming Machine of metal
sheet, pipe and wire parts
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Understand

the

advantages,

disadvantages, equipment upgrades and
maintenance ways of different

high

flexibilit y of production equipment in the
market


Understand

the

die

structure,

design

specifications and common defects and
problem-solving

methods

of

turret

punching, bending, ben t pipe, tube end
forming, wire forming and bending die
6.2 Develop flexible 
small

and

medium

simplify the unnecessary process and

batch

design

manufacturing
process

appropriate

Flexible

Manufacturing Cell


methodologies
and

Review the internal process, merge and

for

Anal yse

the

equipment

demand

of

Flexible Manufacturing Cell

metal sheet, pipe 

Co-ordinate with every departments to

and wire parts

carry out procurement, made-to-order or
modify

various

equipment

and

processing, enhance the flexibilit y of
production line


According to different orders of small
and medium batch of metal sheet, pipe
and wire parts, carry out integration of
shopfloor logistics and staff allocation to
enhance the flexibilit y of

production

line


/

Select the appropriate machinery, so as to
reach flexible small and medium batch
manufacturing of metal sheet, pipe and
wire parts



6.3 Professional

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

handling

of

risk,

development

of

protection and cost etc, design, plan and

flexible

small

capacit y,

optimise
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quality,

flexible

small

environmental
and

medium

and

medium

batch manufacturing methodologies and

batch

process for metal sheet, pipe and wire

manufacturing

parts, ensure safet y ope ration and also

methodologies

meet all aspects of requirements

and

process

for

metal sheet, pipe
and wire parts
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on customers
set

flexible

small

and

different product requirements,
medium

batch

manufacturing

methodologies and process for metal sheet, pipe and wire parts,
screen and select appropriate processing equipment
8. Remarks

-

425

1. Title

Develop and define automatic processing and testing procedures,
methodologies and equipment for metal die casting, extrusion and
foundry product

2. Code

106490L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the engineering or
manufacturing development department of the metal die casting,
extrusion

and

foundry

product

manufacturing

corporations .

Practitioners should be capable to master the knowledge of automati c
processing of the industry
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

automation
method
equipment
metal

foundry

all

kinds

of

automatic

processing of metal die casting, extrusion
and

and foundry products and the t ypes,

of

specifications

die

and

applications

of

auxiliary equipment of handling parts,

casting,
extrusion

Understand

including
and

conveyor

belts,

vacuum

machines and multi -axis robot


Understand

the

advantages,

disadvantages, equipment upgrades and
maintenance ways of all kinds of metal
die

casting,

product

extrusion

automatic

and

foundry

processing

and

auxiliary equipment of handling par ts in
the market


Understand

the

t ypes,

specifications,

functions and applications of metal die
casting, extrusion and foundry product
testing equipment, including projector,
micrometer, electron microscopy (SEM),
ultrasonic detector, X -ray machines and
all kinds of Coordinate Measurement
Machine
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Understand

the

advantages,

disadvantages, equipment upgrades and
maintenance ways of all kinds of metal
die

casting,

extrusion

and

foundry

product automatic testing equip ment in
the market


Understand the t ypes, specifications and
applications

of

commonl y

pneumatic, hydraulic,

used

vibration

plate,

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
elements and systems
and 

6.2 Develop

Meet

the

design

requirements

as

a

define metal die

precondition, develop and define metal

casting, extrusion

die

and

product

foundry

product

casting,

extrusion

and

automatic

foundry

p rocessing,

methodologies and equipment


automatic
processing

and

Ensure

that

there

is

no

defect

of

processes and equipment, control and

equipment

minimise

the

chances

of

failure

probabilit y


Evaluate the effectiveness of metal die
casting, extrusion and foundry product
automation and carry out continuousl y
improvement



Ensure after the development and define
of

metal

die

casting,

extrusion

and

foundry product automatic processing,
testing procedures and equipment, no
product defects will be created


6.3 Professional
handling
developing
defining
die
extrusion
foundry

Insight the potential safet y issues and

of

accident, optimise the development and

and

defination of systems, and enhance the

metal

efficiency, stabilit y and securit y of the

casting,

automation systems

and
product

427

automatic
processing

and

equipment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to meet the corporate development and product
demand, defining metal die casting, extrusion and foundry
product automation plan

(ii)

Capable to develop and define metal die casting, extrusion and
foundry product automatic processing and testing procedures,
methodologies and equipment, enhance production efficiency
and reduce costs

8. Remarks

-

428

1. Title

Know metal products manufacturing process, and communicate with
customers and internal departments

2. Code

106491L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments

of

the

metal

product

manufacturing

industries.

Practitioners should be capable to understand the general concept of
the metal product manufacturing process, and appl y in dail y work
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
general

the 

concept

Understand
common

the

characteristics

manufacturing

processes

of
of

of metal product

metal product, such as stamping, die

manufacturing

casting, foundry and extrusion

process



Understand

the

requirements

of

the

drawings, such as tolerance, materials,
surface

treatment

and

testing

specifications


Understand customers

requirements of

qualit y standard


Recognise the t ypes, working principle,
applications and specifications of the
commonl y used metal product processing
equipment



Recognise
automation

different

metal

processing

product

and

testing

processes, methods and equipment


Recognise the latest developments of
metal product manufacturing processes
and methods in the industr y

6.2 Appl y the general 
concept of metal
product

Read and explain all requirements of the
drawings
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Preliminary determine the manufacturing

manufacturing

methods of metal products, such as the

process concept

number of process, surface treatment and
selection of materials


Preliminary

assess

difficult y

of

the

degree

metal

of

product

manufacturing, equipment needed and
resources coordination


Preliminary estimate the metal product
manufacturing costs and assist in making
quotations



6.3 Professional

Continusl y

absorb

the

knowledge

of

handling

of

metal product design and manufacturing

application

of

techniques and technologies, and

general

concept

meet

the development trend of the industry

of metal product
manufacturing
process
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to read and explain all requirements of the drawings ,
preliminary determine the manufacturing methods of metal
products, such as the number of process, surface treatment and
selection of materials

(ii)

Capable

to

preliminary

estimate

the

metal

manufacturing costs and assist making quotations
8. Remarks

-

430

product

1. Title

Develop and define automatic processing and testing procedures,
methodologies and equipment for plastic products

2. Code

106492L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the engineering or
manufacturing development department of the plastic manufacturing
corporations. Practitioners should be capable to develop suitable
automatic equipment

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

all 

Understand

kinds

of

processing of plastic products and the

all

kinds

of

automatic

automatic

types, specifications and applications of

processing

auxiliary equipment of handling parts,

equipment

and

including

application

transfer

manipulator,

multi-axis robot, conveyor belts, flat
machine and feeder


Understand

the

advantages,

disadvantages, equipment upgrades and
maintenance ways of all kinds of plastic
product

automatic

processing

and

auxiliary equipment of handling parts in
the market


Understand

the

t ypes,

specifications,

functions and applications of all kinds of
automatic testing equipment of plastic
products, including detectors of stacked
pieces,

optical

high-speed

measuring

camera

and

instrument
integrated

measuring instrument


Understand

the

advantages,

disadvantages, equipment upgrades and
maintenance ways of all kinds of plastic
product automatic testing equipment in
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the market


Understand the t ypes, specifications and
applications

of

commonl y

pneumatic, hydraulic,

used

vibration

plate,

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
elements and systems
6.2 Develop and



Meet the design, production quantit y and

procure

qualit y requirements as a precondition,

automatic

develop

processing,

processing

methods and

equipment for plastic products

equipment,



and

procure

procedures,

automatic

methods

and

Ensure there is no defect of processes

ensure proper

and equipment, control and minimise the

operation

chances of failure probabilit y


Evaluate

the

effectiveness

product

automation

and

of

plastic

carry

out

continuousl y improvement


Ensure after the development and define
of plastic product automatic processing
procedures and equipment, no product
defects will be created



Draw the automatic equipm ent layout and
process

flow

diagram

and

set

the

technical specifications
6.3 Profession of



Insight the potential safet y issues and

developing and

accident, optimise the development and

procuring

defination of systems, and enhance the

automatic

efficiency, stabilit y and securit y of the

processing,

automation systems

methods and
equipment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to prepare automatic processing procedures, methods
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and equipment for plastic products
(ii)

Capable to prepare the automatic equipment layout and process
flow diagram and set the technical specifications

8. Remarks

-

433

1. Title

Know plastic products process, and communicate with customers and
internal departments

2. Code

106493L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales departments
of the plastic product manufacturing industries. Practitioners should be
capable

to

understand

the

general

concept

of

the

plastic

product

manufacturing process, and appl y in daily work
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
general

the 

Understand the commonl y used characteristics

concept

of plastic products process, such as injection

of plastic product

moulding, blow moulding, vacuum molding,

manufacturing

plastic

process

rotational moulding


extrusing,

thermoforming

and

Understand the requirements of the drawings,
such as tolerance, materials, surface treatment
and testing specifications



Recognise

the

applications

t ypes,

and

working

specifications

principle,
of

the

commonl y used plastic product processing
equipment


Recognise different plastic product automation
processing and testing processes, methods and
equipment



Recognise the latest developments of plastic
product manufacturing processes and methods
in the industry

6.2 Appl y the plastic 
product
concept

process

Read and explain all requirements of the
drawings



Preliminary

determine

the

manufacturing

methods of plastic products, such as the
number of process, surface tre atment and
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selection of materials


Preliminary assess the degree of difficult y of
plastic

product

manufacturing,

equipment

needed and resources coordination


Preliminary

estimate

manufacturing

costs

the

plastic

product

and

assist

making

quotations


6.3 Professional
handling

of

the

product design and manufacturing t echniques

plastic

product

and technologies, and meet the development

process concept
7. Assessment

Continusl y absorb the knowledge of plastic

trend of the industry

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to read and explain all requirements of the drawings ,
preliminary assess the manufacturing process, number of processes,
materials and equipment needed of plastic products

(ii)

Capable to preliminary estimate the plastic product manufacturing
costs and assist making quotations

8. Remarks

-

435

1. Title

Select machinery equipment and auxil iary equipment in need, and
understand their structure, t ypes, control, functions and applications

2. Code

106494L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the engineering departments of the
plastic manufacturing technology industries. Practitioners should be
capable to master the corporate demand of machinery equipment and
auxilary equipment, so as to select and devel op

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
selection
development

all

kinds

of

manufacturing

processes of the corporation
of 
and

Understand the characteristics and service life
of all kinds of machinery equipment and

of

auxilary equipment in the market


machinery
equipment

Understand

and

Understand

the

t ypes,

new

technologies,

advantages and disadvantages of machiner y

auxilary

equipment

equipment

market


and auxilary equipment in the

Understand

the

maintenance

and

upgrade

methods of machinery equipment and auxilary
equipment
6.2 Selection
development

and 
of

machinery equipment and auxilary equipment,

machinery
equipment

including automation equipment
and 

auxilary
equipment
need

Search the industry information of all kinds of

Anal yse

industry

demand

for

machinery

equipment and auxilary equipment, technical
in

requirements and development trends


Coordinate with the automated production line
with an appropriate selection of machiner y
equipment and auxilary equipment



Master

the

new

technology of

machinery

equipment and auxilary equipment and appl y
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on the production line


6.3 Professional

Meet the design, production quantit y and

handling

of

qualit y requirements as a precondition, select

selection

and

and develop machinery equipment and auxilar y

development

of


machinery
equipment
auxilary

equipment in need

and

Ensure there is no defect of processes and
equipment, control and minimise the chances
of failure probabilit y

equipment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to search information of machinery equipment and auxilary
equipment in need for production line, such as equipment upgrades,
maintenance and application of new technologies

(ii)

Capable to select appropriate machinery equipment and auxilary
equipment, including automation equipment

8. Remarks

-

437

1. Title

Select qualit y monitoring and assur ance equipment in need for
different products

2. Code

106495L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporations of the
plastic Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be
capable to master the requirements of qua lit y control of the
corporation, so as to develop and select appropriate equipment

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand all kinds of manufacturing
processes of the corporation

knowledge

of 

Understand all kinds of qualit y control

Selection

of

equipment, such as video monitoring,

qualit y
monitoring

laser scanning and Coordinate Measuring
and


assurence
equipment

Machine (CMM)

in

of all kinds of qualit y control methods

need for different

and equipment


products

Understand the Accuracy and operabilit y

Understand the maintenance and upgrade
methods of all kinds of qualit y control
equipment



Understand the latest technology and
information

of

all

kinds

of

qualit y

control
6.2 Select
monitoring

qualit y 

Coordinate

and

production

assurence
equipment

with
line

with

the
an

automated
appropriate

selection of testing and qualit y control
in

equipment

need for different 

Search the industry information of all

products

kinds of all kinds of qualit y control
methods

and

equipment,

including

automatic qualit y control equipment
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Anal yse industry demand for automatic
product

qualit y

control

equipment,

technical requirements and development
trends


Master the new technology of automatic
product qualit y control

equipment and

appl y on the production line


6.3 Professional

Meet the precision and detection speed

handling

of

requirements as a precondition, select the

selection

of

automatic

qualit y

product

qualit y

control

methods and equipment

monitoring

and 

assurence
equipment

Ensure there is no defect of processes
and equipment, control and minimise the

in

chances of failure probabilit y

need for different
products
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to search information of product qualit y control in
need

for

production

line,

such

as

equipment

upgrades,

maintenance and application of new technologies
(ii)

Capable to select appropriate quality control
including automatic qualit y control equipment

8. Remarks

-

439

equipment,

1. Title

Compile preventive maintenance plan and operation regulations for
all kinds of machines and auxil iary equipment, and monitor the
operation

2. Code

106496L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporations of the
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to understand the operation conditions of all kinds of machines and
auxilary equipment of the corporation, so as to compile relevant
preventive maintenance plan and operation regulations

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
kinds
machines

all 

Understand

of

structure,

and

the

types

operations,

and

models,

functions

and

features of all kinds of machinery of the

auxilary

corporation

equipment of the 

Understand

corporation

parts,

the

tools

functions

available

mechanical

auxilary

equipment,

and

and

characteristics

of

the

corporation


Understand the preventive maintenance
and operation methods and techniques of
all

kinds

of

machines

and

auxilary

equipment of the corporation


Understand the concept of preventive
maintenance



Understand

the

environmental

requirements of all kinds of machines
and

auxilary

maintenance,
lighting

equipment

preventive

including air cleanliness,

control,

temperature

and

humidit y control
6.2 Compile

and 
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Compile all kinds of relevant internal

supervise

staff Code of Practice of all kinds of

relevant

machines and auxilary equipment


operation

Review the preventive maintenance plan

regulations of all

of all kinds of machines and auxilary

kinds

equipment and the validity, applicabilit y

machines

of
and

and

operabilit y

of

the

relevant

auxilary

regulations, and regularl y update and

equipment

amend


Collect

and

machinery
compile

the

analyse
and

the

equipment

corresponding

data

of

failure,
preventive

maintenance plan, including preventive
maintenance plan


Identify the critical equipment of the
corporation,

criticall y

preventativel y

maintain and also proposes to purchase
or develop alternative equipment to the
management


6.3 Professional
handling
compiling

of

Ensure the relevant preventative maintain
plan and operation regulations of all

and

kinds

of

machines

and

auxilar y

supervising

equipment are in actual operation and

relevant

effective


operation

Ensure the production line operation will

regulations of all

not stop if the machin es and auxilary

kinds

equipment have failures

machines

of
and

auxilary
equipment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to compile relevant preventative maintain plan and
operation regulations of the corporation

(ii)

Capable to review the preventive maintenance plan of all kinds
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of

machines

and

auxilary

equipment

and

the

validity,

applicabilit y and operabilit y of the relevant regulations, and
regularl y update and amend
8. Remarks

-

442

1. Title

Appl y pneumatic, hydraulic and electric devices to develop
automation system

2. Code

106497L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporations of the
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to base on plan of automation assembl y systems, appl y pneumatic,
hydraulic and electric devices to develop automation system

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand the operation principles ,
control

system

design

methods

and

knowledge

of

techniques of pneumatic, hydraulic and

application

of

electric devices


pneumatic,
hydraulic

and

Understand the t ypes, specifications and
applications of pneumatic elements, such

electric devices

as cylinders, control valve s, flow switch,
vacuum elements and filters


Understand the t ypes, specifications and
applications of hydraulic elements, such
as all kinds of pumps, valves, control
valves and cylinders



Understand the t ypes, specifications and
applications of electric elements, such as
Circuit

breaker,

(Circuit

relay

and

breaker)

resistor
(Relay)

(Resistor)


Understand the signal of symbols and
control charts of pneumatic, hydraulic
and electric devices



Understand the technology development
trend

of

pneumatic,

hydraulic

and

electric devices of the industry
6.2 Appl y

pneumatic, 
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According to the plan of automation

hydraulic

and

assembl y

electric devices

systems,

appl y

pneumatic,

hydraulic and electric devices, develop
automation system


Select

and

appl y

pneumatic,

the

hydraulic

appropriate
and

electric

elements


Draw all kinds of control charts, such as
Pneumatic Diagram and Circuit Diagram



Review

the

benefits

of

pneumatic,

hydraulic and electric devices and carry
out enhancement


Master the new technology of pneumatic,
hydraulic and electric devices and appl y
on automation system



6.3 Professional

Meet

the

design,

safet y,

production

handling

of

quantit y and quality requirements as a

application

of

precondition, develop automation s ystem

pneumatic,
hydraulic

of
and

electric devices

pneumatic,

hydraulic

and

electric

devices


Ensure

the

safet y

operation

of

the

developed automation system
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on plan of automation assembl y systems, apply
pneumatic, hydraulic and electric devices , develop automation
system

(ii)

Capable to draw all kinds of control charts, such as Pneumatic
Diagram and Circuit Diagram

8. Remarks

-

444

1. Title

Apply Program Logic Controller (PLC) to compile electronic control program

2. Code

106498L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporations of the Manufacturing
Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable to base on the plan of
automation assembly system, apply Program Logic Controller (PLC) to compile
electronic

control

program

(PLC)
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand

relevant 

knowledge

of

Understand the principles and techniques of
computer mathematics

compiling electronic 

Understand the concept of the commonly used

control program

data encoding, principle of binary encoding
(BCD code) and ASC II code


Understand the combination of all kinds of
control methods and coding methods



Understand the types and functions of PLC on
the market



Understand

the

coordination

techniques of PLC

methods

and

and other automation

elements


Understand

the

debugging

methods

and

techniques of electronic control program
6.2 Apply Program Logic 
Controller (PLC) to
compile
control

According to the plan of automation assembly
system, select the appropriate PLC

electronic 
program

Make use of PLC foundation programming
instructions and intermediate instruction, compile

(PLC)

electronic control program


Test the compiled advanced instruction program



Debug and correct the PLC control program



Compare and improve the PLC control program
PLC
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6.3 Professional handling 
of
electronic

compiling

requirements as a precondition, compile suitable

control

program

Meet the design, production quantity and quality
electronic control program



Ensure

safe

operation

of

the

developed

pneumatic, hydraulic and electric devices system
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on the requirements of control functions, make
use of PLC foundation programming instructions and
intermediate instruction, compile electronic control program,
and also carry out testing, debudding and improvement for the
control program

8. Remarks

-

446

1. Title

Appl y multi-axis robots to develop automation system

2. Code

106499L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporations of the
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to base on the plan of automation assembly systems, appl y multi -axis
robots to develop automation system

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand

relevant 

knowledge

of

development trend of multi-axis robots


multi-axis robots

Understand the working principle and latest
Understand the structure and component units of
multi-axis robots system



Understand the types,

load, specifications,

advantages and disadvantages of multi-axis
robots


Understand the processing path and working
steps design methods of assemby and processing
methods of multi-axis robots



Understand

the

parametric

designs

and

programming techniques of multi-axis robots
6.2 Apply
robots

to

multi-axis 

Through mechanics calculate the specifications

develop

of multi-axis robots, select the suitable multi-axis

automation system

robots for automation system


Through programming techniques, design the
most suitable processing path and working steps



Combine the multi-axis robots and production
equipment, develop automation system and
induct production line



Regularly review the efficiency of multi-axis
robots and make system optimisation

6.3 Professional handling 
of

application

of

Meet the design, production quantity and quality
requirements as a precondition, apply multi-axis
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multi-axis robots to
develop

robots to develop automation system

automation 

system
7. Assessment

Ensure

safe

operation

of

the

developed

automation system

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

8. Remarks

Capable to select suitable multi -axis robots for automation
systems and design the most suitable processing path and
working steps

-
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1. Title

Develop lean and flexible manufacturing process, layout and
facilities

2. Code

106500L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporations of the
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to base on the conditions of the production line, develop process,
workshop layout and facilities for lean and flexible manu facturing
auxiliary equipment, and monitor the operations

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand the production methods of
lean and flexible manufacturing

knowledge

of 

Understand the enhancement methods of

lean and flexible

all workshop equipment, such as Poka

manufacturing

Yoke and SMED


Understand

the

processing

equipment

which are related to the production line
flexibilit y enhancement on the market


Understand the t ypes, specifications and
applications of all kinds of automation
processing
equipment

products
of

and

handling

auxiliary

parts

in

the

market, including transfer manipulator,
multi-axis robots, conveyor belts, flat
machine and feeder


Understand

the

t ypes,

specifications,

functions and applications of all kinds of
automatic testing equipment of all kinds
of products, including optical measuring
instrument

high-speed

camera

and

integrated measuring instrument
6.2 Appl y

lean

and 

flexible

Coordinate with the existing production
line
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and

carry

out

processing

manufacturing

arrangement,

design

and

improve

methods

production line, so as to achieve the
production target of lean and flexible
manufacturing


Anal yse and optimise t he process of
bottle neck



Anal yse

the

equipment

demand

of

Flexible Manufacturing Cell and select
suitable equipment


Search the processing equipment which
are

related

to

the

production

line

flexibilit y enhancement on the mark et
and assess their availabilit y


Review the effects of lean and flexible
manufacturing,

such

as

whether

the

inventory of finished goods is reduced
and the production cycle is shortened


6.3 Professional

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

handling of lean

risk,

and

protection and cost etc, develop process,

flexible

manufacturing

capacit y,

quality,

environmental

workshop layout and facilities for lean
and

flexible

manufacturing

auxiliar y

equipment, and monitor the operations
and also meet all aspects of requirements
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to design and improve production line in accordance
with lean and flexible manufacturing methods, so as to achieve
the production target of lean and flexible manufacturing

(ii)

Capable

to

anal yse

the

equipment

demand

Manufacturing Cell and select suitable equipment
8. Remarks

-

450

of

Flexible

1. Title

Line balancing

2. Code

106501L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the corporations of the
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to anal yse the production line carefully, formulate working standards
and carry out line balancing

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
relevant



Understand the product engineering



Understand

knowledge of line
balancing

the

principle

and

calculationline method of line balancing


Understand all kinds of anal ysis tools of
line balancing, such as Method Study,
Motion Study and Time Study

6.2 Line balancing



Understand Ergonomics



Through

operation

research

research

methods,

anal yse

production

arrangements

or

other

existing

and

make

recommendations for improvement


Through Time Study, collect all kinds
of important data of production line and
develop work standards, such as standard
working hours, standard

manpower and

standard production rate


Through

Motion

detailed

anal ysis

Study,
of

conduct

the

a

production

motion from Therbligs, seek room for
further improvement


Anal yse the production takt Time of
production
production

line,

coordinate

requirements

and

with
targeted

line balancing, and formulate product
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production plan


Propose improvements to management on
production equipment and configuration



Suggest improvements on the product ion
parts or tools

6.3 Professional



Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

handling of line

risk,

capacit y,

quality,

environmental

balancing

protection and cost etc, carry out line
balancing and also meet all aspects of
requirements at the same time

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y all kinds of anal ytical tools, through Method
Study, Motion Study and Time Study, optimise and balance the
production line, increase production efficiency

8. Remarks

-

452

1. Title

Screen and select supplier

2. Code

106502L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the procurement departments
of corporations of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to base on the characteristics and demands of the
necessary raw materials and semi -finished products, Screen and select
suitable suppliers, review and select suppliers

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
screen
selection

Understand procurement concept, including
basic

of

procurement

concept,

objective

factors of procurement and requirements of

and

purchasing suitable goods

of 

supplier

Understand the characteristics and quality
requirements of the procured ma terials



Understand

the

storage

methods

and

requirements of materials


Understand

the

suppliers,

evaluation
including

methods

of

suppliers

qualifications, competence, commitment,
control

systems,

cash

resources

and

financial stability, cost and compatibility,
the design skills of supplier questionnaire
and field trips techniques
6.2 Screen and select 
supplier

Review the t ypes and requirements of the
required material



Initiall y review outward frequency and
feature demands



According to relevant guidelines, find and
select supplier



Carry out field trips and value anal ysis,
identify and select potential suppliers
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Mark the qualified suppliers and produce
supplier list



Detailedl y

review

suppliers

and

the

information

r elevant

of

certification

requirements

6.3 Professional
handling
screen
selection

of
and



Objectivel y score and rank each supplier



Prevent any abuse or corruption,

such as

abuse/ misappropriation of corporate assets
and theft

of

supplier
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to Evaluate the overall strength of potential suppliers,
identify and select potential suppliers

(ii)

Capable to carry out supplier review indepentl y and select
qualified supplier

8. Remarks

-

454

1. Title

Build relationship with supplier

2. Code

106503L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the procurement departments
of corporations of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to build relationship with supplier in accordance
with the corporate policies, regulations and operation

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the methods and techniques
of

of

building

good

relationship

with

supplier


relationship with
supplier

building

Understand the purpose and conditions of
building partnerships with suppliers



Understand

the

supplier's

needs,

priorities considerations and concerns, so
as to develop a win -win partnership


Understand the strengths and weaknesses
of suppliers, such as production capacit y,
qualit y systems and management systems



Understand the negotiation skills with
suppliers

6.2 Build



relationship with
supplier

Build

communication

channels

with

suppliers


Integrate the business operations with
suppliers, reduce redundancy and make
the best use of existing resources



Share the risk and profits with the
suppliers, achieve a win -win situation



Build a mutuall y beneficial agreement



With

measurable

methods,

make

partnership program with suppliers
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Regularl y

contact

with

suppl iers

to

review

the

partnership

and

develop

suppl y chain optimisation


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Prevent any abuse or corruption,

such

as abuse/ misappropriation of corporate

building

assets and theft

relationship with 

Strictl y follow the corporate policies and

supplier

regulations, based on mutual trust, build
a good partnership with suppliers

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to build communication channel and partnership with
suppliers

(ii)

Regularl y contact with suppliers to review the partnership and
develop suppl y chain optimisation

8. Remarks

-

456

1. Title

Compile procurement guidelines

2. Code

106504L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the procurement departments
of corporations of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to compile suitable procurement guidelines in
accordance with the demands on all kinds of materials of the
corporation

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

Understand relevant legal requirements
of the operating regions

of 

Recognise the latest technology which

compiling

can be applied on the procurement, such

procurement

as all kinds of e-procurement system

guidelines



Understand

the

commonl y

used

procurement methods and procedures of
the industry


Understanding

the

needs

and

procurement cycle of the material and
equipment of the corporation


Understand the procurement knowledge
and principles

6.2 Compile



Understand the capacit y of the warehouse



Review the demand and using conditions

procurement
guidelines

of all kinds of materials


Review supplier's capabilities, including
delivery, qualit y, service and price



Anal yse

the

corporate

effectiveness
existing

of

the

procurement

procedures and continuousl y improve it,
such

as

the

procedures
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impact
on

the

of

the

existing

operation,

the

suppliers

management

methods,

procurement guidelines, application of
new technology in the procurement


Integrate the suppliers

capacit y and the

corporate demand, develop procurement
guidelines and ensure that all relevant
staff are aware of the instruction content
and select the appropriate procurement
method


Review the possibility of application of
electronic procurement systems and m ake
recommendations

to

all

levels

of

management


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Prevent any abuse or corruption during
compiling procurement guidelines

compiling
procurement
guidelines
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to identify the demands on materials and suppliers
comprehensive

ability,

develop

relevant

procurement

guidelines, ensure that all relevant staff are aware of the
instruction content and select the appropriate procurement
method
8. Remarks

-

458

1. Title

Compile materials requirement plan (MRP)

2. Code

106505L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the materials control
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to base on the required delivery of all materials
suppl y, appl y relevant MRP electronic system to compile mater ials
requirement plan (MRP)

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge



Recognise the reading methods of BOM



Recognise relevant electronic systems

of

compiling

and their applications of BOM


Recognise the anal ysis methods of MRP,

materials

including the information application of

requirement plan

the production schedule, the existing

(MRP)

inventory,

(MRP)

number and expiration date, numbers of

delivery

time,

sales

order

purchase order and expiration date, batch
strategies,

safe

inventory

and

other

information


Recognise relevant electronic systems
and the applications of MRP



Understand the cost of inventories, such
as raw material costs, ordering costs,
storage costs and shortage costs

6.2 Compile



According to BOM, split the finished

materials

products into all required purchasing

requirement plan

materials, and calculate the amount of

(MRP)

required materials


Estimate the delivery date of all kinds of
suppl y of materials
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Appl y all kinds of appropriate tools to

estimate an appropriate order quantit y,
such as Economic Order Quantit y and
Re-ordering


Develop

the

MRP

which

meets

the

delivery


Continuousl y improve the arrangements
of material and develop an appropriate
order quantit y, enhance the operational
performance

by

achieveing

zero

inventory


Review

the

possibilit y

connecting

of

communications

between

customers

improve

and

MRP
systems

and

suppliers,

s ynchronise

Vendor

Managed Inventory (VMI)


Appl y relevant electronic system of MRP
and

carry

out

regular

preventive

maintenance and evaluation


6.3 Professional
handling

of

materials requirement are accurate


compiling

Ensure all contents and information of

materials

Prevent any abuse or corruption during
MRP

requirement plan
(MRP)
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

requirements

integrate
from

different

suppliers

information

and

customers

and

deliver y

and

compile

materials requirement plan (MRP)
(ii)

Capable to compile materials requirement plan (MRP) and
improve production efficien cy of the corporation

8. Remarks

-

460

1. Title

Set up and maintain warehouse

2. Code

106506L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the procurement department/
materials control departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
In the area of materials and finished goods management, p ractitioners
should be capable to set up and maintain warehouse in accordance
with relevant laws and regulatory requirements and the actual
demands of corporations, and manage warehouse operations

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



Recognise freight logistics systems and

relevant

organizations, such as freight patterns

knowledge of set

and transportation systems, air, maritime

up and maintain

and

warehouse

international

land

transport

operations,

multimodal

the

transport

operations, and coordinate all aspects of
the logistics system


Recognise
logistics

the

basic

services,

processes

including

of

orders,

arranging transportation, arranging the
customs procedures and formalities of
export and inport of goods, warehousing,
inventory

management,

material

dispensing, packaging and value -added
services


Understand

the

functions

and

characteristics of all t ypes of inventory
management system


Understand

the

busine ss

development

strategy


Understand the principles of Facilities
Management
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Understand

the

warehouse

design,

materials process design and function
location method design methods


Understand

inventory

control

and

management, such as inventory planning,
safet y stock, loss control, deprecation
and obsolete inventory


Understand

Just-in-Time

(J IT)

management, including zero inventor y
concept, the enviro nment and concepts of
Just-in-Time (JIT) management


Understand the relevant legislation and
regulations of warehouse in the operating
regions,

such

(Installations

as

Fire

and

Service

Equipment)

Regulations
6.2 Set

up

and 

Collect

all

relevant
such

data

as

of

the

Cargo

maintain

Logistics,

stock -in

warehouse

frequency, product types, characteristics,
size and quantit y of distribution, storage
requirements, and estimation of future
inventory needs


According

to

relevant

regulations

and

actual

laws

needs

and

of

the

corporation, examine and improve the
warehouse facilities, such as upgrade of
fire prevention and fire exti nguishing
system


Assist

to

develop

specifications

the

required

procurement

for

warehouse

facilities


Anal yse the effectiveness of the existing
system,

continuousl y

improve

the

warehouse operations proce ss


Develop
channels
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appropriate
to

ensure

communication
that

the

actual

operation of warehouse is not contrary to
the original design, also prevent the
warehouse

management

arrangements

violates the laws and regulations, and
improve the

efficiency of

warehouse

operations


Manage the warehousing equipment and
carry out storage operations



Propose improvements to management on
the conditions of warehouse



6.3 Professional
handling

of

set

such

as abuse/ misappropriation of corporate

up and maintain
warehouse

Prevent any abuse or corruption,
assets and theft



Ensure all contents and information of
inventory are accurate



Compliance with local laws to set up
warehouse

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to use all kinds of methods and tools to anal yse the
demands of warehouse of the corporation

(ii)

Capable to set up and maintain warehouse equipment and
facilities and operating process in accordance with the relevant
laws and regulations and the actual demands of the corporation

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Set

up

and

maintain

electronic

inventory

identification

and

management system
2. Code

106507L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the procurement department/
materials control departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
In the area of materials and finished goods management, practitioners
should be capable to set up and maintain electron ic inventor y
identification and management system, and continuousl y improve the
system efficiency

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Know the overall business strategies of

relevant

the corporation

knowledge of set 

Understand

up

qualit y requirements of the inventory

and

maintaining



electronic
inventory

the

characteristics

and

Understand the concepts of electronic
identification technology of goods



Understand

the

t ypes

of

electronic

identification and

identification technology, such as bar

management

code and radio frequency identification

system



Understand the foundation application
concepts and requirements of all kinds of
electronic identification technology, such
as Electronic Product Code, RFID and
Bar Code Identification



Understand

different

identification

technologies

or

corresponding

equipment of the
such

as

different

the

required standards,
radio

frequency

identification tags and the requirements
of combinations of the readers


Recognise

electronic

identification

technology equipment of goods, such as
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readers, sensors and antenna


Recognise the limitations of electronic
identification

technology

of

goods,

possible error and misreading situation,
such as the data t ype and storage capacit y
which can be sto red by different standard
tags

or

barcodes,

and

the

effective

distance between tags or barcode and
readers
6.2 Set

up

and 

Anal yse the actual situation of

maintain

corporate

electronic

obtain

inventory

characteristics, problems and demands

identification and 

Define

management

electronic inventory id entification and

system

management systems


warehouse
the

the

and

the

inventory,

warehouse
scope

of

operations

application

of

According to the requirements of the
management and relevant departments,
develop

a

demand

list

of

electronic

inventory identification and management
system, including a list of required data
recorded by the system, the handling and
storage requirements so as to collect
useful data


According

to

all

kinds

of

different

programs, carry out gap and cost-benefit
anal ysis,

provide

recommendations

to

management


Select appropriate suppliers of electronic
inventory identification and management
systems,

lead

suppliers

to

the
set

project

team

up

electronic

an

and

inventory identification and management
systems
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Develop a maintenance schedule for the

electronic inventory identification and
management

system,

and

ensure

an

effective operation of the relevant device
and equipment


Arrange suitable training and ensure all
relevant staff are capable to operate the
electronic inventory identification and
management system



Develop

appropriate

communication

channels to collect staff s comments on
electronic inventor y identification and
management

system,

review

the

effectiveness of the existing system and
provide recommondations to management


6.3 Professional
handling

of

up

set

such

as abuse/ misappropriation of corporate

and

assets and theft


maintaining

Prevent any abuse or corruption,

electronic

Ensure all contents and information of
inventory are accurate

inventory
identification and
management
system
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to

evaluate the

efficiency and

effectiveness of

different electronic identification technologies of goods, select
and set up suitable electronic inventory identification and
management system
(ii)

Capable to manage and maintaining electronic inventory
identification and management system, and ensure all relevant
staff are capable to operate the system correctl y

8. Remarks

-

466

1. Title

Formulate warehouse automation solutions

2. Code

106508L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the procurement department/
materials control departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable to formulate warehouse automation
solutions, so as to improve the warehouse operation effeciency

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Relevant
knowledge
warehouse

of

Recognise the overall business strategies
of the corporation



automation

Recognise the principles of warehouse
management



Understand

the

corporate

electronic

inventory identification and management
system


Understand the concepts of warehouse
automation



Understand

all

automation,

stages

such

of
as

warehouse
transfering

automation, warehouse automation, and
integration of warehouse automation


Understand

the

characteristics,

performance and limitations of all kinds
of

warehouse

automation,

such

as

automated picking systems, multi-axis
robots, conveyor belts and Automatic
Storage/ Retrieval System


In-depth understanding of the wareh ouse
operation

6.2 Formulate



Detailedl y anal yse the situation of the

warehouse

existing warehouse, so as to explore the

automation

feasibilit y of warehouse automation
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solutions

Anal yse the feasibilit y of integration
between

electronic

inventory

identification and management s ystem
and warehouse automation


Develop different degrees of warehouse
automation solutions and appl y different
automation technology, such as local
process

automation

or

integrated

warehouse automation module, set up
intelligent warehouse


Carry out gap anal ysis and cost -benefit
anal ysis of automation solutions, make
recommendations to management



Select appropriate suppliers and set up
warehouse automation system, and lead
the project team and supplier to set up
the warehouse automation system



Develop a maintenance schedule for the
warehouse

automation

system,

and

ensure an effective operation of the
relevant device and equipment


Arrange suitable training and ensure all
relevant staff are capable to operate the
warehouse automation system



Develop

appropriate

communication

channels to collect staff s comments on
warehouse automation system, review the
effectiveness of the existing system and
provide recommondations to management


6.3 Professional
handling

of

such

as abuse/ misappropriation of corporate

formulating
warehouse

Prevent any abuse or corruption,
assets and theft



automation

Ensure all contents and information of
inventory are accurate

solutions
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7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulate suitable warehouse automation solutions
in accordance with the corporate business development

(ii)

Capable to collect and anal yse different opinions, provide
applicable optimised solutions for improvement

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Intermediate computer numerical control (CNC) precision milling

2. Code

106509L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand intermediate computer numerical
control (CNC) precision milli ng and cutting and operate CNC milling
machines and carry out intermediate precision milling

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand the 

Understand

the

techniques and

manufacturing

software

technologies of

(CAM),

intermediate

programming

computer

output and input interface system


numerical
control

(CNC)

and

of

the
the

milling

3D

model

application

of

Understand the methods of intermediate
programming of CNC milling machines,

precision
milling

including

computer -aided

including 2.5D and 3D contour arc and
and

other fixed program, recycling program

cutting

and subroutine milling programming


Understand the influence of all CNC
milling parameters on the milling effect
and finished goods



Understand the characteristics and using
methods of all kinds of Tool Setter



Understand

the

characteristics

and

connecting methods of Direct Numerical
Control


Understand the setting and optimization
methods of parameters, such as the
Cutting Speed and Feed Rate, and the
tool path programming tips of high speed
milling
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Understand the using methods of all

kinds of fixtures and safet y precautions
of CNC milling, such as collets


Understand the t ypes and applications of
intermediate standard fixtures



Understand the functions of all kinds of
cutting fluid, applications of 3D and
high speed milling and the treatment
methods of metal scrap



Understand the relationship between the
different processing parameters and tool
life



Understand the calibration and precision
correction of CNC milling machines

out 

6.2 Carry

According

to

the

requirements

of

intermediate

finished goods, operate CNC milling

computer

manufacturing software (such

numerical control

CAM) to compile 2.5D and 3D software

(CNC)

program

milling

precision
and 

cutting

Appl y

all

kinds

instruments

to

of

Initiall y

as

3D

measuring
measure

the

finished goods


According

to

requirements,
parameters,

engineering
set

such

the
as

design

appropriate

cutting

speed,

cutting depth and feed rate


Design and manufacture specific fixture
in

accordance

with

different

requirements


Calculate

the

appropriate

processing

parameters, including intermediate and
cutting speed, so as to optimise the
milling efficiency


Carry

out

Direct

Numerical

Control

(DNC) in appropriate timing
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Set and use the automatic tool path

correction of Tool Setter


Manage

the

tool

of

CNC

milling

machine, set and amend the information
of tool life


Use special fixtures to fix the sheet
workpiece

and

complex

shape

of

workpiece, and carry out calibration


According

to

engineering

design

requirements, carry out CNC milling
including Face Milling, Side Milling,
Angular Milling, Step Milling, Groove
Milling,

Dovetail

Milling,

T -shaped

Groove Milling, 2.5D and 3D Form
Milling


Carry out precision Boring, Reaming and
High-speed Machining processing



Measure

the

positioning

precision,

anal yse the causes of processing error,
and enter the appropriate compensation
value to enhance the precision


6.3 Professional
handling

of

safet y

guidelines

of

CNC

precision milling and cutting (such as

intermediate

handle metal

computer

milling process) and related Code, and in

numerical control

accordance

(CNC)

specifications and production efficiency

milling

precision
and

scrap produced in the
with

design

requirements, carry out

cutting
7. Assessment

Follow

drawings,

CNC precision

milling and cutting

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to compile complex 2.5D and 3D and high -speed CNC
milling machine milling program, and carry out the complex
finished goods and high-speed CNC milling processing

(ii)

Capable to carry out precision milling processing of complex
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parts and finished goods, and coordinate with the appropriate
parameters to extend the tool life
(iii)

Capable to test the positioning precision, make use of
appropriate compensation value to enhance the precision

8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the knowledge and abilit y of
control/ (CNC) milling and cutting
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Fuondation computer numerical
(106402L3) at the same time.

1. Title

Intermediate computer numerical control (CNC) precision turning

2. Code

106510L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of intermediat e
computer numerical control (CNC) turning, operate Intermedi ate CNC
turning machines and carry out precision turning

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand

techniques

and

characteristics of the thread

technologies

of 

the

specifications

Understand

the

intermediate

manufacturing

software

computer

(CAM),

numerical

programming

and

output

input

control

(CNC)

turning

computer -aided

including
and

and

of

the
the

3D

turning
model

application

interface

of

s ystem

CAM


Understand

the

intermediate

programming methods of (CNC) turning,
including instructions of curves, tapered,
all

kinds

of

thread,

pipe

thread,

trapezoidal thread, square thread, ball
thread, flat thread, and variable lead
thread, fixed program, recycling program
and subroutine turning programming


Understand the functions of all kinds of
cutting fluid and applications of the
treatment methods of metal scrap



Understand the calculation of curves
intersection in the geometry



Understand the influence of all CNC
turning parameters on the milling effect
and finished goods
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Understand the characteristics and using
methods of all kinds of Tool Setter



Understand the t ypes and applications of
intermediate standard fixtures



Understand

the

setting

mode

and

principles of computer connections


Understand all kinds of specific tools a nd
carriage



Understand

the

relationship

between

different processing parameters and tool
life, including feed rate and cutting speed
out 

6.2 Carry
intermediate
computer

Appl y all kinds of measuring instruments
to Initiall y measure the finished goods



According

to

the

requirements

of

numerical control

finished goods, apply CAM software to

(CNC)

compile turning tool path program

turning

precision


According

to

engineering

requirements,

set

the

design

appropriat e

parameters


Carry

out

Direct

Numerical

Control

(DNC) in appropriate timing


Set and use the automatic tool path
correction of Tool Setter



Use special fixtures to fix the sheet
workpiece

and

complex

shape

of

workpiece, and carry out calibration


Manage the tool of CNC turning machine,
set and amend the information of tool life



Using

the

appropriate

processing

parameters to extend tool life


Design and manufacture specific fixture
in

accordance

with

different

requirements


According
requirements,
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to

engineering
carry

out

design

intermediate

CNC precision turning


Calculate

the

appropriate

processing

parameters, including intermediate and
cutting speed, so as to optimise the
turning efficiency

Professional 

6.3

handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines of CNC turning
(such as handle metal scrap produced in

intermediate

the turning process) and related Code,

computer

and in accordance with design drawings,

numerical control

specifications and production efficiency

(CNC)

requirements, carry out CNC precision

precision

turning
7. Assessment

Select appropriate cutting fluid

turning

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

compile

complex

3D

CNC

turning

program

3D
(ii)

Capable to carry out complex precision turning of parts and
finished goods to ensure the finished product meet
required

precision,

and

coordinate

with

the

the

appropriate

parameters to extend the tool life
8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the knowledge and abilit y of

Foundation computer numerical

control (CNC) turning processing

(106403L3) at the same time.
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1. Title

Intermediate electrical discharge machining

2. Code

106511L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of intermediate
electrical discharge machining and carry out intermediate electrical
discharge machining of Mirror surface, EDM Drilling and Micro EDM

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
techniques
technologies

the 

Understand the surface texture generated

and

by using different parameters for EDM

of 

Understand

the
and

principles,

intermediate

characteristics

electrical

relevant

discharge

requirement standard of all kinds of

machining

intermediate

precision

applications
EDM

electrical

and

surface
discharge

machining such as Mirror Surface and
EDM Drilling


Understand the principles, application
and relevant EDM surface requirement
standard of mirror surface EDM



Recognise the principles, characteristics,
application and relevant precision and
micro EDM surface requirement standard



Understand the impact of processing
fluid

on

workpiece

and

processing

qualit y


Understand the parameter setting and
optimization techniques of all kinds of
precision and micro EDM



Understand
workpiece

the

impact

materials

and

of

different

engineering

design on the processing parameters
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setting for precision EDM


Understand

t ypes,

structure,

specifications,

applications,

processing

principles of CNC EDM machine , and its
difference with the tranditional electric
discharge machine


Understand the usage of all precision
and

micro

instructions,

CNC

EDM

program

processing

structure

and

methods of EDM milling with CNC EDM
milling modules
6.2 Carry

out 

Set up suitable processing parameters in

intermediate

accordance with workpiece materials and

electrical

engineering

discharge

kinds

machining

programs


Set

of

design,

and

compile

precision

and

micro

EDM

and

micro

appropriate

precision

all

processing parameters and compensation
in accordance with the requirements of
the

tolerances,

surface

texture

and

roughness of high precision and micro
product

and

components

stated

on

engineering design drawings


Accuratel y set and turn position of the
workpiece and electrode



Evaluate the processing performance of
electrode employed in EDM machines



Operate CNC EDM machines to carry out
precision EDM, such as carrying out
ultra precision maching, ultra precision
edge maching, optimal surface roughness
maching, EDM milling and EDM drilling



Preventativel y maintain machines for
precision

EDM

machines,

and

form

troubleshooting to ensure the processing
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accuracy and qualit y, so as to meet the
requirement

of

precision

and

ultra-precision machining


Select

the

appropriate

electrode

and

processing conditions as a basis for
estimating processing time


Estimate the processing time in precision
and micro EDM in accordance with the
drawings, discharge electrode movement
and processing conditions



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines and related
codes

of

practice

of

all

kinds

of

intermediate

precision and microdischarge machining ,

electrical

in accordance with the requirements of

discharge

design

machining

production

drawings,

specifications

efficiency,

carry

and
out

electrical disch arge machining
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate EDM machines to carry out all kinds of
intermediate EDM, such as carrying out ultra precision
maching, ultra precision edge maching, optimal surface
roughness maching, EDM milling and EDM drilling

(ii)

Capable to operate micro EDM machines and carry outmicro
EDM

(iii)

Capable to handle the unusual circumstances of the CNC EDM
milling machine, and carry out preventive maintenance, so as
to assure the required processing accuracy and fineness

8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the knowledge and abilit y of
(106405L3) at the same time.
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Electrical discharge machining (EDM)

1. Title

Wire electrical discharge machining

2. Code

106512L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of Wire Electrical
Discharge Machining (Wire EDM) and carry out Wire EDM

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
techniques
technologies
wire

the 

Understand the principles, characteristics

and

and

of

applications

of

wire

electrical

workpiece

gripping

discharge cutting

electrical 

discharge cutting

Understand

the

methods on wire cutting machines


Understand

t ypes,

specifications

and

applications of standard fixtures


Understand the impact

of processing

fluid, such as deionized water and oil)on
workpiece and processing qualit y


Learn

the

material,

t ype,

diameter,

properties and selection conditions of
copper


Understand

the

interrelation

between

processing precision, processing

and

ratio of processing time


Understand

the

impact

workpiece

materials

design

the

on

of

and

processing

different

engineering
parameters

setting


Understand the t ypes, structure, size,
processing principles, processing fluid
circulation

systems

and

processing

parameters of wire cutting machines
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Understand the usage of wire cutting

instructions,

program

structure

and

programming methods of wire cutting
machines


Understand the design application of
Automatic Programmed Tool (APT)

6.2 Carry

out

wire 

Set up suitable processing parameters in

electrical

accordance with workpiece materials and

discharge cutting

engineering

design,

and

compile

processing programs


Set appropriate processing parameters
and compensation in accordance with the
marked engineering drawing tolerances
specifications



Install and calibrate the workpiece and
cutting wire



Operate wire cutting machines and carr y
out wire electrical discharge cutting



Preventativel y

maintain

wire

cut ting

machines, and carry out troubleshooting,
such as wire disconnection
6.3 Professional



Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

handling of wire

codes of practice of all kinds of wire

electrical

electrical

discharge cutting

accordance
design

discharge
with

drawings,

the

cutting,

in

requirements

of

specifications

and

production efficiency, carry out wire
electrical discharge cutting
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to operate wire cutting machines and carry out wire
electrical discharge cutting, and meet the requirements of
production qualit y and efficiency

(ii)

Capable to handle the unusual circumstances of the wire cutting
machine and carry out preventive maintenance

8. Remarks

-

481

1. Title

Profile grinding

2. Code

106513L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of profile grinding,
operate the CNC surface grinding and optical project grinding
machines, carry out stone wash shaping on surface grinding, so as to
carry out profile grinding

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
techniques

the 

Understand

and

structures,

of

commonl y

technologies
profile grinding

fixtures,

the
size

relevant
and

used

t ypes,

applications

surface

including

of

grinding

magnetic

chuck,

universal vice and punch former etc
Magnetic Chuck

(Universal Vice)

(Punch Former)


Understand

the

principles,

aims

and

methods of stone wash


Understand the restrictions of appl ying
stone wash machine to rectificate the
grinding wheel to the appropriate shape



Understand

the

way

to

check

and

measure the puzzle wheel surfaces and
maintenance/ repair method of profile
surface


/

Understand the t ypes and applications of
grinding cooling fluid



Understand

the

characteristics

of

grinding wheel, and the presentation
methods of specifications and meaning,
including abrasive, graininess, degree of
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combination, hardness, structure , shape
and grinding wheel balance etc


Understand the limitations of the speed
of grinding wheel and the caulation
method of highest speed



Understand the formation principles and
prevention methods of grinding internal
stress



Understand the magnetic induction and
demagnetization principle



Understand

the

principle

of

thermal

expansion or contraction and its impacts
on the precision of grinding


Understand the foundation principle of
optical projection



Understand

the

structure,

purpose,

characteristics and p recision of optical
project grinding machines


Understand the structure and precision
of CNC grinding machine



Understand the setting and optimization
methods of parameters, such as the
grinding speed and feed rate of CNC
optical project grinding



Understand

the

common

unusual

conditions and causes of using surface
grinding and optical project grinding
machines to carry out profile grinding ,
and the solutions of problem
6.2 Carry out profile 
grinding

Correctl y

use

the

fixtures

and

grip

different shape of iron and non -ferrous
metal workpiece


According to the engineering drawings,
carry out stone wash for the front and
side face of grinding wheel, such as
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angle, arc and shaped face


Set appropriate operating conditions to
reduce the deterioration

and risk of

surface grinding machine when carrying
out profile grinding


After

using

stone

wash

of

surface

grinding, carry out complex

profile

grinding, including Angular Grinding,
Chamfer Grinding, V-Shaped Groove,
sheet, Dovetail Groove and carry out
tool grinding


Operate

optical

project

grinding

machines to carry out profile grinding,
such as hardware die punch


Adjust and optimize relevant parameters
of optical project grinding machines



Compile CNC optical project grinding
program and carry out processing



Handle

all

circumstances

kinds
of

of

unusual

profile

grinding,

machines and grinding wheel


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines and related
codes of practice of profile grinding

profile grinding

(such

as

operation,

preventive
wheel),

inspection

maintenance
in

requirements

accordance
of

design

of

and

grinding
with

the

draw ings,

specifications and production efficiency,
carry out profile grinding by stone wash
of surface grinding and optical project
grinding machines
7. Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable to carry out profile grinding by stone wash of surface
grinding and optical project grinding machines
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(ii)

Capable to carry out CNC profile grinding programming

(iii)

Capable to handle all kinds of unusual circumstances of profile
grinding

8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the knowledge and abilit y of
same time
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Surface grinding

(106406L3) at the

1. Title

Jig grind and jig bor e

2. Code

106514L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the processing knowledge of jig
grinding and jig borning, and also carry out all kinds of maching of
jig grinding and jig borning

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand the 

Understand

techniques and

structures,

technologies of

commonl y used fixtures of jig grinding

jig grinding and

and jig borning

jig borning



the
size

Understand

and

the

transmission
principles

relevant

applications

structure,
mode,

of

regulations

operation

of

t ypes,

jig

of

size,

foundation
and

grinding

safet y
and

jig

borning


Understand the precision control and
machine maintenance methods of jig
grinding and jig borning



Understand the functions of all kinds of
cutting fluid of grinding and applications
of the treatment methods of metal scrap



Understand

the

characteristics

of

grinding wheel, and the presentation
methods of specifications and meaning,
including abrasive, graininess, degree of
combination,
shape etc


hardness,

structure

and

(Grinding Wheel)

Understand the formation principles and
prevention methods of grinding internal
stress
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Understand the magnetic indu ction and
demagnetization principle



Understand

the

types,

application,

selection and maintenance of all kinds of
tools of jig bore ,


Understand the relationsh ip between the
different processing parameters and Jig
Bore tool life



Understand all processing parameters of
jig grinding and jig borning, such as the
processing
efficiency

impact
of

on

grinding

qualit y
and

and

borning

speed, feed rate, grinding and borning
depth

/

/


Understand the programming methods of
toolpath and grinding wheel tracks of
numerical control jig gri nding and jig
borning

6.2 Carry

out

jig 

grinding and jig
borning

Correctl y use the fixtures and grip all
kinds of workpieces



processing

According

to

the

processing

requirements, set up suitable grinding
speed, peripheral speed and diameter of
the grinding


Operate

the

normal

start

and

stop

operations of jig grind and jig bore,
including start and stop the machine ,
change rotating speed of axis, adjust the
circular speed and feed rate, adjust the
angle of the grinding wheel with taper
hole and control the grinding depth


Carry

out

cylindrical

bore

grinding,

outer and inner circular surface grinding,
taper hole grinding, and slotting form of
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grinding


Carry out toolpath and grinding wheel
tracks of numerical control jig grinding
and jig borning



According to the performance of jig
grinding and jig borning machines, wear
conditions and wear scar of grinding
wheel, make judgement on

abnormal

situation and handle properl y


Correct, adjust and maintain the jig
grinding and jig borning machine, so as
to maintain the precision and life of jig
grinding and jig borning machine



6.3 Professional
hanlding

of

Follow safet y guidelines and related

jig

codes of practice of jig grinding and jig

grinding and jig

borning (such as operation, inspection

borning

and preventive maintenance of grinding
wheel and metal scrap treatment), in
accordance with the requirements of
design

drawings,

production

specifications

efficiency,

carry

out

and
jig

grinding and jig borning
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out tool path programming of jig grinding and
jig borning

(ii)

Capable to operate all kinds of commonl y used jig grinding
and jig borning machines and carry out jig grinding and jig
borning, so as to achieve excellent precision and efficiency

(iii)

Capable to handle all kinds of unusual circumstances of jig
grinding and jig borning

8. Remarks

-

488

1. Title

Mould fitting and adjustment

2. Code

106515L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of tooling fitting and
adjustment, so as to carry out all kinds of tooling fitting and
adjustment

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
thetechniques

of tooling fitting and adjustment


and
technologies
tooling

Understand the methods and techniques

of

Understand the interrelationship of all
components

fitting 

and adjustment

Understand

the

standard

of

mould

assembl ym, fitting precision and repair
principles


Understand

the

t ypes,

specifications,

applications and operating methods of
relevant tools and equipment of tooling
fitting and adjustment


Understand

the

spotting

method

of

manual and mechanical aids of spotting
machine
6.2 Carry out tooling 
fitting

and

Read the structural drawing, assembl y
drawings, part diagrams, and

adjustment

anal yse

the sequence of the fitting in accordance
with the content and instructions of the
drawings


Identify the key features and precision
requirements of tooling and carry out
appropriate

fitting

and

adjustment

methods
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Select and operate suitable tools and

equipment

for

tooling

fitting

and

adjustment, such as spotting machine


Carry out appropriate adjustment after
tooling fitting, so as to achieve smooth
production condition



Identify

and

systematicall y

anal yse

common problems of tooling fitting and
adjustment and make improvements


Appl y Engineering Blue to carry out
detection of mould



6.3 Professional
handling
tooling

Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

of

codes of practice of all kinds of tooling

fitting

fitting and adjustment, in accordance

and adjustment

with

the

requirements

of

design

drawings, specifications and production
efficiency, carry out tooling fitting and
adjustment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to read the structural drawing, assembl y drawings, part
diagrams

and

identify

the

key

features

and

precision

requirements of tooling
(ii)

Capable to anal yse the sequence of the fitting in accordance
with the content and instructions of the drawings, and carry out
appropriate tooling fitting and adjustment

8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the knowledge and abilit y of Benchwork( 106410L3), Fuondation
computer numerical control/ (CNC) milling and cutting (106402L3),
Foundation computer numerical control (CNC) turning processing
(106403L3) and Surface grinding (106406L3) at the same time
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1. Title

Non-conventional and special processing of sheet metal

2. Code

106516L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

metal

stamping

and

sheet

metal

product

manufacturing industry. Practitioners should be capable to understand
the knowledge of non-conventional and special processing of sheet
metal, so as to carry out non -conventional and special processing of
sheet metal and solve production problems
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand the 

Understand the t ypes, characteristics and

techniques and

applications of all kinds of sheet metal

technologies of

materials, such as SPHC, SPCC, SECC,

non-conventional

SGCC, low / high hardness of copper,

and

low

processing
sheet metal

special

/

high

hardness

of

aluminum,

stainless steel and silicon steel

of


Understand
applications

the
of

principles

and

non -conventional

and

special processing of sheet metal, such as
Fine

Blanking,

Multi -Slide

Forming,

Hydroforming, CNC Turret Punching and
Press Brake Bending, Laser Cutting &
Welding and Water Jet Cutting


Understand

the

characteristics

of

all

kinds of sheet metal, such as physical
performance, chemical performance and
mechanical performance


Understand the common product defects
of

non-conventional

processing

of

sheet

and

special

metal,

including

scorching, deformation, bending rebound
and rough edges


Understand the t ypes, structures, working
principles,
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specifications,

applications

and operating methods of the relevant
equipment

of

non-conventional

and

special processing of sheet metal


Understand the methods and techniques
of

non-conventional

and

special

processing of sheet metal
out 

6.2 Carry

Set

the

appropriate

non-conventional

parameters

and

special processing of sheet metal, such as

special

laser

of

processing

non-conventional

intensity,

focusing

and

processing of sheet

the

point,

metal

cutting speed and pressure strength of
hydroforming


According to the factors of production
volumn,

product

materials,

tooling

appropriate

shape,
size,

precision,
select

equipment

the
of

non-conventional and special processing
of sheet metal


Identify and systematicall y anal yse the
common

qualit y

problems

of

non-conventional and special processing
of sheet metal and


improve them

Effectivel y assemble, disassemble and
correct the workpiece and tooling of
non-conventional and special processing
equipment of sheet metal



Carry

out

simple

adjustments,

maintenance and repair of commonl y
used

equipment

and

tools

of

non-conventional and special processing
of sheet metal
6.3 Professional
handling

Follow
of

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with

non-conventional

product

and

efficiency

special

processing of sheet

specifications and

production

requirements

of

non-conventional and special processing
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metal
7. Assessment

of sheet metal

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out non-conventional and special processing
of sheet metal and solve production problems in accordance
with the drawings and requirements of technologies and
techniques

(ii)

Capable to operate the equipment and supporting tools of
non-conventional

and

special

processing

of

independentl y and make simple dail y maintenance
8. Remarks

-

493

sheet

metal

1. Title

Stamping of new sheet metal and alloy materials

2. Code

106517L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

metal

product

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable to understand the knowledge of
stamping of new sheet metal and alloy materials, so as to carry out
new sheet metal and alloy materials stamping and solve production
problems
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand the t ypes and applications of

characteristics

new sheet metal and alloy materials,

of

including

techniques

and

magnesium

alloys,

titanium

alloys and metallic glass

technologies

of 

Understand

the

characteristics

of

all

stamping of new

kinds of new sheet metal and allo y

sheet

materials, such as physical performance,

metal

and

alloy materials

chemical performance and mechanical
performance


Understand other proces sing methods and
techniques of stamping of new sheet
metal and alloy materials



Understand the structure, mould steel and
other features of stamping moulds of new
sheet metal and alloy materials



Recognise the t ypes, structures, working
principles,

specifications,

applications

and operating methods of the relevant
equipment of stamping of new sheet
metal and alloy materials
6.2 Carry out stamping 

Proper

identification

of

the

of new sheet metal

specifications of new sheet metal and

and alloy materials

alloy materials
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According to the factors of production

volumn,

product

materials,

shape,

tooling

size,

precision,
select

the

appropriate equipment of new sheet metal
and alloy materials


Carry out stamping of new sheet metal
and alloy materials, and identify and
systematicall y anal yse and the common
processing

qualit y

problems,

and

improve them


Carry

out

simple

adjustments,

maintenance and repair of new sheet
metal

and

alloy

materials

stamping

machines, commonl y used equipment and
tools
6.3 Professional



Follow

safet y

guidelines

(such

as

handling of new

considering the flammable properties of

sheet metal and alloy

magnesium alloys)and related codes of

materials stamping

practice,

in

accordance

with

product

specifications and production efficiency
requirements of stamping of new sheet
metal and alloy materials
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out new sheet metal and alloy materials
stamping and solve production problems in accordance with the
drawings and requirements of technologies and techniques

(ii)

Capable to operate the equipment of new sheet metal and alloy
materials independentl y and make simple dail y maintenance

8. Remarks

-

495

1. Title

Equipment setting, carry out die casting and foundry production , and
problems solving

2. Code

106518L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of metal stamping and foundry product manufacturing
industry. Practitioners should be capable to understand the knowledge
of collating equipment, die casting and foundry, so as to carry out die
casting and foundry and solve production problems

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand

the

principles

and

applications of cold and hot chamber die
of

casting

collating

machine,

coefficient,

including

foundry

flow

pressure,

pouring

equipment,

die

gate speed, pouring gate area, pouring

casting

and

gate flow, filling time and contraction

foundry



processing

Understand the process of cold and hot
chamber die casting machine , including
the

installation

and

replacement

of

tooling, application procedures of release
agent, injection temperature management ,
temperature management of tooling and
nozzle,
cycle,

time

management

pressure

charging

of

foundry

and

cooling

management


Recognise the principle and p rocess of
different

foundry

vacuum

die

casting,

laminar

methods,

casting,

such

non -porous

flow

casting,

as
die

local

presurize die casting, hot sleeve cas ting,
precision

casting,

extrusion

moulding,

sand casting, lost wax casting


Understand relevant collating equipment
of

die

casting

and

foundry

and

processing method and techniques
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the



Understand the t ypes, structures, working
principles,

specifications,

applications

and operating methods of the relevant
equipment of die casting and foundry


Understand

and

appl y

automatic

production systems, such as water heaters,
automatic

piston

lubrication

device,

automatic spraying equipment, automatic
extraction

device,

cutting

equipment,

automatic handling equipment , automatic
finishing equipment


Recognise

the

properties

of

new

die-casting and foundry metal material,
such as magnesium alloys, titanium alloys
and rare earths
6.2 Carry
casting
foundry

out

die 

Proper identification of the specifications

and

of die casting and foundry materials


Select and operate the correct equipment,
carry out all kinds of die casting and
foundry for different materials



According to the factors of production
volumn,
materials,

product

shape,

tooling

size,

precision,
select

the

appropriate equipment of die casting and
foundry


Effectivel y assemble,

disassemble

and

correct the workpiece and tooling of di e
casting machines and foundry equipment


Set different parameters of die casting and
foundry process for different products ,
such

as

compound

die

force,

trolley

separation and injection pressure


Carry

out

simple

adjustments,

maintenance and repair of die casting and
foundry machines


Identify and systematicall y anal yse and
the common processing qualit y problems,
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such as mis-run, gas hole, shrinkage
porosit y, cold mark and deformation and
improve them


6.3 Professional
handling

of

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

collating
equipment,

Follow

requirements

of

technologies

and

specifications

and

die

techniques,

product

casting and foundry

production

efficiency,

processing

casting and foundry and solve production

carry

out

die

problems
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to collate equipment, carry out die casting and foundry
processing and solve production problems in accordance with
the drawings and requirements of technologies and techniques

(ii)

Capable to operate stamping machine and relevant equipment
independentl y and make simple dail y maintenance

8. Remarks

-

498

1. Title

Equipment

setting,

carry out

metal

extrusion

production ,

and

problems solving
2. Code

106519L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production

department

of metal extrusion products manufacturing corporations. Practitioners
should

be

capable

to

understand

the

knowledge

collating

of

equipment and all kinds of metal extrusion, so as to carry out all
processing procedures and solve p roduction problems
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the t ypes and characteristics
of commonl y used extrusion material,

of

such as aluminum alloys, copper alloys

collating

and composite materials

equipment and all 

Understand

kinds

types and functions of different extrusion

of

metal

extrusion

the

lubrication

methods,

technologies needed


Understand

the

classification

of

extrusion, including Forward Extrusion,
Backward

Extrusion,

Compound

Extrusion and Radial Extrusion


Understand

all

kinds

of

effects

of

processing parameters and co nditions on
extruded

product

extrusion

speed,

extrusion

qualit y,
friction

barrel

including
conditions ,

temperature

and

extrusion temperature


Understand relevant collating equipment
of metal extrusion and the processing
methods and techniques



Understand the common product defects
of

all

kinds

processing,
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of

including

metal
surface

extrusion
folded,

surface lines, shrinkage porosit y and
cracks etc


Understand the t ypes, structures, working
principles,

specifications,

applications

and operating methods of the relevant
equipment of metal extrusion processing
6.2 Carry
kinds

out
of

all 
metal

Proper

identification

of

the

specifications and trademark of metal

extrusion

extrusion materials


Select and operate the correct equipment,
carry out all kinds of extrusion for
different materials



According to the factors of products
shape, precision, materials etc, select the
appropriate extrusion machines to carry
out metal extrusion



Effectivel y assemble, disass emble and
correct the workpiece and tooling of die
extrusion machines



Carry

out

maintenance

simple
and

repair

adjustments,
of

extrusion

machines


Identify and systematicall y anal yse the
common qualit y problems and causes of
metal extrusion products and improve
them



6.3 Professional
handling

of

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

collating

requirements of product specifications

equipment and all

and production efficiency, carry out all

kinds

kinds

of

metal

extrusion
7. Assessment

Follow

of

metal

extrusion

and

solve

production problems

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to collate equipment, carry out metal extrusion and
solve production problems in accordance with the drawings and
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requirements of technologies and techniques
(ii)

Capable to supervise the metal extrusion machine and relevant
equipment independentl y and make simple dail y maintenance

8. Remarks

-

501

1. Title

Heat treatment and surface texturing of metals

2. Code

106520L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the

corporation

of

metal

product

manufacturing

industry.

Practitioners should be capable understand the knowledge of all kinds
of heat treatment, so as to base on the

factory's equipment

configuration to carry out heat treatment and surface modification ,
and arrange qualified professional heat treatment processing of the
corporation
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand



Understand the features of all kinds of

thetechniques

heat

and technologies

quenching, low temperature annealing,

of all kinds of

austempering,

heat treatment and

treatment,

surface modification

quenching and depressing exercise

of metals



treatment,

including

tempering,

precipitation

surface

hardening

hardening,

press

Understand all kinds of defects and
prevention methods of heat treatments,
such

as

stress

cracks,

deformation,

internal hardness is lower down, crystal
grain coarsening and decarburization


Understand the factors

affecting

the

qualit y of heat treatment and surface
modification,

such

as

the

tempering

temperature is too low, protective gas
shortage, temperature anomalies, and the
setting of parameters


Recognise the relevant construction and
working principle of the equipment of
heat treatment and surface modification



Understand

relevant

method

and

techniques of heat treatment and surfac e
modification of metals
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6.2 Carry

out

heat 

Determine if the products are suitable

treatment and surface

for

modification

modification of metals

of


metals

heat

Correctl y

treatment
select

and

and

surface

operate

the

equipment of heat treatment and surface
modification of metals


Base

on

the

factory's

equipment

configuration to carry out heat treatment
and surface modification of metals


Select suitable service providers to carry
out

heat

treatment

and

surface

modification of metals and also ex plain
the

relevant

requirements

of

heat

treatment and surface modification to
service providers


Review the production efficiency

of

heat treatment and surface modification
of metals


Anal yse the common problems of heat
treatment and surface modification of
metals and carry out improvments



6.3 Professional
handling

of

heat

Follow safet y guidelines and related
codes of practice, in accordance with the

treatment and surface

requirements

modification

techniques, product specifications and

of

metals

of

technologies

and

production efficiency, carry out heat
treatment and surface modification of
metals and solve production p roblems

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out heat treatment and surface modification
of metals and solve production problems in accordance with
the drawings and requirements of technologies and techniques

(ii)

Capable to operate relevant equipment of heat treatment and
surface modification of metals independentl y and make simple
dail y maintenance
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(iii)

Capable to select suitable service providers to carry out heat
treatment and surface modification of metals and also explain
the relevant requirements of heat treatment and surface
modification to service providers

8. Remarks

-

504

1. Title

Intermediate electroplating

2. Code

106521L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of metal electroplating industr y. Practitioners should
be capable to understand a higher level of the knowledge of
electroplating,

manage

intermediate

electroplating,

solve

the

production problems and improve the techniques and technologies
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
techniques
technologies
intermediate

the 

Understand

and

electrochemical

of

the

chemical
theory

and

related

to

electroplating


electroplating

Understand the principles and methods
of electroplating



Understand the principles and methods
of pre/ post electroplating treatment



Understand the standard of water usage
and treatment of elec troplating



Understand the relevant technologies of
electroplating,
electroless

such
plating,

as

anodized,

electrophoretic

painting, vacuum deposition, physical
vapor deposition and chemical vapor
deposition


Understand the local specificatio ns of
electroplating



Understand all kinds of test methods of
electroplating,
corrosion

such

resistance

as

solder

test,

test,

artificial

sweat test, salt spray test, abrasion test,
adhesion test, aging test and electrical
measurement


Understand

the

knowledge

of

safet y

operations of electroplating production
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and

knows

the

electroplating

characteristics

wastes

and

of

treatment

methods
6.2 Carry

out 

intermediate

Plan all

kinds of pre-treatment

and

post-treatment engineering


electroplating

Carry

out

design

electroplating,

of

the

effectivel y

types,

thickness,

electroplating conditions and time, the
distribution

and

process

of

the

electroplating layer


Review the production efficiency of
electroplating



Identify and systematicall y anal yse the
common qualit y problems and causes of
electroplating

products

and

improve

them


Carry out adjustments, maintenance and
repair

of

common

electroplating

equipment


Compile relevant production guidelines
and detailed arrangements in accordance
with

all

kinds

of

surface

treatment

technologies of electroplatin g


Examine if the required chemicals in the
electroplating process is safel y stored
and

compl y

with

the

laws

and

regulations


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines and related
codes of practice, in accordance with the

intermediate

requirements

of

technologies

and

electroplating

techniques, product specifications and
production

efficiency,

carry

out

intermediate

electroplating and

solve

production problems
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
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(i)

Capable to manage the relevant techniques and technologies of
electroplating independentl y and examine if the required
chemicals in the electroplating process is safel y stored and
compl y with the laws and regulations

(ii)

Capable to coordinate the workpiece material and product
requirements,

compile

the

relevant

techniques

and

technologies process
(iii)

Capable to solve the problems of intermediate electroplating
and carry out continuousl y improvement

8. Remarks

-

507

1. Title

Intermediate coating

2. Code

106522L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of metal coating industry. Practitioners should be
capable to understand a higher level of the knowledge of coating,
manage intermediate coating, solve the production problems and
improve the techniques and technologies

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
techniques
technologies

the 

Understand the structure and principles

and

of coating equipment, including liquid

of

electrostatic powder coating equipment,

intermediate

electrostatic sprayi ng equipment and

coating

vacuum coating equipment


Understand the theory and defect causes
the coating film , including dust/ lint,
orange wrinkles peel structure, colour
changes and uneven colour



Understand

the

causes

and

repair

methods of defects, such as painting
environment,

painting

tools,

d rying

method and coating method


Understand

all

kinds

of

paint

and

coating of inspection items, such as
paint viscosit y, film hardness, coating
adhesion, coating color, and resistance
of film


Recognise the industry's latest coating
technology, such as color spray

6.2 Carry

out 

Correctl y

select

and

the

intermediate

coating

coating

understanding all spraying equipment
and

equipment,

maintain

specifications,

including
planning

the

processes and layout of paint shop, and
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know how to preventativel y maintain all
spraying equipment


According to the qualit y requirements of
substrate, select the coating material and
methods



Correctl y identify and systematicall y
anal yse the common qualit y problems
and causes of coating products and
improve them



Carry

out

improve

treatment

for

defective products and rework them


Prevent

and repair the defects,

and

evaluate and improve the old coating


Perform all kinds of inspection and
determine t he test results accuratel y



Examine the production efficiency of
coating

and

carry

out

continuous

improvement


Carry

out

maintenance

simple
and

repair

adjustments,
of

common

coating equipment


Examine if the required chemicals in the
coating process is safel y stored and
compl y with the laws and regulations



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines and related
codes of practice, in accordance with the

intermediate

requirements

coating

techniques, product specifications and
production

of

technologies

efficiency,

carry

and
out

intermediate coating
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to manage the relevant techniques and technologies of
coating independently and examine if the required chemicals
in the coating process is safel y stored and compl y with the
laws and regulations
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(ii)

Capable to coordinate the workpiece material and product
requirements,

compile

the

relevant

techniques

and

technologies process
(iii)

Capable to solve the problems of intermediate coating and
carry out continuously improvement

8. Remarks

-

510

1. Title

Carry out advanced plastic forming

2. Code

106523L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastic industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
carry out all kinds of advanced plastic forming in accordance with
engineering diagrams, such as micro injection, multi -color and
multi-component injection moulding and multilayerblow moulding

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
techniques
technologies
advanced

the 

Recognise

and

technologies of all kinds of advanced

of

the

plastic

plastic

forming

techniques

forming,

such

Fluid-Assisted

Injection

(Gas-Assisted

or

multi-color
injection

as

Moulding

Water -Assisted),

and

multi

moulding,

Moulding,

and

component
Co-injection

Thin

Walled-injection

Moulding, Microcellular Foam Injection
Moulding, Micro Injection Moulding and
Rapid heating and cooling injection


Understand the common defect causes of
the

techniques

advanced
colour

and

plastic

technologies

forming,

difference,

such

stranded

injection

lines,

weld

peeling,

anti-stress

gas

lines,
white

of
as
,

surface
/

stress

cracking, isosbestic point near sprue, and
the effects of the record grooves


Understand

the

factors

affect

the

techniques and technologies of advanced
plastic

forming,

selection,

such

pre-processing

as

materials

handling

of

plastics, maintenance of machinery and
inspection, post -processing handlin g of
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plastics injection parts and packaging,
structures
using

and

maintenance

auxiliary

of

tools,

equipment

and

environmental control


Understand all principles, final effect
and applications of the techniques and
technologies of advanced plastic formin g



Understand

the

parameter

setting

methods of advanced plastic forming and
master the rapid adjustment and control
skills with the actual materials, tooling
and mechanical conditions


Understand

the

meaning

parameters setting of
force,

the

advanced plastic

forming, such as mould
ejection

of

locking force,

injection

pressure

retaining time and filling time


Understand the t ypes, structures, size,
selection

conditions,

application

methods, and safety guidelines of all
advanced plastic forming machines


Understand

the

t ypes,

materials,

specifications and selection conditions of
all kinds of plastic tooling


Understand all kinds of techniques and
technologies

of

forming,

such

as

specific

mould

advanced

plastic

product

design,

design,

forming

techniques and technologies, mechani cal
requirements, application of materials,
compatibilit y between materials, freezing
time, application areas and restrictions


Understand

the

maintenance

processing
and

machinery

troubleshooting

methods of other plastic machines
6.2 Capable to appl y 
the

techniques

Examine the
of
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all

kinds

production effectiveness
of

techniques

and

and technologies

technologies of advanced plastic forming

of advanced plastic 

In accordance with the shape and the

forming

final effects of plastic p roducts, select

in

production
and

the

process

carry

evaluation

the

appropriate

techniques

and

out

technologies of advanced plastic forming

and

and appl y it to the existing production

improvements

lines


In accordance with engineering design,
select the appropriate machinery, tools
and mechanical parameters, so as to carry
out

advanced

plastic

forming

and

obtain the expected final results


Carry out all kinds of techniques and
technologies of advanced plastic forming



Operate all kinds of advanced plastic
forming machines



Anal yse the qualit y problems of

the

techniques and technologies of advanced
plastic

forming

and

carry

out

parameters

of

improvments


Record

the

relevant

technologies and techniques of injection
and production records


Determine and manage the performance
and

life

of

preventivel y

machinery
maintain

and

tooling,

machinery

and

equipment and carry out troubleshooting


6.3 Professional
handling
advanced

of

practice of plastic forming technology, in

plastic

accordance with the design drawings,

forming
7. Assessment

Follow safet y guidelines and codes of

carry out forming

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to evaluate and appl y the techniques and technologies
of advanced plastic forming in the production line

(ii)

Capable to carr y out technological anal ysis of advanced plastic
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forming, review the applicable technologies and techniques, the
required materials and restrictions, showing the problems of
advanced plastic forming technology and make improvements
8. Remarks

-

514

1. Title

Carry out plastic recycling

2. Code

106524L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastic industry corporation. Practitioners should be capable to
specify and carry out the process of plastic recycling in shopfloor and
carry out plastic recycling

4. Level

4

5. Credits

9

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
relevant
knowledge

Recognise the identification methods of
all kinds of plastic, such as the anal ysis

of

methods

plastic recycling

of

density,

X -ray,

colour

spectrum and carbon composition


Recognise all kinds of plastic re cycling
methods, such as molten regeneration and
chemical reduction methods



Understand

the

characteristics

and

recyclable nature of all plastics


Understand
equipment
plastics

the
and

processes,
tools

recycling;

of

methods,
mechanical

including

plant

recycling, sorting, crushing, screening
for reuse and recycling
6.2 Carry out plastic 

Identify the t ypes and natures of plastics



Determine the feasibilit y of recycling

recycling

and

its

proportion

by

the

plastic

properties


Able to operate Crushers



Determine the appropriate method of
plastic recycling



Determine the product t ypes of plastic
recycling



Formulate

a

suitable

mechanical

circulatory flow, and select appropriate
equipment
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and

tools

to

meet

the

requirements of production and qualit y


Carry

out

and

monitor

the

plastic

recycling process and ensure that the
plastics will not be contaminated in the
entire process


Develop and execute plans of preventive
maintenance

of

mechanical

cycling

equipment


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

safet y

guidelines

and

related

codes of practice, in accordance with the

plastic recycling

requirements of product specifications
and

production

efficiency,

carry

out

plastic recycling
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to evaluate the proportion of plastic recycling and
control the qualit y

(ii)

Capable to determine the appropriate method of plastic
recycling

8. Remarks

-

516

1. Title

Carry out plastic functional modification

2. Code

106525L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastics production corporation. Practit ioners should be familiar
with plastic functional modification and capable to carry out plastic
functional modification

4. Level

4

5. Credits

9

6.

Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand

the

characteristics

applications and limitations of all kinds
of

of plastic functional modification

plastic functional 

Understand the principle and the final

modification

effects of plastic functional modification


Understand

the

principles,

metho ds,

equipment and production technology of
all kinds of applicable plastic functional
modification,

such

as

Mechanical

Blending and Chemical Reaction


Understand integratio n requirements and
restriction of all kinds of plastics



Recognise
tooling

the

tips,

design

requirements

product
and

of

plastic

design,

mechanical
functional

modification


Recognise the t ypes, applications and
restrictions

of

all

kinds

of

plastic

additives, such as plasticizers, colorants,
fillers,
antistatic

heat

stabilizers,

agents,

lubricants,

antioxidants,

light

stabilizers and blowing agents


Understand the testing methods of the
characteristics of all kinds of plastics
(such as physical performance, chemical
performance
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and

mechanical

performance)
6.2 Carry out plastic 

According to the formulations of plastic

functional

functional

modification,

select

the

modification

appropriate

production

processes

and

equipment


Carry out and monitor the production of
plastic

functional

modification,

including post -treatment (such as cooling
and cut method) and packaging


Carry out standard spline production for
testing



Carry out basic test for plastic functional
modification and compile the Material
Specification,
compliance

ensure
with

the

all

the

plastics
necessar y

standards and regulations


Develop

production

testing

specifications

conditions
of

and

plastic

functional modification


Determine and manage the performance
and

life

of

preventivel y

machinery
maintain

and

tooling,

machinery

and

equipment and carry out troubleshooting
6.3 Professional



Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

handling of plastic

risk,

capacit y,

quality,

environmental

functional

protection and cost etc, carry out plastic

modification

functional modification and also meet all
aspects of requirements

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out plastic functional modification and
compile the Material Specification

8. Remarks

-

518

1. Title

Carry out new plastic materials and composite forming

2. Code

106526L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the plastic industry corporation. Practit ioners should be familiar with
the characteristics of

new plastic materials and composite and

capable to appl y new plastic materials and composite to carry out
relevant forming
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
new
materials

Understand

the

characteristics

applications and limitations of all kinds
of

of new plastic materials and composite

plastic 

Understand the common defect causes of

and

the techniques and technologies of new

composite

plastic materials and composite forming ,

forming

such as

colour difference, stranded gas

, injection lines, weld lines, surface
peeling,

anti-stress

white

/

stress

cracking, isosbestic point near sprue, and
the effects of the record grooves


Understand

the

techniques

and

factors

affect

technologies

of

the
new

plastic materials and composite forming,
such

as

material s

pre-processing

handling

maintenance

of

selection,
of

plastics,

machinery

and

inspection, post -processing handling of
plastics injection parts and packaging,
structures
using

and

maintenance

auxiliary

of

tools,

equipment

and

environmental control


Understand all principles, final effect
and applications of the techniques and
technologies of new plastic materials and
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composite forming


Understand

the

parameter

setting

methods of

new plastic materials and

composite forming and master the rapid
adjustment and control skills with the
actual materials, tooling and mechanical
conditions


Understand

the

parameters

meaning

setting

of

of

new

th e

plastic

materials and composite forming, such as
mould

locking force, ejection force,

injection pressure retaining time and
filling time


Understand the t ypes, structures, size ,
selection

conditions,

application

methods, and safety guidelines of all
plastic forming machines


Understand

the

t ypes,

materials,

specifications and selection conditions of
all kinds of plastic tooling


Understand all kinds of techniques and
technologies of new plastic materials and
composite
design,

forming,

such

as

product

specific mould design, forming

techniques and technologies, mechanical
requirements, application of materials,
compatibilit y b etween materials, freezing
time, application areas and restrictions


Understand

the

maintenance

processing
and

machinery

troubleshooting

methods of other plastic machines


Recognise all kinds of new

plastic

materials, such as engineering plastics,
thermoplastic

plastics,

thermoplastic

elastomers, biodegradable plastics and
recycled plastics
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Understand

all

kinds

of

co mposite

materials, such as glass fibers, carbon
fibers, asbestos fibers, metal wires, and
hard fine


Recognise the new plastic materials and
composite forming technology



Understand integration requirement s and
restriction of all kinds of new plastic
materials and composite



Understand the testing methods of the
characteristics of all kinds of new plastic
materials

and

composite

materials

(such as physical performance, chemical
performance

and

mechanical

performance)
new 

6.2 Appl y
plastic
and

materials

new

plastic

materials

and

composite

composite 

forming
technology

Anal yse

According to production requirements
and resources within the corporation,

in

select

production

the

appropriate

new

plastic

materials and composite and carry out
forming


Examine the
of

all

kinds

production effectiveness
of

techniques

and

technologies of plastic forming


In accordance with the shape and the
final effects of plastic products, select
the

appropriate

techniques

and

technologies of forming and appl y it to
the existing production lines


In accordance with engineering design,
select the appropriate machinery, tools
and mechanical parameters, so as to carry
out new plastic materials and composite
forming and obtain the expected final
results



Carru out all kinds of plastic forming
machines
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Operate all kinds of plastic forming
machines



Anal yse the qualit y problems of

the

techniques and technologies of all kinds
of

plastic

forming

and

carry

out

improvments


Record

the

relevant

parameters

of

technologies and techniques of injection
and production records


Determine and manage the performance
and

life

of

preventivel y

machinery
maintain

and

tooling,

machinery

and

equipment and carry out troubleshoo ting
6.3 Professional

Follow

guidelines

and

related

handling of new

codes of practice, in accordance with the

plastic

materials

requirements of product specifications

composite

and production efficiency, carry out new

and

forming
7. Assessment

safet y

plastic materials and composite forming

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to evaluate and appl y the techniques and technologies
of new plastic materials and composite in the production line
forming

(ii)

Capable to carry out technological anal ysis of new plastic
materials

and

technologies

composite
and

forming,

techniques,

the

review
required

the

applicable

materials

and

restrictions, showing the problems of new plastic materials and
composite forming technology and make improvements
8. Remarks

-

522

1. Title

Mould assembl y, internal and external surface qualit y inspection

2. Code

106527L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production and qualit y
control department of the tooling industry corporation. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the kn owledge of tooling assembly,
internal and external surface qualit y inspection, arrange appropriate
tests to inspect the coordinations of all components and subsystems
of tooling, the internal and external surface qualit y of the tooling

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
knowledge

the 
of

components and subsystems, such as

tooling assembl y,
internal
external

Understand all fitting methods of tooling
tight fit, loose fit and slide fit

and 
surface

Understand
assembl y

all

components

methods,

assembl y

defects,

inspection

error, lack of lubrication, lack of grade of
of

parts

the

qualit y

fit

including

common

and

components

speci fication

and

excessive

tolerance


Understand all defects of tooling surface,
such as rust, loose parts , cracks and
over-rough surface



Understand the inspection method and
applications of all kinds of tooling



Understand all functional systems and
the installation methods, including mould
temperature
moulding

controllers
and

of

injection

gas-assisted

injection

system


Recognise

and

fit

with

different

international and regional standards and
requirements of t ypes of finished goods,
such as SP I/SPE Standard
6.2 Carry out tooling 
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Selected important parts and components

assembly,

and arrange all kinds of inspections for

internal

and

external

surface

sizes

tolerances

detection

and

surface


qualit y

and

inspection

Arrange appropriate tests to inspect the
grade of

fit

of

all

components

and

subsystems of tooling


Inspect the function of the system is
properl y installed and functions properl y



Solve the problems of tooling assembl y
and internal and external surface qualit y,
improve the tooling qualit y



Integrate and record the results of all
inspections



6.3 Professional
handling

7. Assessment

of

Follow the safet y guidelines and related
operational codes of tooling assembl y,

tooling assembl y,

internal

and

internal

and

inspection,

external

surface

inspection

external
ensure

surface
the

procedures,

qualit y

safet y

of

stabilit y

of

qualit y

inspection equipment and accuracy of

inspection

inspection results

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to arrange an appropriate tooling assembl y, internal
and external surface qualit y inspection in accordance with the
drawings and techniques and technologies requirements

(ii)

Capable to integrate and record the results of all inspections
and make recommendations for tooling improvement

8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the

knowledge

and

abilit y of

(106515L4) at the same time
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Tooling

fitting

and

adjustment

1. Title

Mould testing

2. Code

106528L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production and qualit y
control department of the tooling industry corporation. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of tooling testing and
carry out all kinds of tooling testing in shop floor

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
knowledge

the 
of

Understand
toolign

tooling testing

relevant

testin g

corporation,
proofing,

such

requirements

guidelines
as

machine

the

of

of
the

number

requirements,

of
and

material requirements


Understand all internal defects of the
tooling, such as runner balance, cavit y
design and cooling circuit design



Understand the principles, methods and
techniques of tooling testing



Understand

the

t ypes,

structure,

functions and features of the tooling


Understand the applications of tooling
testing equipment



Understand all abnormal characteristics,
causes, and solutions of tooling testing

6.2 Carry out tooling 
testing

Operate

common

injection

moulding,

metal stamping, die casting, foundry and
other testing equipment, such as mould
temperature

controllers

of

injection

moulding


Confirm if the tooling has scratches,
missing parts or loose before tooling
testing



Operation

relevant

production

equipment, such as injection machines,
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stamping machines, and all die casting
equipment


Carry out tooling testing and record
relevant parameters, such as the shut
height,

tooling

temperature,

retaining

and cooling time


Check if the appearance and dimensions
of

the

testing

sample

meets

the

requirements of the drawings


Solving common problems during tooling
testing of metal stamping, such as burrs,
crumbs and crush in the products



Solving common problems during tooling
testing of injection moulding, such as
poor release and poor de mould



Solve common problems during tooling
testing of metal die casting, foundry and
extrusion, such as the local shrinkage of
the product, poor shaping



6.3 Professional

7. Assessment

Follow the safet y guidelines and related

hanlding

of

operational

understand

the

ensure

the

codes

of

safety

tooling
of

testing,

inspection

knowledge of tooling

procedures and accuracy of inspection

testing

results

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out tooling testing in accordance with the
drawings and techniques and technologies requirements, and
solve the problems found in the process of tooling testing

(ii)

Capable to check if the appearance and dimensions of the
testing sample meets the requirements of the drawings

8. Remarks

-

526

1. Title

Identification and anal yze of metal materials

2. Code

106529L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the qualit y control
department of the metal products industry corporation. Practitioners
should be capable to identify and anal yse of metal materials

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand the t ypes, information and

characteristics,

content

specifications

instructions

and standards of 

Understand

all

kinds of metal materials, such as physical

kinds

of

metal materials

covered
the

of

the

material

characteristics

of

all

performance, chemical performance and
mechanical performance


Understand the composition and range of
metal



materials

Recognise

different

methods

and

equipment of chemical anal ysis of metal
materials,
spectroscopy,

such

as

direct -reading

spectrophotometry,

X

fluorescence spectrometer, ox ygen and
nitrogen anal yzer and carbon and sulfur
anal yzer


Understand the mechanical properties of
metal materials testing, including tensile
test, hardness test, compression test,
bending test



Recognise the commonl y used standards
of metal materials chemical composition
anal ysis, such as ISO 9556 ASTM E415



Recognise commonly used standards to
test the mechanical properties of metal
materials, such as GB 228 , ASTM A370,
ISO 7438, ISO 148-1
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6.2 Carry
kinds

all 

out
of

metal

Read material instructions / material
evidence,

and

access

important

materials

information

from

manual

inspections

evidence, such as the composition and

/

material

usage


Carry out general inspectio n of metal
material, such as hardness, size and
thickness



According

to

corporation,
appropriate

the

resource

select

of

and

equipment

and

the

operate
carry

out

metal materials inspection


Select

suitable

third-part y

testing

agency, carry out complex metal anal ysis


6.3 Professional
handling
kinds

of

of

Follow the safet y guidelines and related

all

operational

metal

inspection,

codes

of

ensure

metal
the

procedures,

materials
safet y

of

stabilit y

of

materials

inspection

inspections

inspection equipment and accuracy of
inspection results

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out all kinds of testing of metal materials in
accordance with the drawing and inspection requirements, and
ensure accuracy of the testing results

(ii)

Capable

to

independentl y

operate

relevant

inspection

equipment and fixtures and carry out simple dail y maintenance
8. Remarks

-

528

1. Title

Metal parts surface defects anal ysis

2. Code

106530L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the qualit y control
department of the metal products industry corporation. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the causes of all kinds of metal parts
surface defects and carry out anal ysisand improvement

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand all kinds of possible surface
defects of metal, including scratches,

knowledge

of

metal

dents,

parts

material

shortage

and

deformation

surface

defects 

anal ysis

and

Understanding the causes of all metal
surface defects and improving methods



improvement

rust,

Understand relevant inspection methods
and techniques of all kinds of metal parts
surface defects



Understand the commonl y used methods
of metal parts surface defects anal ysis
and improvement

parts 

6.2 Metal
surface

defects

anal ysis

Effectivel y

distinguish

the

surface

defects of metal parts

and 

improvement

Collect relevant records and data of
metal parts surface inspection, and carr y
out defects anal ysis



Examine the production line if there is
adverse to make metal parts surface
defects

and

make

adjustments

and

improvements


Track

and

monitor

effectiveness

of

improvement measures


Write and summary qualit y reports of the
qualit y of metal parts surface defects
anal ysis and improvement
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6.3 Professional
handling of metal
parts
defects

Ensure the effectiveness of metal parts
surface defects anal ysis and improvement

surface
anal ysis

and improvement
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out metal parts surface defects anal ysis and
improvement

and

track

and

monitor

effectiveness

of

improvement measures
(iii)

Capable to write and summary qualit y reports of the qualit y of
metal parts surface defects anal ysis and improvement

8. Remarks

-

530

1. Title

Monitor and standardize the measurement methods of various
geometric dimensions and tolerance

2. Code

106531L4

3. Range

This

unit

of

competency

is

applicable

to

corporations

of

Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to

understand

relevant

knowledge

of

all

kinds

of

geometric

dimensions and tolerance measure and methods, standardize and
monitor the measure methods and data
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
monitor

Understand

the

international

and

regional standards and requirements of
of

geometric

and

dimensions

and

tolerance

measure and methods

standardisation of 

Understand the working principkes and

various geometric

applications of commonl y used detection

dimensions

tools

and

and instrument

tolerance measure

dimensions

and

and methods

projectors,

height

of

geometric

tolerance,
gauge,

such

as

coordinate

measuring instrument (CMM) and needle
gauge


Understand the meaning of all the labels
on the drawing, such as planes and
tolerance requirements



Understand the accuracy, operabilit y,
repeated

and

limitations

of

various

measurement methods,


Understand the foundation concepts of
measurement error, including the sources
and classification of measurement error



Understand

the

latest

development

trends and techniques of measurement of
geometric

dimensions

measure and methods
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and

tolerance

6.2 Monitor

and 

Set

the

appropriate

geometric

standardise

dimensions and tolerance measure and

various geometric

methods, frequency and equipment in

dimensions

accordance with the requirements and

and

tolerance measure

specifications on the drawing


and methods

Examine and evaluate the effectiveness
and reliabilit y of the measure data of all
kinds

of

geometric

dimensions

and

tolerance measure and methods, and
continuous improve it


Evaluate the measurement errors caused
by different measurement methods and
make appropriate processing



Compile relevant guidelines, standardise
various

geometric

dimensions

and

tolerance measure and methods and carr y
out regular monitoring


6.3 Professional
handling
monitor

Ensure the compiled measure methods

of

are

and

accepted

by

customers

compliance with international standards

standardisation of 

Ensure that the surveyors operate

various geometric

compoled measure methods

dimensions

and
the

and

tolerance measure
and methods
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Set the appropriate geometric dimensions and tolerance
measure and methods in accordance with the requirements and
specifications on the drawing

(ii)

Capable to compile relevant guidelines, standardise various
geometric dimensions and tolerance measure and methods and
carry out regular monitoring

(iii)

Capable to examine and evaluate the effectiveness and
reliabilit y of the measure data of all kinds of geometric
dimensions

and

tolerance
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measure

and

methods,

and

continuous improve it
8. Remarks

-

533

1. Title

Appl y all kinds of testing standards, select and arrange all
kinds of tests which meet the requirements of products, and
anal yze qualit y assurance reports

2. Code

106532L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all qualit y control
department of the corporati on of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable to appl y all kinds of testing standards
in accordance with product nature and category, select and arrange all
kinds of tests which meet the requirements of products, and anal yse
qualit y assurance reports

4. Level

4

5. Credits

9

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand the relevant

international

relevant

and regional test requirements, such as

knowledge of all

EN71 16 CFR 1500 ASTM F963 of Toy

kinds

Industry, IEC60335 CISPR 14 RoHS

of

testing

standards

WEEE

of

Appliance

Industry

and

IEC60601, MDD 47, CFR 18 of Medical
Device Industry


Understand

the

international

regional

product

and

certification

requirements, such as the CCC product
certification of Mainland China, UL
Mark of the US, CE Mark and ENEC
Mark of Europe, CSA Mark of Cananda,
KC Mark of Korea, S Mark of Japan and
GS Mark of Germany


Understand all t ypes of tests, such as
mechanical

testing,

physical

testing,

chemical testing and fire test


Understand the range and limitations of
all kinds of testing standards



Recognise the commonl y used t ypes,
working
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principle,

applications,

operation methods an d limitations of test
equipment


Understand

the

latest

development

trends and techniques of testing methods


Understand

the

relevant

providing

complex

channels
test

of

service

organisations
and 

6.2 Monitor
standardise
kinds

of

all

In accordance with international and
regional

testing

standards,

distinguish

the

product testing standards, select and

methods

arrange the appropriate testing methods


Regularl y review the latest inte rnational
and industry standards related to product
testing

and

certification

marks,

and

clarify the required changes of testing
locations and characteristics


Examine and evaluate the effectiveness
and reliabilit y of the measure data of all
kinds of testing methods, and continuous
improve it



Communicate

and

explain

testing

standards with the accredited testing
services organisations, monitor if the
complex testing or certification compl y
with requirements


Compile relevant guidelines, standardise
all kinds of testing methods and carr y
out regular monitoring



Appl y qualit y tools, anal yse all d ata in
the qualit y report, assist to

improve

the qualit y of semi -finished and finished
products of the production line


Regularl y examine the tests and report of
the third-part y laboratory to interpret the
level

6.3 Professional
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Ensure the compiled testing methods are

handling
monitor

of

accepted by customers and compl y with

and

international standards

standardisation of 

Ensure that the surveyors operate

all

compoled testing methods

kinds

of

the

testing methods
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to compl y with international and regional testing
standards, select and arrange the appropriate testing methods
for product

(ii)

Capable to compile relevant guidelines, standardise all kinds
of testing methods and carry out regular monitoring

(iii)

Capable to examine and evaluate the

effectiveness and

reliabilit y of the measure data of all kinds of testing methods,
and continuous improve it
(iv)

Capable to anal yse all data in the qualit y report, assist to
improve the qualit y of semi -finished and finished products of
the production line

8. Remarks

-

536

1. Title

Select and define measuring instruments and equipment needed

2. Code

106533L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all qualit y control
department of the corporati on of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable to Select and define measuring
instruments and equipment needed in accordance with the corporate
development and needs

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
purchasing
asdsembl y

the

operating

Principles,

methods and environment requirements
of

of measuring instruments and equipment

and 
of

measuring
instruments

Understand

Understand

the

scope

limitations

and

functions,

application

of

measuring

instruments and equipment
and 

equipment

Understand the demands of measuring
instruments

and

equipment

in

the

market

and

brands

and

corporation


Understand

the

development

latest

trends

of

suppliers of measuring instruments and
equipment


Understand the maintenance and upgrade
methods of measuring instruments and
equipment

6.2 Purchasing
asdsembl y

and 
of

development

measuring
instruments

Anal yse the technical requirements and
trend

of

measuring

instruments and equipment
and 

equipment

Identify

the

disadvantages

of

advantages
different

and

measuring

instruments and equipment in the market


Meet the development direction of the
corporation,

develop

an

appropriate

measuring instruments and equipment
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Examine

the

demands

instruments

and

corporation,

evaluate

of

equipment
if

the

measuring
of

the

existing

measuring instruments and equipment is
able to cope with dail y measurement
work


Examine

the

applicabilit y

of

the

measuring instruments a nd equipment of
the corporation


6.3 Professional
handling

of

purchasing

and

asdsembl y

of

instruments

needed

qualit y

requirements

as

a

measuring

instruments

and

equipment

and

Ensure that the screened and developed
equipment can be effectivel y applied in

equipment
7. Assessment

the

precondition, screen and develop the



measuring

Meet

the corporation

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to meet the development direction of the corporation,
screen anddevelop an appropriate measuring instruments and
equipment

(ii)

Capable to examine the demands of measuring instruments and
equipment

of

the

corporation,

evaluate

if

the

existing

measuring instruments and equipment is able to cope with dail y
measurement work
8. Remarks

-

538

1. Title

Define guidelines in usage of measuring instruments and equipment,
and operators management

2. Code

106534L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all qualit y control
department of the corporati on of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable to standardize the usage of measuring
instruments and equipment in the corporate laboratory and carry out
operators management

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Recognise

foundation

qualit y

test

methods and requirements
of 

defineing

Understand the operating method, skills,
maintenance methods, using environment

guidelines

in

and the scope of application of the

usage

of

measuring instruments and equipment as

measuring

its

instruments

and 

Understand the relevant international and

equipment,

and

regional

standard s
usage

the

operators

guidelines

management

instruments and equipment


in

of
of

define

measuring

Understand the foundation knowledge
of

managing

operators

of

the

measuring instruments equipment, such
as

staffing,

capacity

assessment

and

training programs
6.2 Define guidelines 
in

usage

of

According

to

regulatory

measuring

guidelines

the

test

standards

requirements,
in

usage

of

or

define
measuring

instruments

and

instruments and equipment

equipment,

and 

Examine the applicabilit y of guidelines

operators

in usage of measuring instruments and

management

equipment, and continuousl y update
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Define management guidelines to manage

operators


Regularl y
operators

examine
and

the
arrange

abilit y

of

suitable

instruments and equipment


Regularl y carry out various training and
assessment for operators of measuring
instruments and equipment



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure the defined guidelines of usage of
measuring instruments and

defineing

equipment

compl y with international standards

guidelines

in 

Follow the safet y guidelines and relevant

usage

of

requirements, manage the operators

measuring
instruments

and

equipment,

and

operators
management
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to write manuals of measuring instruments and
equipment and continuousl y update according to the actual
situation

(ii)

Capable to manage operators, regularl y evaluate the abilit y of
operators and arrange suitable instruments and equipment

8. Remarks

-

540

1. Title

Compile and maintain qualit y assurance procedures

2. Code

106535L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to

the qualit y control

department of the manufacturing technology corporation. In actual
working environment, p ractitioners should be capable to compile,
manage and continuousl y improve the qualit y assurance procedures
for the specified workflow and ensure that employees can work under
the qualit y assurance procedures
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand

the

concept

of

qualit y

management
of 

Understand

the

corporate

qualit y

qualit y assurance

management system, objectives, policies

procedures

and manuals


Understand

the

relevant

work

and

manufacturing processes


Understand the application of qualit y
tools, such as the Qualit y Circle, Poka
Yoke and fishbone diagrams



Understand

the

ergonomics

and

the

application methods
6.2 Compile, manage 

According to the requirements of qualit y

and continuousl y

management

improve

preventativel y

the

mannuals,

compile

maintain

the

and

qualit y

qualit y assurance

assurance procedures for the specified

procedures

workflow, including personnel capacit y
requirements, responsibilities, resources
arrangements,

monitoring

effectiveness,

workflow

inspection
and

requirements

documents

and

points

of

standards,

and methods,

other

recording

method
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Ensure that all relevant staff are aware of

the

implementation

and

changes

of

qualit y assurance procedures, ensure that
all relevant employees can work under
the qualit y assurance procedures


Examine the applicabilit y of the qualit y
assurance

procedures,

make

regularl y

improvement and updates


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure the accuracy of the information
on the qualit y assurance procedures

compile, manage 

Ensure

and continuousl y

procedures meets the corporate latest

improve

developments

the

that

the

qualit y

assurance

qualit y assurance
procedures
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to compile and preventativel y maintain the quality
assurance procedures for the specified workflow in accordance
with the requirements of qualit y management mannuals,

(ii)

Capable to examine the applicabilit y of the qualit y assurance
procedures and ensure that all relevant employees can work
under the qualit y assurance procedures

8. Remarks

-

542

1. Title

Formulate product sampling plan and statistic al process control
methods (SPC)

2. Code

106536L4

3. Range

This

unit

of

competency is

applicable to

all

corporations

of

manufacturing technology industry. Practitioners should be capable to
formulate product

sampling plan in

accordance with

special

characteristics and statistic process control methods
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
relevant

Understand the sampling methods and techniques
of Acceptance Quality Level (AQL)

of 

knowledge
statistics,

Understand

the

foundation

statistics,

including standard deviation, frequency

principles

and

applications

distribution, and normal distribution etc

of 

statistical tools

Understand all kinds of principles and
applications of statistical and anal ytical
tools , including the cause and effect
diagram,

-R

control

chart

(average

range), p control chart (failure rate), np
control chart (number of defects) and c
control charts


6.2 Formulate

According to the product's key size ,

product sampling

coordination

plan and statistic

customers

process

factors, formulate an appropriate product

control

methods (SPC)

of

human

resources,

qualit y requirements, cost

sampling plan


According to the poor qualit y records of
customers and the corporation, regularl y
revise the product sampling plan



Select the appropriate statistical process
control

methods,

and

appl y

to

the

production line


Anal yze the data trend of the product by
statistics and anal ysis tools, so as to make
appropriate adjustments
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6.3 Professional
handling

of

Detailedl y consider the elements of risk,
productivity,

quality

etc,

plan

and

formulate

product sampling

statistic process control methods (SPC)

plan

and

the

sampling

cost

formulating

at

product

and

same

time

meet

all

requirements
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulate product sampling plan s for different
products and regularl y revise the product sampling plan in
accordance with the poor qualit y records of customers and the
corporation,

(ii)

Capable to anal yze the data trend of the product by statistics and
anal ysis tools, and carry out monitor and make adjustments

8. Remarks

-

544

1. Title

Plan and carry out qualit y management audit

2. Code

106537L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the qualit y control
departments

of

the

corporations

of

Manufacturing

Technology

Industry. Practitioners should be capable to base on

relevant

international and industrial requirements of qualit y management
systems, and the corporate qualit y management objectives and
policies, plan and carry out qualit y management audit
4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

Understand

the

concept

of

qualit y

management
of 

Understand

the

corporate

qualit y

qualit y

management system, objectives, policies,

management

manuals and culture

audit



Understand all kinds of purpose, role and
values of audit,, including qualit y control
system

audit,

review

workflow,

job

performance review, compliance audits
and regulatory audits


Understand

the

audit

methods

and

techniques
6.2 Carry out qualit y 

Compile a list of qualit y management

management

audit in accordance with the relevant

audit

requirements

of

international

and

industrial qualit y management systems


Formulate a regular internal review and
management review plan



Carry out reviews, including the review
plans

and

preparation,

inspection

and

communication
junior
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staff

with

and

sampling
observation,

management

management

and

review

procedures


Compile review reports and reports of
not

qualified

items

and

carry

out

reporting


Make recommendations for improvement
and follow-up corrective measures



According to the qualit y conditions of
the

corporation,

properl y

adjust

the

qualit y of future goals


6.3 Professional
handling

Keep tracking the relevant developments

of

of

qualit y

management ,

ensure

the

qualit y

qualit y policies of the corporation are

management

updated,

audit

international

and

com pl y
and

with

industr ial

relevant
quality

management system requirements
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to m ake

recommendations for improvement

and

follow-up corrective measures
(ii)

Capable to report the qualit y conditions to the top management
of the corporation, and submit review reports and report s of not
qualified items

8. Remarks

-

546

1. Title

Formulate product delivery strategy and plan

2. Code

106538L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the senior staff of logistics
department

of

the

corporations

of

Manufacturing

Technology

Industry. Practitioners should be capable to formulate product
delivery strategy and plan
4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

electronic

identification

technology of goods

knowledge

of 

formulating
product

Recognise

Understand the corporate development
strategies

delivery 

strategy and plan

Understand the goods classification of
the corporation and identify the marking
systems



Understand

the

advantages

principles

and

and

the

disadvantages

of

multimodal transport


Understand the relevant situation of the
corporate delivery, including shipments,
types and size of goods distribution,
destination, current modes of delivery,
warehouse layout, the production cycle
of

the

corporation,

and

customers

special requirements of delivery


Understand the level of logistics service
providers,

including

company

sacle,

strengths and weaknesses, logistics and
securit y support, range of main services,
technology application level and service
level
6.2 Formulate
product



delivery

Anal yse the delivery demands of the
corporation, identify the characteristics

strategy and plan

and properties
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Anal yse the signed contracts between the
corporation

and

logistics

service

providers, risk of delivery and the range
of logistics by services provider s


Based

on

all

kinds

of

information,

evaluate the level of logistics service
providers, select the appropriate logistics
services


Examine the possibilit y of electronic
technology

of

delivery,

and

possibilit y

of

electronic

the

systems

integration of logistics service p roviders


In accordance with the actual needs of
delivery of the corporation and customer s
requirements,
product

formulate

delivery

appropriate

strategies

and

plan

delivery arrangements


Effectivel y notify staff the latest deliver y
strategies and plans and supervise the
actual operation of the plan



Reflect the overall delivery conditions to
management

and

provide

recommodations


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow the legal compliance related to
transport

and

customs

product

product delivery strategy and plan

strategy and plan 

When

bonded

warehousing,

formulating
delivery

and

logistics,

formulating

etc,

product

formulate
delivery

strategy and plan, prevent any abuse or
corruption
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to anal yse the delivery demand of the corporation and
the level of logistics service provider

(ii)

Capable to formulate product delivery strategy and plan and
supervise the actual operation of the plan
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8. Remarks

-

549

1. Title

Manage and continuousl y improve internal lo gistic team (applicable to
plastic and metal industries)

2. Code

106539L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the logistics department of the
plastic and metal industries. Practitioners should be capable to appl y
relevant knowledge of fleet m anagement and manage and monitor the
fleet operation of the corporation , arrange short-medium range of
delivery work

4. Level

4

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

the

principles

of

fleet

management
of 

knowledge
management

and

improvement

Understand

the

resources

of

logistic

fleet, such as manpower, vehicles and

continuousl y
internal

Understand

equipment, ensure the efficient operation
of

of the fleet

logistic 

team

Understand

the

surrounding

transport

infrastructure and traffic conditions


Understand the role and effect of the
fleet in the corporate operations



Understand the needs of vehicle repair
and maintenance

and 

6.2 Manage

Arrange adequate resources for the fleet

continuousl y

operation, formulate an appropriate work

improve

schedule

internal

logistic team



Consider traffic flow, and the

height,

width, length and weight res trictions of
tunnels

and

transportation

bridges
factors,

and
plan

other

key

the

fleet

schedule


Take appropriate contingency measures
when

deviating

from

the

settlement

schedule or other accidents occur
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Effectivel y

communicate

with

the

consignee and driver, track the goods and
respond to the inquiries from consignee


Record the fleet performance and keep it
appropriatel y



Formulate key performanc e indicators for
supervisions and continuous improve the
fleet performance



arrange and manage vehicles repair and
maintenance



6.3 Professional
handling

of

management

When

managing

the

internal

logistic

fleet, prevent any abuse or corruption

and

continuousl y
improvement
internal

of

logistic

team
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to manage the dail y operation of the fleet, arrange the
schedule and appropriatel y handle contingency

(ii)

Capable to record the fleet performance and continuous
improve the fleet performance

8. Remarks

-

551

1. Title

Carry out financial accounting

2. Code

106540L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the finance / accounting
departments of the corporation of the Manufacturing Technologies
Industries. Practitioners should be capable to carry out financial
accounting in accordance with the financial management target,
plans and strategies of the corporation

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Recognise
theories,

of

financial
such

as

management

foreign

exchange

knowledge

financial accounting 

Understand the functions of financial
accounting



Understand

the

principles

and

procedures of financial accounting


Understand the relationship between
management accounting principles and
financial accounting



Understand the legislative requirements
of the bills and financial records

6.2 Carry out financial 
accounting

Carry out financial accounting, such as
preparation of the ledger, profit and
loss account, balance sheet and cash
flow statement



Calculate the time value of currenc y



Calculate

the effect

of

changes

of

exchange rate on the relevant accounts
and finance


Appl y accounting ratios and accounting
systems management functions to assist
the corporation to achieve the financial
management goal
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Calculate the inventory and its value s



Carry out comparative anal ysis

of

other experts of the industry and report
to management


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure that the financial information/
data provided is accurate

financial accounting 

Prevent

any

abuse

or

/
corruption

through financial accounting
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y the expertise of all kinds of financial
accounting, carry out financial accounting and ensure that the
information/ data is accurate

8. Remarks

-

553

1. Title

Carry out cost accounting and manage cost deviation

2. Code

106541L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the finance / accounting
departments of the corporation of the Manufacturing Technologies
Industries. Practitioners should be capable to base on the corporate
requirements, carry out cost accounting and manage cost deviation
and other relevant costing accounting works

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand the relationship between

relevant

management accounting principles and

knowledge of cost

financial accounting


accounting

Understand the foundation theory of
cost accounting, including the meaning
and function of cost accounting, cost
accounting

principles

and

cost

management system


Understand the classification of costs,
including the cost of the foundation
concepts,

classification , differences

of characteristics of the industry, and
the

preparation

of

profit

and

loss

statement


Understand qualit y costs, including the
meaning of qualit y and significance of
qualit y of cost



Understand the full cost method and
variable costing

cost 

Calculate the standard costs and actual

accounting

and

costs, including salsry and marketing

manage

cost

costs,

6.2 Carry

out

deviation

average

cost, average profit,

regression anal ysis and cost sharing


Identify cost differences and find out
the causes
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Anal yse

the

cost,

quantit y,

profits,

including anal ysis of balance of profit
and loss and calculation of balance of
profit and loss, the cost, volume and
profit anal ysis


Calculate the full costs and variable
costs, including the development of the
full cost method and v ariable costing
income statement , and

evaluate the

impact of the changes of inventory on
profits and losses


6.3 Professional
handling

of cost

Ensure that the financial information/
data provided is accurate

accounting

and 

Prevent

manage

cost

through cost accounting

any

abuse

or

/
corruption

deviation
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to

organise and integrate various reports collected

within the corporation and carry out cost accounting and
manage cost deviation
8. Remarks

-

555

1. Title

Formulate and maintain of handling procedures of all kinds of
payment collection and disbursement procedures

2. Code

106542L4

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the finance / accounting
departments of the corporation of the Manufacturing Technologies
Industries. Practitioners should be capable to formulate and maintain
of handling procedures of all kinds of payment collection and
disbursement procedures for frontline staff, review and select suitable
electronic collection and payment management system for the
corporation

4. Level

4

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
formulating
maintaining

Recognise different payment collection
and disbursement procedures , such as

of

cash, credit cards, che ques, transfers,

and

accounting, deposit and installments

of 

Recognise

financial

documents

handling

management processes of organisations

procedures of all 

Recognise the application of electronic

kinds of payment

collection

collection

and

system

and 

Formulate handling procedures of all

and

payment

management

disbursement
procedures
6.2 Formulate
maintain

of

kinds

of

payment

collection

and

handling

disbursement procedures , such as cash

procedures of all

(convertible

kinds of payment

including

collection

currency (validit y verification), credit

and

disbursement

card

procedures

cheques

currency,
counterfeit),

(validit y,

accounting

identification,

signed

(accuracy
(accounts

of

electronic
verification),
information),

and

effective

signature , billing amount), and deposit
(setting of minimum value and v alid
period)
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Develop,

manage

and

continuously

improve the content of the documents and
issue payment procedures


Develop the content and procedures

for

the issued billing document s


Review

all

kinds

of

processing

procedures of payment methods,
relevant

procedures

to

amend
optimi se

processing efficiency and accuracy


Review

the

management

electronic
system

and

payment
the

select

suitable electronic payment m anagement
system

so

as

to

improve

cost-effectiveness of the corporation


6.3 Professional
handling

of

formulating

and

maintaining

of

Prevent any abuse or corruption through
all kinds of payment collection

handling
procedures of all
kinds of payment
collection

and

disbursement
procedures
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to consider the point of protecting the corporate
interests, formulate and maintain of handling procedures of all
kinds of payment collection and disbursement procedures , so as
to enhance the cost -effectiveness

8. Remarks

-

557

Competency Level 5

558

1. Title

Formulate and maintain competence file of all positions

2. Code

106543L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the all corporations of the
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to develop strategies according to the Intellectual Capital of an
organization and to conduct research on the talent formulation so that
a competence file for all positions can be developed.

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant knowledge
of setting

strategies

of

organization

development


competence file of
all positions

Understand
Understand

operation

mode

and

framework of the organization


Understand the development strategies of
Intellectual Capital of the organization



Understand

organization

theory,

including traditional organization theory,
behavioural

science

theory

and

systematic management theory
6.2 Formulate and



Cooperate with various departments and

maintain

record the work of all positions in the

competence file

organization

of all positions



Anal yse the difference between the target
manpower

standard

and

the

current

standard according to the development
strategies of Intellectual Capital


Cooperate with various departments and
formulate,

manage

competence

file

and

improve

together

with

forward-looking attitude


Cooperate with personnel management
department and arrange suitable trainings
for

the

staff

development
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according

to

the

strategies of Intellectual

Capital and the content of competence
file
6.3 Professional



handling of the
formulation and

suit the latest development of situation


maintenance of
competence file

Ensure the policies of the organization
Abide

by

the

local

legislation

for

protecting the rights of the organization


of all positions

Prevent

any

abuse

of

authorit y

and

corruption by formulating and managing
competence file of all positions

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to cooperate with different departments and jointl y
formulate and maintain the forward -looking competence file
that can work with the development strategies of Intellectual
Capital

(ii)

Capable to arrange suitable trainings for the staff of all
positions by cooperating with personnel management
department

8. Remarks

-

560

1. Title

Establish and contin uousl y improve corporate image

2. Code

106544L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the all corporations of the
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to plan, design, evaluate and combine different information for fitting
the corporation development targets and strategies and assisting in
the establishment of good image within citizens and customers.

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
relevant



Know marketing theories



Understand the development target,

establishing and

mission, perspective and core values of

continuously

the corporation

improving



corporate image

Understand the importance of corporate
image



Understand the method of marketing



Understand the corporate image
orientation in the market



Understand
corporate

the
image,

legislations

about

including

importance of intellectual propert y

the
to

the brand and the legal guarantee on
brand

6.2 Establish and



Anal yze the strengths and market

continuously

orientation of the corporation, including

improve corporate

products, brand and goodwill etc.

image



Establish close channels with the media,
customers and suppliers. For example,
activities can be publicized through
media, and the relationship with the
public can be strengthened using online
social media etc.
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Set corporate image strategies



Work out pl ans for improving corporate
image in cooperation with relevant
marketing and promotion departments.

6.3 Professional



Ensure the relevant local business

handling of

legislations are followed when

corporate image

establishing the image

establishment
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to anal yze the strengths of the corporation, confirm the
market orientation and set corporate image strategies

(ii)

Capable to cooperate with relevant marketing and promotion
departments for executing the corporate image improvement
plan so as to meet the development targets of the cooperation.
At the same time, the cooperation can fulfill the expectation of
customers and the societ y with good corporate image.

8. Remarks

-

562

1. Title

Formulate corporate social responsibilit y strategies

2. Code

106545L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of Manufacturing
Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable to

formulate

corporate social responsibilit y policy in accordance with the corporate
operation impacts on societ y, and become corporate citizens
4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the business development goals,
mission, vision and core values

of 

formulating



corporate social
responsibilit y

Understand the positioning of corporate image
Understand

the

concept

of

corporate

citizenship and social responsibilit y


strategies

Understand the relationship between corporate
culture and social responsibilit y



Understand the impact of corporation on
societ y,

such

opportunities,
investment,

as

fair

trade,

social
the

or

equal

communit y

establishment

of

famil y

culture and environmental protection


Understand the social problems caused by the
corporate

operation

and

manufacturing

processes


Understand the benefits to the corporation of
enhancing the corporate social responsibilit y



understand

the

social

requirements

on

corporate social responsibilit y, government
requirements, customer requirements, and all
kinds of international social responsibilit y
standards, such as SA8000


Understand the ISO22301 and other business
continuit y management standard

6.2 Formulate
corporate social



Develop
strategies
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corporate

social

responsibilit y



responsibilit y
strategies

set up the post to handle corporate social
responsibilit y



set up corporate social responsibilit y audit
mechanisms



compile reports, interpretation of corporate
social responsibility

strategies

and future

plans


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Combine the measures which focus on social
and

environmental

protection

into

the

formulating

corporate business operation strategies and

corporate social

enhance the corporate image

responsibilit y
strategies
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulate appropriate social responsibilit y strategies in
accordance with the corporate size and operation

(ii)

Capable to compile reports to interpretate the formation and action
plans of social responsibilit y strategies

8. Remarks

-

564

1. Title

Formulate corporate environmental policies

2. Code

106546L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to refer and appl y the environmental protection regulations of Hong
Kong

and

operating

environmental

groups,

region s

and

formulate

the

the

guidelines

appropriate

of

various

environmental

policies for the corporation and enhance the environmental protection
awareness of the staff
4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
formulating

related to environmental protection, such
of

as the standards series of ISO 14000


corporate
environmental

Understand the international standards

Understand the corporate development
goals, mission, vision and core values



policies

Understand

the

importance

of

environmental protection


Understand the requirements of Hong
Kong

current

protection

general

legislation,

environmental
including

the

Water Pollution Control Ordinance, Air
Pollution

Control

Disposal

Ordinance,

Ordinance,

Ozone

Ordinance,
Noise
Layer

Waste
Control

Protection

Ordinance, Hazardous Chemicals Control
Ordinance, Dumping at Sea Ordinance
and

the

Environmental

Impact

Assessment Ordinance etc.


Understand the environmental protection
legal compliance of the operating regions



Understand the guidelines and measures
promulgated or proposed by the Hong
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Kong

Environmental

Department

and

Protection

other

environmental

organizations, such as the Environmental
Guide

for

Smart

Business

industry-specific
requirements

of

Environmental

and

environmental
the

Hong

Protection

Kong

Department,

Hong Kong Awards for E nvironmental
Excellence

of

the

Hong

Kong

Observatory, Waste No Food program of
the Friends of the Earth, WWF's Earth
Hour etc


6.2 Formulate
corporate

Examine

the

corporate

environmental

protection standards and culture


environmental
policies

Anal yse carbon audit report or other
reports

related

protection

and

to
and

environmental
focus

on

the

significant areas for improvement


Meet the corporate business development
goals, the level of resources and local
environmental legal compliance , develop
appropriate

corporate

environmental

protection policies


Review

the

company's

environmental

protection performance


6.2 Professional
handling

7. Assessment

of

Keep track of the development trend of
the

world's

environmental
ensure

the

protection

formulating

regulations,

corporate

corporate

environmental policies is with the times

environmental

and complies with the international legal

policies

compliance

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulating corporate environmental policies in
accordance with the changes of soci ety, environment and
market, and effectively implement
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(ii)

Capable to ensure the corporate meet the requirements of local
environmental protection legislation

8. Remarks

-

567

1. Title

Set up and preventivel y maintain corporate Enterprise Resources
Planning (ERP) system

2. Code

106547L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to set up and preventivel y maintain corporate Enterprise Resources
Planning (ERP) system in accordance with the corporate operation
mode, collect data and carry out supervision

4. Level

5

5. Credits

9

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand

the

development

Enterprise

Enterprise

Resource

Planning

Resources

systems in the industry

Planning (ERP) 

Understand the operations, advantages

system

and

disadvantages

Enterprise

of

Resource

each

of
(ERP)

t ype

Planning

of

(ERP)

system


Understand the applications of Enterprise
Resource

Planning

corporate

dail y

(ERP)

operation

system

on

mode

and

techniques


Understand the relevant knowledge of IT
systems,

such

management

as

Product

lifecycle

(PLM)

and

Advanced

Production Scheduling (APS)


In-depth

understanding

of

business

of

business

management systems


In-depth

understanding

operating conditions
6.2 Set

up

and 

In

accordance

with

corporate

and

different

preventivel y

management

maintain

corporate Enterprise Resources Planning

corporate

(ERP) system, recommend appropriate
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system

the

Enterprise

ERP system to the management


Resources
Planning

(ERP)

In

accordance

with

the

corporate

resources, form a team to set up an ERP

system

system


Regulate various modules of ERP s ystem



Lead the team and set up the ERP s ystem,
including upgrading and standardizing
the operations management processes,
configure

linkages

between

modules,

disposing system software and hardware ,
collecting

and

analysis

the

relevant

processes of different departments or
groups,

integration,

testing

and

adjustment of data import system and
on-line system


Regularl y carry out system e valuation
and preventive maintenance



6.3 Professional
handling

of

up

set

corporate development and enhance the

and

production

preventivel y
maintain

The set up ERP system supports the
efficiency

and

economic

benefits
the 

During the process of setting up and

corporate

managing the ERP systems, prevent an y

Enterprise

misuse / misappropriation of corporate

Resources

assets, corruption, frau d or extravagance

Planning
system

(ERP)

etc


Follow the local laws so as to protect the
interests of the corporation

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to guide the appropriate (ERP) systems in accordance
with the corporate operation conditions and

needs, and lead

the team to set up the system
(ii)

Capable to preventivel y maintain the system effectivel y, reach
the ideal operational level of the system; through regular
system assessment, continuousl y the improve workflow of ERP
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systems
8. Remarks

-

570

1. Title

Formulate project management strategies

2. Code

106548L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of Manufacturing Technology
Industry. Practitioners should be capable to apply project management knowledge and
methods, extend a systematic and coherent project management pattern, formulate
project management strategies so as to meet the long-term development of the
corporation

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

Understand

corporate

development

strategies
of 

Understand the project plan, including the

formulating

relationship between project and project

project

management, design and production, project

management

planning and scope, and the integration of

strategies

management, qualit y assurance systems, and
production operations and records


Understand project management methods,
including the methods and procedures of
project

planning

schedules
anal ysis

of

and

project

and

project

control,

planning,

resource

allocation

and

Program

Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
and Critical Path Anal ysis (CPA)


Understand
management,
personnel

the

project

including

human
the

recruitment ,

resource

organization,

selection

and

participation of the project team
6.2 Formulating



Formulate project management strategies in

project

accordance

management

strategies

strategies



Set

up

with

relevant

management

to

business
measures
assist

development
of
in

project
project

management, including the identification of
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customer

targets,

management

and

set

up

t he

of

program

relevant

staff

arrangement of the project anal ysis


6.3 Professional
handling
formulating

of

prevent any misuse / misappropriation of

project

corporate

management
strategies

During the activities of project management,
assets,

corruption,

fraud

or

extravagance etc


Follow the local laws so as to protect the
interests of the corporation

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to extend a systematic and coherent project management
pattern in accordance with the corporate development, formulating
project management strategies

8. Remarks

-

572

1. Title

Build and foster culture of innovation

2. Code

106549L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to develop the direction of corporate culture of innovation in
accordance with the work nature and corp orate culture.

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
building

Understand

the

business

development

strategies
of 
and

Understand the innovative knowledge,
such

as

creativity

and

innovation,

fostering culture

cognition, judgment, creative process,

of innovation

improvement and innovation


Understand
namel y

disruptive

the

products

process

or

services

innovation,

to

develop
to

replace

new
of

existing products or services


Understand the incremental innovation,
that is a series of tiny steps to improve
existing products or services



Understand the knowledge of culture of
innovation,

including

Innovation,

Process

Product

Innovation

and

System Innovation


Understand

the

innovative

methods,

standards and work, such as TR IZ and
DB44
6.2 Build and foster 
culture

of

Identify

the

areas

to

strengthen

innovation in areas such as technological

innovation

innovation, process innovation, business
model

innovation,

product

and service innovation
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innovation



Set up creative team, such as creative
listening, creative coach and innovative
leadership



Through discover, recruit and reward
creative

employees,

encourage

the

development of innovative products, and
organization

of

innovative

decision-making and support the building
of organisation of culture of innovation


Build

different

channels

to

collect

innovative ideas


6.3 Professional

7. Assessment

handling

of

building

and

Ensure that the corporate culture of
innovation policies are able to meet the
latest developments

fostering culture 

Follow the local laws so as to protect the

of innovation

interests of the corporation

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to assist building and fostering culture of innovation in
the practical management, stimulate individual and the team s
creativit y and bring innovative reform to the corporation

(ii)

Capable to use different ways and channels of communication
to promote the cultu re of innovation

8. Remarks

-

574

1. Title

Manage corporate dail y operation

2. Code

106550L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of Manufacturing
Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable to aster all kinds of
resources and operational situation of the corporation, and properly deploy
technical staff, materials, tools, equipment and other resources to properly manage
the overall corporate daily operation of the established operating procedures

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

all

kinds

of

relevant

manufacturing technologies
of 

managing
corporate

Recognise

Recognise the applications of different
tools and electronic systems on the dail y

dail y

operation management, such as notice

operation

boards,

interactive

displays,

different

tools within MS Office, Internet and
instant messaging systems, such as QQ


Recognise

the

concept

of

visual

management


Recognise different auxiliary computer
systems in dail y operations, such as
Suppl y

Chain

(SCM)

and

Management
customer

s ystem,

relationship

management system (CRM)


Understand the corporate development
goals, mission, vision and core values



Understand the corporate development
strategies



Understand the operational management
functions,

such

as

business

strategic

plan, organisation, leadership, control
and decision-making


Understand the visual management and
business operating condi tions
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6.2 Manage corporate 
dail y operation

Plan, coordinate and decide the corporate
dail y operations



Evaluate

the

management

risk

of

system

the

and

corporate
deal

with

different emergencies


Coordinate with the corporate resources,
appl y

different

tools

and

electronic

systems to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness

of

the

corporate

management, such as place additional
notices

boards,

labeled

communication leaflets and

internal
al kinds of

applications of electronic systems


Appl y the practice of visual management
in

the

corporate

dail y

operation

of

problems

management


Reflect

all

encountered

kinds
in

dail y

operations

to

management, propose recommendations
of continuous improvement on corporate
management system


6.3 Professional
handling

of

corporate

are able to meet the latest developments


managing

Ensure that the corporate dail y operation

dail y

During the corporate dail y operation,
prevent any misuse / misappropriation of

operation

corporate assets, corruption, fraud or
extravagance etc


Follow the local laws so as to protect the
interests of the corporation

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y and operate relevant expertise of operational
management, effectivel y plan and execute corporate daily
operation so as to strengthen the competitiveness of the
corporation

(ii)

Capable to evaluate and handle the risk and crisis in corporate
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dail y

operation,

propose

recommendations

improvement on corporate management system
8. Remarks

-

577

of

continuous

1. Title

Manage network securit y

2. Code

106551L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to

all corporations of

Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to manage network securit y effectivel y
4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Recognise

new

communications
of

and

developing

technologies

and

securit y technologies, such as public key

managing network

infrastructure

securit y

smart cards


(PKI),

biometrics

and

Understand the principles of information
technology,
systems,

including
operating

business
systems

IT
and

databases


Understand network theory, including
wide area network (WAN), wireless local
area network (WLAN) and Ethernet



Understand the network securit y defense
technologies, such as the use of firewalls
and intrusion detection

6.2 Carry out network 
securit y

Carry out risk analysis of hacking and
network

securit y

audits,

target

the

securit y threats faced by the corporation ,
such

as

hackers,

viruses,

and

eavesdropping


Submit cost -effective network securit y
improvement plan



Carry out anal ysis of n etwork securit y
devices

and

control

measures ,

recommend appropriate network securit y
equipment and control measures, such as
firewalls
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Install

and

set

up

network

securit y

equipment and control measures


Regular evaluate network securit y plans
and equipment, and carry out continuous
improvement



Handle network securit y incidents, and
minimise the loss of the corporation



6.3 Professional
handling

of

threatened, and can prevent virus and

managing network
securit y

Ensure that network securit y is not
hacker attacks



Compl y with relevant codes of practices
of

communication

network

securit y

legislation
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to identify cyber threats

(ii)

Capable to determine the appropriate network securit y control
measures

(iii)
8. Remarks

Capable to set up an effective network securit y plan

-

579

1. Title

Formulate human resource management strategies

2. Code

106552L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of Manufacturing
Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable to formulate future human
resources plan and coordinate with business development needs

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant

strategies

knowledge

of 

formulating
human

Understand the corporate development
Understand

the

intellectual

capital

development strategies

resource 

Understand the t ypes of leisure activities



Understand the concept and function of

management
strategies

human resource management, including
human resource planning, job design and
arrangement, recruitment and selection,
training and development, performance
evaluation

and

incentives,

benefits,

labour relations, and law and insurance


Understand learning theory, including
learning objectives, learning process and
st yle, and the learning curve and so on
motivation



Understand
including

the
job

theoretical
training

theories, adult

training,

methods

education

and

and theor y

training, desi gn methodology of training
courses and evaluation methods of the
training effectiveness


Understand
management,
policies,

the

remuneration

including

performance

polic y

remuneration
appraisal

and

education

and

related labour laws
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Understand

the

local

training system, QF and relevant skills
testing


Understand

the

staff

performance

appraisal and training, such as formal
and

informal

appraisal

and

training

methods


Understand the relevant legislation of
operating regions and human resource
management , such as the Hong Kong
Employment

Ordinance,

Opportunities

Equal

Ordinance,

Sex

Discrimination Ordinance, Famil y Status
Discrimination Ordinance and Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance
6.2 Formulate human 

Anal yse

the

loss

of

staff

of

the

resource

corporation and the suppl y and demand

management

situation of the labour market

strategies



Estimate the manpower demand under
the influence of factors of staff turnover,
retirement,

suspension,

vacation

and

training requirements


Estimate expansion or contraction of the
corporation in the future, evaluate the
increase or decrease of the t ypes and
numbers of jobs



Evaluate

the

effectiveness

of

future

trends of salaries and benefits in the
labour

market,

corporate

recruitment

policy, effectiveness of reward systems,
training and development needs, and
working

culture

and

cohesion,

organization of activities after work


Coordinate

with

the

corporate

development strategy and intellectual
capital

development

strategies ,

formulate human resource management
strategies
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According

to

management

the

human

strategies,

resource
formulate

relevant human resource management
functions

management

strategies

procedures


Compile

reports,

resource

interpret

management

human

strategies

and

implement relevant plans


6.3 Professional
handling

of

When

considering

the

formulating

human resource management strategies,

formulating

the overall interests of the corporation

human

must be protected

resource

management



strategies

Prevent

any

corruption

abuse

during

of

power

formulating

and

human

resource management strategies


Ensure the formulated human resource
management strategies meet the relevant
legal compliance

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to detailedly anal yse the situation on the corporate
human resources, coordinate with the corporate development
strategies and intellectual capital development strategies,
formulate human resource management strategies

(ii)

Capable to formulate relevant human resource management
functions management strategies procedures in according with
the human resource management strategies, ensure the human
resource management strategies are implemented exactl y

(iii)

Capable

to

compile

reports,

interpret

human

management strategies and implement relevant plans
8. Remarks

-

582

resource

1. Title

Formulate

and

maintain

of

staff

discipline

and

management

regulations
2. Code

106553L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of Manufacturing
Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable to base on the
varied dail y operating environment and actual needs, carry out
anal ysis, evaluation and treatment on human resource management
regulations and staff discipline, which complies with the corporate
operational needs and relevant legal compliance

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

operating regions and human resource

knowledge
staff
and

Recognise the relevant legislation of

of

management , such as the Hong Kong

discipline

Employment

management

Ordinance,

Opportunities

regulations

Equal

Ordinance,

Sex

Discrimination Ordinance, Famil y Status
Discrimination Ordinance and Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance


Recognise the concept and functions of
human resource management



Understand

the

human

resource

management strategies


Understand

the

corporate

operating

culture


Understand the corporate discipline and
management

regulations,

including

professional

ethics, personal

conduct,

training

systems,

attendance

system,

reward and punishment system
6.2 Handle

human 

Coordinate with the corporate operating

resource

conditions, human resource management

management

strategies and relevant legislation of

regulations

and

human

staff discipline

resource

operating
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regions

management
and

in

the

continuousl y

improve

human

resource

management

regulations


Regularl y

review

whether

the

staff

discipline and management regulations
are realistic


Regularl y

review

disciplinary

the

corporate

problems

reporting

mechanisms, ensure the effectiveness and
fairness


Through good communication mechanism
with

staff,

understand

ensure
the

that

staff

they

full y

discipline

and

management regulations
and 

6.3 Formulate

Follow

the

relevant

legislation

maintain of staff

employment

relationship

discipline

consideration

to

and

and

and

the

interest

staff

when

of
give

of

the

management

corporation

handling

regulations

human resource management regulations
and staff discipline


Prevent

any

corruption

abuse

during

of

power

and

implementing

staff

management regulations
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

formulate

appropriate

staff

discipline

and

management regulations for the corporation
(ii)

Capable to regularl y review the corporate staff discipline and
management regulations in accordance with business operating
conditions and environmental changes, so as to enhance staff
productivit y and corporate image

8. Remarks

-

584

1. Title

Set up and maintain of staff performance evaluation system

2. Code

106554L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to master the scope of work and the proper performance level of their
staff, sep up and maintain staff performance evaluation system to
objectivel y assess and write the performance appraisal report for staff
and continuousl y improve the staff performance evaluation s ystem

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the concept and functions of
human resource management

of 

Understanding

of

corporate

staff performance

resource management strategies

evaluation system 

Understand

the

corporate

human

operational

culture


Understand the responsibilities of each
position in the corporation



Understand
standards

the
of

industrial

performance

objective
evaluation

system


Understand the methods and techniques
of staff performance evaluation system

6.2 Set

up

maintain

and 
staff

Set up and continuousl y improve to
improve

the

corporate

performance

appraisal

evaluation system

including the assessment forms, methods
and

systems

procedures,

and

performance
standards,

appraising

time,

regulations of assessors, rating criteria
and definitions, appeal mechanism for
staff and guidelines for writing appraisal
reports


Sep up and continuousl y improve the
content of staff performance evaluation
system,
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including

knowledge

and

professional

com petence,

working

efficiency, performance, diligence, work
attitude

and

initiative,

team

relationships and personal virtues etc


Through

good

communication

mechanism with staff, ensure that the y
full y understand the staff performance
evaluation system


Select

the

appropriate

methods

of

appraisal, in accordance with the work
objectives, plans and standards of the
department, carry out fair and objective
appraisal for staff and write appraisal
report


Handle disputes, arrange negotiation for
relevant staff and their supervisors or
the representive of human resources
department, so as to reach a consensus
and sign to confirm it



According to the results of appraisal,
arrange

appropriate

actions,

such

as

reward and punishment, counseling and
training


Correctl y file

the

relevant

appraisal

formulating

human

resource

reports


6.3 Professional

When

handling of set up

management strategies, the interests of

and

the

maintenance

of

staff

performance

corporation

and

staff

must

be

balanced


evaluation system

Ensure the developed staff performance
evaluation

system

requirements

of

compl y

the

with

relevant

the

labour

legislation


Prevent

any

corruption

abuse

during

of

power

and

implementing

staff

performance evaluation system
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7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to coordinate with human resource management
strategies and corporate operational culture, sep up and
maintain staff performance evaluation system

(ii)

Capable to carry out staff performance appraisal objectivl y in
accordance with the formulated appraisal procedure of the
corporation, and write the relevant appraisal report

(iii)

Capable to arrange appropriate actions, such as reward and
punishment, counseling and training in accordance with the
results of staff appraisal

8. Remarks

-

587

1. Title

Set up and maintain of staff salary benchmark and welfare system

2. Code

106555L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the human resources
department

of

the

corporation

Industries.

Practitioners

should

of

Manufacturing

be

capable

to

Technologies

implement

and

continuousl y improve staff salary benchmark and welfare system in
accordance with the environment of labour market
4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand

of

the

situation

of

the

corporate mobilit y, causes and trends

knowledge

of 

personnel

Understand the concept and function of
human resource management



management

Understand

the

human

resource

management strategies


Understand

the

corporate

operating

culture


Understand the advantages to attract and
retain

personnel

enterprises

in

the

industry


Understand the fundamental factors of
good staff salary benchmark and welfare
system, including fairness, rationalit y
and competitiveness



Understand

the

relevant

laws

and

regulations of current salary benchmark
and welfare system, such as minimum
wages, labor insurance and MPF
6.2 Set

up

and 

Set up and continuousl y improve the

maintain of staff

salary

salary benchmark

adjustment mechanism, including basic

and

salary, commission, award allowances,

welfare

system

benchmark,

structure

and

bonuses and performance bonuses
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Set up and continuousl y improve the

welfare

system,

including

medical

dental

benefits,

housing

benefits,
allowance,

education

and

training

allowances and retirement benefits


According

to

staff

appraisal

report,

salary benchmark and welfare s ystem ,
handle

the

matters

of

staff

salary

benchmark and welfare system , including
arrangements for payroll, handling all
applications of allowances , calculation
and

payment

of

bonuses

and

other

benefits, and adjustment of combination
of individual

staff compensation and

benefits


Properl y

record

and

save

relevant

information of staff benefits


According to the human resources market
conditions, make recommendations on
salary benchmark and welfare system to
management, so as to strengthen the staff
s sense of belonging of the corporation
and enhance working performance



6.3 Professional
handling

of

up

set

staff
benchmark

and welfare system, the interests of the

and

corporation and staff must be balanced

of 

maintaining

When formulating staff salary benchmark

Ensure

that

the

developed

salary

salary

benchmark and welfare system compl y

and

with the requirements of the relevant

welfare system

labour legislation


Prevent

any

abuse

of

power

and

corruption during implementation of staff
salary benchmark and welfare system
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to fairl y handle related matters of staff benefits in
accordance with the corporate salary benchmark and welfare
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system, and ensure the compliance with the law
(ii)

Capable to make recommendations to the management and
appropriate adjustments of salary benchmark and welfare
system in accordance with the market changes and actual
operational needs, so as to achieve good personnel management

8. Remarks

-

590

1. Title

Plan, organise and arrange training

2. Code

106556L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of Manufacturing
Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable to coordinate with the
intellectual capital development strategies and human resource
management strategy, compile training programs in accordance with
the actual needs of corporation, so as to meet the foreseeable future
human resource needs of all departments

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



training

Recognise the concept and function of
human resource management

knowledge



Understand

the

intellectual

capital

development strategies


Understand human resource m anagement
strategies Understand all kinds of market
recognised

training

programs

and

identify appropriate training programs


Understand the corporate development
and competency needs of all department
and reflect to the management of human
resources

department,

continuousl y

improve

so
the

as

to

intellectual

capital development strategy and human
resource management strategies
6.2 Plan,
and

organise 
arrange

Coordinate

with

the

corporate

intellectual capital develop strategies and

training

actual

operating

conditions,

plan

all

kinds of required training


Work

closel y

understand

with

the

needs

all
of

departments,
the

whole

corporation and departments


Design and implement internal training
programs,

such

as

all

kinds

of

technical or generic skills training, job
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skills upgrading program and experience
and knowledge sharing sessions


Arrange external training courses, such
as arranging trainers or consultants to
carry out enhancement training of staff s
level in the corporation, and subsidies to
foster

staff

training

or

support

programs


Monitor the implementation of training
and review the effectiveness of training



6.3 Professional
handling

of

programs assist the enhancement of staff

planning,
organising

Ensure that training and development
qualit y, and compl y with the corporate

and

needs and the development trends of the

arranging

industry

training
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to coordinate with corporate intellectual capital
development strategies and the actual operating conditions,
arrange appropriate training for specific departments and
review the effectiveness of training

8. Remarks

-

592

1. Title

Set up and maintain human resources information system and
knowledge management system

2. Code

106557L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to information technology
department of corporations of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable set up and maintain human resources
information system and knowledge management system in accordance
with the intellectual capital development strategies, examine the
applicable computer system on the market to carry out e lectronic
human resources information system and knowledge management
system

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Recognise the application of computer

application,

systems

management and

knowledge management

demand

of 

on

Understand

human
the

resources

intellectual

and

capital

electronic

development strategies

human resources 

Understand the methods, theories and

information

tools of knowledge management

system



Understand the application of human
resource

information

systems

and

knowledge management systems


Understand the application of computer
system on electronic human resource
information

system

and

knowledge

management system
6.2 Appl y

and 

Anal yse

the

level

of

the

corporate

manage

existing knowledge management systems

electronic human 

According

resources

development strategies, carry out a gap

information

anal ysis between the current level and

system

the target level of knowledge


to

intellectual

capital

Define the objectives, roles and scope of
electronic human resources information
system
system
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and

knowledge

management



Set up and maintain human resources
information

system

management

and

system,

knowledge

combine

and

synchronise with other computer systems


Corporate with different

departments,

ensure the human resources information
system

and

knowledge

management

system


Select appropriate computer system for
human resources information system and
knowledge management system



6.3 Professional
handling

of

up

Ensure the provided human resources

set

information system provides are not in

and

violation of the relevant Privacy Polic y

maintaining

and the proper use of private information

human resources 

Prevent

information

corruption during managing the human

system

and

resources

knowledge

any

abuse

information

of

power
system

and
and

knowledge management system

management
system
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to set up and maintain human resources information
system and knowledge management system in accordance with
the intellectual capital development strategies

(ii)

Capable to ensure that human resources information system and
knowledge management system can be implemented exactly,
and select suitable computer systems to carry out electrisation

8. Remarks

-

594

1. Title

Set up and maintain environmental management system

2. Code

106558L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to meet the corporate environmental policies and the environmental
laws and regulation requirements of the operating regions and the
existing

qualit y

management

system ,

set

up

and

maintain

environmental management system
4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand the corporate environmental

relevant

policies

knowledge of set 

Understand

up

management system

and

maintaining



the

Understand

corporate
the

qualit y

international

environmental

environmental management standards and

management

best examples, such as ISO14000


system

Understand the environmental protection
laws and regulation requirements of the
operating

regions

(such

as

cleaner

production and emissions requirements
etc)


Understand the mission and principles of
environmental management

6.2 Set

up

and 

Meet

the

corporate

environmental

maintain

policies and the environmental protection

environmental

laws and regulation requirements of the

management

operating regions and the existing qualit y

system

management system, set up and maintain
environmental management system


Define

the

scope

of

application

of

environmental management systems


Meet the existing qualit y management
system,
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add

required

elements

of

environmental
including

management

the

Qualit y

system ,

Manual ,

Work

Instruction, all kinds of records and carry
out revision of assessmen t checklist


Make recommendations for improvement
and follow-up corrective measures on
environmental management



6.3 Professional
handling

of

up

Ensure

set

management

and

relevant

maintaining
environmental

that

the

environmental

system
legal

complies
and

with

regulator y

requirements


Keep track of the development trend of

management

the world's environmental regulations,

system

ensure

the

management
complies

corporate
is

with

with
the

environmental
the

times

and

requirements

of

international law

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to meet the corporate environmental policies and the
environmental protection laws and regulation requirements of
the operating regions and the existing qualit y management
system, set up and maintain environmental management s ystem

(ii)

Capable to m ake

recommendations for improvement

and

follow-up corrective measures on environmental management
8. Remarks

-

596

1. Title

Foster corporate environmental awareness and culture

2. Code

106559L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of Manufacturing
Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable to refer and apply
environmental protection regulations guidelines of Hong Kong and operating
regions, and all guidelines of environmental groups, develop measures and
standard for the corporation and enhance the staff s environmental awareness

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Recognise the general requirements of
existing

of

environmental

protection

legislation in Hong Kong, including the

corporate

Water Pollution Control Ordinance , Air

environmental

Pollution

Control

Disposal

Ordinance,

awareness

and

culture

Ordinance,

Ordinance,

Ozone

Noise
Layer

Waste
Control

Protection

Ordinance and Toxic Chemicals Control
Ordinance


Understand

the

requirements

of

environmental protection legislation of
the operating regions


Recognise the guidelines and measures
promulgated or proposed by the Hong
Kong

Environmental

Department

and

Protection

other

environmental

organizations, such as the Environmental
Guide

for

Smart

Business

and

industry-specific

environmental

protection

of

Kong

requirements
Environmental

Department,

Hong

Kong

the

Hong

Protection
Awards

for

Environmental Excellence of the Hong
Kong

Observatory,

Waste

No

Food

program of the Friends of the Earth,
WWF's Earth Hour etc
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Understand

the

Cleaner

Production

Partnership Pro gramme (CP3) and seek
project funding approach


Understand the corporate environmental
policies



Understand the impact of increase of
staff s environmental awareness on the
corporation



Understand the environmental attitudes
and awareness levels of staff

6.2 Foster

corporate 

environmental
awareness

Anal ysis

the

actual

situation

of

the

corporation, arrange a suitable carbon
and

audit or other environmental protection

culture

related investigations or audits


Coordinate with corporate environmental
policies, develop programs or activities
to

promote

corporate

environmental

awareness and culture


Develop

measures

to

reduce

energy

consumption, and foster staff at all levels
to

participate

in

environmental

protection, such as lighting systems, air
conditioning
consumption,

equipment,
electricit y

water

consum ption,

sewage treatment and air.


Communicate and cooperate effectivel y
with all departments and staff, ensure all
environmental protection programs can
be implemented exactly.



Reflect

the

level

of

environme ntal

awareness and culture to management


6.3 Professional
handling

of

compl y

fostering
corporate

Ensure that the environmental policies
with

relevant

legal

and

regulatory requirements


environmental

Keep track of the development trend of
the environmental awareness and culture,
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awareness

and

ensure that the corporate environmental

culture
7. Assessment
Criteria

management is with the times

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
(i)

Capable

to

coordinate

with

the

corporate

environmental

policies, through programs or activities to promote corporate
environmental awareness and culture, so as to enable the
corporation complies with the requirements of environmental
protection legislation
8. Remarks

-

599

1. Title

Carry out ecodesign and lifecycle management

2. Code

106560L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of Manufacturing
Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable to master the relevant
environmental protection regulations and internal operational requirements, analyse
the impact of the product lifecycle on Ecology from different perspectives and
carry out environmental friendly design management

4. Level

5

5. Credits

9

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
ecodesign

Recognise

corporate

environmental

policies
of 
and

technologies and processes


lifecycle

Recognise the relevant manufacturing

management

Understand the methods and techniques
to

systematise

product

lifecycle

management


Understand

the

corporate

operational

conditions


Understand the international eco -design
guidelines

of

ISO14006

and

the

requirements of other product lifecycle
management standard, so as to meet th e
design

and

manufacturing

s ystem

development


Understand the principles, methods and
tools of product life cycle management

6.2 Formulate
procedures

the 
of

Carry out anal ysis of potential ecological
environmental impact on products, target

product lifecycle

the main sources which would bring
important and potential environmental
impacts of products on the environment


Carry out anal ysis from the perspective
of the product lifecycle,

determine the

most important stage of environmental
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impact,

such

materials,

as

t he

stages

production,

of

delivery,

raw
usage

and recycling or disposal


Carry out anal ysis from the perspective
of the product design, determine which
components or parts bring the biggest
impact to the environment, so as to
improve the product design or select
other materials



Corporate with production department,
ensure that the production processes meet
environmental standards and regulatory
requirements



Corporate
delivery

with

logistics

department,

logistics

or

ensure

product
that

arrangement

the

meets

environmental standards and regulatory
requirements


Appl y lifecycle management tools or
computer system for product ecology
diagnosis, and anal yse the data of energy
consumption and carbon emissions of
product life-cycle



According to a wide ran ge of data,
improve the product lifecycle design so
as to meet the product environmental
protection

standards

and

regulator y

requirements, such as WEEE, REACH
and RoHS


Compare

the

difference

between

environmental product lifecycle design
and protot ype programs on environmental
impacts, based on the comparison results
and

carry

out

anal ysis

and

propose

further ways for improvement


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Meet

the

product

environmental

legislation and corporate environmental
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ecodesign

and

policies and regulations


lifecycle
management

Keep track of the development trend of
the environmental friendl y design and
lifecycle

management

for

products,

ensure that the corporate environmental
management is with the times
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out different considerations when the product
concept design starts, in accordance with selection of raw
materials,

product

design,

production

methods

and

arrangements of product delivery, consider the product usages
and recycling or dispo sal stages, so as to reduce the impact of
product lifecycle on the environment
(ii)

Capable to refer to ISO 14006 or other relevant international
standards to carry out environmental design management for
product, and continuousl y improve the product design process,
and integrate the environmental factors such as energy saving,
emission reduction and other elements into the product design
and development

8. Remarks

-

602

1. Title

Continuousl y improve shopfloor environment and foster quality
management in shopfloor

2. Code

106561L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to implement comprehensive qualit y management in shopfloor in
accordancw with the corporate requirements

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
theknowledge of

workshop


shopfloor
environment and
management

Understand

foundation

manufacturing

technologies


qualit y

Recognise all kinds of equipment in the

of

Understand

the

relevant

legal

requirements of Occupational Safet y and

shopfloor

Health


Understand

the

required

working

environment and conditions of normal
operation of production equipment, such
as temperature, humidit y and levelness


Understand the foundation concepts of
industrial

engineering,

such

as

Lean

Manufacturing, Flexible Manufact uring
System,

Visual

shopfloor

layout

Management,
anal ysis

5S,

techniques,

qualit y management skills of shop floor
and ergonmics


Understand the concept of comprehensive
qualit y

management,

all

kinds

of

continuous improvement tools, including
qualit y tools of circulation of plan - do review - action (PDCA), 5W1H, Fishbone
Diagram


In-depth understanding of the workflow
of workshop
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6.2 Continuousl y

Draw the workflow diagram for each

improve

workflow of the shopfloor, anal yse and

shopfloor

make recommendations for improvement ,

environment and

such as value stream mapping and one

foster

piece flow

qualit y

managem ent

in 

shopfloor

Appl y all kinds of tools to anal yse
shopfloor

layouts

and

make

recommodations for improvement , such
as

Spaghetti

Equipment
Matrix

Diagram,

Relationship

and

Pro duction
and

Workshop

Anal ysis

Simulation

Software


Conduct shopfloor standardization, such
as

internal

operating

procedures,

guidelines formats, storage methods or
transportation quanity


Add all kinds of instruction labels , logo
icon, colours, uniforms or charts in the
work

environment,

management

enhance

efficiency,

improve

production processes, implement

visual

management


promote 5S to different staff, supervise
the

5S

practice

and

achieve

clean

shopfloor management


Carry out ergonomic anal ysis of work
environment, such as brightness, weight,
noise, limb extension, so as to ensure the
staff s working environment i s suitable to
the work requirements and meet the
relevant requirements of Occupational
Safet y and Health.



Ensure

the

production

working

environment

equipment

meet

of
the

conditions and requirements of normal
operation
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In-depth anal ysis of all kinds of problems

in shopfloor and identify the main causes
and then improve


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

the

safety

guidence

of

Occupational Safet y & Health Ordinance

continuousl y

Continuousl y,

improve

improving

environment

shopfloor

management culture in shopfloor

and

shopfloor

foster

qualit y

environment and
fostering qualit y
management

in

shopfloor
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to improving shopfloor environment in accordance
with the floorplan of the shopfloor and production equipment,
foster qualit y management culture in shopfloor

(ii)

Capable to Improve production efficiency and qualit y of the
production line

8. Remarks

-

605

1. Title

Implement risk management at work place

2. Code

106562L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to workplace of corporations of Manufacturing
Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable to implement risk
management effectivel y, ensure the personal safety of staff and customers and
maintain normal operations of the corporation

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand the corporate risk management

relevant

strategies

knowledge of risk 

Understand the various processes and areas

management

of business operations

at


work place

Understand the concept of risk assessment,
such as avoid losses, reduce losses and
transfer of risk



Understand all kinds of risks in work place



Understand the risk identification methods
and tools required



Understand the requirements of relevant
legislation

in

the

work

place,

such

as

occupational health and safet y, storage of
dangerous chemicals and fire protection
requirements
6.2 Implement
management

risk 
at

Appl y

knowledge

management,

work place

and

formulate

skills
risk

of

risk

management

implementation plans, such as formulating
risk assessment tools and review mechanism


According to the corporate risk management
policies, identify potential risk factors in
work place, such as storage arrangement,
electricit y and steam equipment, production
equipment, shopfloor configuration and fire
prevention facilities



Evaluate the relevant risk of all kinds of
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manufacturing processes, equipment, tools
and facilities, carry out risk assessment and
contingency planning


Regularl y review, record and update the risk
procedures to ensure compli ny with the law
requirements



6.3 Professional
handling

of

When implement the risk management at
work place, the overall interests of the

implementing

corporation, customers and business partners

risk management

must be taken into account

at work place
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to assess different risks and hazards in operational sites,
and formulate appropriate risk management measures

(ii)

Capable to implement risk management measures to reduce
potential risks, and regularl y review, record and update the risk
management policies, so as to meet legal compliance

8. Remarks

-

607

1. Title

Formulate and implement corporate social responsibilit y plans

2. Code

106563L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be familiar
with

the

social

customers

responsibilit y

of

international

standards

and

requirements, capable to meet the corporate social

responsibilit y strategies , formulate and implement corporate social
responsibilit y plans
4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

the

corporate

social

responsibilit y strategies
of 

knowledge
formulating

and

Understand the corporate social image
promotion channels



implementing
corporate

Understand

social

Understand the social requirements on
corporate

social

responsibilit y,

responsibilit y

government requirements and customers

plans

requirements,

and

international

social

all

kinds

of

responsibilit y

standards, such as SA8000


Understand

ISO22301

corporate

and

continuit y

other

management

standard
and 

6.2 Formulate
implement
corporate

Formulate internal measures related to
corporate social responsibilit y, such as

social

environmental

protection

responsibilit y

measures,

plans

measures to reduce food waste


energy-saving

practice

Coordinate

with

responsibilit y
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corporate

of

corporation,

all

all

parties

kinds

standards

of
of

or

social

strategies,

requirements
international

measures

the
on

the

relevant
social

responsibilit y to exa mine the
human

resources

corporate

management

and

operational system


Develop corporate social responsibilit y
plans to assist the corporation planning
all

kinds

of

responsibilit y
corporate

corporate

activities,

volunteers,

social

such

charit y

as

bazaar,

product donation and blood donation, or
other activities to improve the qualit y of
life

of

staff,

customers

and

the

Strengthen the cooperation between

the

communit y


corporation

and

non -profit

making

organisations, in the form of corporation,
participate in voluntary or communit y
work and encourage staff to participate


Encourage staff to practise in the dail y
operation

of

corporate

social

responsibilit y, cultivate staff to be good
corporate citizens, and follow up and
report on staff compliance with corpo rate
social responsibilit y, eliminate unethical
practices and enhance the professional
ethics


Promote sustainable corporate culture,
strengthen

the

concept

of

corporate

social responsibilit y, and corporate with
the

business

units

to

assist

in

the

integration of the dail y operations of
practice

of

corporate

social

responsibilit y


6.3 Professional
handling

of

formulating

protection

and

measures

to

the

corporate

social responsibilit y plans, improve the

implementing
corporate

Integrate the social and environmental

corporate image

social
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responsibilit y
plans
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on the actual situation of corporation,
coordinate with the corporate social responsibilit y strategies,
design all kinds of activities to promote corporate social
responsibilit y

(ii)

Capable to follow up and report the conditions on staff
compliance

with

corporate

operations
8. Remarks

-

610

social

responsibilit y

in

daily

1. Title

Formulate market exploration strategies

2. Code

106564L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments of the Manufacturing Technologies Industries.
Practitioners should be capable to coordinate with the corporate
development strategies and target market, integrate all aspects of the
information and data, formulate market exploration strategies and
enhance the acquaintance and market awareness of the products

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge
formulating

the

corporate

development

strategies
of 
market 

exploration
strategies

Understand

Understand the corporate and product features
Understand the environment and competition
conditions of the corporate target market



Understand the importance of market exploration
and its impact on the corporation



Understand the impact of international, Mainland
China, emerging markets and local government
policies on the target market



Understand the corporate analysis methods, such
as SWOT analysis



Understand

the

development

trend

of

corporate-related products and services


Understand the characteristics and applications of
different methods of marketing media

6.2 Formulate

market 

Anal yse

and

evaluate
carry

out

the

market

exploration

information,

anal ysis

at

strategies

different levels of the market and target
marketing exploration direction


Full y anal yse corporate situations, such
as

corporate

strengths,

weaknesses,

potential opportunities and the crisis
facing
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Anal yse the level of resources available

for corporate market exploration, such as
finance and human resources


Formulate market exploration strategies,
including the focus of product sales,
different

promotion

proportions

of

maintaining

combinations and

marketing

customer

and

budget,

exploration

strategies, coordination with different
departments,

the

latest

development

trend of the market or industry, and
market

exploration

performance

indicators


Review and evaluate the effectiveness of
market exploration , carry out appropriate
adjustments

and

improvements

in

accordance with circumstances and needs


Formulate market exploration reports,
and make recommondations on market
exploration to management



6.3 Professional
handling
formulating

of

Ensure all formulated market exploration
strategies meet the latest development

market

trend of the market and perspectiveness

exploration
strategies
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulate and review market exploration strategies
in

accordance

with

the

environmental

and

business

development strategy of the target market , evaluate and
improve the exploration strategies
8. Remarks

-

612

1. Title

Set up and maintain market information management system

2. Code

106565L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the IT departments of the
Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners

should

be

capable to master the knowledge of different electronic platforms and
channels, set up the market information management system
4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



Understand the database management and

relevant

relevant knowledge of setting

knowledge of set 

Understand relevant knowledge of market

up and maintaining

information

market

reporting

information

management system

system,

system,

collection

such

as

market

system

and

internal

intelligence
market

data

anal ysis system


Understand

the

market

information

classification, such as market demand
information,

competition

customers and end-users

information,
information,

and relevant information of suppliers and
partners


Understand knowledge of network s ystem
combination

of

the

cor porate

market

information system and other corporate
computer systems


Understand

the

relevant

laws

and

regulations of the market information
management and privacy of international
and

the

government

of

operationing

regions
6.2 Set up and maintain 
market

information

Classify the scope of market information
needs, such as business, warehousing,

management system

finance, customers and sales
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Set

up

corporate

market

information

system to collect market information,
combine
computer

and

synchronise

systems

and

with

other

automaticall y

collect market information and carry out
classification


Communicat e effectivel y with different
departments,

develop

the

necessar y

information anal ysis programs and all
kinds of forms


Manage and continuousl y improve the
corporate market information system

6.3 Professional



Unless

authorised,

never

disclose,

handling of set up

transfer or resale while handling the all

and

maintaining

kinds of market information

market

information 

Ensure

management system

the

formulated

market

information management system meets
the relevant legal compliance

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to set up and maintain market information management
system in accordance with different departments, and also
combine all kinds of computer systems to automaticall y collect,
classify and anal yse market information

8. Remarks

-

614

1. Title

Formulate corporate branding strategies

2. Code

106566L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments of the Manufacturing Technologies Industries.
Practitioners should be capable to formulate corporate branding strategies
through relevant expertise of marketing and branding

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

in Hong Kong and operating regions

knowledge

of 

formulating
corporate

Recognise the intellectual propert y laws
Understand

the

corporate

image

positioning
branding 

strategies

Understand the corporate development
strategies



Understand the characteristics of market
research reports, market survey reports
and target market



Understand the relevant knowledge of
branding, such as brand meaning, brand
value, brand appeal, the core value of
brand, brand personalit y, brand loyalt y
and brand equit y



Understand all factors that affect the
corporate image and branding, including
customers,

partners,

distributors

and

customers,

competitors

and

investors
6.2 Formulate corporate 
branding strategies

Anal yse

market trends, formulate the branding
and product positioning


Formulate branding strategies, such as
branding management and operations



Assist and guide the corporate branding
survey,
corporate
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understand
branding

the

outcome

through

of

market

research


Formulate different branding promotion
plans,

coordinate

with

the

market

environment and social trends, through
appropriate

channels

or

advertising

media to promote the branding


Formulate appropriate internal marketing
and communication plans to ensure that
all staff are aware of corporate branding
development methods



Anal yse all aspect s of the societ y and
customers
the

attitudes and perceptions on

corporate

branding,

continue

to

improve the branding strategies


Make

relevant

management

on

recommendations
corporate

to

branding

development


6.3 Professional
handling

of

do not plagiarise, and avoid individuals

formulating
corporate

Respect intellectual propert y rights and
and corporate falling into the trap of

branding

infringement

strategies
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to coordinate with the corporation development policy
and market environment to formulate an appropriate corporate
branding strategies

(ii)

Capable to add branding elements to the market survey and
formulate an appropriate branding promotion plan

8. Remarks

-

616

1. Title

Formulate product sales strategies

2. Code

106567L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sales
departments of the Manufacturing Technologies Industries.
Practitioners should be capable to master the market orientation and
trend, formulate appropriate product promotional plan and branding
management method

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

strategies
of 

formulating
product
strategies

Understand the corporate development
Understand the characteristics of market
research reports, market survey reports

sales

and target market


Understand

the

global

economic

environment and foreign exchange risk
assessment methods


Understand

the

corporate

sales

conditions in previous years, including
sales growth rate, distribution of various
products, market maturit y, shops and
customers distribution, and maturit y of
shops and customers


Understand

the

application

of

including
operational

the

sales

budget

management

tools,

measurement

command,

as

control

on
of

corporation resource allocation, and the
expected

operational

mode

of

the

corporation


Understand

the

characteristics

and

applications of all sales patterns and
ways
6.2 Formulate
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Anal yse

corporate

development

product

sales

strategies, sales conditions in previous

strategies

years and market environment


According to market and social trends,
explore

all

kinds

of

new

sales

and

marketing methods


Negotiate with the sales and marketing
department,
corporate

coordinate

development

market

with

the

strategies

environment,

and

formulate

achievable sales target


Formulate

an

appropriate

internal

communication plans to ensure that all
relevant staff are aware of t he company's
sales strategies and targets


According to the level of marketing staff,
formulate appropriate training plans with
the human resources department



Make

relevant

recommendations

to

management on corporate sales


6.3 Professional
handling

of

when

advertising,

formulating
product

Consider

sales

there

activit y

are

no

related to the discrimination and
sales

violating

strategies

the

relevant

or

contents
avoid

discrimination

ordinance, such as Sex Discrimination
Ordinance,
Ordinance

Disabilit y
and

Race

Discrimination
Discrimination

Ordinance


Ensure

that

customers

can

access

accurate and adequate information during
sales period
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to negotiate with product development and relevant
departments ,

coordinate

with

the

corporate

development

strategies and market environment , formulating product sales
strategies and regularl y review their effectiveness
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(ii)

Capable to explore all kinds of new sales and marketing
methods in accordance with market and social trends

8. Remarks

-

619

1. Title

Formulate customer relationship management strategies

2. Code

106568L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the markets and sal es
departments of the Manufacturing Technologies Industries.
Practitioners should be capable to coordinate with the corporate
development strategies, formulate customer relationship management
strategies, maintain existing customers, attract new customers and
potential customers

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

strategies
of 

formulating
customer

Understand

the

corporate

branding

strategies


relationship
management

Understand the corporate development

Understand the corporate market explore
plans



strategies

Understand the importance of customer
relationship management for corporate
branding, performance and profits



Understand
customer

foundation

principles

relationship

of

management,

commonl y used methods and tools


Understand the impact of all kinds of
information
customer

and

its

application

of

relationship

management

the

relationship

strategies


Understand
management

customer

theory,

including

market

and customer oriention of Manufacturing
Technology

Industry,

interests

of

customer relationship, the characteristics
of

customer

relationship

of

Manufacturing Technology Industry, and
retain customers, strive for customers,
expand the profits and other purposes of
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customer relationship


Understand

customer

relationship

management str ategies of manufacturing
industry,

including

management
management

transaction

strategies,

relationship

strategies

and

customer

promotional strategies


Understand the applications of computer
system

on

customer

management,

such

rela tionship
as

customer

relationship management system (CRM)
(CRM)


Understand

the

regulations

of

management

relevant
customer

in

Hong

laws

and

relationship
Kong

and

operational regions, such as the Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance
6.2 Formulate



Set up the structural organization which

customer

is responsible for customer relationship

relationship

management

management



strategies

Formulate

customer

relationship

management strategies, such as explore
and strengthen the relationship between
the corporation and customers, market
development, remediation strategies for
customer relations


Anal yse, set and continuousl y improve
customer

relationship

management

methods, steps and procedures, such as
customer screening, ex ploration of new
customers,

customer

classification,

assessment and remediation of customer
loss, and handling customer complaints


Appl y

customers

customers
strengthen
management
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database ,

anal yse

characteristi cs
customer
strategies,

and

relationship
such

as

anal yzing

customer

business

relationship

opportunities,

and

expanding

network of business contacts, develop ing
and promoting electronic markets


Work

with the

colleagues

of human

resources department, formulate training
programs for frontline staff


Anal yse the effectiveness and costs of all
kinds

of

customer

relationship

management related to computer systems ,
and make relevant recommondations on
all

matters

of

customer

relationship

management


6.3 Professional
handling

of

When

considering

customer

and

relationship

formulating
management

formulating

strategies, put the customers

customer

the top priorit y and follow the Personal

relationship

Data (Privacy) Ordinance

management



strategies

Appl y

interpersonal

interest as

communication

skills, formulate and maintain a high
qualit y of customer service relationship

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

formulate

customer

relationship

management

strategies, expand the market share and explore the corporate
business
(ii)

Capable to coordinate with the corporate advantages and
strengths, maintain existing customers, attract new customers
and potential customers

8. Remarks

-

622

1. Title

Set up and maintain customer relationship management system

2. Code

106569L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the IT departments of t he
Manufacturing

Technologies

Industries.

Practitioners

should

be

capable to master different knowledge of electronic platforms and
channels, and set up and maintain customer relationship management
system (CRM)
4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand the database management and

relevant

relevant knowledge of setting

knowledge of set 

Understan

relevant

up

customer

relationship

and

such

of

management

maintaining

system,

customer

integration

relationship

relationship management, the role of the

management

database in the customer relationship

system

management, and integration of other
electronic

as

knowledge
10C,

platform

technologies

information

of

customer

and

relationship

customer

management

10C


Understand the classification of customer
relationship

management

systems,

including

collaborative

customer

relationship

management,

information

anal ysing

customer

relationship

management and operatio nal customer
relationship management


Understand

the

knowledge

of

the

composition of the network system of the
corporate

customer

relationship

management systems and other corporate
computer
/
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systems



Understand

the

relevant

laws

and

regulations of the customer relationship
management and privacy of customer of
international

and

the

government

of

operating regions

6.2 Set

and 

up

Classify

the

needs

maintain

relationship

customer

departments,

such

relationship

warehousing,

finance,

management

sales


system

of

management

customer

of

as

different
business,

customers

and

Set up customer relationship management
system, manage customers
and

relationship,

information

combine

and

synchronise with other computer systems


Communicate effectivel y with different
departments,

develop

the

necessar y

information anal ysis pro grams and all
kinds of forms


Manage and continuousl y improve the
customer

relationship

management

system


6.3 Professional
handling

of

up
maintaining

set

Unless

authorised,

never

disclose,

transfer or resale while handling all data

and

of customers


Ensure

the

formulated

customer

customer

relationship management system meets

relationship

the relevant legal compliance

management
system
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to master different knowledge of electronic platforms
and channels, set up and maintain customer relationship
management system

8. Remarks
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Plastic injection mould assembl y and structural design

1. Title
2. Code

106570L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of the corporations of Tooling Manufacturing Industry.
Practitioners should be familiar with the principle of plastic injection
mould, capable to integrate
international

customers

requirements and relevant

standards, and carry out

plastic injection mould

assembl y and structural design
4. Level

5

5. Credits

9

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand the customer s

requirements

on appearance and functions, such as

knowledge

of

water injection method, ejection method,

plastic

injection

water

mould

assembl y

method

and

structural 

Understand

design

injection

position

relevant

and

cooling

international

standard of design of plastic injection
mould,

such

as

SPI/SPE

Standard

(SPI/SPE Standard)


Understand the manufacturing process
and

its

features

of

plastic

injection

mould, material selection, miling, heat
treatment, EDM, wire cutting, grinding,
polishing, surface treatment (such as
coating), cavit y permutation, core and
the cooling equipment of sliding position


Understand
application
materials,

the
of

coordination

all

kinds

processing

of

and
plastic

techniques

and

technologies, and mould steel


Understand all t ypes of injection m ould
structure,

function

of

inlaying

parts,

slider design, plastic mode of the gate,
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and release method and pre/post actions
of plastic parts release, such as two -plate
mould, three plate mould and hot runner
mould


Understand the mechanical action and
movement of sliding systems and slider



Understand the application skills of all
kinds of the functional systems, and its
relationship with the overall structure of
the mould



Understand the function and application
of

all

kinds

of

injection

mould

components


Understand

the

installation

and

mould

structure,

coordination

of

components


Understand the t ypes and speci fications
of surface treatment of the commonl y
used injection moulds



Understand the manufacturing principles
and applications of all kinds of special
injection

mould,

Multi-component

such

Moulding,

as

In mould

decoration (IMD), In mould Labelling
(IML), In mould Assembl y (IMA) , Insert
moulding, Reaction injection moulding
(RIM) for Liquid Silicon Rubber (LSR)
(Multi-component Moulding)
mould decoration, IMD)
Labelling,

IML)

(In
(In mould
(In

Assembl y, IMA)

mould

(Insert moulding)

(Reaction injection moulding (RIM) for
Liquid Silicon Rubber (LSR))


Recognise the commonl y used t ypes,
structures, specifications and working
principles

of

the

commonl y

used

equipment of plastic injection moulding
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6.2 Carry out plastic 
injection

mould

assembl y

and

Examine the precision, shape, quantit y
and

production

appropriate

structural design

requirements,

mould

select

materials,

cavit y

permutation quantit y and cooling s ystem
design


Formulate the t ype of mould cup, cavity
design, the right

size and sufficient

strength for mould structure


Examine the precision, shape, quantit y
and

production

appropriate

requirements,

plastic

select

injection

mould

injection

mould

functional design


Design

the

plastic

sliding systems and other relevant sliders


Integrate

and

formulate

the

concept

design of plastic injection mould


According

to

functionalit y

the

appearance

required

of

and

different

products, select the appropriate mould
for surface treatment


Assign all functional design requirements
to each members of the design team and
carry out management



Lead plastic injection mould design team
to complete all functional designs, and
integrate all designs into a completed
plastic injection mould structural design



Communicate with internal and external
customers and stakeholders and achieve
consistent standards



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,
risk,

capacit y,

quality,

environmental

plastic

injection

protection and cost etc, carry out plastic

mould

assembl y

injection mould assembl y and structural

and

structural

design and also meet all aspects of

design

requirements
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7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to collect and integrate customers

requirements and

relevant international standards, formulate plastic injection
mould assembl y design
(ii)

Capable to consider the appearance and functions requirements
of products, complete the overall structural design of plastic
injection mould

8. Remarks

-

628

1. Title

Plastic injection mould functional design

2. Code

106571L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of the corporations of Tooling Manufacturing Industry.
Practitioners should be familiar with the principles of Plastic
injection mould, and capable to carry out all aspects of functional
design in accordance with the plastic injection mould assembl y and
structural design

4. Level

5

5. Credits

9

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

on appearance and functions, such as

knowledge
plastic

Understand the customer's requirements

of

water injection method, ejection method,

injection

injection position and cooling method

mould functional 

Understand

design

Transfer and Heat distribution


the

Understand
product

the

shape

Volume,

principles

of

Heat

relationships

between

and

Specific

Specific

plastic
Heat

Capacit y,

Viscosit y and Plastic Flow


Understand the shape of plastic injection
gate, ways of plastic injection , calculate
the

loss

of

coefficient,

pressure

parting

transmission

hole

form

and

application methods


Understand

the

interrelationship

of

thickness & length ratio


Understand the t ypes and specifications
of surface treatment of the commonl y
used plastic injection moulds



Understand
methods

of

the

impact

water

gap

of
and

different
parting

methods on appearance and functions of
plastic products
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Understand

the

relationship

between

plastics and runner shape


Understand

the

t ypes,

stru ctures

and

application methods of hot runner


Understand the ejection principles and
application methods of finished goods



Understand the principles of plastic flow
filling



Understand the principles and application
methods of mould temperature control
system



Understand

the

principles,

mould

structure and functions of all kinds of
Fluid-Assisted

Injection

Technology,

such

as

Moulding

Gas

assisted

Injection, Water assisted Injection and
Mucell Injection


Recognise the commonl y used t ypes,
structures, specifications and working
principles

of

the

commonl y

used

equipment of plastic injection moulding
6.2 Carry

out

plastic



According to the plastic injection mould

injection mould functional

assembl y and structural design, carry out

design

all

kinds

of

functional

plastic

design,

injection

mould

including

heat

treatment, cooling system, plastic runner,
gate, outtake, release device, lubrication
device

of

slider,

control

system,

mould

ejection

temperature
device,

hot

runner system and gas assisted ejection
system


Set

the

appropriate

tolerance

processing,

so

as

to

rea ch

requirements

of

cumulative

and
the

tolerance

limits mould, sliding or fixed workpiece,
and provide appropriate description of all
workpiece drawing
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Select the appropriate injection mould
and all kinds of mould standard parts,
such as Spring, Sleeve Ejector,

Ejector,

Slider, Positioning Lock, Ejector Guide
Bushing and Sprue Bushing


According to different functional design
requirements, select the appropriate die
surface treatment



Communicate with internal and external
customers and stakeholders and achieve
consistent standards



6.3 Professional
handling
plastic

7. Assessment

of

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,
risk,

capacit y,

quality,

environmental

injection

protection and cost etc, carry out plastic

mould functional

injection mould functional design and

design

also meet all aspects of requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to set the appropriate tolerance and processing in
accordance with the plastic injection mould assembl y and
structural design, complete all kinds of plastic injection mould
functional design

(ii)

Capable to draw all workpiece drawing, provide appropriate
instructions and ensure the content is accurate

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Sheet metal stamping die assembl y and structural design

2. Code

106572L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of the corporations of Tooling Manufacturing Industry.
Practitioners should be familiar with the principles of sheet met al
stamping die, capable to integrate

customers

requirements and

relevant international standards, and carry out sheet metal stamping
die assembl y and structural design
4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the customer's requirements
on appearance and functions, such as

of 

Understand

relevant

sheet metal stamping

standards

die

stamping die

assembly

structural design

and


of

design

international
of

sheet

metal

Understand the manufacturing process
and its features of sheet metal stamping
die,

material

selection,

milling,

heat

treatment, EDM, wire cutting, grinding,
polishing, surface treatment


Understand all kinds of sheet metal
stamping manufacturing process, such as
punching,

bending,

forming,

rolling,

forging and stamping


Understand

the

t ypes,

characteristics,

application methods and heat treatment
methods of all kinds of sheet metal
stamping die, including all kinds of
steels,

tungsten

carbide,

and

other

non-steel materials like ceramic


Understand

structure

and

application

methods of single sheet metals stamping
dies, such as punching dies, bending dies
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and rolling


Understand the structure and application
methods of all kinds of sheet metal dies,
including single, complex, continuous
and transfer die



Understand the application methods of
all kinds of functional system, as well as
its relationship with the overall design



Understand the function and application
of all kinds of sheet metal components



Understand the sheet metal die structure,
installation

and

coordination

of

components


Understand coordination methods of all
progressive and transfer dies



Understand the t ypes and specifications
of surface treatment of the commonl y
used sheet metal dies



Understand the manufacturing principles
and applications of all kinds of complex
sheet metal stamping die, such as 3D
moulding



Recognise the commonl y used t ypes,
structures, specifications and working
principles

of

the

commonl y

used

equipment of sheet metal stamping
6.2 Carry

out

sheet 

According to the product requirements,

metal stamping die

plan the sheet metal stamping processing

design

of sheet metal stamping die assembl y,
such as product material, thickness of
sheet metal and the product shape


Examine precision, quantit y, shape and
production

requirements

of

product,

select appropriate materials and t ypes of
dies,

such

as

single,

complex,

continuous, transfer die
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Formulate appropriate size, design, and

strength

for

sheet

metal

and

formulate

stamping

structure


Integrate

the

concept

design of sheet metal stamping die


According

to

the

functionalit y

appearance

required

of

and

different

products, select the appropriate mould
for surface treatment


Assign all functional design requirements
to each members of the design team and
carry out management



Lead sheet metal stamping die design
team to complete all functional designs,
and integrate all designs into a completed
sheet

metal

stamping

die

structural

design


Communicate with inte rnal and external
customers and stakeholders and achieve
consistent standards



6.3 Professional

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

handling of sheet

risk,

metal stamping die

protection and cost etc, carry out sheet

assembly

metal

and

structural design

capacit y,

quality,

stamping

structural

design

environmental

die

assembl y

and

also

and

meet

all

aspects of requirements
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to collect and integrate customers
relevant

international

standards,

requirements and

formulate

sheet

metal

stamping die assembly design
(ii)

Capable to consider the appearance and functions requirements
of products, complete the overall structural design of sheet
metal stamping die

8. Remarks

-

634

1. Title

Die casting and foundry die assembl y and structural design

2. Code

106573L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of the corporations of Tooling Manufacturing Industry.
Practitioners should be familiar with the principles of die casting and
foundry die, capable to integrate customers

requirements and

relevant international standards, and carry out die casting and
foundry die assembly and structural design
4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand
knowledge

the 
of

Understand the customer's requirements
on appearance and functions

die casting and 

Understand

foundry

standards of design of die casting and

die

design

the

relevant

international

foundry die


Understand the manufacturing process
and

its

features

foundry

mould,

milling,

heat

cutting,

grinding,

of

die

casting

material

treatment,

and

selection,
EDM,

polishing,

wire

surface

treatment


Understand

the

properties

and

applications of all kinds of die casting
die materials


Understand

the

characteristics

and

applications of all kinds of die casting
die and relevant materials, such as sand,
wax, plaster, concrete and plastics


Understand

different

structures

and

functions of different die casting and
foundry dies


Understand die casting and foundry die
requirements
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on

different

product

materials

(such

as

copper,

zinc,

aluminum and magnesium)


Understand the function and application
of all kinds of die casting and foundry
die components



Understand the die structure, installation
and coordination of components



Recognise relevant die of other new
metals, such as magnesium and aluminum



Recognise the principles and applications
of Semi-solid metal moulding



Recognise the principles and applications
of advance die manufacturing technology
such as 3D printing



Understand the t ypes and specifications
of surface treatment of the commonl y
used die casting and foundry dies



Recognise the commonl y used t ypes,
structures, specifications and working
principles

of

the

commonl y

used

equipment of die castin g and foundry
die 

Examine the precision, shape, quantit y

casting

and

and

foundry

die

appropriate die material

6.2 Carry

design

out



production

requirements,

select

Formulate appropriate size, design, and
strength for die structure



According

to

the

requirements

of

different products, select the appropriate
die and steel


Examine the precision, shape, quantit y
and production requirements, select the
required

functional

system

for

di e

casting and foundry die


Integrate

and

formulate

the

concept

design of die casting and foundry die


Assign all functional design requirements
to each members of the design team and
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carry out management


Lead die casting and foundry die design
team to complete all functional designs,
and integrate all designs into a completed
die casting and foundry die structural
design



According

to

functionalit y

the

appearance

required

of

and

different

products, select the appropriate mould
for surface treatment


Communicate with internal and external
customers and stakeholders and achieve
consistent standards



6.3 Professional
handling

of

die

risk,

casting

and

protection and cost etc, carry out die

foundry

die

casting and foundry die assembl y and

assembl y

and

structural

structural design
7. Assessment

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,
capacit y,

quality,

design

and

environmental

also

meet

all

aspects of requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to collect and integrate customers

requirements and

relevant international standards, formulate casting and foundry
die assembl y design
(ii)

Capable to consider the appearance and functions requirements
of products, complete the overall structural design of casting
and foundry die

8. Remarks

-

637

1. Title

Integration of product conceptual design and engineering

2. Code

106574L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should
be capable to carry out Integration of product conceptual design and
engineering in accordance with the corporate internal requirements and
customers

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

feedback

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand all kinds of foundation methods

knowledge

of

of inspiring the product concept, such as a

integration

of

Brain Storming, analogy, function matrix

product

and functional mapping


conceptual
design

and

Understand

all

types,

characteristics,

applications and price of materials on the

engineering

market


Understand the engineering restrictions of
product conceptual design brought by the
corporate production technology



Recognise common design software on the
market, such as CAD / CAE

6.2 Carry
integration

out 
of

design idea, such as appearance shapes,

product

colours, materials and surface treatment


conceptual
design
engineering

Draw or use design software to express the

and

Select

the

appropriate

material

for

the

product


According to the collected industrial data,
trends, development trend, carry out concept
design and functional planning for product



According to the engineering restrictions to
adjust the design, so as to realise the product



Communicate
production

with
and

the
qualit y

marketing,
control

departments, inject different design concepts
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into products


6.3 Professional

Carefull y consider elements of safet y, risk,

handling

of

capacit y, quality, environmental protection

integration

of

and cost etc, carry out integration of product

conceptual

conceptual design and engineering and also

product
design

and

meet all aspects of requirements

engineering
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out Integration of product conceptual design and
engineering in accordance with the corporate internal requirements
and customers

8. Remarks

feedback

-

639

1. Title

Appl y and monitor product data management and engineering change
network system, concurrent design and development of different
products

2. Code

106575L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to appl y product data management and engineering
change network system in accordance with the product engineering
modification situation of the corporation

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand all kinds of product data
management

knowledge

of

management

and

Management of different product data
management

change

network

network

system
product 

engineering

change

database,

network

system,

Appl y product

data

management

and

engineering change network system

engineering 

change

and

access method and Internet infrastructure

data management
and

change

Understand the Electronic Product Data

engineering

6.2 Appl y

engineering

network system, such as PDM and PLM

data 

product

and

network

Effective appl y and operate the product
data management and engineering change

system

network system, achieve designers from
different

departments

can

develop

different parts of products in parallel, so
that the entire product design can be
modified in parallel and ensure that the
design information will not be leaked


monitor product data management and
engineering

change

network

s ystem,

including monitor the dail y operation of
the
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system

and

data

transmission

efficiency


Appl y

and

management
network
other

monitor
and

system
existing

product

engineering
and

data
chang e

coordinate

with

CAD/CAM/CAE/CAID

system, set up communication interface
and

successfull y

complete

the

data

support


6.3 Professional

Ensure all contents and information of

handling of appl y

product

and

engineering change network system are

monitor

product

data

management

data

management

and

accurate

and 

During

application

engineering

product

change

engineering

network

system

data
change

and

monitor

management
network

of
and

s ystem,

prevent any misuse / misappropriation of
corporate assets, corruption, fraud or
extravagance etc

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to appl y and monitor product data management and
engineering change network system

(ii)

Capable to ensure the coordination and support between all
product data management and engineering change network
system and CAD/CAM/CAE/CAID system

8. Remarks

-

641

1. Title

Computer aided simulation on product functional testing

2. Code

106576L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be familiar with relevant knowledge of product functional
testing and carry out computer aided simulation on product func tional
testing in accordance with requirements

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
computer
simulation

of

Understand

the

applications

and

commonl y

aided

purposes,

restrictions

used

industry

on 

t ypes,
CAE

of

the

in

the

system

CAE

Recognise

the

latest

development

product

conditions of CAE

(CAE)

functional testing 

Understand the general test items and test
purpose of computer aided simulation on
product functional testing

6.2 Carry
computer
simulation

out 
aided

Select

and

system,

on

appl y

carry

appropriate

CAE

computer

aided

out

simulation testing on product functional

product

design,

such

functional testing

characteristics of strength and impact
load


Collect

as

the

product

CAE
and

store

the

relevant

information and data of computer aided
simulation on product functional testing


According

to

products,

the

characteristics

product

manufacturing

process

design
to

of
or

evaluate

whether the product meets the relevant
standards,

and

make

improvement

recommendations on product design or
production process
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Compile

reports

of

computer

aided

simulation on product functional testing


6.3 Professional
handling

of

computer

aided

simulation

Ensure the computer aided simulation on
product functional testing is accurate

on

product
functional testing
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to select and appl y appropriate CAE system, carry out
computer aided simulation on product functional testing and
make improvement recommendations on product design or
production process

(ii)

Capable to compile reports of computer aided simulation on
product functional testing and ensure the accuracy

8. Remarks

-

643

1. Title

Computer aided engineering (CAE) anal ysis on processing and
tooling design

2. Code

106577L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be familiar with computer aided engineering (CAE) system,
and capable to carry out anal ysis and improvement for processing and
tooling design stimulation results

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
computer

of

the

applications

and

commonl y

aided

t ypes,

purposes,

restrictions

used

CAE

system

of

the

in

the

industry


engineering

Understand

(CAE)

Recognise

the

latest

development

conditions of CAE


Understand

the

methods

and

computer-aided

parameters

setting

techniques
engineering

of

anal ysis

(CAE) process and tooling design
out 

6.2 Carry
computer

aided

systems to carry out computer simulation

engineering
(CAE)

Select and appl y commonl y used CAE
tests for product and tooling design

anal ysis 

According to the results of computer

on processing and

simulation anal ysis, target the possible

tooling design

defect in the all processes of forming
products


Collect

and

store

the

relevant

information and data of CAE anal ysis
results


According to customers

requirements,

make a detailed report of the resu lts of
computer simulations tests
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According to the results of computer

simulation

tests,

suggest

feasibl e

solutions to improve the product and
tooling design


6.3 Professional
handling

of

computer

aided

Ensure the data of CAE anal ysis is
accurate

engineering
(CAE)

anal ysis

on processing and
tooling design
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to select and appl y commonl y used CAE systems to
carry out computer simulation tests for product and tooling
design

(ii)

Capable to make a detailed report of the results of computer
simulations tests and ensure its accuracy

8. Remarks

-

645

1. Title

Overall management on product development projects

2. Code

106578L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be familiar with the knowledge of overall management on
projects,

capable

development

to

project

comprehensivel y

schedule,

risk,

manage

scope

of

the

work,

product
cost

and

engineering modifications and other issues
4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1Understand
knowledge

the 
of

the

corporate

project

management strategies and corporate risk

overall
management

Understand

management strategies
on 

Understand

different

product

product

development projects requirements of all

development

stakeholders, and anal ysis

projects

stakeholders

needs

Understand

methods



management

on

methods of
of

product

overall

development

projects and the application of relevant
tools,

such

structure

as

chart

the

work

(WBS),

breakdown

organizational

breakdown structure chart (OBS), Gantt
Chart, Milestone, the project budget, the
key customer requirement lists and risk
management plan


Understand

the

techniques

to

setup

structured communication methods


Understand the resource level of the
corporation, such as talents, equipm ent
and software, and the resource allocation
methods
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Understand

the

assessment

tools

foundation
and

its

risk

application

methods


Understand the importance of managing
the appearance and functional design
modifications, and project modifications
management,

and

its

management

methods


Understand

the

international

project

management standard content, such as
ISO21500


Understand the construction management
and

engineering

international

m odifications

management

of

standards,

such as ISO10007


Understand the application of computer
system

on

project

management

and

product development management, such
as product lifecycle management systems


6.2 Overall
management

on

Anal yse

different

stakeholders

requirements, such as customers, end

product

users, suppliers, marketing department,

development

qualit y

projects

production department


control

department,

and

Anal yse the main processes of product
development projects, and confirm the
important

processes and schedule of

the project


Setup, manage and continuousl y improve
the

product

development

project

communication mechanisms


Setup, manage and continuousl y improve
the

product

engineering

modification

management mechanism


Manage

the

product

projects,

including

development

project

resources,

project schedule, deliverables qualit y,
cost differences, and the expectations of
various stakeholders
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Regularl y review the effectiveness of
project management, appl y the relevant
knowledge

management

system

of

product development projects for product
development knowledge management


Examine the possibilit y of application of
computer

systems

and

make

recommendations to management


6.3 Professional
handling

of

risk,

overall
management

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,
capacit y,

quality,

environmental

protection and cost etc, carry out overall
on

management

on

product

development

product

projects and also meet all aspects of

development

requirements

projects



During project management, prevent an y
misuse / misappropriation of corporate
assets, corruption, fraud or extravagance
etc

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to manage product development projects, and

apply

knowledge management systems for continuous improvement
(ii)

Capable to make recommendations to management on the
relevant latest tools and continuous improvement matters of
management on product development project

8. Remarks

-

648

1. Title

Formation of product development project team

2. Code

106579L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to anal yse different requirements of all aspects of
the product development project, target relevant techniques and form
appropriate teams

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand

knowledge

of

of

formation

of

projects

product



communication

corporate

product

mechanism
development

Understand the benefits and importance

development

of cross-functional product development

project team

team

such

as

strengthening

qualit y

management function and upgrade the
Design for Manufacturing


Understand

general

requirements

for

related products of government and the
industry


Understand techniques requirements and
anal ysis methods of functional structure
and

application

of

tools,

such

as

organisational breakdown structure chart
(OBS), a list of techniques requirements,
and the functional chart of project team


Understand the colleagues

abilit y and

level of the relevant departments


Understand international the best product
design management standards or model,
such as ISO / TS16949

6.2 Formation

of 

Carry out effective internal and external

product

communication, analyse all aspects of

development

requirements
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of

product

development

project team

projects


Formulate

a

list

requirements,
department

of

techniques

negotiate
heads

on

with

the

all

resources

allocation of arrangements of formation
of project team


Appl y

different

tools,

formulate

the

structure of the team in accordance with
the allocation of human resources, ensure
that every member knows their functions
and duties in the group


Anal yse

the

future

trends

of

and

local

product

customers

the

development requirements, and the gap
of existing human resources l evel and
industrial

development

trends,

make

recommendations to the human resources
department

and

management

/


6.3 Professional

During the formation of project team,

handling

of

prevent any misuse / misappropriation of

formation

of

corporate assets, corruption, fraud or

product

extravagance etc

development
project team
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to form appropriate product development project teams
and ensure that every member knows their functions and duties
in the group

(ii)

Capable to examine the gap between the corporate existing
human resources level and industrial development trends, make
recommendations to the human resources department and
management

8. Remarks

-

650

1. Title

Product development project risk management

2. Code

106580L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be familiar with the knowledge of risk management, formulate
contingency or emergency measures

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

systems,
of

such

as

ISO30001

ISO30001


product
development
project

Recognise international risk management

Understand

the

corporate

risk

management strategies
risk 

management

Understand
mechanism

the
of

communication
corporate

product

development projects


Understand
project

risk

the

product
management

development
approach,

including anal ysis of all t ypes of risk and
probabilit y, the effects of different risks
on projects and the corporation, and
appropriate preventive and contingenc y
measures, the roles and responsibilities
of different departments and staff, and
the cost estimat ion of handling risks


Understand the risk assessment methods
and applications of tools



Understand risk prevention and handling
methods

of

the

product

developmen t

project


6.2 Product
development
project

Appl y Project risk management tools and
anal yse the risks and impact of the

risk

product

management

/
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development

projects



Evaluate all kinds of risk of product
development

projects,

and

develop

methods to prevent and respond to the
risk


Estimate the costs to address the risks
and reflect to management



Ensure that the product development
team understand the details of

project

risk management, and aware of their
roles and responsibilities


Respond to unexpected changes when
accidents occur, and reduce the impact on
the project and the corporation



6.3 Professional
handling

of

When executing the product development
risk management, the overall interests of

product

the corporation, customers and business

development

partners must be taken into account
risk 

project
management

Ensure

that

the

required

materials/

finished goods / technologies for product
development

compl y

with

the

international s afet y standards
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

formulate

product

development

project

risk

management approaches, ensure that the product development
team understand the detai ls of project risk management, and
aware of their roles and responsibilities
(ii)

Capable to respond to unexpected changes when accidents
occur, and reduce the impact on the project and the corporation

8. Remarks

-

652

1. Title

Protect corporate intellectual propert y

2. Code

106581L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be familiar with patents and all protection methods of
corporate intellectual propert y, carry out all kinds of relevant
arrangements to protect corporate intellectual propert y

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the characteristics and scope
of protection of all items of intellectual

of

propert y

rights,

such

as

Design

protecting

Registration which is onl y applicable on

corporate

the

intellectual

Design Patent which contains innovative

propert y

technology or application


appearance

Recognise
methods,

of

the

the

various

required

product,

and

application

documents

and

procedures of patents and intellectual
propert y rights in the relevant regions


Understand

all

major

items

of

intellectual p ropert y, such as Copyright,
Design Registration and Design Patent


Understand

relevant

regulations

of

intellectual propert y, , such as Trade
Marks

Ordinance

and

Regulations,

Patents Ordinance, Registered Designs
Ordinance and Regulations, Copyright
Ordinance, and Prevention of Copyright
Piracy Ordinance


Understand the ways and technology to
avoid

infringement

of

intellectual

propert y, such as intellectual propert y
research, and strategic application of
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TRIZ, a product design for infringement
prevention
6.2 Protect corporate 

Examine the current design, avoid the

intellectual

corporation

propert y

infringement


falling

into

the

trap

of

Identify the items which products can
appl y

intellectual

propert y,

such

as

trademarks, patents and designs


Investigate

the

intellectual

propert y

rights of relevant products and confirm
that

their

own

developed

products

compl y with the application criteria


Arrange the applications of all t ypes of
intellectual propert y rights



According

to

the

business

nature,

formulate intellectual propert y protection
mechanisms

by,

such

as

signing

confidential agreements


Cooperate

with

the

human

resources

department, arrange appropriate training
to enhance staff s securit y awareness


Examine all kinds of anti -counterfeiting
technology,

develop

relevant

technologies with engineering or product
development department and appl y them


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Respect the intellectual propert y rights
and

do

not

plagiarise,

and

avoid

protecting

individuals and corporat ion falling into

corporate

the trap of infringement

intellectual
propert y
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to examine the corporate product design, avoid
plagiarism or infringement of intellectual propert y rights
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(ii)

Capable to coordinate all arrangements of protecting corporate
intellectual propert y

8. Remarks

-

655

Manage product development knowledge and continuousl y improve
competence on product design

1. Title
2. Code

106582L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to design and development
departments of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be familiar with product development knowledge, capable to
appl y product development knowledge management and continuousl y
enhance the product design

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

the 

Understand
knowledge

of

Recognise all kinds of internal products
processes

product

and

relevant

manufacturing

technologies


development

Understand

the

corporate

business

development strategies

management


Understand the concepts and ideas of
knowledge management



Understand

the

corporate

knowledge

management system
6.2 Manage

product 

development
knowledge

Carry out review after the completion of
the development of project, and find

and


continuousl y
competence

ways for further improvement

on

Appl y knowledge management systems,
store, update and manage all kinds of

product design

existing product development knowledge


Arrange regular internal sharing, case
studies

and

training,

continuousl y

enhance the level of corporate product
development


Ensure that every prod uct development
staff understands the latest knowledge
and

requirements

of

product

development, and avoid repeating the
same mistakes
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6.3 Professional
handling

of

Respect intellectual propert y rights and
do not plagiarise, and avoid individuals

product

and the corporation falling into the trap

development

of infringement

management
knowledge
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to manage product development knowledge effectively
and continuousl y enhance the product design level of the staff

(ii)

Capable to ensure that the product development knowledge of
the corporation is close to the market and industry

8. Remarks

-

657

1. Title

Tooling manufacturing process planning

2. Code

106583L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the engineering or
manufacturing development or production department of the tooling
manufacturing corporations. Practitioners should be capable to
understand the tooling manufacturing process planning, and base on
the characteristics of tooling manufacturing process to design
appropriate manufacturing process

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

Understand

techniques

and

kinds of tooling manufacturing process,

the

characteristics

of

all

technologies

such as preparation of materials, milling,

and

turning, heat treatment, heat treatment,

manufacturing

EDM,

process

of

tooling

wire

cutting,

grinding

and

polishing


Understand

the

classifi cations,

processing techniques and methods of
rough and precision machining


Understand the functions of different
types of machine



Understand

the

performance

and

difference of different t ypes of machine
6.2 Tooling



Examine the requirements of customer s,

manufacturing

tooling and finished goods, select the

process planning

appropriate

manufacturing

processes,

types and models for processing


Anal yse the actual conditi ons of different
equipment
optimize

in
the

shopfloor,
tooling

adjust

and

manufacturing

process


Estimates the tooling processing time and
completion time
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Anal yse

the

tooling

delivery

and

equipment

utilization,

formulate

the

production scheduling plan


Formulate key performance indicators for
production efficiency and qualit y, and
also the measurement and plans



Recognise

the

important

qualit y

monitoring points in all stages of the
manufacturing

process

and

the

corresponding supervise and monitoring
methods


Collect the latest status of all equipment
in shopfloor, for record and anal ysis and
deal with all emergencies, reduce the
impact

of

equipment

failure

or

any

questions about the overall production
scheduling plan


Continuousl y recognise new technologies
related to tooling manufacturing

6.3 Professional



Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

handling of

risk,

capacit y,

quality,

environmental

tooling

protection and cost etc, design, plan and

manufacturing

optimise tooling manufacturing process,

process planning

ensure safet y operation and also meet all
aspects of requirements

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to select suitable production equipment in accordance
with all kinds of requirements and the actual situation of the
shopfloor

(ii)

Capable to formulate production scheduling plan, and carry out
flessible revision in accordance with idiopathic cases

8. Remarks

-Preparation

: Including procurement of tooling and steel and

manufacture the steel into an appropriate size
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1. Title

Metal extrusion products manufacturing process design and planning

2. Code

106584L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the engineering or
manufacturing development department of the corporation of Metal
extrusion products. Practitioners should be capable to master all
kinds of metal extrusion products manufacturing process design and
planning

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand metal



Understand characteristics and principles

extrusion products

of all extrusion technologies, including

manufacturing

Cold Extrusion, Warm Extrusion, Hot

methods and

Extrusion,

process

High Rate Extrusion


Hydrostatic

Understand

the

Extrusion

and

classifications

of

extrusion, including Forward Extrusion,
Backward

Extrusion,

Compoun d

Extrusion and Radial Extrusion


Understand the design principles and
requirements
products,

of

such

metal
as

extrusion

determining

the

complete exclusion of the way after the
extrusion of excess material, determine
the product surface roughne ss grade and
geometric tolerance values


Recognise

the

impact

all

kinds

of

materials composition and elements on
metal extrusion products


Understand

the

design

approach

and

selection of steel of all t ypes of extrusion
die


Understand the interrelation between the
design of different shapes of extrusion
products and the tonnage of equipment,
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number

of

processes

and

products

precision


Understand engineering anal ysis methods
and

tools,

such

as

the

processing

roadmap, work flowcharts, work factor
anal ysis and work measurement


Recognise the latest technology of the
design and manufacture of metal pro ducts
and CAD/CAE/CAM software

6.2 Develop metal



extrusion
products

Anal yse

and

review

customer ’s

requirements on metal extrusion products


According to customer s requirements on

manufacturing

cost, environmental protection, qualit y,

process

functions and appearance etc, propose the
best manufacturing plan and procedure
for materials, equipment and extrusion
technologies


Anal yse

and

design

metal

extru sion

products manufacturing processes and set
the manufacturing schedule


Balance

the

manufacturing

time

and

product quality, so as to optimize the
manufacturing process


Communicate with customers, product
development and marketing staff, give
feedback to improve product design, so
as to improve product qualit y, lower cost
and optimise productivit y

6.3 Professional

7. Assessment



Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

handling of

risk,

capacit y,

quality,

developing metal

protection and cost etc, design, plan and

extrusion

optimise

products

manufacturing

manufacturing

operation and also meet all aspects of

process

requirements

metal

environmental

extrusion

process,

products

ensure

safet y

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
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Criteria
(i)

Capable to design and plan the best manufacturing plan and
process of metal

extrusion products in accordance

with

customer s different requirements
(ii)

Capable to formulate manufacturing schedule and flexibly
revise it with idiopathic cases

8. Remarks

-

662

1. Title

Plastic products manufacturing process design and planning

2. Code

106585L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the engineering or
manufacturing development department of the corporation of plastic
product. Practitioners should be capable to understand plastic
products manufacturing process, and design and plan appropriate
manufacturing process of specific plastic products

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Recognise the



Understand

the

characteristics
process,

of

manufacturing

manufacturing

processes and all

materials,

kinds of

techniques

engineering

post-processing,

intake

processing,

application tools

colouring

surface

decoration,

all

including

all

kinds

of

and
and

raw

forming

technologies,

assembl y and testing


Understand

plastic

product

design

principle and calculation methods, such
as

wall

thickness,

strength,

characteristics of plastic materials


Understand
design

of

interrelation
different

between

thickne ss,

the

shape,

product materials and the tonnage of
production machinery,such as injection
moulding machine


Understand the calculation method of
product design and manufacturing costs



Understand the manufacturing process of
manpower allocation



Understand engineering anal ysis methods
and

tools,

such

as

the

processing

roadmap, work flowcharts, work factor
anal ysis and work measurement
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Understand the required equipment of

manufacturing plastic products


Understand the latest technology of the
design

and

products,

manufacture

such

as

of

plastic

Multi-component

Moulding, Film insert moulding and 3D
printing and CAD/CAE/CAM software,
such

as

Solidworks,

Catia

and

Pro-Engineer
6.2 Propose the best



Anal yse

and

review

customer

s

manufacturing

requirements of on cost, environmental

solutions in

protection,

accordance with

appearance of plastic stamp ing products,

customers

propose the best manufacturing methods

requirements and

and processes in the areas of materials,

plastic products

equipment and manufacturing technology


Anal yse

quality,

and

design

manufacturing

function

plastic

processes

and

products

and

set

the

manufacturing schedule


Anal yse actual situation

of different

equipment

adjust

in

shopfloor,

and

optimise the manufacturing process of
plastic products


Balance

the

manufacturing

time

and

product quality, so as to optimize the
manufacturing process


Develop

production

efficiency

and

qualit y of key performance i ndicators,
measurement methods and plans


Recognise

the

important

qualit y

monitoring points in all stages of the
manufacturing

process

and

the

corresponding supervise and monitoring
methods


Communicate with customers, product
development and marketing staff, give
feedback to improve product design, so
as to improve product qualit y, lower cost
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and optimise productivit y


Draft

manufacturing solutions manual

and relevant records and documents
6.3 Professional



Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

handling of

risk,

capacit y,

quality,

environmental

plastic products

protection and cost etc, design, plan and

manufacturing

optimise plastic products manufacturing

process

process, ensure safety operation and also
meet all aspects of requirements

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

develop

a

schedule

of

plastic

products

manufacturing process, including outward processing, plant
processing, workflow and relevant quality measurement
(ii)

Capable to clearl y explain the manufacturing solutions of
effective cost control, production proces s which meets the
environmental

protection

requirements,

product

qualit y,

functions and appearance reaches the relevant standard s
8. Remarks

-

665

1. Title

Plan and define automation system

2. Code

106586L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to master the corporate needs on automated assembl y, so as to plan
and set the automation system.

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
planning

Understand

the

overall

production

process of the corporation
of 
and

all production process


defining

Understand the methods and patterns of
Understand the conditions of applicable

automation

automation, such as the quantit y of

system

products, t ypes and shapes


Understand the components and their
functions of automation system



Understand the data storage / integrated
approach and techniques of automated
system



/

Understand standardized methods and
techniques of fixtures



Understand

the

advantages

and

new

technologies,

disadvantages

of

automation system in the market
6.2 Plan

and

define 

automation system

With the needs of products, assess the
feasibilit y of implementing automation



Assess

the

machinery,

required
tools

and

production
fixtures

of

automated system


Set

priorities

of

operation

and

communication methods of automation
systems
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Set the automation system and select the
appropriate

fixtures,

pneumatic,

hydraulic equipment, circuit devices and
multi-axis robot


Make adjustments in accordance with
technical restrictions and achieve the
design concept of automation system



Examine

the

benefits

of

automation

systems and make improvement s


Master

the

new

technologies

of

automation systems and appl y it to the
production line


6.3 Professional
handling

of

planning

and

with

capacit y

the
and

premise

of

qualit y

of

production, plan and set the automation
system


system
7. Assessment

accordance

securit y,

defining
automation

In

Ensure

the

developed

automation

systems is safe to be operated

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to response the needs of the corporation, plan and set
the automation system

(ii)

Capable to make adjustments i n accordance with the project
limitations and achieve the design concepts of automation
system

(iii)

Capable to examine the efficiency of automation system and
make improvements

8. Remarks

-

667

1. Title

Manage and continuousl y improve process design knowledge

2. Code

106587L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to all corporations of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to master the relevant knowledge of process management, standardise
and continuousl y improve the process design level

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

relevant

Understand the concept of knowledge
management

of 

knowledge
process

design

Understand the principles of each step of
production

management

process,

operation

and

products precautions


Understand

the

latest

manufacturing

technology and process design methods
of the industry


Understand

the

advantages

and

limitations of all kinds of process


Understand

all

kinds

of

computer

systems which are relevant to knowledge
management
6.2 Manage

and 

continuously
improve

Record the appropriate process design of
different products, including technical

process

considerations, cost considerations, time

design knowledge

considerations ,

and

resource

considerations


Appropriatel y

process

a

logical

representation of the design with all
kinds of charts and tables


Formulate, organize and regularl y update
the process design manual, in accordanc e
with

the

develop
guidelines
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actual
a

situation,

simple

formulate

process

design



ensure

all

relevant

staff

clearl y

understand the latest industry processes
and continuous improve the


process

Examine the applicabilit y of knowledge
management which related to computer
systems on corporation process design,
and also provide recommendations to
management



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Managing

and

improving

the

formulated

process

information of the design manual is the
latest version and accurate


continuously

Ensure

process

Ensure the formulated Process Design
Manual is up with the times, and can

design knowledge

improve the efficiency of the design and
development process

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

formulate

the

Process

Design

Manual

and

continuousl y improve the process.
(ii)

Capable to manage and update the corporate Process Design
Manual, and effectivel y convey the related staff.

8. Remarks

-

669

1. Title

Formulate procurement strategies

2. Code

106588L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to procurement department of
the corporation of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to formulate procurement strategies in accordance
with the corporate development, planning and demands.

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

Understand

corporate

development

strategies
of 

Understand

procurement

knowledge,

formulating

such as suppliers optimization, Total

procurement

Qualit y

strategies

management,

Management
global

(TQM),
sourcing,

risk
green

procurement and supplier deve lopment


Understand the application of commonl y
used procurement principles, such as the
right supplier, the right price, the right
quantit y, the right qualit y and the right
timeUnderstand the surrounding market
conditions of suppl y



Understand relevant legal requirements
for procurement of the operating regions

6.2 Formulate



Anal yse the procurement conditions of

procurement

the

strategies

anal yse benchmarking in the industry


Base

corporation,
on

the

and

pass

rate

comparativel y
of

supplied

materials and punctualit y, anal yse the
level of suppliers


Anal yse

the

surrounding

market

conditions of supply, and examine the
possibilit y and applicabilit y of regional
and even global procurement
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Formulate

corporate

procurement

strategies with the business development
strategies, such as green procurement,
fair trade, centralized procurement and
specific

requirements

fo r

qualit y

management


6.3 Professional
handling

of

7. Assessment

requirements of business law



formulating

Ensure all procurement activities meet the

Prevent any abuse or corruption,

procurement

abuse/

strategies

assets and theft

misappropriation

of

such as
corporate

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulate a series of effective procurement
strategies, so as to meet the overall corporate business needs
and development direction

(ii)

Capable

to

systematicall y

and

strategicall y

to

reduce

procurement costs sustainabl y, and meet the qualit y and
delivery requirements
(iii)

Capable to anal yse market situation and the procurement data
of the corporation, adjust and improve the procurement
strategies

8. Remarks

-

671

1. Title

Advanced computer numerical control (CNC) multi axis precision
milling and cutting

2. Code

106589L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of Tooling Manufacturing Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of advanced computer
numerical control (CNC) multi axis

milling and cuttin g, and also

operate the multi axis computer numerical milling machines to carry
out advanced multi axis precision milling and cutting
4. Level

5

5. Credits

9

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
techniques
technologies

the 

Understand the applicable four, five -axis

and

computer-aided

of

milling

software (CAM), including the model

advanced computer

programming

and

numerical

output

input

control

(CNC) milling and
cutting

programming

and

the

application

interface

of

s ystem

CAM


Understand the advanced pr ogramming
methods of computer numerical control
(CNC) multi axis



Understand the application methods of
four,

five-axis,

and

the

relevant

programming methods of milling


Understand the impact of CNC milling
on milling effect and finished goods



Understanding the characteristics of tool
setter and using methods

on multi -axis

machining


Understand

the

processing

measurement

methods

of

rafile

and
and

turbine blade


Understand the t ypes and applications of
advanced standard fixtures
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Understand the function, structure, t ypes

and safet y precautions of all kinds of
fixtures of CNC milling machines


Understand

the

functions

and

applications of all kinds of cutting fluid
on multi axis milling and the handling
methods of metal scraps


Understand the relation ship between the
different processing parameters of multi
axis and tool life



Understand the methods and techniques
of calibration and precision correction of

6.2 Carry out advanced 

CNC multi axis

milling machines

According

the

to

finished

goods

computer numerical

requirements,

control

programming software to carry out multi

(CNC)

multi axis precision
milling and cutting

operate

CAM

axis milling programming


Appl y

all

instruments

kinds
to

of

measure

measuring
the

finished

engineering

design

goods accuratel y


According

to

requirements,
parameters,

set
such

the
as

appropriate

cutting

speed,

cutting depth and feed rate


Calculate

the

appropriate

multi -axis

milling parameters, including feed rate
and cutting speed, so as to optimise the
milling efficiency


Set and use the automatic tool path
correction of Tool Setter



Manage the tools of multi -axis CNC
milling machine, set and modify the tool
life data



Design and manufacture specific fixture
in

accordance

with

different

requirements


Appl y simulation program to confirm the
availabilit y
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and

feasibilit y

of

the

program


Use special fixtures to fix the sheet
workpiece

and

complex

shape

of

workpiece, and carry out calibration


According

to

engineering

design

requirements, carry out all kinds of CNC
multi axis precision milling, such as
rafile and turbine blade


According

to

requirements,
parameters,

engineering
set

such

the
as

design

appropriate

cutting

speed,

cutting depth and feed rate


Measure

the

positioning

precision,

anal yse causes of the processing error,
and enter the appropriate compensation
value to enhance the precision


Select

the

appropriate

tools

and

processing conditions as a foundation to
estimate working hours


According to the drawings, tool motions
and milling conditions to estimate the
processing time



6.2 Professional
handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines of CNC multi
axis precision milling and cutting (such

advanced

as handling metal scrap produced in the

computer

milling process) and related Code of

numerical control

Practice, and in accordance with design

(CNC) multi axis

drawings, specifications and prod uction

precision

efficiency

milling

and cutting

requirements,

carry

out

CNC multi axis precision milling and
cutting

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to compile CNC milling machine programming and
carry out complex numerical control multi axis precision
milling and cutting for finished goods
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(ii)

Capable to carry out multi axis precision milling and cutting
for complex parts and finished goods, with the appropriate
parameters to extend the tool life

(iii)

Capable to detect and locate the precision, use the appropriate
compensation

value

to

enhance

the

multi -axis

milling

precision machining precision
8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the knowledge and abilit y of

Intermediate computer numerical

control (CNC) precision milling and cutting
time.-
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(106509L4) at the same

1. Title

Advanced computer numerical control (CNC) precision turning and
ultra precision machining

2. Code

106590L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to the production department of
the corporation of Tooling Manufacturing Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to understand the knowledge of advanced computer
numerical control (CNC) turning, operate multi -axis CNC turning
machine and ultra -precision diamond single head cutting machine to
carry out precision and ultra precision turning

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6.

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand the 

Understand the CAM turning software

techniques and

and the application of output and input

technologies of

interface system


advanced

Understand

CAM

the

computer

programming

numerical

milling machines

control

(CNC) 

turning

of

advanced
carrying

toolpath
out

CNC

Understand the application methods of
four axis or above, and the relevant
programming methods of turning



Understand
CNC

the impact

turning

machines

of multi -axis
on

turning/

milling effect and finished goods


Understand the characteristics and using
methods of all kinds of Tool Setter



Understand the function, structure t ype
and safet y precautions of all kinds of
special tools and carriage



Understand the t ypes and applications of
advanced standard fixtures



Understand

the

functions

and

applications of all kinds of cutting fluid
on turning and multi axis milling and the
handling methods of metal scraps
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Understand the relationship between the
different processing parameters and tool
life



Understand the methods and techniques
of calibration and precision correction of
CNC multi axis turning machines



Understand

the

types,

structures,

applications and operating principles of
ultra precision turning machines, such as
Single Point Diamond Turning Machine


Understand

the

environmental

requirements of ultra precision turning,
such as thermostat temperature range,
humidit y

control

and

environmental

cleaning requirements


Understand

requirements

of

t ype,

preventive maintenance and maintenance
methods of ultra precision turning tools


Understand the parameter setting and
optimisation of ultra precision turning



Understand the waste dust treatment and
control

methods

of

ultra

precision

cutting
out 

6.2 Carry

According

to

the

requirements,

computer

compile turning program

numerical control 

Appl y

(CNC)

precision

instruments, including optical measuring

turning and ultra

instrument, interferometer to measure

precision

finished goods

machining



Calculate

and

CAM

goods

advanced

all

use

finished

kinds

set

of

the

software

to

measuring

appropriate

milling, multi-axis turning and ultra
precision turning machining parameters,
including upgrades and cutting speed, so
as to optimise the cutting efficiency


Set and use the automatic tool path
correction of Tool Setter
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Manage the tools of multi -axis and CNC
milling machine, set and modify the tool
life data



According

to

engineering

requirements to carry out

design

multi -axis

CNC precision turning / milling


According to the needs, appl y fourth and
five-axis of multi -axis CNC machines



Select

the

appropriate

Single

Point

Diamond Turning or other tools, carry
out ultra precision turning


Carry out preventive maintenance and
maintenance for ultra precision turning
machine tools



Design and manufacture specific fixture
in

accordance

with

different

requirements


Appl y simulation program to confirm the
availabilit y

and

feasibilit y

of

the

program


Select

the

machining

appropriate
conditions

tools
as

and

milling,

multi-axis turning and ultra -precision
turning as

a

foundation to estimate

working hours


According to the drawings, tool motions
and turning conditions to estimate the
processing time



6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow safet y guidelines of advanced
CNC

precision

turning

and

ultra

advanced

computer

precision machining , such as handling

numerical

control

the metal scrap produced in the process

precision

of milling, multi-axis turning and ultra

(CNC)
turning

and

ultra

precision turning and related Code of

precision machining

Practice, and in accordance with design
drawings, specifications and production
efficiency requirements, carry out CNC
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precision machining
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to compile complex CNC milling, multi axis turning
and ultra precision turning program

(ii)

Capable to carry out ultra precision turning and multi axis
turning precision processing for complex parts and finished
goods, with the appropriate parameters to extend the tool life

(iii)

Capable to carry out micron scale nano scale ultra precision
turning for ultra precision components and products, and carry
out preventive maintenance of machines and tools

8. Remarks

- Person who has the above knowledge and abilit y should also obtain
the knowledge and abilit y of Intermediate computer numerical
control (CNC) precision turning (106510L4) at the same time. -
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1. Title

Advanced Electrical Discharge M achining

2. Code

106591L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to production department of
corporation of tooling manufacturing industry. Practitioners should be
capable to understand the knowledge of advanced electrical discharge
machining, and able to carry out advanced electrical discharge
machining tasks such as EDM milling.

4. Level

5

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

Understand the surface texture generated
by using different parameters for EDM

of 

Understand

the

principles,

Advanced

characteristics and application s of all

electrical

kinds of advanced electrical discharge

discharge

machining such as EDM milling

machining



Understand the impact of processing
fluid

on

workpiece

and

processing

qualit y


Understand the parameter setting and
optimization techniques of EDM milling



Understand
workpiece

the

impact

materials

of

and

different

engineering

design on the processing parameters
setting for EDM milling


Understand
structure,

t ypes ,
application s,

specifications,
processing

principles of CNC EDM milling, and its
difference with the traditional electric
discharge machines


Understand the usage of CNC EDM
milling

processing

instruction s,

program structure and methods of EDM
milling with CNC EDM milling modules
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6.2 Carry

out 

Set up suitable processing parameters in

advanced

accordance with workpiece materials and

electrical

engineering

discharge

kinds of EDM milling program s


machining

design,

and

compile

all

Set appropriate processing parameters
and compensation in accordance with the
requirements of the tolerances, surface
texture and roughness of high precision
and

micro

product

and

components

stated on engineering design drawings


Accuratel y set and turn position of the
workpiece and electrode



Evaluate the processing performance of
electrode

employed

in

CNC

EDM

milling


Operate CNC EDM milling machines to
carry out EDM milling



Preventativel y maintain
CNC

EDM

machines for

milling,

and

form

troubleshooting to ensure the processing
accuracy and qualit y, so as to meet the
requirement

of

precision

and

ultra-precision machining


Select

the appropriate electrode

and

processing conditions as a basis for
estimating processing time


Estimate

the

processing

time

in

advanced EDM in accordance with the
drawings, discharge electrode movement
and processing conditions


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Follow

the

advance

EDM

safet y

guidelines and related codes of practice,

advanced

and in accordance with design drawings,

electrical

specifications and pro duction efficienc y

discharge

requirements

machining

electrical discharge machining
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to

carry

out

advanced

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to operate CNC EDM milling machine to carry out
EDM milling.

(iii)

Capable to handle the unusual circumstances of the CNC EDM
milling machine, and carry out prevent ive maintenance, so as
to assure the required processing accuracy and fineness

8. Remarks

-Person who has the above knowledge and capabilit y should also
obtain the knowledge and capabilit y of Intermediate electrical
discharge machining (MDMDPM450A) at the same time.
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1. Title

Set up and maintain tooling management system

2. Code

106592L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to product development,
production and quality control department of corporation of tooling
manufacturing industry. Practitioners should be capable to meet the
existing qualit y management system , build, manage and continuousl y
improve tooling management system, norms in line with international
and

regional

requirements

of

the

tooling

test,

measurement,

inspection and management methods
4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand

Understand

the

qualit y

management

relevant

system of the corporation

knowledge of set 

Understand

up

and

types of moulds with the international

of

and regional standards and requirements

maintenance

and

coordinate

different

tooling

of test, measurement, inspection

management

management, such as ISO 9001, VDA 6.4,

system

and

the

American

plastics

and

industry

Plastics Engineers Standards (SP I / SPE
Standard)


Understand all kinds of tooling testing
methods



Understand the t ype, structure, function
and features of Injection moulding, metal
stamping, casting and other tooling



Understand

metrology

and

its

methods

of

applications


Know

the

concept

and

Product Life C ycle Management, PLM of
products and tooling, including CAD,
CAM, PDM and P LM system


Know all kinds of PLM system software
in the market, its application, advantages
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and disadvantages
6.2 Set

up

maintenance

and 
of

Build and preventativel y maintain

the

tooling management system

tooling management 

Define the scope of application of tooling

system

management system


Formulate internal test, measurement and
management

regulations

which

meet

international and regional requirements


Meet the existing qualit y management
system, set up additional elements of the
tooling
needs,

which

meet

including

the

the

management

qualit y manual,

work instruction, various record table, as
well as amendments to the assessment
checklist


In accordance with the assessment report
and the parts which do not meet the
report,

provide

management

suggestions

improvement

and

for
also

follow up the corrective measures


Examine

products

and

tooling

PLM

systems, and to assess the feasibilit y of
PLM business development and selection
of suitable P LM / cloud P LM system
6.3 Professional



Record

the

past

tooling

testing,

handling of set up

measuring and inspection methods, and

and maintenance of

accidents

tooling management

improve safet y testing and inspection

system

procedures, while improve the efficienc y

happened,

continuousl y

measure and improve the management
system
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to meet the existing qualit y management system, build
and preventativel y maintain

(ii)

Capable to provide suggestions for management improvement
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and also follow up the corrective measures on tooling testing,
measurement, inspection and management.
8. Remarks

-

685

1. Title

Foster corporate qualit y management culture

2. Code

106593L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each qualit y control
department of corporation of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners should be capable to foster and cultivate the corporate
qualit y management culture, and handle all qualit y improvement
recommendations.

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1

Understand

the 

relevant

Know the overall business strategies of
the corporation

knowledge of



Understand

the

existing

qualit y

management system and policies of the
corporation


Understand

the

concept

of

the

importance

qualit y

management


Understand

of

the

corporate culture on qualit y management


Understand the application of qualit y
tools, such as quality circle, poka yoke
and fishbone diagram etc.

6.2 Foster

corporate 

Anal yse the composition of each class of

quality management

employees, the qualit y of management

culture

knowledge,

existing

channels

of

communication and cohesion


Implement

qualit y

circles

or

other

qualit y improvement activities


Arrange suitable training, seminars and
visits for each class of employees



Set up and strengthen all channels of
communication,

effectivel y

collect

qualit y improvement recommendations


Collect

and

handle

all

qualit y

improvement recommendations, evaluate
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the effectiveness of all qualit y promotion
activities and carry out continuousl y
improvement


6.3 Professional
handling
fostering

of

Ensure qualit y management culture meets
the latest situation development

corporate 

quality management

Follow legislation of each country to
protect the interests of corporation

culture
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out promotion, education and training for all
class of employees through different ways and activities,
foster corporate qualit y management culture

8. Remarks

-
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1. Title

Formulation and maintain qualit y management policies and qualit y
manual

2. Code

106594L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each qualit y control
department of corporation of Manufacturing Technology Industry.
Practitioners

should

be

capable

to

full y

master

the

qualit y

management skills, knowledge and operation strategies and qualit y
management culture, capable to formulate and maintain the Qualit y
Policy and Qualit y Manual.
4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
relevant

Know the overall business strategies of
the corporation

of 

knowledge

Understand the existing corporate qualit y

formulation and

management

maintenance

objectives

of


qualit y
management
policies

system

and

qualit y

Understand the importance of qualit y
policy

and 

qualit y manual

Understand different natures of qualit y
policy and the development trends



Understand the concept of excellent of
qualit y management

6.2 Formulation

and 

maintenance

of

Anal yse

the

gap

between

the

real

operating conditions and the industry

qualit y

requirements

management

systems and related corporate qualit y

policies

and

qualit y manual

on

qualit y

management

objectives


According
development

to

the

directions,

corporate
formulate

a

measurement of the effectiveness of the
qualit y management policy


According to qualit y policy, f ormulate or
revise qualit y manual, so that the qualit y
policy can be applied on each job
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Set up communication channel for the
content of policy and manual, evaluate
the

mechanism

and

improve

the

mechanisms


Especiall y after any changes,

ensure

that all employees are aware of the
content of qualit y policies and qualit y
manual, so as to ensure the policy is
exactl y implemented


6.3 Professional
handling
formulation
maintenance

7. Assessment

The formulated quality policy and qualit y

of

manual are able to meet the corporate

and

development and able to enhance the

of

qualit y level and productivit y of the

quality management

corporation

policies and quality t 

Follow legislation of each country to

manual

protect the interests of corporation

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to formulate qualit y policy in accordance with the
corporate development, set up measurement for efficiency and
also carry out continuousl y improvement.

(ii)

Capable to formulate qualit y manual, quantify qualit y policy
and make the qualit y policy can be applied in all jobs.

8. Remarks

-

689

1. Title

Carry out financial management

2. Code

106595L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to finance/ audit department of
corporation of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to carry out financial management in accordance
with the formulated financial management goals, plans and strategies.

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
financial



Know the risk management concept



Know

of

financial

management

theories,

such as foreign exchange


management

Know financial accounting principles and
procedures



Know

the

relationship

between

management accounting principles and
financial accounting


Understand

the

tax

policies

of

the

operating regions


Understand various financial statements,
including
statement,

balance
cash

flow

sheet,

income

statement

and

forecast reports etc.
6.2 Carry out financial 
management

Organise

consolidated

financial

statements, including the consolidated
balance

sheet,

consolidated

income

statement and consolidated cash flow
statement


Control the expenditure in accordance
with financial management goals, such as
employee expenses, losses, and a variet y
of dail y expenses



Carry out Internal audit



Estimate the expected risk and return,
such as foreign exchange risk and return
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Anal ysis financial data and formulate
budgeting



Formulate periodic turnover report and
make comparison



Carry out risk management



Monitor

the

tax

policy

changes

in

operating regions and report the relevant
part to management


6.3 Professional
handling
financial

of

the

provided

financial

information / data is accurate


management
7. Assessment

Ensure

Prevent any abuse or corruption through
the financial management

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to carry out accurate anal ysis in accordance with the
corporate financial data, and formulate relevant budget plans.

(ii)

Capable to collect the latest tax policy in operating regions and
adjust the budget of the corporation.

8. Remarks

-

691

1. Title

Write financial and audit reports of manufacturing industries

2. Code

106596L5

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to finance/ audit department of
corporation of Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners
should be capable to appl y correct reporting format, arrange writing
financial and audit reports of manufacturing industries, including
financial statements, corporate internal audit reports, risk and return
anal ysis repo rts and financial budget report etc.

4. Level

5

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Know the commonly used words and
proper

of

nouns

of

manufacturing

technology

writing financial 

Understand the content focus, purpose

and audit reports

and required information of financial

of manufacturing

report of manufacturing industry


industries

Understand the format of financial report
of manufacturing industry



Understand

the

concept

of

financial

management
6.2 Writing financial 
reports

of

review relevant financial information,

manufacturing
industries

With corporate resources, collect and
arrange financial and audit report writing



Use the correct format for reporting,
writing

all

kinds

of

manufacturi ng

financial reporting, such as financial
statements,

corporate

internal

audit

reports, risk and return anal ysis, and
financial budget reports


Use charts to enhance and enrich the
contents of various reports, such as bar
charts, histograms, pie chart, circular
charts and flowcharts etc.
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6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure

the

provided

financial

information / data is accurate

writing financial 

Prevent any abuse or corruption through

and audit reports

the financial and audit reports

of manufacturing
industries
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to collect and review relevant financial information,
arrange financial and audit report writing with corporate
resources, and also e nsure the provided financial information /
data is accurate

8. Remarks

-

693

Competency Level 6

694

1. Title

Reveal market culture, conditions and competition environment of
Mainland China and foreign countries

2. Code

106597L6

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each corporation of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to reveal global market conditions, analyse each market data and
information of market research, make recommendations on strategic
market

expansion

and

target

markets

which

will

benefit

the

corporations.
4. Level

6

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Knowledge

of 

market
conditions

market research.
and 

competition
environment

Know the importance and methods of
Know the market anal ysis methods, such
as PEST anal ysis.



anal ysis

Understand

the

corporate

characteristics,

sales

product

target

and

advantages of manufacturing technology
and operation management.


Understand

economic

development

environment

and

of

different

Europe,

America,

markets,
Japan,

trend

including
Mainland

China,

and

other

emerging markets such as the Middle
East, India, South Asia, Russia, South
America, South Africa.


Understand
environment

different
and

political

legislative

and

regulatory requirements.


Understand

cultural

backgrounds

and

custom of different market s.


Understand different market competitors
background
environment.
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and

overall

competitive

6.2 Reveal

market 

culture

research

targets,

including

markets and future development targets
and 

conditions
competition
Mainland

Carry out market research with corporate
resources

environment
and

Market

of 

China

Base on market research result, anal yse
the

foreign

opportunities

cross-sectorial

countries

and

or

risk

of

cross -regional

development


Anal yse

development

development

potentials

direction

and

of

different

on

strategic

markets


Make

recommendations

market development


6.3 Professional
handling

of

Ensure corporate policies meet t he latest
situation development

revealing market 

Follow

culture

protect the interests of the corporation

conditions

legislation

of each country to

and

competition
environment
Mainland
and

of

China
foreign

countries
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

collect

relevant

information

of

economic

development environment and trend of different markets, carry
out research and evaluation for corporate future development.
(ii)

Capable

to

anal yse

market

research

result,

recommendations on strategic market development.
8. Remarks

-
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and

make

1. Title

Formulate intellectual capital development strategies

2. Code

106598L6

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each corporation of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to carry out anal ysis on intellectual capital development demand and
talents training strategies in accordance with corporate development
targets and strategies, so as to develop a set of innovative and
systemic intellectual capital development strategies.

4. Level

6

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



relevant
knowledge

corporate

development

targets, mission, vision and core value
of 

formulating
intellectual

Understand
Understand

corporate

development

strategies
capital 

Understand the importance of training

development

and intellectual capital development to

strategies

the corporation, such as the relations
between training and developing human
resource

management ,

as

well

as

contributions to corporation


Understand learning theory,

including

learning objective, learning process and
st yle, as well as learning curve and
motivation


Understand training theories, including
job training methods and theories, adult
education and training theories, design
methods of training courses as wel l as
evaluation methods of training benefits
etc.



Understand
characteristics,

labour
education

market
and

human

development policies of the industry and
the whole societ y.
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6.2 Formulate
intellectual

capital

Base on corporate development policy,
ensure

development

the

corporate

tra ining

and

development direction


strategies

Anal yse

human

resources

level

and

training demand


Formulate human resource development
and training strategies



Formulate formal and informal training
strategies and methods for management

6.3 Professional
handling

development

Formulate training budget



Ensure corporate policies meet the latest

of

developments


formulating
intellectual



capital

Follow legislation of each country to
protect the interests of the corporation



strategies

Prevent any abuse or corruption through
the process of formulating intellectual
capital development strategies

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to ensure the corporate training and development
direction in accordance with the corporate development policy.

(ii)

Capable to anal yse the labour demand of each position of the
corporation, so as to formulate human resource development
and training strategies and relevant budget.

8. Remarks

-

698

1. Title

Formulate financial management targets, solutions and strategies

2. Code

106599L6

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each corporation of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to review overall corporate condition and development strategies,
with resources development policies and strategies, carry out
financial anal ysis, so as to formulate financial management targets,
plans and strategies.

4. Level

6

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge



Know the concept of crisis management



Know the

of

application of information

technology in financial management

formulating



Know the tax polic y of operating regions

financial



Understand the corporate financial and

management targets,
solutions

resources development strategies

and 

strategies

Understand

financial

management

theories and strategies, such as foreign
exchange
management

knowledge ,
objectives

financial
and

financia l

of

financial

market functions


Understand

all

kinds

statements,

including

balance

sheet,

income statement, cash flow statement
and forecast report etc


Understand

financial

planning

and

forecast methods.


Understand capital budgeting, such as
investment rules, the net present value,
discounted

payback

period

method,

internal rate of return and profitabilit y
index.


Understand project cash flow calculation,
including relevant cash flow, incremental
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cash flow and operating cash flo w.


Understand financial risk and return,
such

as

idiosyncratic

risk

and

non-systematic risk, relationship between
risk and rewards, as well as foreign
exchange risk.


Understand different t ypes of taxes (such
as personal and enterprise income tax
topics, business tax, value added tax and
consumption tax)



Understand the tax system, legislation
and

taxation

arrangement

of

the

operating regions
6.2 Formulate
financial



Anal yse all kinds of financial statements



Formulate

all

kinds

of

financial

management targets,

management strategies, including capital

solutions

budgeting

strategies,

strategies,

and

and

strategies

cost

risk

control

and

return

management strategies


Carry out financial planning, such as
business

cycl e,

cash

flow

and

cash

budgeting


Formulate working capital management
strategies,

such

as

cash

payments,

inventory control and credit policies


Formulate crisis management solutions



Review

available

management

electronic

system

and

financial

anal yse

the

availability.


Anal yse the tax system, legislation and
taxation arrangement of the corporate
operating regions and provide suitable
recommendations to corporation



6.3 Professional

Ensure the financial information/

data

handling

of

provided is accurate

formulating

of 

Prevent any abuse or corruption through
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financial

financial management

management targets,
solutions

and

strategies
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria

8. Remarks

(i)

Capable to meet the corporate resources development policy
and strategies, carry out a series of financial data anal ysis and
formulate financial management targets, plans and strategies.

(ii)

Capable to appl y financial management knowledge, under the
dail y operation environment which consists variables; with the
actual corporate operation condition, formulate financial
management targets, solutions and strategies.

-
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1. Title

Formulate corporate financing plans and shareholding strategies

2. Code

106600L6

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each corporation of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to base on the legislation of the operating regions and formulated
financial management targets, plans and strategies, suggest suitable
financing plans and shareholding strategies, as well as analyse the
risk and management plans.

4. Level

6

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge

Know

the

tax

policies

operating

regions
of 

formulating
corporate

Understand corporate mode of operation
and structure



Understand

co rporate

financing plans and

organising

shareholding

composing strategies

strategies

of



approach

departments
and

structure

Understand the t ypes, shares permission
and range of legal liabilit y



Understand corporate mode of operation
and structure



Understand capital cost conce pt and main
calculation methods



Understand channels and ways to raise
capitals, such as finance lease.



Understand capital raising principles and
capital

raising

conditions

of

manufacturing industry.


Understand risk management methods
and risk t ypes of financing.

6.2 Formulating



Anal yse

and

formulate

corporate

corporate

structure strategies and equit y strategies

financing plans and 

Evaluate credit status of companies

shareholding
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Evaluate

the

company's

revenue

or

strategies

earnings situation and stability.


Estimate the company s need of financing
and time



Anal yse

short

term

and

long

term

financing arrangement and scale


Confirm the risk which may brough to
financing plan



Collect and anal yse different financing
plan and arrangement



Evaluate

the

risk

and

flexibilit y

of

different financing plans


Formulate

different

financing

plans

selections, such as different scales of
financing.


Compile reports, explai n the suggested
financing plans



6.3 Professional
handling

of

formulating

Ensure

the

long

term

benefits

of

corporation and all group of stakeholders


Prevent any abuse or corruption through

corporate

corporate financing plans and

financing plans and

strategies

equit y

shareholding
strategies
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on the legislation of the operating regions and
formulated financial management targets, plans and strategies,
suggest suitable financing plans and equity strategies.

(ii)

Capable to compile reports and explain the suggested financing
plans and potential risk to management.

8. Remarks

-

703

1. Title

Formulate risk management strategies

2. Code

106601L6

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each corporation of
Manufacturing Technology Industry. Practitioners should be capable
to base on corporate development targets and actual operating
conditions, formulate effective risk management strategies for the
company s long term development and operating management.

4. Level

6

5. Credits

3

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
formulating
management

Understand the sources of risks, such as
natural disasters, political, fire, accident,

of

theft, internal management qualit y and

risk

labor disputes


strategies

Understand corporate business scope and
dail y operations



Understand the risk management theory,
including

the

definition

and

th e

importance of risk management


Understand the modern risk management,
including risk management development
status, crisis management methods, as
well

as

post -crisis

risk

management

strategies


Understand

commonl y

used

relevant

legislation of common risk, such as
Factories and
Ordinance

Industrial

Factories

Undertakings

and

Industrial

Undertakings (Electricit y) Regulations,
Factories and
(Confined

Industrial

Spaces)

Occupational

Undertakings

Regulations,

Safet y

and

the

Health

Ordinance, as well as fire protection /
fire regulations
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Understand the corporate

risk scope,

ISO30001 and other management s ystem
requirements of risk management, such
as direct propert y loss, inventory loss,
equipment damage, loss o f professionals,
computer

operating

system

failure,

damage to corporate reputation, as well
as important records and data loss
6.2 Formulating risk 

Anal yse the tangible assets risk level of

management

propert y, inventory and facilities , and

strategies

select the best assets insurance plan for
the corporation.


Anal yse the risk of loss of talent which is
relevant

to

training

human

resource

policies,

policy:

promotion

and

Employment conditions; and also carry
out supervision and review with relevant
departments.


Supervise and review dail y operation
equipment

policy

with

relevant

departments, so as to reduce the relevant
risk of instabilit y of computer operating
system or production equipment.


Supervise

and

review

the

dail y

operations and monitor risk lev els of
securit y system, Inventory settlement and
records

systems

with

relevant

departments , so as to reduce the risk of
loss.


Review

corporate

PR

strategies

and

reduce the risk of damage to corporate
reputation


Formulate

customer

cr edit

risk

management strategies


6.3 Professional
handling
formulating

of

Formulate

protective

measures ,

to

minimize disaster disruption to business

risk

and operations, so as to
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reduce the risk

management

of the corporation, such as insurance

strategies

policies


When executing the risk management,
must attend to the overall interests of the
corporation,

customers

and

business

partners
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable

to

consolidate

information

on

all

aspects

and

coordinate with each relevant department, so as to formulate
risk management strategies on different scope and reduce risk
for corporation.
(ii)

Capable to facilitate and implement all risk management
strategies together with corporate resources.

8. Remarks

-

706

1. Title

Design and plan the manufacturing process of metal stamping
products

2. Code

106602L6

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each corporation of metal stamping
products manufacturing corporation. Practitioners should be capable to master the
manufacturing plans and process of metal stamping products.

4. Level

6

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1 Understand



Understand

characteristics

of

process,

all

relevant knowledge

manufacturing

of design and plan

preparing

the manufacturing

stamping

process of metal

continuous, transfer ), fitting, polishing,

stamping products

electroplating, coating, surface printing

materials,
process

including

all

kinds

(single,

of

complex,

and marking etc.


Understand

metal

stamping

design

principle and calculation methods, such
as

expansion

drawing

view

calculation,

calculation,

deep

cropping

calculation, bending stress calculation.


Understand

interrelation

between

the

design of different stamping pieces size,
thickness,

materials

and

production

processes of products and punch load
(i.e. tonnage), speed, breadth and length
of machines, and other specifications .


Know engineering anal ysis methods and
tools, such as processing roadmap, work
flowcharts,

work

factor

anal ysis

and

latest

design

and

work measurement.


Understand
manufacturin g

the

technology

(i.e.

micro-stamping) of metal stamping , as
well as

CAD/CAE/CAM software (i.e.

Pamstamp and Dynaform).
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6.2 Design and plan



Anal yse

the

and

review

customer

s

requirements on metal stamping products

manufacturing



According to customer s requirements on

process of metal

cost, environmental protection, qualit y,

stamping

functions and appearance etc, propose the

products

best manufacturing plan and procedure
for materials, equipment and stamping
technologies


Anal yse

and

design

metal

stamping

products manufacturing procedure and
formulate schedule


Balance

the

manufacturing

product

quality,

so

as

to

time

and

optimise

manufacturing procedure.


Communicate with customers, product
development and marketing staff, g ive
feedback to improve product design, so
as to improve product qualit y, lower cost
and optimise productivit y.



6.2 Professional

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

handling of

risk,

capacit y,

quality,

design and plan

protection etc, design, plan and optimise

the

stamping

manufacturing

procedure, ensure safet y operation and

process of metal

also meet all aspects of requirements

products

environmental
manufacturing

stamping
products
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to design and plan the best manufacturing plan and
process

of

metal

stamping products

in

accordance

with

customer s different requirements.
(ii)

Capable to formulate manufacturing schedule and flexibly
revise it with idiopathic cases.

8. Remarks

-Preparation:including purchasing sheet metal materials and dividing
the material into an appropriate size.
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1.

Title

Design and plan the manufacturing process of die casting and foundry
products

2. Code

106603L6

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to

the engineering or

manufacturing development department of the corporation of metal
die casting and foundry product. Practitioners should be capable to
master all kinds of manufacturing plans and process of die casting and
foundry products.
4. Level

6

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant

Understand characteristics and principles
of

knowledge

all

die-casting

and

foundry

of

technologies, including hot chamber die

design and plan the

casting, cold chamber die casting and

manufacturing

semi-solid forming.

process

of

die 

Understand

design

requirements

and

casting and foundry

terms of die-casting and foundry product,

products

such as holes and back off, thickness of
injection

moulding,

uniformit y

and

enhancement methods, stripping slope of
mould release, gate location and fusion
line position.


Understand
processes

the
and

before

and

characteristics

after
of

die-casting and foundry, such as tooling
design, selection of mould steel, correct
injection moulding parameters, finished
products anal ysis, dimensional tolerances
and shrinkage, processing and surface
treatment


Know the impact of die cast alloys and
various internal elements of the casting
product performance, such as the impact
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of hot chamber die cast alloying elements
of

aluminium,

magnesium,

copper,

cadmium, lead, tin, iron and silicon, on
the

strength

of

the

hardness,

wear

resistance, extensibilit y and dimensional
stabilit y of the casting products .


Know the engineering anal ysis methods
and tools, such as the processing of
roadmap, work flowcharts, work factors
anal ysis and work measurem ent.



Understand the latest technology and
CAD/CAE/CAM
Magma)

etc

software
of

the

(such
design

as
and

manufacturing die-casting and foundr y
product
6.2 Design and plan the 
manufacturing
process

of

Anal yse

and

review

the

customers

requirements on die casting and foundr y
die

products

casting and foundry 

In

product

requirements

accordance
on

protection,

with
cost,

quality,

customers
environmental

functions

appearance,

propose

the

manufacturing

plan

process

and

and
best
of

materials, facilities and die casting and
foundry technologies


Anal yse and design the manufacturing
process

of

die

casting

and

foundry

products, and formulate manufacturing
schedule


Balance

the

manufacturing

time

and

product qualit y in order to optimize the
manufacturing process


Communicate with customers, product
development and marketing staff and
feedback to improve product design, so
as to enhance product qualit y, reduce
costs and optimize production efficiency
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6.2 Professional
handling of design

risk,

and

protection and cost etc, design, plan and

plan

the

manufacturing
process

7. Assessment

Carefull y consider elements of safet y,

of

capacit y,

optimise

quality,

die-casting

environmental
and

foundry

die

products manufacturing pr ocess, ensure

casting and foundry

safet y operation and also m eet all aspects

product

of requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to design and plan the best manufacturing plan and
process of die casting and foundry products in accordance with
customer’s different requirements.

(ii)

Capable to formulate manufacturing schedule and flexibly
revise it with idiopathic cases

8. Remarks

-

711

1. Title

Set up and maintain qualit y management system

2. Code

106604L6

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to
department

of

the

manufacturing

the qualit y control

technology

corporation.

Practitioners should be capable to set up and maintain the qualit y
management system in the work quality management, enh ance the
competitiveness of the corporation.
4. Level

6

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Know

the

relevant

international

and

relevant

industrial qualit y management system,

knowledge of set

such as TS16949 of Auto P arts Industry,

up

ISO13485

and

maintain

of

Medical

E quipment

quality management

Industry, AS 9100 of Aviation Industry,

system

and ISO / IEC 17025 of Internationall y
Recognised

Laboratory

Management

corporate

development

corporate

management

System.


Understand
strategies



Understand
system



Understand the basics of international
qualit y

management

applications,
including

system

and

its

such

as

ISO

qualit y

of

management

responsibilit y at

all

9000,

levels of staff,

qualit y management policies, different
functions

in

mechanism,

qualit y

management

detection

of

defective

products and correction mechanisms, and
document control mechanisms
6.2 Set up and maintain 

Examine

the

quality management

strategy

and

system

international
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business
select
and

the

development
appropriate

industry-related

qualit y

management

system;

with

existing

corporate

resources

and

corporate management system to set up
relevant qualit y management system


Base on the requirements of realistic
operating conditions and international
and industry-related qualit y management
systems, carry out a gap anal ysis.



Define

the

scope

of

application

of

qualit y management system


Review the effectiveness and efficiency
of

existing

s ystems,

and

carry

out

continuous improvement


Regularl y review the latest revision of
the relevant international and industry
qualit y management system and clearl y
find out the system changes and the
characteristics.

6.3 Professional



The

established

qualit y

management

handling of set up

system can support the development of

and

corporation, and improve the corporate

maintain

quality management
system

qualit y level and production efficiency


Compliance with local laws so as to
protect the interests of corporation

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to assess future trends e ffectively, proactivel y review
the existing quality management system so as to meet
corporate strategies.

(ii)

Capable to set up and preventativel y maintain the quality
management system with reference to the manufacturing
market and corporate operating conditions.

(iii)

Capable to objectivel y correct, review and improve the
existing qualit y management system when problems occur.

8. Remarks

-

713

Competency Level 7

714

1. Title

Formulate corporate development strategies

2. Code

106605L7

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to

each manufacturing

technology corporation. Practitioners should be capable to base of the
anal ysis results of foreign and local market cultural conditions and
competitive environment, formulate corporate development goals and
strategies in short and long terms, and ensure that the staff clearl y
understand the corporat e goals and strategies.
4. Level

7

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements
6.1



Understand
relevant
knowledge

Understand the product characteristics,
sales

of

objects,

of

manufacturing technology and corporate

corporate

governance

development

corporation

strategies

advantages



formulation

and

Understand

the

operations
level

of

of

the

corporate

management system and operation mode
of the anal ytical methods such as SWOT
anal ysis.


Understand

the

industry

benchmark

levels.


Understand the situation and the level of
other competitors in the industry.

6.2 Formulate



Carry out system anal ysis at the level of

corporate

corporate

development

mode, such as the SWOT anal ysis

strategies



Anal yse

management
the

and

level

of

operation
corporate

technologies and facilities Collect other
competitors
for

anal ysis

development information
reference

and

make

comparison with the industry benchmark
levels Formulate corporate development
goals
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Review the corporate mission, vision and

core values


Formulate

long-term

and

short -term

business development strategies, such as
corporate strategies , business operations
strategies, human resource management
strategies, financial strategies , service
development strategies, risk management
strategies, and corporate communication
channels


6.3 Professional
handling
corporate

of

latest developments


development
strategies

Ensure that corporate policies meet the
Compliance with local laws to protect the
interests of corporation



formulation

Prevent any abuse or corruption during
the

corporate

development

strategies

formulation process
7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on the corporate advantages and levels, as well
as the market conditions, formulate long-term and short -term
corporate development strategies

8. Remarks

-

716

1. Title

Formulate financial and resources development policies and strategies

2. Code

106606L7

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each manufacturing technology
corporation. Practitioners should be capable to meet the corporate goals
and strategies, base on the corporate financial situation and formulate
front-looking

financial

and

resources

development

policies

and

strategies
4. Level

7

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand
relevant
knowledge
financial

Understand

relevant

manufacturing

and

facilities of the corporation
of 
and 

Understand corporate goals and strategies
Understand the advantages of manufacturing

resources

technologies and corporate governance and

development policies

operations of the corporation


and strategies

Understand the mission and principles of the
resource management of the corporation



Understanding the principles and methods of
corporate

resource

anal ysis,

planning,

development and portfolio allocation


6.2 Formulate
financial

and

Work with technical departments and related
departments, carry out gap anal ysis between

resources

the existing resources level and corporate

development policies

development goals

and strategies



Anal yse the financial conditions of the
corporation



Evaluate the cost of different strategies and
earnings for the corporation, and

estimate

the risk and payback period


According to corporate development goals
and

strategies

and

financial

formulate front -looking
resources
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development

situation,

financial and
policies

and

strategies


Arrange adding related expenses in the
fiscal budget, so as to achieve financial and
resources

development

policies

and

strategies


6.3 Professional
handling
financial

of

latest developments

and 

Compliance with local laws to protect the

resources

interests of corporation

development policies 

Prevent any abuse or corruption during the

and

directions

strategies

formulation

7. Assessment

Ensure that corporate policies meet the

and

strategies

formulation

process

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to meet the corporate development goals and strategies
and

corporate

financial

conditions,

formulate

front-looking

financial and resources development policies and strategies
(ii)

Capable to arrange budget, so as to achieve financial and resources
development policies and strategies

8. Remarks

-

718

1.

Title

Establish and maintain of corporate management system and practices

2. Code

106607L7

3. Range

This unit of competency is applicable to each manufacturing technology
corporation. Practitioners should be capable to understand the social situation, fully
master the status of the development trend of the industry and the corporate goal
and status, establish, manage and continuously improve the corporate management
system and practices.

4. Level

7

5. Credits

6

6. Competency

Performance Requirements


6.1 Understand

Understand the requirements of qualit y

corporate

management

management system

management system and practices


and practices

system

on

corporate

Know the existing qualit y management
system of the corporation



Review

the

corporate

development

goals, mission, vision and core values


Understand

corporate

development

strategies


Understand the quotes and operating
conditions of manufacturing industries



Understand the actual situation and the
effectiveness of the enterprise, such as
co-ordination
various

and

integration

departments,

of

the

marketing

and

finance, logistics, manpower resources
loss,

operational

operation,
management,

mechanism

qualit y
failure

of

control,
or

risk

violation

of

operational management methods etc

6.2 Establish
maintain

and 
of

According to the corporate needs and
development

strategies,

corporate

requirements

management

qualit y management standards , build the
719

of

the

meet

international

system

and

appropriate corporate governance s ystem

practices

processing and dail y operation


Review

the

management

existing
systems

operational

and

carry

out

in-depth investigation for improvements


Carry out critical anal ysis, , integration,
extension

and

judgment

for

the

information obtained, and improve the
existing corporate management system


Prospectivel y assess the future trends,
review

the

existing

management

system,

corporate
meet

the

requirements of the international qualit y
management standards and adjust the
system, so as to meet the corporate
development


6.3 Professional
handling

of

establishing

and

maintaining

of

system

and

corporate

practices

and

development,

production

corporate

efficiency

and
and

meet

the

improve
economic

benefits


management
system

The established corporate management

and

In the process of building and managing
corporate management system, prevent

practices

any

misuse

/

misappropriation

of

corporate assets, corruption, fraud or
extravagance, etc.


Compliance with local laws to protect
the interests of corporation

7. Assessment

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:

Criteria
(i)

Capable to base on the requirements of the quotes, corporate
operating

conditions

and

corporate

qualit y

system, establish, manage and continuousl y

management
improve the

existing corporate management system and practices
(ii)

Capable to objectivel y correct, review and improve the
existing qualit y management system when problems occur.
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(iii)

Capable to prospectivel y assess the future trends, review the
existing corporate operating management system, and meet the
corporate development strategies

8. Remarks

-
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Appendix I
Glossary
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Glossary
Title
Angle Plate

角板 (曲踭)

Angular Grinding

角度研磨

Angular Groove Milling

角度槽溝銑削

Angular Milling

斜面銑削

Annealing

退火

Title

Title

角板

Automatic Programmed Tool, 自動編程工具
APT
檯式鑽床
Bench Drill
Benchwork

鉗工

Bending

彎型

Binder

粘合劑

Boring

搪孔

Burr

毛邊 (批鋒）

Carburization

滲碳

Carriage

刀座

Center

頂心

Centerless Grinder

無心磨床

Centerless Grinding

無心磨

Chamfer Grinding

倒角研磨

Chamfering

倒角

Chisel

鏨

Coating

塗層

cold slug well

冷料井

Collets

索頭

Cutting Depth

切削深度

Cylindrical Grinder

圓心磨床

圓筒磨床

Deep Reactive-ion Etching

活性離子深蝕刻

深度反應離子刻蝕

Deionized Water

去/負離子水 (純水)

純水

Direct Numerical Control,
DNC

直接數值控制

直接數值控制連線

Dovetail Groove

燕尾槽

Dovetail Milling

燕尾槽銑削

Drilling

鑽孔

EDM Drilling

電火花鑽孔

EDM milling

電火花銑削

Ejector

頂針

Ejector Guide Bushing

中托司套

粘合劑

結合劑

毛剌
刀架(刀塔)

圓筒磨床

直接數值控制連線

紋面蝕刻
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Embossing

壓印

Engineering Blue

紅丹

Face Milling

平面銑削

Faceplate

面板 (花餅)

Facing

端面車削

Feed Rate

進給率

File

銼

Fine Blanking

精密衝壓

Fitting

打磨

Flame Hardening

火焰硬化

Flange

法蘭盤

Flow Mark

流紋

Forging

鍛壓

Form Milling

輪廓銑削

Forming

成型

Four Jaw Chuck

四爪夾頭

Grinding Wheel

砂輪/磨輪

Groove Milling

直槽溝銑削

Grooving

開槽

Hammer

錘

High Frequency Induction
Hardening

高週波硬化

High-speed Machining

高速加工

Rotating Plate

分度盤

Indexing Head

分度頭(羊頭)

Inner & Outer Diameter

內外徑

insert moulding

插件注塑

Interferometer

干涉儀

Internal and External
Cylindrical Grinding

內外圓磨

Jig Bore

坐標鏜孔

Jig Grind

坐標研磨

Knurling

滾花

Magnetic Chuck

磁盤

Metric threading

公制螺紋

Micro EDM

微放電加工

Mirror surface

鏡面

Multi-lead threading

多導螺紋

Nitriding

氮化

面板

緣盤

圓孤及輪廓銑削

高頻淬火

高頻率感應加熱

分度頭

輥花
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Normalization

正火

Orange Peel Structure

橙皮紋

P lock

定位鎖

Pillar Drill

立式鑽床

Plasma magnetron sputtering

電漿磁控濺射

Polishing

拋光

Precision Grinding Vice

磨床虎鉗

Pull-outs

簷口

Punch Former

沖子成形器

Punching

衝切

Quenching

淬火

Reaming

鉸孔

Rolling

壓延

Sawing

鋸

Scratches

刮痕

Scribing

鏟花

Sine Bar

正弦規

Screw Die

螺絲板

Screw Tap

螺絲攻

Side Milling

側面銑削

Sleeve Ejector

套筒頂針

Slider

滑塊

Spring

彈簧

Sprue Bushing

唧咀

Standard threading

標準螺紋

Step Milling

階梯面銑削

Stopper

定位靠板

Taper turning

錐度車削

Tapping

攻螺紋, 攻牙

Tempering

回火

Three jaw chuck

三爪夾頭

Tools

刀具

Tool nose radius
compensation

刀鼻半徑補正

Tool Setter

對刀儀

T-shaped Groove Milling

T 形槽銑削

Universal Vice

萬能虎鉗(萬能批士)

萬能虎鉗

萬能虎鉗

Vice

虎鉗(批士)

虎鉗

虎鉗

V-Shaped Groove

V 形槽

邊鎖

螺絲鏌
垂直面銑削

垂直面銑削
司筒

標準斜度滑動行位

圓孤等刀鼻半徑補
正程式
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Wire Electrical Discharge
Machining, Wire EDM

線切割放電加工

726

Appendix II
Generic Level Descriptors
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Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual
Skills

1

- Employ recall and demonstrate

Application, Autonomy &

Processes

Communications, IT & Numeracy

Accountability
- Operate mainly in closely

- The ability to perform tasks of

- Use very simple skills with assistance

elementary comprehension in a

defined and highly structured

routine and repetitive nature

for example:

narrow range of areas with

contexts

given clear direction

- Take some part in discussions about

dependency on ideas of others

- Exercise basic skills
- Receive and pass on information
- Use, under supervision or
prompting, basic tools and
materials.

- Carry out processes that are

- Carry out directed activity

repetitive and predictable

- Undertake the performance of
clearly defined tasks

under close supervision

- Read and identify the main points

- Rely entirely on external

and ideas from documents about

monitoring of output and quality

- Assume a strictly limited range

straightforward subjects

straightforward subjects

- Produce and respond to a limited range
of simple, written and oral

of roles.

- Apply learnt responses to solve

communications, in familiar/routine

problems

contexts

- Operate in familiar, personal

- Carry out a limited range of simple

and/or everyday contexts

tasks to process data and access

- Take some account, with

information

- Use a limited range of very simple

prompting, of identified

and familiar numerical and pictorial data

consequences of actions.

- Carry out calculations, using whole
numbers and simple decimals
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Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Application, Autonomy &

Processes

Communications, IT & Numeracy

Accountability
2

- Apply knowledge based on an

- Choose from a range of

- The ability to perform a range of

underpinning comprehension in a

procedures performed in a number

tasks in predictable and structured

selected number of areas

of contexts, a few of which may

contexts

- Make comparisons with some
valuation and interpret available
information

be non-routine

- Undertake directed activity with

- Co-ordinate with others to
achieve common goals.

a degree of autonomy

- Achieve outcomes within time

- Apply basic tools and materials
and use rehearsed stages for solving

constraints

- Accept defined responsibility for

problems.

- Operate in familiar, personal and/or
everyday contexts

for example:

- Take active part in discussions about
identified subjects

- Identify the main points and ideas from
documents and reproduce them in other
contexts

- Produce and respond to a specified range

quantity and quality of output

of written and oral communications, in

subject to external quality

familiar/routine contexts

checking.

- Take account the identified

- Use skills with some assistance

- Carry out a defined range of tasks to
process data and access information

- Use a limited range of familiar numerical

consequences of actions.

and graphical data in everyday contexts

- Carry out calculations, using percentages
and graphical data to given levels of
accuracy.
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Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Application, Autonomy &

Processes

Communications, IT & Numeracy

Accountability
3

- Apply knowledge and skills in a

- Operate in a variety of familiar

- The ability to perform tasks in a

range of activities, demonstrating

and some unfamiliar contexts,

broad range of predictable and

well practiced skills

comprehension of relevant theories

using a known range of

structured contexts which may

- Produce and respond to detailed and

technical or learning skills

also involve some non-routine

complex written and oral communication

activities requiring a degree of

in familiar contexts, and use a suitable

individual responsibility

structure and style when writing extended

- Access, organize and evaluate
information independently and
make reasoned judgements in
relation to a subject or discipline

- Select from a considerable choice
of predetermined procedures

- Give presentations to an audience

- Engage in self-directed activity

- Employ a range of responses to well

with guidance/evaluation

defined, but sometimes unfamiliar or

- Accept responsibility for

unpredictable, problems

quantity and quality of output

- Make generalizations and

- Accept well defined but limited

predictions in familiar contexts.

responsibility for the quantity and
quality of the output of others
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- Use a wide range of largely routine and
for example:

documents.

- Select and use standard applications to
obtain, process and combine information

- Use a wide range of numerical and
graphical data in routine contexts, which
may have some non-routine elements.

Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Application, Autonomy &

Processes

Communications, IT & Numeracy

Accountability
4

- Develop a rigorous approach to the

- Operate in a range of varied and

- The ability to perform skilled

- Use a wide range of routine skills and

acquisition of a broad knowledge

specific contexts involving some

tasks requiring some discretion

some advanced skills associated with the

base, with some specialist

creative and non-routine activities

and judgement, and undertake a

subject/discipline

knowledge in selected areas

- Present and evaluate information,
using it to plan and develop
investigative strategies

- Deal with well defined issues

- Exercise appropriate judgement in
planning, selecting or presenting

supervisory role

- Undertake self-directed and a

information, methods or resources

- Carry out routine lines of enquiry,

some directive activity

- Operate within broad general

development of investigation into

within largely familiar contexts, but

professional level issues and

extend this to some unfamiliar

problems.

guidelines or functions

- Take responsibility for the nature
and quantity of own outputs

for example:

- Present using a range of techniques to
engage the audience in both familiar and
some new contexts

- Read and synthesize extended
information from subject documents;
organize information coherently, convey
complex ideas in well-structured form

- Employ a range of specialized skills

- Meet specified quality standards
- Accept some responsibility for

and approaches to generate a range

the quantity and quality of the

- Plan approaches to obtaining and using

of responses.

output of others.

information, choose appropriate methods

problems

- Use a range of IT applications to
support and enhance work

and data to justify results & choices

- Carry out multi-stage calculations.
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Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Application, Autonomy &

Processes

Communications, IT & Numeracy

Accountability
5

- Generate ideas through the analysis

- Utilise diagnostic and creative

- Perform tasks involving planning,

of abstract information and concepts

skills in a range of technical,

design, and technical skills, and

advanced and specialized skills in support

- Command wide ranging, specialized

professional or management

involving some management

of established practices in a

functions

functions

subject/discipline, for example:

technical, creative and/or conceptual
skills

- Identify and analyse both routine

- Exercise appropriate judgement in

- Accept responsibility and

- Use a range of routine skills and some

- Make formal and informal presentations

planning, design, technical and/or

accountability within broad

on standard/mainstream topics in the

and abstract professional problems

supervisory functions related to

parameters for determining and

subject/discipline to a range of audiences

and issues, and formulate

products, services, operations or

achieving personal and/or group

evidence-based responses

processes.

outcomes

- Analyse, reformat and evaluate a

- Work under the mentoring of

wide range of information

- Critically analyse, evaluate and/or

senior qualified practitioners

- Deal with ethical issues, seeking

synthesize ideas, concepts,

guidance of others where

information and issues

appropriate.

- Draw on a range of sources in
making judgments.
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- Participate in group discussions
about complex subjects; create
opportunities for others to contribute

- Use a range of IT applications to support
and enhance work

- Interpret, use and evaluate numerical and
graphical data to achieve goals/targets.

Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Application, Autonomy &

Processes

Communications, IT & Numeracy

Accountability
6

- Critically review, consolidate, and

- Transfer and apply diagnostic and

- Apply knowledge and skills in a

- Communicate, using appropriate methods,

extend a systematic, coherent body

creative skills in a range of

broad range of professional

to a range of audiences including peers,

of knowledge

situations

work activities

senior colleagues, specialists

- Utilise highly specialized technical

- Exercise appropriate judgement in

- Practice significant autonomy in

- Use a wide range of software to support

research or scholastic skills across

complex planning, design,

determining and achieving

and enhance work; identify refinements to

an area of study

technical and/or management

personal and/or group outcomes

existing software to increase effectiveness

functions related to products,

- Accept accountability in related

- Critically evaluate new information,
concepts and evidence from a range

services operations or

decision making including use of

of sources and develop creative

processes, including resourcing

supervision

responses

and evaluation

- Critically review, consolidate and

- Demonstrate leadership and /or

- Conduct research, and/or

make an identifiable contribution

extend knowledge, skills practices

advanced technical or professional

and thinking in a subject/discipline

activity

- Deal with complex issues and make
informed judgements in the absence

- Design and apply appropriate
research methodologies.

of complete or consistent
data/information.
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to change and development.

or specify new software

- Undertake critical evaluations of a wide
range of numerical and graphical data, and
use calculations at various stages of the
work.

Level

Generic Level Descriptors
Knowledge & Intellectual Skills

Application, Autonomy &

Processes

Communications, IT & Numeracy

Accountability
7

- Demonstrate and work with a

- Demonstrate command of

- Apply knowledge and skills in a

- Strategically use communication

critical overview of a subject or

research and methodological

broad range of complex and

skills, adapting context and purpose to

discipline, including an evaluative

issues and engage in critical

professional work activities,

a range of audiences

understanding of principal theories

dialogue

including new and unforeseen

and concepts, and of its broad
relationships with other disciplines

- Identify, conceptualise and offer
original and creative insights into
new, complex and abstract ideas and

- Develop creative and original
responses to problems and issues

circumstances

- Demonstrate leadership and

in the context of new

originality in tackling and solving

circumstances.

problems

- Accept accountability in related

information

- Deal with very complex and/or new

decision making

- High degree of autonomy, with

- Communicate at the standard of
published academic work and/or
critical dialogue

- Monitor, review and reflect on own
work and skill development, and
change and adapt in the light of new
demands

- Use a range of software and specify

issues and make informed

full responsibility for own work,

software requirements to enhance

judgements in the absence of

and significant responsibility for

work, anticipating future requirements

complete or consistent

others

data/information

- Deal with complex ethical and

- Make a significant and original

professional issues.

contribution to a specialised field of
inquiry, or to broader
interdisciplinary relationships.
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- Critically evaluate numerical and
graphical data, and employ such data
extensively.
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